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ELIZABETH MARY WILKINSON 

PREFACE 
This monograph was first conceived in 1958 and grew out of work 
done in preparation for an English translation of Laxdcela saga. During the 
intervening years and since its presentation as part of a Ph. D. dissertation, the 
study presented here has undergone revision in format. The content, the 
examples and their interpretations, however, have through the years of matura-
tion proved themselves, hence whatever development has taken place there 
consists rather in a sharpening of the concepts and in further substantiation. 
The reading and rereading of the original text, indispensable to both transla-
tion and commentary, revealed a striking number of parallels in the saga; the 
narrative abounds in repetitions and formulae. Curiously enough, when it 
comes to close observation of vocabulary choices or recollection of where an 
unusual or previously used word has appeared, a non-native reader of a 
language sometimes has an advantage. Recognition of these parallels and 
linguistic similarities led to discernment of the structural patterns of Laxdcela 
saga and revealed a master design that unifies the saga into an artistic whole. 
In many respects such a detailed commentary on a single saga may seem too 
tedious for the non-specialist. But in order to demonstrate how deftly and 
tightly structured the saga is on all levels, illustration in every instance has 
been preferred to unsubstantiated statement. And since repetition and inter-
weaving of the structural forms distinguish the content and style of the saga, 
a certain amount of duplication has proved unavoidable. I trust that the ample 
documentation will aid rather than impede aesthetic appreciation of this 
particular saga, and that the results obtained will encourage others to evaluate 
the creative prose of the saga genre on the basis of close internal analysis of 
individual texts. 
During the rewriting for publication of the final chapter "Literary Per-
spectives," which summarizes the broader conclusions reached, I stumbled -
some ten years after the inception of the whole idea - upon something totally 
unexpected. A solution emerged that was farthest from any preconceived 
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notions I had entertained, but which in a strange way converged with the 
original experiment I had set out upon, namely to demonstrate that the 
saga was a work of art deliberately so created. The serendipitous discovery -
the saga metamorphoses into a roman a clef - is based solely on the internal 
evidence of the saga, and its validity rests on the accuracy and cogency of the 
aesthetic analysis. Verification from external sources has been undertaken in 
part in my article appearing in the Festschrift for Lee M. Hollander (Saga og 
sprak: Studies in language and literature [Austin, Texas]), now in press. Since 
of necessity this monograph is limited to treatment of the saga as a closed 
unit, only a glimpse of the direction and promise that the aesthetic method 
holds when used in conjunction with comparative studies of other texts in 
the genre can be indicated. Much of the old romanticism surrounding the 
sagas will no doubt thereby have been lost, but something far more valuable 
will surely be gained. The aesthetic method may prove salutary in coming 
to grips with other Icelandic sagas and a welcome alternative for medievalists 
who deal with similar questions of oral origins, folk traditions, linguistic 
formulae and patterns, and anonymous works. 
For scholars in adjacent disciplines, who would encounter difficulty with 
the Icelandic quotations, I have added English renderings, except in those places 
where the meaning can be gathered from the context or from preceding 
quotations. The Icelandic forms which illustrate the author's use of similar 
linguistic configurations have been italicized. All quotations from the Laxdrela 
saga both in the text and in the notes ( chapter reference being given in small 
roman letters and page number in arabic numerals) are from the edition of 
Einar Olafur Sveinsson, Vol. V of "fslenzk fornrit" (Reykjavik, 1934). 
For their splendid guidance and inspiration during the initial stages of this 
work as a Ph. D. thesis, I am most grateful to Professors Gosta Franzen and 
George J. Metcalf of the University of Chicago. 
My appreciation also goes to the United States Educational Foundation m 
Iceland (Fulbright) and to the Board of Foreign Scholarships for the study 
grant to Iceland in 1958-59 that made this work possible. For their helpfulness 
and encouragement during those "Winter Nights" I give public thanks to 
Donald Wilson and Mildred B. Allport of the USIS in Reykjavik at that time. 
To Sigur~ur Nordal, Professor Emeritus of the University of Iceland, I am 
indebted for the reading of the preliminary manuscript and for his support 
of the project. And to my Icelandic friends Egill and Katrin Jacobsen, whose 
hospitality I enjoyed in Reykjavik and who sustained me in every sense 
of the word, I should like to offer my sincerest gratitude and friendship. 
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The training in aesthetic method which brought this work to life I owe to 
Elizabeth Mary Wilkinson of University College, London, who opened the 
door to poetry. To her and to Snorri's grand duplicity this work is dedicated. 
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Problems of Saga Research 
In the more than three centuries since their discovery by the outside world, 
the lslendingasogur (Sagas of Icelanders or Family Sagas) have for the most 
part been neglected by literary criticism, the discipline which would be proper 
to their essence and which could supply the methodology commensurate with 
their intent. The formal, artistic nature of these sagas has been eclipsed by 
philological, historical, and folkloristic interests. Although the sagas have often 
been extolled for their unique prose style, their singular aesthetic merit 
has tended to be avowed rather than demonstrated. 
Neglect by the literary critic can be attributed in part to the fact that these 
thirteenth-century Icelandic writings have been beset with problems extraneous 
to art as such. 1 When the Icelandic literature first came to the attention of 
scholars outside of Iceland, toward the end of the sixteenth century, it was 
assumed to contain historical accounts of the remote prehistory of Scandinavia 
(Fornaldarsogur or Mythological Sagas), of the kings of Norway (Konungasogur 
or Kings' Sagas), of Iceland during the period of Settlement (lslendingasogur). 
The Sagas of Icelanders, of which Laxdwla is one, deal with events of the 
tenth and eleventh centuries, were apparently composed and written down in 
the thirteenth century, and are known today from vellum and paper manuscripts 
of the fourteenth century. Since only a few fragmentary manuscripts can be 
assigned to the thirteenth century, we therefore are dependent on copies 
or even copies of copies. One of the major tasks of saga scholarship has 
been to establish critical texts for these sagas, an undertaking and achievement 
which has provided us with the indispensable "lslenzk fornrit" series, of which 
many volumes are still to come. In addition, the fact that these manuscripts 
are anonymous and undated has prompted through several centuries of scholar-
ship no little speculation concerning their origin and chronology. 2 
When these manuscripts first came into the hands of scholars, it was almost 
inevitable that the sudden discovery of such wealth of new material relating to 
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the mythology, history, and earliest culture of the North would overwhelm the 
Scandinavian world. Acquisition of these texts coincided with both an 
awakened antiquarian interest and a rising feeling of nationalism and competi-
tion among the Scandinavian countries. Indiscriminate perusal of the 
manuscripts, particularly the Fornaldarsogur, for facts about the prehistory of 
the North engendered such faith in the reliability of the sagas that two 
centuries pas,ed before that notion, at least in respect to the Fornaldarsogur, 
was corrected. 
With the sharpening of critical acumen and historical method, the attempt 
was gradually made to sift fact from fancy. In the early nineteenth century 
P. E. Mi.iller (1776-1834) produced his epoch-making Sagabibliothek (Vols. 
I-III, Kis15benhavn, 1817-1820), which divided the sagas according to content 
into the three general groupings still recognized today. The Fornaldarsogur 
could not stand against the Konungasogur and the lslendingasogur in relia-
bility. The former were frankly imaginative, the latter "obviously realistic" 
and therefore of historical content, although Mi.iller was aware that even 
here degrees of reliability were possible. Millier was one of the first to 
connect development of the saga genre with cultural circumstances. Tacitly 
the faith in historicity had rested on the assumption of accuracy in the 
transmission of the events related in the sagas. Anonymity spoke for oral 
transmission; the straight-forward, objective presentation pointed to factual 
recording. To account for such a remarkably long, accurate, oral tradition 
certain exceptions had to be granted. Cultural and social conditions peculiar 
to Iceland were pressed into service, as well as implicit, preconceived notions 
concerning the nature and excellence of folk ( oral) literature. Although most 
of Mi.iller's assumptions had been anticipated here and there during the two 
previous centuries, it was with his Sagabibliothek that the oral theory on the 
origin, development, and chronology of the sagas became hopelessly entangled 
with the arguments for historical reliability. 
The late eighteenth and early decades of the nineteenth century saw the 
rise in Germany of the Romantic School with its lively interest in folklore. 
Mi.iller's chronology can be said to rest, implicitly at least, on Romantic pre-
mises of the priority of oral traditions. The more "oral traits" any given saga 
contained, the older the saga. Likewise, the concomitant Romantic tenets 
concerning the priority of folk poetry in respect to its genuineness and 
perfection found their way into discussions of the Icelandic sagas and merged 
with the age-old conviction of their historical value. x Authenticity in the sense 
of genuine folk tradition and folkloristic style all too frequently became 
synonymous with the reliability demanded by a critical historical discipline. 
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This "unhappy marriage," as Theodore Andersson dubs it, 4 between oral 
transmission and historical reliability reached its most complete formulation 
in the writings of Andreas Heusler (1865-1940) 5 who took the lead among 
the Free-prosaists, as he himself labeled the adherents to this theory. After P. E. 
Muller, Finnur Jonsson (1858-1934), Knut Liest¢! (1881-1952), and Rud,olf 
Meissner (1863-1948), among others, held individually modified versions 
concerning fluid or rigid oral transmitting, the artistic superiority or primitive-
ness of folk poetry, the degree to which the sagas are historically reliable, the 
amount of influence to be attributed to oral tradition, redactors, or authors. 
Heusler was, at first, the most extreme, insisting in one breath upon exact 
transmission, historical intent, and literary excellence of the sagas. Muller had 
postulated the chronological priority of oral sagas but had never insisted on 
the superiority of folk poetry and tradition. Heusler, like most of the others, 
was constrained to hedge on these points, admitting that oral transmission 
was subject to variants, that the "pure" saga ( that is, the oral saga in its 
pristine perfection), since it was told artfully, became more than chronicle, 
and that degrees of "bookishness" had to be reckoned with. It is curiously 
ironic to watch how among the proponents of the Free-prose school arguments 
consistently rest on aesthetic judgments: only folk poetry can be so naively 
realistic, objective, succinct in expression, full of dialogue; the best sagas are 
the earliest; and so forth. Yet at no time does the great lacuna in knowledge 
concerning the existence of an oral substratum ever prompt critics to turn 
to the written sagas themselves. 
Thus, until recently, investigations surrounding the Sagas of Icelanders have 
taken the form of checking and verifying historical data, of demonstrating the 
validity of genealogies from outside sources, even of excavating for the famed 
burnt house of Njals saga. Stylistic studies have on the whole been directed 
toward singling out "genuine oral elements" or toward discovering "bookish 
traits" that would point to later manipulation and hence to a decline from 
pure saga style and from truthful account. The results of these endeavors, 
based as they are on unproved assumptions, have yielded disappointing results. 
The inner chronology of the sagas cannot stand up against the dating from 
historical annals, nor can many of the details about the persons be substantiated, 
and indeed quite a few of the saga characters themselves are unverifiable. 
The discrepancies attending this line of thought invited a fresh approach. 
In the early years of the twentieth century a change in attitude was initiated 
by Bjorn M. 6lsen's (1850-1919) evaluation of Gunnlaugs saga ormstungu 
and somewhat later by Sigur(')ur Nordal's introduction to Egils saga in the 
"lslenzk fornrit" series and by his study of Hrafnkels saga. 6 Scholars began to 
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feel that the sagas warranted attention less as possible sources for history or as 
reflexes of an oral tradition and more in themselves as literary works of merit. 
These Book-prosaists, as they became called, among them 6lsen, Nordal (who 
emerged as leader of the Book-prose school), Walter Baetke, Einar 6lafur 
Sveinsson, and Gabriel Turville-Petre, considered artistic excellence to be in-
dicative of a later rather than early origin. Sagas that formerly were assigned 
an early place in a relative chronology because of unified composition, simpli-
city, vigor of language and so on were transposed to a point diametrically 
opposite in the time scale. All the special excellences previously thought to be 
the prerogatives of oral, folk art, all the "obviously" oral traits, could be 
shown to be the highly sophisticated techniques of written compositions. For 
the new school, literary progression spans an ascending gradient from primitive, 
less developed, artistic forms to more masterful presentations. 7 Accordingly, 
artistic features are primarily attributable to scribes, redactors, or authors, 
depending upon the degree of departure from the notion of an oral substratum. 
Having come into being as a school of opposition, the Book-prosaists have 
had to devote their efforts mainly to correcting former ideas. The more 
cautious and less extreme members of the two schools share many points. 
The Free-prosaists, for their part, have had to admit to degrees of reliability 
and to influence from scribes and redactors. Many Book-prosaists, while on 
the one hand emphasizing the 'role of authors and written records in the 
composition of the sagas, on the other hand admit to some kind of oral 
sources. While there continue to be some die-hards in respect to belief in the 
historical reliability of the sagas and in the accuracy of oral traditions, the 
Free-prose school need no longer feel incumbered by such extreme views. 8 
Walter Baetke, sensing the am bi valance of the new school, has advocated 
a clean break with the past, with all notions of a substratum, making a plea 
for an appraisal of each saga as a literary work of art, self-contained as an 
aesthetic whole. 
Even if it is conceded that the sagas as we know them are literary productions 
in the strictest sense of the term, written in the thirteenth century; it is 
nonetheless counter to logic and all historical-literary progression to assume 
that they came into being ex nihilo. The art of writing came to Iceland 
following the introduction of Christianity (A. D. 1000) and the subsequent 
establishment of church schools. To the Book-prosaists, Nordal and E. 6. Sveins-
son, belongs credit for the abandonment of the theory that the sagas are 
survivors in the form of written transcriptions from the age of oral composi-
tion and for promulgating the view that saga writing was an art that developed 
in the thirteenth century." Literary development, however, is always a 
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continuum; the preliterate past and its probable achievements should not be 
totally dropped from sight. These roots cannot have been cut off entirely 
by the advent of writing, since many of the techniques of oral composition 
would naturally have been accommodated to the new written medium. Indeed, 
such remnants can be detected, even though, in the narrower sense, they are 
now literary devices. A comparison of the components which the sagas hold 
in common can in particular be expected to throw light on traditional origins. 
Of great interest in this regard are the earlier sources for the Kings' Sagas 
and the Heimskringla. Furthermore, the learned training of the Church and 
hagiographic literature played a prominent role in stimulating saga writing 
and deserve more careful attention. Acquaintance with the total body of Ice-
landic writing during this prolific period would be desirable before firm 
judgments are pronounced. 
The pinnacle of saga writing reached in the thirteenth century has almost 
three centuries of written learning behind it and so lies far removed from 
the preliterate age. What remnants from the past age of poetry still remain, 
what marks the sagas as unique compositions with the stamp of individual 
authors, can best be assessed if the sagas are analyzed each on its own merits, 
as Baetke urges. Then only will it be meaningful to draw comparisons, to 
ferret out sources and borrowings from among the extant texts, and to search 
for identifiable authors. 
Previous Studies on Laxdrela saga 
Scholarly investigation of Laxdrela saga has in general reflected the attitudes 
and theories which have governed saga scholarship as a whole. One of the 
earliest detailed treatments of the saga is contained in A. W. Baath's Studier 
ofver kompositionen i nagra islandska attsagor (Lund, 1885 ). Proceeding 
from the general assumption that the sagas were composed of short, individual 
episodes that existed in the oral tradition as p.ettir and that these p.ettir were at 
a later period joined together by particularly gifted redactors or authors to form 
larger wholes, Bail.th concluded that sagas having the most p.ettir were the 
oldest; the more the p.ettir were amalgamated, the more unified and later the 
work. An aesthetic principle was thus also his guide to a chronology. 
Bail.th thought that he could discern the p.ettir divisions in the first twenty-
seven chapters of Laxdwla saga more readily than in the last fifty-one where 
a thread of fated occurrences pointed to a conscious, thought-through reworking 
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by a redactor or author. 1 0 A preconceived notion about the ongm and 
composition of the sagas, however, led Baa.th to draw the wrong conclusions 
from his observations. Also, in many instances, Baath's insights derive from 
mistakes in the 1826 edition, the only one available to him at that time. In 
tracing chapter by chapter the links between episodes Baa.th was following 
the method of the author without being aware of it. So intent was he upon 
finding an "afdelnings borjan," that he missed the import and aesthetic func-
tion of these links. When he speaks incidentally of "the recalling and fulfill-
ment of something previously introduced," 11 without recognizing it, he has 
stumbled upon one of the major structural and formal devices employed by 
the author of the saga. For Baath, however, the recalling of what was previously 
written marked only the beginning of a new pattr. 
Some fifty years later Johannes van Ham followed Baarh's divisions into 
ptettir12 but did not accept Baarh's theory that the idea of fare was the 
prime factor that gave the saga its literary character. The notion of fare, van 
Ham states, is used with "aesrhetiese overwegingen" and is an "aesrheries 
middel van hoge werking"; it cannot, however, be considered unique, for 
it is common property and belongs to the general "volksbezit." On the other 
hand, van Ham feels that historical inaccuracies, fictional characters, litotes, 
superlative epithets, and the appearance of type characters point rather toward 
the literary quality of the work than toward historical purpose. Furthermore, 
van Ham believes that these literary qualities were already present in the 
oral saga. He assumes that the saga writer received the material "in min of 
meer volledige vorm van de volksoverlevering," but that the final redactor 
took some liberty with the text. 13 
Since he has not disencumbered himself from the notion of an oral saga, 
van Ham dwells more on the folk origin for these aesthetic devices than on 
their special function within the saga. Their precise artistic value he misses 
for lack of perception as to the overall design of the saga. It suffices him 
to say: 
Maar de wijze waarop ze in de saga wordt aangewend, de effeckten 
die er mee worden bereikt, de overeenstemming van deze stijl-
wendingen in karakter mer de hoogtepunten van het verhaal en 
met de tekening der personen, maken voor ons duidelik op welke 
kunstzinnige wijze van deze natuurlike middelen is gebruik 
gemaakt.14 
Nevertheless van Ham has some good insights into one of the basic stylistic 
qualities of Laxda;la saga: the vacillating between the two extremes of over-
statement (superlative epithets) and its opposite, understatement (litotes and 
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euphemism). He rightly senses the stereotyped character of much that is 
in the saga and realizes that the technique, particularly that of understatement, 
has been applied with greater individuality and variation by the author 
(narrator or writer) so that one must be sensitive to the slightest nuances. 
A decade later Margrit Schildknecht-Burri applied to Laxdmla saga catego-
ries prescribed in Andreas Heusler's Die altgermanische Dichtung in an 
attempt to determine to what extent the saga had been corrupted by later 
bookish traits. 15 In her discussion she accepts Heusler's assumption that 
the oral saga sets the norm for what is "sagegema6" or best. Yet she often 
demonstrates with what superb skill the saga author handles these bookish 
traits, thereby vitiating Heusler's contention that younger characteristics in-
dicate a decline from excellence. Unfortunately, the examples she chooses 
neither illustrate the point she sets out to make, nor do her conclusions follow 
from her points. Occasionally she refers to parallels within the saga but 
disregards the evidence in order to agree with Heusler: "Es ist sonst nicht 
iiblich, solchen Zusammenhangen in der Saga nachzugehen." 1 6 She then 
concludes that there is no red thread running through the saga, and that its 
"episodic" character justifies the judgment that it is uneven, "von ungleichen 
Formgefiihlen." 1 7 In addition she finds the first forty-three chapters of the 
saga closest to the older, chronicle style of the better sagas, the middle portion 
(Chapters xliv-lvi) "sparer, aber noch vorziiglicher Sagastil," and the final 
chapters (lvii-lxxviii) the most bookish and thus indicative of the "jiingere 
Merkmale" which she has set out to find. 1 8 
Her dependency upon preconceived notions of the oral saga is further 
evident in the following passage: 
Es ist vor allem die buchma6ige Sprache, die Wortwahl und der 
Satzbau, welche die Laxd. zusammen mit der Vamsd. von alien 
anderen Sagas unterscheidet. Hier hat nicht, wie sonst oft, ein Saga-
erzahler die Saga einem Schreibenden diktiert, sondern der Schrei-
bende selbst, ein Gebildeter, ein Geistlicher, hat die Saga, wahrend 
er sie in das Kleid seiner gewahlten Sprache hiillte, neu durch-
formt.1 n 
Recent investigations on Laxdmla saga include studies by Rolf Heller and 
Peter Hallberg. The first of Heller's studies, Literarisches Schaffen in der 
Laxdcela saga, 20 is aimed primarily at demonstrating the historical unreliability 
of parts of the saga, especially of the Melkorka incident and the genealogy of 
Kjartan. The saga account, Heller says, "wird in verschiedener Hinsicht frag-
wiirdig."21 Although Heller disproves the realistic function of several incidents 
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in the story, for example the price paid for Melkorka as a bondwoman, he 
misses their poetic justification. 
In addition, Heller points out some striking parallels in content and wording 
between Sturlunga saga, the Konungasogur, and LaxdC£la saga, and concludes 
that contemporary writings were used as source material to a much greater 
extent than heretofore surmised and that the author of LaxdC£la did some 
borrowing.22 Heller has recently cited parallelisms in the Morkinskinna, 
Heimskringla, Knytlinga saga, Steins pattr Skaptasonar, Odd's 6/dfs saga (AM 
310), Pdttr Egils Siou-Hallssonar, and Pioranda pdttr ok P6rhalls (originally 
part of a lost 6/afs saga Tryggvasonar by the monk Gunnlaug) which are 
closely related to passages in LaxdC£la. 23 In themselves and taken at face value, 
the conjectures in respect to plausible trains of thought which would incline 
the LaxdC£la author to incorporate these passages in his own work appear 
reasonable. In some instances a "rittengsl" is no doubt to be suspected, 
especially if thematic similarities can be established besides isolated phrases, 
for the traceable source itself may represent elements more common and 
current than the parallelisms in the compared works might at first indicate. 
Against the borrowing of isolated phrases some doubts can be raised, unless 
it can be shown that the same text was used as source in other respects. 
Generally in the medieval period borrowing was of a broader and more 
thematic nature. Such literary "rittengsl" as are discovered also require close 
scrutiny to determine in which direction the borrowings go. Especially gratifying 
are Heller's remarks that the LaxdC£!a author has completely transformed the 
materials borrowed to suit his own purpose. 24 
Heller's other studies along this line include source finding in the Bisku-
pasQgur ("Laxdrela saga und Bischofssagas") and in the Knytlinga saga ("Lax-
drela saga und Knytlinga saga"). 25 Here again, particularly in the case of the 
Knytlinga saga, many more factors need to be weighed in order to determine 
the direction of borrowing. Nonetheless his investigations are far more 
fruitful in establishing connections between the sagas than are the statistical 
studies attempted by Peter Hallberg. 26 To demonstrate that 61af hvitaskald 
Th6rdarson is the author of both LaxdC£la and Knytlinga Hallberg has sifted the 
vocabulary of the latter within limited grammatical categories (adjectives and 
adverbs, personal and collective designations, verbs and verbal constructions, 
abstracts) and compared these words over against the vocabularies of five other 
sagas (Eigla, LaxdC£la, Eyrbyggja, Njdla, Grett/a). Whichever saga (in this 
case LaxdC£la) shared with Knytlinga the greatest number of "parord" (pair-
words, that is, words occuring in two of the sagas but in no others) was 
deemed of common authorship. Not only are the criteria according to which 
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the "parord" are selected faulty (limiting the selection to certain sectors of 
the vocabulary, including or excluding compound forms with negative prefix, 
accepting or rejecting verbs with or without their idiomatic prepositional 
combinations, to name a few of the arbitrary factors), but also the fact that the 
evidence is not held up against all possible texts and authors arouses serious 
misgivings. All pair-words which were found in the Heimskringla, for instance, 
were automically stricken from the list, and Sturla Th6rdarson's lslendinga saga 
is not represented and neither is Hrafnkatla. A most serious objection must be 
voiced against the tacit assumption in all such quantitative analyses that the 
language of any given saga represents an "at random" mode of expression, an 
uncalculated, freely written prose, flowing from the author's subconscious, 
hence revealing his idiosyncracies, his favorite words. While each writer or 
poet may have his private, distinctive linguistic world, as an artist often has 
his individual palette, some poets and artists may be capable of varying their 
materials and their vision and likely do not write as they talk. In any case the 
poet or artist is best recognized qualitatively rather than quantitatively. And as 
with Laxdcela or Hrafnkatla where the prose is deliberately contrived or repeti-
tions consciously calculated, lexical-statistical results would be invalid from the 
outset. 
These same criticisms can be levelled at the work of Marina Mundt, whose 
Sturla P6roarson und die Laxdtela saga offers a rebuttal against Hallberg's 
demonstration that 6laf Th6rdarson is the author of Laxdcela. 2 7 Entering his 
own bailiwick, while avoiding some of his pitfalls, she applies the statistical 
method substituting for the "parord" the concept of plus and minus words. 
Plus words or favorite words are selected on the basis of their more frequent 
occurence in Laxdcela than would be normal for the same amount of text in 
other sagas; minus words are those that are strikingly absent or less frequent 
than would be el'.pected. It is at once obvious that the system will break down 
in the case of Laxdcela, for she maintains that any word must be used three 
times in Laxdcela to qualify as a favorite word, and this is precisely one of 
the structural and stylistic features of the saga, hence repetitions in threes 
quantitatively will tell us little about the author's favored, unconscious linguistic 
world. The Laxdcela author deliberately repeats and restricts his vocabulary 
toward an aesthetic end. Not in quantity does the author reveal himself but 
in the handling of his linguistic units, in his design for the whole saga and 
in his style. These are qualities that cannot be measured mechani~ally. M. 
Mundt recognizes herself the deficiencies in claiming authorship on the basis 
of statistical studies alone, for how great the numerical correspondences 
between two texts must be in order for them to be identified as from the 
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same hand remains an arbitrary decision, especially since the numerical count, 
in view of differences in the length of the texts compared, must be adjusted 
as proportional ratios. And precisely here her method shows its weakness 
in that she takes Sturla's two works together as one unit (Hakonar saga and 
the lslendinga saga) in order to reach a more favorable result for Sturla over 
against Olaf's Knytlinga: 
W enn ich schlieBlich beide W erke in der Regel als eine einheit-
liche Textmasse behandelte, so aus der Oberlegung heraus, daB 
bei zwei so ungleichen Texten es umso schwerer fallen sollte, 
giinstigere W erte als for die Knytlinga zu bekommen, jedenfalls 
solange es darum geht, der Textmenge entsprechend, einen Aus-
druck regelmaBig ofter oder seltener als andere zu gebrauchen. 
Denn da geniigte es ja gewohnlich nicht, wenn Sturla nur in 
dem einen oder in dem anderen Werk das betreffende Wort etwa 
genau so oft oder genau so selten wie der Verfasser der Laxdrela 
verwendete. 2 8 
This loading _of the deck and the admission here and elsewhere that texts 
from the same author can be utterly different discredit the endeavor. One 
can only ask, would the lexical-statistical method reveal Sturla to be the 
author of the two works attributed to him? M. Mundt remarks that this 
point is worth an individual study, and, indeed, by the results of it the method 
would stand or fall. Furthermore, she herself criticizes Hallberg for not 
including in the test series all possible authors, yet she, too, limits the candidates. 
It is by no means a foregone conclusion that Laxdrela's author must be either 
Olaf or Sturla. One only gets answers to the questions asked. If the right 
question is withheld, one is sure to get a wrong answer. 
Since the statistical method breaks down at so many points, a close look 
at each saga for its internal structure and aim seems called for and past due. 
From there one might be able to launch investigations into external matters 
with more assurance of success. The design, style, and spirit of each saga 
must be analyzed, and against this internal evidence all else must be measured 
and assessed. Only in the Chapter entitled "Miscellen" [sic} does M. Mundt 
touch upon some of the singular stylistic phrasing which the lslendinga saga 
and Laxdrela seem to share. The relationship between these two sagas, however, 
still remains somewhat of an enigma. Instead of pointing to the same author 
the similarities lexical or otherwise, which both Heller, Mundt and others 
have discovered, may represent borrowings, where it is by no means a simple 
matter to reach even a tentative conclusion as to which served as source for the 
other. 
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The statistical studies of Hallberg and Mundt to ascertain the authorship of 
Laxdcela, the source findings of Heller that serve also the avowed purpose of 
identifying the author will remain problematical and inconclusive as long as 
the internal evidence is disregarded. Knowledge of sources, the Stoff geJchichte 
of the saga, unfortunately leaves the saga just as much a patchwork as did 
the old pamir hypothesis. Source studies may throw light on the author and 
his working methods, but they fail to bring the analyzed elements into 
a synthesis. The approach reflects the negative aspect of the Book-prose 
theory, namely to disprove the oral origin and historical reliableness of the 
sagas and to demonstrate the use of written source material. The problems 
dealt with are thus peripheral ro the study of the saga as an example of a 
literary work of art, which in itself forms a unit greater than the sum 
of its parts or sources. 
As the present study was nearing completion, Heller's article, "Studien zu 
Aufbau und Stil der Laxdoela Saga," 29 appeared and corroborated some of 
my findings and strengthened my conviction that the method I had followed 
in preparing the translation of the saga was indeed imperative. :i O Heller 
adopts the premises of the Book-prosaists that the sagas are purely literary 
productions and that the unity of the work as well as the problem of authorship 
can best be demonstrated by looking at the language of any individual saga. 
He asserts, as Baa.th had long before him, that Laxdcela Jaga was composed 
according to a "wohli.iberlegter Plan," and that the saga author exhibits a 
decided preference for certain words and phrases - his "Lieblingsausdri.icke" 
- and has used repetition as one way of emphasizing certain points for his 
audience. 
Heller sets up categories of repeated words and expressions that: ( 1) follow 
closely upon one another and are related in content; (2) are close together 
but unrelated in content; and ( 3) are both spatially far apart and unrelated 
to one another. These groupings leave much to be desired in conception and 
interpretation of the data. Distance of separation is an irrelevant factor; many 
important examples are omitted; and many of those included are inappropriate 
or erroneously elucidated. As Heller himself admits, they represent but 
"ein Sammeln und erstes Sichten eines vielgestaltigen Materials."Bl 
In addition, Heller discusses various repeated scenes and motifs in the 
saga. The relationship of these and other repetitions to the author's "wohl-
i.iberlegter Plan" is never suggested and the individual examples never crystallize 
into a systematic whole but remain isolated curiosities - "Besonderheiten" -
of the saga. Indeed, Heller's avowed purpose is to discover through examina-
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tion of individual characteristics not the unified structure of the saga but the 
peculiarities of the author: 
Die Sagas miissen also als Spiegelbilder fiir Dichterpersonlich-
keiten gesehen werden .... lch bin der Ansicht, daB sich durch die 
Beobachtung solcher Besonderheiten am ehesten Eigenheiten des 
Verfassers - etwa hinsichtlich seiner Bildung oder seiner lnteres-
sen - oder Abhangigkeiten van Sagas untereinander feststellen 
lassen.ll 2 
Thus these studies contribute little to the understanding of Laxd(J3/a saga 
as a work of art and lead outside rather than into the composition. a 3 
A similar systematic cataloguing, in effect a concordance of words and 
phrases made for tranlation of the saga, led me to a hypothesis of its 
aesthetic structure. Hence the presuppositions for the formulation of my cate-
gories depart basically from those of Heller. In the subsequent chapters, I shall 
discuss the various devices employed by the author in composing his saga. 
These structural and formal elements will be considered under five aspects: 
Foreknowledge, Repetition, Comparison (Parallels and Contrasts), Triplets and 
Quadruplets, and Recurrence. The examples under these categories will attest 
to the skill of the author in carrying out his design and point up the kind 
of world he is symbolizing: a sphere limited by predestination and a prescribed 
ethical code. Most importantly, the internal sphere of the saga sets up an 
analogue to the social and ethical demands of the action in that the concrete 
features of the linguistic medium have been seized upon to function as an 
abstraction and have been selected to create of themselves a word-picture of the 
implications behind the saga's events. It is with this word-pattern that the 
author is most concerned, not with the discursive reference of his language 
"as a medium." His language is "an evem," to use the terms of W. F. Bolton,34 
and its reference remains always intrinsic, being unconcerned with any use 
or origin that the words or phrases may have outside the saga. Thus the 
emphasis in this literary analysis is consistently placed on the components 
of the narration and the linguistic patterns that make them recognizable. 
The focus remains on the text itself and ignores the problems which encompass 
the saga literature in general. External circumstances of development or 
authorship, historical facts or cultural influences are considered only incidentally 
in the final section Literary Perspectives and in the footnotes at times. A 
literary study of this sort, although dissociated from these external questions, 
might well be of aid in finding a solution to them. 
After Gest has listened attentively to Gudrun's narration of her four 
dreams, he tells her: "What I have to say will seem very much of a piece, for 
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I intend to interpret all of them in very much the same way." So it is with 
Laxdwla saga and so with its interpretation. It is all "very much of a piece," 
and the various aspects of it are parts of one organic whole. For the task at hand, 





The General Plan of the Saga 
Laxdcela saga is one of the Sagas of Icelanders and tells the story of the 
lives of the descendants and kin of Ketil Flatnose. 1 Although the saga relates 
how many kinsmen and others came to Iceland and settled there, the opening 
chapters focus attention upon two branches of his household, that of his son, 
Bjorn the Eastman, and of his daughter, Unn the Deep-minded. Upon arriving 
in Iceland Bjorn and Unn, each in turn, find their new dwelling places marked 
for them by the drifting ashore of the high-seat posts, the Qndvegissulur.2 The 
fact that the Qndvegissulur are mentioned only in reference to these two 
characters would indicate that the coincidence should not be regarded as 
arbitrary. Rather, here at the very beginning of the story, fate sets the course 
for each side of the house, for Bjorn and Unn, and all their kin. And as 
the saga unfolds, it gradually shows Unn's two great-great-great-grandsons, 
Kjartan 6lafsson and Bolli Thorleiksson, and Bjorn's great-great-granddaughter, 
Gudrun 6svifsd6ttir, to be the central figures in a love triangle that leads 
the family to feud and tragedy. 
A sequence of ill omens, curses, prophetic dreams, and premonitions foretells 
the lives and fates of Kjartan, Bolli, and Gudrun. Supernatural powers contained 
in two swords control Kjartan's life and death. One, called Footbiter and 
owned by Kjartan's beloved foster brother Bolli, carries a curse that it will 
be the death of that one in the family whose loss would be hardest to bear. 
Kjartan's own sword, Konungsnaut (King's Gift) carries a blessing and the 
prophecy that Kjartan will never feel a weapon's fatal sting so long as he 
bears it. Through the curse and the blessing the swords are juxtaposed and 
their powers pitted one against the other. Gest Oddleifsson, who is gifted 
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with second sight, discloses what will happen: Bolli will kill Kjartan and 
through so doing bring about his own death. Thus fate has decreed that the 
foster brothers who are bound to each other in affection and kinship are also 
to be each other's bane. Their quarrel arises over Gudrun and their love 
for her. 
Four dreams reveal to Gudrun the course of her life, and they are interpreted 
for her by Gest. She is to have four hubands: the first, symbolized by an ill-
fitting headdress, she will not love and will cast off; the second, symbolized 
by a silver arm band, she will love much but lose by drowning; the third, 
symbolized by a gold arm band, she will not love the more, although gold is 
more precious than silver. This husband will be killed largely through her 
carelessness. A helmet set with gems and almost too heavy for her to bear 
symbolizes the fourth. The helmet topples from her head into the Hvamms-
fjord, indicating that she will lose this husband, too, by drowning. When 
Gest finishes with interpreting her dreams, Gudrun remarks wistfully and 
somewhat ironically: "There is certainly much to look forward to if all this 
is to come to pass." 
Similarly, throughout the saga prophecies provide a framework for the 
structure and an outline for the central action. In the action three interlinked 
and mutually dependent parts can be discerned. The introduction (Chapters 
i-xxxi), with slow epic pace, lays before us the world of the saga and sets 
its temper and tone. Specifically, it describes Unn's side of the house, generation 
by generation, each somewhat more illustrious than the one before, until the 
family is seen to reach a new height in the two radiant youths, Kjartan and 
Bolli. Yet, that this height is merely the setting for the tragic events of the 
next section is indicated by 6laf's dream about his ox Harri, which closes 
Part I. 
In the second part (Chapters xxxii-lvi) with the entrance of Gudrun and 
her family, the main action begins. Chapters xxxii and xxxiii, like an oracle, 
boom forth portents of the events which the following chapters present. The 
lives and fates of the three main characters become intertwined. Gudrun's first 
two marriages take place in rapid succession. Attention is drawn to Kjartan's 
and Gudrun's love for each other, to Bolli's friendship with Kjartan in spite 
of underlying envy, and finally to the surprising turn of events when Bolli 
marries Gudrun. Emotions become strained, passions run deep, and an open 
breach between the friends and kinsmen results. As foreshadowed by Footbiter's 
curse, the ensuing enmities lead to Bolli's killing of Kjartan, then to the death 
of Balli in accordance with the demands of honor and revenge. The central 
theme develops quickly and dramatically to full pitch and fury through whiplash 
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retorcs, bursts of anger, and spiteful goadings, and ends in the din of clashing 
weapons as hostilities bring doom and disaster. 
In the final section (Chapters lvii-lxxviii) the remaining prophecies are 
fulfilled. As predicted by Helgi Hardbeinsson, revenge for Bolli is accomplished; 
and Gudrun's fourth marriage takes place in accordance with the fourth dream. 
In the final chapters tensions and dissonances are gradually resolved and fade 
off in softer and less violent reechoings of earlier themes. 
At no time do the adumbrations of future events compromise suspense m 
the saga, for the prophecies thoughout are veiled in dreams, hunches, pre-
monitions, and curses and are characterized by ambiguity and uncertainty. 
Both the characters in the story and the reader feel apprehension and doubt 
whether predictions will come true, how all will happen, and when. 
Although it never acts as a deus ex machina, an omnipresent fate determines 
the action. The people of the saga, however, are not passive puppets of this 
power; they are true agents and are integral to the action. Yet only through 
conversations or actions do we know what is going on in their minds. There 
is no soliloquizing; no introspective reasoning. It is clear that the inner will of 
the characters in an inextricable manner suggestive of classical Greek linking 
of fate and character corresponds to the predeterminate will of destiny, and 
vice versa. il This compelling force renders them incapable of thwarting or 
averting what is ineluctable and, unlike the main agents in Njdls saga or 
Gunnlaugs saga ormstungu, Kjartan and Gudrun do not even try. So Olaf 
Peacock's attempts for peace are abortive, and Snorri's conciliatory measures 
come to naught. 
Throughout the saga, fate is thus seen as a determining power promoting 
a sequence of events which comes about as a result of individual action rather 
than external manipulation. Any misfortune or luck experienced by the agents 
is part of destiny's complex pattern. The author skillfully weaves together 
significant ethical and religious notions: ( 1) a code of honor which exacts 
revenge, demands like for like, and by so doing sets off a chain of killing 
and retaliation; and (2) belief in a mysterious unseen force compelling toward 
doom and death. Social code and supernatural power thus inscrutably work 
together toward the same end. 4 In this way an inevitability hangs over the 
affairs of men. The course of destiny is unalterable; so, too, the strict causality 
of the ethical code is irreversible. 
Three characters express this determinism. After Gest has seen Kjartan 
and Bolli swimming, tears stream down his face, and he says to his son Th6rd 
the Short: 
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"Parfleysa er at segja pat, en eigi nenni ek at pegja yfir pvi, er 
a pfoum d9gum mun fram koma; en ekki kemr mer at 6v<;>rum, 
p6tt Bolli standi yfir h9fui'>sv9d'ium Kjartans, ok hann vinni ser 
pa ok h9fui'>bana" (xxxiii, 92: "It will do no good to say it, but 
I cannot be silent about what is certain to come to pass in your 
own day; it will be no surprise to me if some day Bolli stands 
over Kjartan's body and thereby also reaps his own death"). 
Upon Kjartan's departure from Norway, King 6laf Tryggvason sadly com-
ments: " 'Mikit er at Kjartani kve5it ok kyni hans, ok mun 6hwgt vera 
atg¢roa via forlQgUm peira'" (xliii, 132: "'Much is augured for Kjartan 
and his kin, and it will not be easy to ward off their destiny'"). When Kjartan 
rides down the valley toward ambush and death, Thorkel of Hafratindar and 
his shepherd see both parties. When the boy wishes to give Kjartan warning, 
Thorkel dissuades him: "'Pegi skj6tt .... Mun f 6li pinn n<;>kkurum manni 
lif gefa, ef bana veror auoit?'" (xlix, 152: "'Hold your tongue! ... Are you 
fool enough to think you can save a man's life if he be doomed to die?'"). 
No good can come from knowing, telling, or trying to prevent what is 
fated to happen, for nothing can change it. 
Dreams, Curses, Premonitions, and Prophecies 
Both the storyteller and his audience wholeheartedly accepted and believed 
in dreams, fetches, portents, curses, visions, and hunches. These natural 
means of foreshadowing therefore constituted a valuable artistic device for 
introducing into the narrative prophetic pronouncements or subtle presen-
timents without disturbing the chronological sequence or lessening the suspense. 
I shall consider individually forewarnings and prophecies associated with 
the central action. For example, we have been told that 6laf Peacock loves 
Kjartan best of all his sons (xxviii, 77: "6lafr unni mest Kjartani allra barna 
sinna"). While 6laf is abroad in Norway, he meets Geirmund, who decides to 
take passage with him to Iceland. 6laf, however, has misgivings: 
"Eigi myndir pu fara a minu skipi, ef ek hef5a fyrr vitat, pvi 
at vera r:etla ek pa munu nQkkura a lslandi, at betr gegndi, at 
pik srei aldri" (xxix, 78: "You wouldn't be going on my ship 
now, had I known of this before, for I suspect there will be some 
in Iceland who would be better off if they never set eyes on 
you"). 
◊la.f's hunch refers specifically to his daughter Thurid, who in her marriage 
with Geirmund makes a bad match. Through the unspecific n9kkura it also, 
however, forewarns of the general misfortune Geirmund will occasion for 
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the house of 6laf, for in coming to Iceland he brings with him the sword 
Footbiter. Geirmund deserts Thurid, and she retaliates by stealing the sword 
from him, whereupon Geirmund pronounces this curse: 
"Ekki happ mun per f ver5a at hafa mdS per sver5it .... l>at lret 
ek pa um mrelt ... at petta sver<) ver5i peim manni at bana f 
y5varri rett, er mestr er ska't>i at, ok 6skapligast komi vi5" (xxx, 
82: "No good luck will come of your having this sword in your 
keep .... I now lay a curse that this sword will be the death of that 
man in your family whom it would be hardest to lose, and this 
shall come about most atrociously"). 
The reader may bear in mind that Kjartan is the most loved and by implica-
tion the one whose loss would be hardest to accept. Thurfd gives the ill-fated 
sword to Bolli. 
6Jaf's dream about his slaughtered ox' Harri intensifies the foreboding. The 
woman in the dream admonishes 6laf: 
"Son minn hefir pu drepa latit ok latit koma 6g9Srviligan mer 
til handa, ok fyrir pa SQk skaltu eiga at sja pinn son albl65gan 
af mfnu tilstilli; skal ek ok pann til velja, er ek veit, at per er 
6falastr" (xxxi, 84-85: "You have had my son [the ox Harri} 
killed and sent him back to me mutilated and for that you shall 
have to see your son drenched in blood at my instigation; I shall 
also choose the one I know you would least like to lose"). 
The last doubt about which son is meant is removed by Gest's words as he 
watches 6laf's sons swimming. 6laf has asked which one will likely make 
the most of himself, and Gest replies: "'l>at mun mjQk ganga eptir astrfki 
pfnu, at um Kjartan mun pykkja mest vert, metJan hann ,er uppi'" (x:xxiii, 92: 
" 'It will be in keeping with your fondest love that Kjartan will be most 
highly esteem~d, -for as long as he lives'"). 5 The predictions that the beloved 
son of greatest promise will meet ab. untimely death and the certainty that 
this son is Kjartan give the words me!Jan hann er uppi the ring of tragedy. 
These omens are preparatory, and upon them rest both Gest's prohecy that 
Balli will be Kjartan's slayer and 6laf Tryggvason's apprehensions concerning 
the fate of Kjartan and his kin. Yet we cherish a faint hope that ill destiny 
may be averted, for the Norwegian king has given Kjartan a sword with 
protective powers: "'Lattu per vapn petta fylgjusamt vera, pvi at ek vtenti 
pess, at pu ver5ir eigi vapnbitinn ma5r, ef pu berr petta sver5'" (xliii, 132: 
" 'Let this sword ever be at your side, for I venture to say that you will never 
feel a weapon's sting so long as you bear this sword'"). With what dismay 
then do we learn later that the sword has been stolen. Alternating between 
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hope and fear, we are relieved when the sword is returned, only to discover 
that Kjartan's pride in the king's gift has been injured because its sheath 
has not been recovered. He wraps it in a cloth and stores it in a chest. Nothing 
could be more convincing psychologically than the desire to lay away a cherished 
item after it has been spoiled in some way. Thus the natural course of events 
plays into the hands of the supernatural and coincides with what has been 
fated. Kjartan does not have the protective sword when his life is at stake: 
"Sitian bra Kjartan sver(')inu - ok haftii eigi konungsnaut" (xlix, 152-153: 
"Then Kjartan drew his sword - but he did not have Konungsnaut"). 
Just before Kjartan's fateful ride ;nto the ambush in Svinadal, another 
forecasting of death deepens the ominous shadows. Kjartan, An the Black, 
and Th6rarin have been making merry at H61 with Aud, when An the Black 
has a bad dream in which a woman comes to him and removes his entrails. 
Aud interprets An's dream as an evil omen for Kjartan's ride home. Although 
Kjartan scoffs at her fears, Aud insists that her brothers accompany Kjartan. 
This they do, only to turn back when Kjartan assures them that he will not 
need their help. Hope is entirely lost when Thorkel of Hafratindar dissuades 
his shepherd from warning Kjartan. As surely and swiftly as Kjartan rides 
so proudly down the valley, fate rides with him and takes its unalterable 
course. Every condition is accounted for: An fights bravely on with his entrails 
coming out; Kjartan does not have Konungsnaut; Balli stands over Kjartan's 
dead body, and Footbiter fulfills its curse: " 'ok reyna nu, hversu F6tbitr dugi' " 
(xlix, 153: "'And try out now what Footbiter can do'"). 
Yet Kjartan's death has not come about merely as a mechanical fulfillment 
of what was predestined, but also as a result of emotional involvements 
surrounding Gudrun on the natural, human level. The first inkling of the 
impending enmity between the house of Olaf and the house of Osvff appears 
in Olaf's presentiment about Kjartan's interest in Gudrun: 
"Eigi veit ek ... hvi mer er jafnan sva hugstrett, er pu ferr til 
Lauga ok talar vi(') Gu5runu .... Nu er pat hugboo mitt, en eigi 
vii ek pess spa, at ver framdr ok Laugamenn berim eigi allsendis 
gcefu til um var skipti" (xxxix, 112: "I don't know why it always 
weighs so heavily on my mind when you go to Laugar to talk 
with Gudrun .... Something tells me - but I don't want to 
prophesy this - that we kinsmen and the folk over at Laugar 
may not be exactly lucky in our dealings with one another"). 
This misgiving heralds the beginning of entanglements between the kinsmen. 
After the tragic deaths of Kjartan and Bolli, Halld6r Olafsson's summing up 
of the situation echoes Olaf's foreboding: 
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"l>vi at pat er satt at segja, at eptir slika menn er mestr skal'ii, sem 
Bolli var, po at ver frcendr bcerim eigi giptu til sampykkis" (lvi, 
169: "For it can truly be said that it is a great pity to lose such a 
man as Bolli, even if we kinsmen didn't have the good fortune 
to get along together"). 
Previews and hints likewise prepare the reader step by step for Gudrun's 
destiny. In accordance with her dreams, as Gest predicted, she marries the 
first time without love and casts off her husband Thorvald. Her second 
husband is Thord Ingunnarson, in whom she was interested before her divorce 
from Thorvald, and who in turn gets a divorce in order to marry her. 6 As 
was foretold, Tho rd loses his life by drowning. We are now ready for 
Gudrun's third marriage and the fulfillment of her third dream, in which 
all the hints are given: 
"Sa er inn pri5i draumr minn, at ek pottumk hafa gullhring a 
hendi, ok pottumk ek eiga hringinn, ok potti mer brettr ska5inn; 
kom mer pat i hug, at ek mynda pessa hrings lengr njota en 
ins fyrra; en eigi potti mer sja gripr pvi betr sama, sem gull er 
dyrra en silfr. Si5an pottumk ek falla ok vilja styl'ija mik mel'i 
hendinni, en gullhringrinn mcetti steini n9kkurum ok st9kk i tva 
hluti, ok potti mer dreyra or hlutunum. Pat potti mer likara harmi 
en skal'ia, er ek pottumk pa bera eptir; kom mer pa i hug, at 
brestr hafl'ii verit a hringnum, ok pa er ek hug5a at brotunum 
eptir, pa pottumk ek sja fleiri brestina a, ok potti mer po, sem 
heill myndi, ef ek heH5a betr til gactt, ok var eigi pessi draumr 
lengr" (xxxiii, 89: "This is the third dream I had. I seemed to 
have a gold bracelet on, and it seemed to be my very own and 
to make up for my former loss. The thought entered my mind 
that I would get to enjoy this arm ring longer than I had the 
other, but it didn't seem as though this costly bracelet suited 
me that much better, considering that it was gold instead of 
silver. Then I seemed to •stumble and wanted to catch myself 
with my hand, but the gold bracelet struck against some stone 
and broke in two, and blood seemed to ooze from the pieces. 
What I felt then seemed to me more like grief than loss, and 
it occurred to me that there had been a crack in the bracelet and 
when I looked at the pieces afterwards, I seemed to see many 
flaws in them. But yet I had the feeling that it might have 
remained whole, had I guarded it better. And that was the end 
of the dream"). 
Gest interprets the dream as follows: 
"Sa var inn pri5i draumr pinn, at pu pottisk hafa gullhring a 
hendi; par muntu eiga inn pril'ija b6nda. Ekki mun sa pvi 
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meira ver5r, sem per p6tti sa malmrinn torugretri ok dyrri, en 
na:r er pat minu hugbooi, at i pat mund muni or5it si5askipti, 
ok muni sa pinn b6ndi hafa tekit vi5 peim si5, er ver hyggjum, 
at miklu se haleitari. En par er per p6tti hringrinn i sundr 
st¢kkva, n9kkut af pinni vangeymslu, ok satt bl65 koma 6r 
hlutunum, pa mun sa pinn b6ndi vera veginn; muntu pa pykkjask 
gl¢ggst sja pa pverbresti, er a peim ra5ahag hafa verit" (xxxiii, 
90: "Then there was the third dream of yours, where you thought 
you had a gold bracelet on. That means that you will have a third 
husband; this one will not be that much dearer to you, as the 
one metal is rarer and dearer than the other. And if I don't miss my 
guess, about that time a change in faith will have taken place, 
and this husband of yours will have adopted the new faith, which 
we will deem by far the more exalted. And where you thought 
the ring broke in two, due somewhat to your own carelessness, 
and saw blood ooze from the pieces, that means that your third 
husband will be slain, and it is then that you will see most 
clearly the flaws which existed in this marriage")., 
From the gold and silver analogy in the imagery of the dream, it is evident 
that Gudrun's third husband will be of more worth than her second. 
He will also have taken on a new faith, one considered the more exalted, 
just as gold is more precious than silver. Both Kjartan and Bolli are men 
of accomplishment and more illustrious than Gudrun's second husband Th6rd; 
both Kjartan and Bolli accept Christianity while in Norway. If we consider 
only these points, the dream could apply to either Kjartan or Bolli. But it is 
also suggested that Gudrun will not love this third husband proportionately 
more than the second, as gold is prized over silver. The metal analogy thus 
functions in triple capacity. The indications in the dream are in perfect accord 
with the author's intent. Kjartan is Gudrun's greatest love, but is not destined 
to be one of her husbands. This fact Gudrun herself reveals, when, near the 
end of the saga, she appraises her four husbands but fails to say which man 
she loved best. Pressed for an answer by her son Bolli, she finally says: 
" 'l>eim var ek verst, er ek unna mest' " (lxxviii,. 228: " 'To him I was worst 
whom I loved most'"). 
That blood oozes from both pieces of the broken arm band indicates that 
two killings will result from that marriage: the slayings of both Kjartan and 
Bolli. In accordance with both fate and the code of honor and revenge, Kjar-
tan's killing leads inevitably to Bolli's death. The loss of her third husband 
is in no small part due to Gudrun's own "carelessness": she could have 
prevented it, had she not instigated the killing of Kjartan. What flaws were 
in that marriage could not be clearer. With the working out of the third 
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dream (lv, 167-168) and the fulfillment of Gest's prophecy concerning the 
deaths of Kjartan and Bolli, the central theme comes to a close. 
As a carry over from the central to the final section of the saga, revenge for 
Bolli remains to be executed in accordance with the demands of honor and 
with Helgi's prophecy made at the time of Bolli's slaying when he wipes his 
sword on Gudn'.m's shawl: "Helgi baiS hann eigi pat harma, - 'pvi at ek 
hygg pat, ... at undir pessa blrejuhorni bui minn h9fuiSsbani'" (Iv, 168: "Helgi 
told him [Halld6r} not to let it bother him, - 'for I daresay ... that under 
this sash is nurtured my slayer'"). Gudrun gives birth to Bolli Bollason, who 
at twelve years of age and carrying Footbiter (lix, 178) is clearly marked as 
avenger. The deed takes place at Helgi's hut, more as a "quirk of fate," than 
by Bolli's own planning: 7 "Ok er Bolli sa petta, pa hleypr hann at Helga ok 
hafoi i hendi F6tbit ok lagiSi i gegn um Helga" (!xiv, 192: "And when Bolli 
saw this [that Thorgils was being attacked by Helgi}, he made a dash at 
Helgi, and he had Footbiter in his hand and ran Helgi through with it"). 
According to Gudrun's fourth dream, she is to marry a chieftain who is 
rather overbearing and who will ultimately drown in the Hvammsfjord (a 
branch of the Breidafjord). The execution of this prophecy is brought about 
through the shrewd planning of Snorri Godi, who sees to it that Thorkel 
Eyj6lfsson becomes a chieftain and marries Gudrun. 8 The ominous portent 
in the dream is supported by a series of presentiments which prepares the 
reader for the drowning of Thorkel. The first of these secondary hints occurs 
in the statement of the outlaw Grim to Thorkel: " 'Mun per annarra forlaga 
auiSit veriSa en deyja a okkrum fundi'" (lviii, 173: "'A fate other than to 
die at this encounter of ours is no doubt in store for you'"). The subtle future 
of probability in which the sentence is cast suits the vagueness of the context 
and avoids the blunt assertion that Thorkel's fate has already been predicted. 
Unless he has both good memory and sensitivity, the reader may miss the 
significance of Grim's apparently casual remark. 
After his marriage to Gudrun, Thorkel has a dream in which his beard 
covers all of Breidafjord. His conceit leads him to interpret the dream as 
meaning that his power will extend over all the Breidafjord district. Gudrun 
promptly deflates him by declaring: "'Vera ma, at sva se, ... en heldr mynda ek 
tetla, at par myndir pu drepa skeggi i Breioafj<)ro nior'" (lxxiv, 215: "'That 
may be so, ... but I am more inclined to believe that one day your beard will 
be taking a dip into the Breidafjord' "). Gudrun here is playing on the literal 
and figurative meaning of the idiom at drepa skeggi. Because it cleverly 
picks up the symbolic language of Thorkel's dream, her interpretation can 
be taken as a joke on Thorkel and at the same time as a figure of speech 
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meaning "to drown." Gudrun's words thus remind the reader of Gest's inter-
pretation of her fourth dream. 
While Thorkel is abroad in Norway getting timber for a church, he again 
exhibits overweening pride by asserting that he will build a church in Iceland 
as big as the king's minster in Trondheim. Thereupon the king makes the 
following prediction: "'En n.er er pat minu hugbooi, at menn hafi Iida 
nytsem5 vi5ar pessa, ok fari pvf firr, at pu getir g9rt neitt mannvirki 6r vi-
5inum'" (lxxiv, 217: "'But it is near my guess that people will have little 
good of this timber, and you will be far from getting anything built with 
it'"). Upon his return Thorkel postpones transporting the wood home to 
Helgafell and leaves it with his kinsman Thorstein. Later when he goes to 
get it, he and Thorstein make Halld6r Olafsson an offer to buy the Hjardarholt 
lands. As they bargain and argue, Halld6r uses an expression which on one 
level suits the immediate context by implying the height of ridiculousness 
or improbability, yet on another level echoes the symbolism of Thorkel's dream 
and the prophecy of Gudrun's dream: "'Fyrr muntu spenna um p9ngulsh9fut', 
a Breioafiroi en ek handsala nau5igr land mitt'" (lxxv, 221: "'Sooner will 
you be clutching at the tangleweeds in the Breidafjord than I will be pressed 
into handing over my land for sale'"). 
As Thorkel is about to sail for home with his wood, Thorstein, fearing 
that the weather will not hold, tries to dissuade him from going: " 'Sa okkar 
mun nu ra5a, er verr mun gegna, ok mun ti! mikils draga um fer5 pessa'" 
(lxxvi, 222: "'That one of us now gets his way who will be the worse off 
for it, and something grave is sure to happen on this trip'"). When a storm 
does indeed break, Thorstein weeps and hears his kinsman's death struggle 
in the howling of the wind. Thorkel drowns; his beard has taken a "dip," and 
he is indeed "clutching at the tangleweeds in the Breidafjord." The church 
timbers drifr far and wide about the islands, and it is reported: "Fatt eina 
na5isk af kirkjuvi5inum" (lxxvi, 223: "Only very little of the church wood 
was salvaged"), as if to confirm the king's prediction. 
In subordinate episodes throughout the saga the author also employs the 
device of prophecy and fulfillment. So, early in the saga when Uno the 
Deep-minded advises her grandson to marry, she says: "'Pat er n.er minni 
.etlan, at vinir varir muni pa mj9k fj9lmenna hingat, pvi at ek .etla pessa 
veizlu sioast at bua· " ( vii, 11: "'If I don't miss my guess, a great number 
of our friends will be coming here, for I expect to prepare this feast as my 
last one'"). Both expectations prove true: a large gathering attends the feast, 
and it is Unn's last one, for during the celebration she dies. Similarly, Gest's 
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second sight tells him that his and Osvffs resting places after death will be 
closer than they are at present, and he predicts: 
"Ok seg honum pau min or5, at koma mun par, at skemmra 
mun i milli bustac,a okkarra 6svifrs, ok mun okkr pa hregt um 
tal, ef okkr er pa leyft at talask vi5" (xxxiii, 91: "And tell him 
these my words, that there will come a time when the distance 
between our two dwelling places will be shorter than now, and 
then he and I can easily have a talk, if we then are permitted 
to talk"). 
After both he and Osvif have died and odd circumstances bring it about that 
they are laid to rest in the same grave at Helgafell, the reader is reminded 
of the ambiguous leyft at talask vie> and of Gest's very words: 
Korn nu fram spasagan Gests, at skemmra var i milli peira en 
pa, er annarr var a Bar5astr9nd, en annarr i Srelingsdal (lxvi, 
196-197: Now Gest's prophecy came true that there would be 
a shorter distance between them than when the one lived at 
Bardastrond and the other in Saelingsdal). 
The linguistic parallelism, it should be noted, neatly reinforces the prophecy-
fulfillment statement. 
Direct comment by the author on the realization of what has been forecast 
is also exemplified by the episode where Hallbjorn Sleekstone-Eye puts a 
curse on Kambsnes, saying: "'Pat mreli ek um ... at Porleikr eigi par fa 
skemmtanardaga he5an i fra, ok 91lum ver5i pungbylt, peim sem i hans 
rum setjask'" (xxxvii, 107: "'This spell I cast that Thorleik will enjoy few 
happy days there henceforth, and all who settle there in his stead will have 
neighbor troubles'"), and the author adds: "Mj9k pykkir petta atkvre5i a 
hafa hrinit" (ibid.: "This curse seems very much to have taken effect"), for 
eventually Thorleik is forced to leave his farm, having had boundary troubles 
with his neighbor Hrut. Here the omniscient author states that the curse is 
fulfilled before the events take place later in the saga. The confirmation itself 
thus points forward as a hint or prophecy. 
On another occasion when Audun Festargarm has spoken in a derogatory 
manner about Osvif's sons, Osvif retaliates with a prophecy of ill, using 
Audun's byname disparagingly and in its literal sense: "'En pu, festargarmr, 
munt fara i trollendr i sumar'" (Ii, 159: "'And you, Fetter-Hound, will go 
to the trolls [meet with a bad end} this summer'"). And so it comes about. 
Festargarm sails from Iceland that summer and is shipwrecked. The author 
again, and with the same phrase, confirms the prophecy: "P6tti pat mjQk 
hafa a hrinit, er Osvffr haf<'ii spat" (ibid.: "What Osvif had prophesied seemed 
very much to have come true"). 
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The examples of dreams, curses, prophecies, and premonitions which have 
been discussed show with what special intent the author has chosen and 
placed his words. 9 The characters themselves for the most part pay the 
dreams and prophecies little heed, apparently accepting them as imponderables 
of life. Yet the author clearly intends the reader to be knowledgeable. Again 
and again the prophetic statement presupposes the outcome, and when the 
fulfillment comes, a counter-statement generally recalls the prophecy. Rarely 
is the reference left to vague association, whether the span betwe.en the 
prophecy and its fulfillment is long or short. Noteworthy also is the frequent 
occurrence of phrases such as n.er er pat minni cetlan, ncer er pat minu 
hugbo{Ji (if I don't miss my guess, it's near my guess), kemr mer pat ekki at 
6vQrum (I wouldn't be surprised), cetla ek, vcenti ek, or hygg ek (I expect, I 
suspect, I have an idea). So regularly do such phrases occur in premonitions 
and prophecies that they seem almost like cues for the reader to mark well 
what is said and to expect a consequence. 
Anticipation in Retrospect 
In addition to the more obvious ant1opatory devices such as those just 
discussed, the saga contains many clues and hints which are not readily 
recognized until the thought has been picked up again in a confirming 
statement. Intimations of this sort might be called hints in retrospect, for 
generally they are perceived as foreshadowings only when recalled. Superfluous 
or arbitrary elements in the saga are few, and almost every statement carries 
with it some significance deeper than the surface meaning of the words. 
The remark, "\Pu munt petta eigi fyrr hafa upp kve'tiit en pu munt hugsat 
hafa, hvar petta skal ni5r koma'" (" 'You wouldn't have brought this up 
unless you had thought out what the result would be'"), suggesting pre-
meditated intent on the part of the characters, 10 just as aptly applies to the 
method of the author. Whatever he brings up is sure to have a generic con-
nection; there are few loose ends or dangling statements. The economy of the 
saga lies to a great extent in this quality. The author conserves his elements; 
whatever he introduces has a function and a counteraction. A list of examples 
would almost equal the saga in length, and each rereading reveals new 
subtleties. I have therefore chosen one section of the story with which to 
illustrate types of retrospective cues employed by the author. 
Snorri Godi's plan for Gudrun's fourth marriage is an elaborately developed 
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scheme and plays hand in hand with face. As the first step the reader is 
introduced to cwo new characters: Thorgils Holluson and Thorkel Eyj6lfsson. 
Thorgils is the grandson of Gest Oddleifsson on his mother's side; he is 
therefore a descendant of Bjorn the Eastman and related to Gudrun. On 
his father's side he is the grandson of Dala-Alf, a descendant of Unn; thus 
Thorgils is related to Kjarcan. Thorkel Eyj6lfsson is the great-grandson of 
6laf Feilan, who is himself the grandson of Unn. Through these genealogical 
connections the new characters are put into a familiar context. 11 
We are told further (lvii, 170, 171) that Snorri considers Thorgils somewhat 
meddlesome and chat their relationship is heldr fatt (rather cool). The word 
heldr commonly functions as understatement and indicates that this relationship 
is significant. Thorkel, on the other hand, is mikill vinr Snorra go<'Ja (a great 
friend of Snorri Godi). These two succinct characterizations immediately 
bring Thorgils and Thorkel into opposing relationship with one another as 
well as with Snorri. 
After Thorkel's unsuccessful fight with the outlaw Grim, Snorri advises 
him to settle down, get married, and become the chieftain he was born to 
be. Up to chis point there has been no inkling chat Thorkel is a chieftain 
or indeed may be the chieftain of Gudrun's fourth dream. Yet now the 
thought is immediately confirmed when Snorri goes on to say to Thorkel 
that Gudrun is the right match for him. Thorkel, however, finds the suggestion 
not feasib~e for two reasons: " 'hon mun vilja hefna lata Bolla, b6nda sins. 
Par pykkisk i ra5um vera me5 henni J:>orgils H9lluson'" (lviii, 174: "'She 
will want co have her husband Bolli avenged, and Thorgils Holluson seems 
co be in on that with her'"). To both objections Snorri has a ready answer: 
"Ek mun i J:>vi bindask, at per mun ekki mein ver5a at l>orgisli, 
en meiri van pykkir mer, at ri9kkur umskipti se or5in um hefndina 
Bolla, a<"ir _pessi missari se li<"iin" (ibid.: "I shall see to it that 
Thorgils won't cause you any trouble. And as for revenge for 
Bolli, it seems more than likely to me that events will have taken 
a turn concerning that before the season is out"). 
Snorri's reassuring reply is a prediction, and the author uses Thorkel's response 
to foreshadow how it will come about: 
"Vera kann, at J:>etta se eigi oro tom, er pu talar nu; en um 
hefnd Bolla se ek ekki likligra nu en fyrir stundu, nema par 
snarisk n9kkurir inir strerri menn i brago" (ibid.: "It may well 
be that these are not just idle words. But as for revenge for 
Bolli, I don't see any more likelihood of that now than before, 
unless, of course, some bigger men are drawn into a plan"). 
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The idiom snarisk i bragt5 which Thorkel unwittingly uses indicates how 
Snorri's prognostication will be made good. If later, in retrospect, the reader 
recalls the wording, he will become aware of the author's intent and skill. 
Thorkel is naturally thinking in general practical terms: some bigger men 
will have to get involved, "join in the plan or scheme." But the literal 
meaning of the words gives the idiom significance on a second level: snarisk 
i brago, that is, "snared into a trick"; for it is by a trick, indeed by two tricks, 
that Snorri accomplishes his objective; and it is none other than Thorgils 
who is caught in the snare. 
Snorri's first task is to get Bolli avenged, and this he achieves through 
subterfuge. Gudrun tells Snorri that she wants revenge for Balli, and Snorri 
suggests Helgi Hardbeinsson ( the man slated for death) and Thorgils Holluson 
(the man who is to lead the raid). Gudrun explains to Snorri that to choose 
Thorgils is out of the question, for he will carry out the revenge only "'ef 
hann n.eoi rat5ahag vit5 mik'" (lix, 178: "'if he gets to marry me'"). Snorri 
advises her to seem to agree and instructs her to make use of an underhanded 
stipulation in promising him marriage. She will marry no other samlendr 
maor. The wording of the stipulation is important, for the expression means 
first "a fellow countryman, compatriot" and second "one dwelling in the 
same country." Snorri is confident that the scheme will work, for Thorkel 
(whom he is reserving for Gudrun) is not then in the country. Gudrun 
expresses some doubt: "'Sja mun hann penna kr6k'" (ibid.: "'He'll see 
through that twist'"), but Snorri reassures her: "'Sja mun hann vfst eigi'" 
(" 'He'll surely not see through it'"). 
Gudrun then broaches the subject of revenge to Thorgils; and when he is 
asked to take part in the raid, he gives the expected answer: "'ef ek nai 
rat'Jahag vio pik'" (Ix, 180). So Gudrun does as Snorri has advised and uses 
the strategic phrase to make the promise. With fine sensitivity the author 
represents Gudrun as playing with the words almost to the point of divulging 
the secret: 
"Nu skirskota ek pvf vi<S vitni y<Sru, at ek heir Porgisli at giptask 
engum manni QOrum samlendum en honum; en ek .etla ekki at 
giptask i 9nnur l9nd" (Ix, 181: "Now with you as witnesses I 
hereby testify and promise not to marry any other man in the 
land except Thorgils; and I do not intend tO get married in 
other lands"). 
The author comments: "Ok ser hann ekki i petta ("And he did not see through 
it"). 
Thorgils leads the raid on Helgi Hardbeinsson and expects his reward. The 
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terms of the agreement are repeated and Gudrun reveals the stratagem. There-
upon Thorgils himself confirms the suggestion given in the beginning that 
his relationship to Snorri had always been a cool one: " 'G9rla skil ek, hvaoan 
alda sja rennr undir; hafa mer pacSan jafnan k9ld ra5 komit; veit ek, at petta 
eru racS Snorra go5a'" (!xv, 195: "'I plainly see whence the wind blows; I 
have always felt a cold draught from that quarter. I know these are Snorri 
Godi's counsels""). Thus Snorri's first trick has been successful: Thorgils has 
been snared, and the plan for avenging Balli has been carried out. 
Snorri's second brago involves getting rid of Thorgils entirely, and cir-
cumstances aid Snorri in bringing this about. A man by the name of Audgisl 
happens along and is annoyed because of some dealings he has had with 
Thorgils. Snorri remarks that this would not be the first time such men have 
been struck down and takes the opportunity to give Audgisl a handsomely 
decorated axe. Both Audgisl and the reader understand the hint, despite the 
camouflage (embellishment). 
Even as were Kjartan and Thorkel, Thorgils is given forewarnings. His 
fylgja or guardian spirit cautions him through a ditty about Snorri's wiles: 12 
Kasei fyroar, 
ef framir pykkjask, 
ok varisk vii'S sva 
velum Snorra; 
engi mun vil'S varask; 
vitr es Snorri. 
(!xvii, 198) 
Fighters strive onward, 
If ye deem yourselves forward, 
And wary watch for 
The wiles of Snorri; 
Wary enough no one will be; 
Wise is Snorri. 
With these words the fylgja turns and leaves; Thorgils expresses apprehension: 
" 'Sjaldan for sva, pa er vel vildi, at pu frerir pa af pingi, er ek f6r til 
pings'" (ibid.: "'It seldom happened, when luck was with me, that you 
went from the Thing when I was on my way there'"). 
A second warning comes to Thorgils when one day his blue cloak mira-
culously begins to speak: 1 a 
Hangir v9t a vegg, 
veit hattkilan brag<), 
pvigit optar purr, 
peygi dylk, at hon viti cvau. 
(Ibid.) 
Wet it hangs on the wall, 
Wot the cloak a trick, 
Ne'er more dry after this, 
Nor deny I, it knows of two. 
It is a riddle, and through it the cloak warns of Snorri's duplicity. Thorgils 
has been caught by one trick, and the cloak knows of yr:t another: the plan 
for Thorgils' death. The use of the word brag5 at the beginning and again at 
the end of the episode cannot be coincidence. One day at the Thing Audgisl 
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uses the axe which Snorri has given him to slay Thorgils. Snorri has 
accomplished both aims, and upon Thorkel's return from Norway informs 
him of his success: 
"Er nu ok af raoinn hvarrtveggi hlutrinn, sa er _per _potti tors6tt-
ligastr, ef pu skyldir fa Guorunar, at Bolla er hefnt, enda er Por-
gils fra raoinn" (lxviii, 200: "And now both obstacles are removed 
which you felt stood most in the way of your getting Gudrun -
Bolli is avenged, and Thorgils has been disposed of"). 
The statement provides complementary balance to Thorkel's original hesita-
tions, and the episode is closed. What Snorri considered meiri van and his 
oro tom have proven true. It can be said with Thorkel: " 'Djupt standa rao 
pin, Snorri'" (ibid.: "'Your counsels, Snorri, do indeed run deep'"), 
It is now time to consider what means the author has used here to prepare 
for future events and to achieve the feeling of expectation fulfilled. The 
warnings of Thorgils' death are direct and supernatural; otherwise, throughout 
the episode subtle hints and intimations mark the narration. Above all, use of 
words with intended ambiguity characterizes this passage. Within the frame 
of the episode expressions such as heldr fatt, meiri van, oro tom, snarisk i 
brago take on added significance. Furthermore, use is made of phrases ambi-
guous by nature, such as samlendr maor; and that even the word purr in the 
riddle of the cloak is a pun is not surprising. 14 In addition a hint may be 
contained in an understatement or in a shift from the figurative to the more 
literal meaning of an idiom, or vice versa. 15 Repetition of words and phrases 
(ef hann [ek} n.eoi [nai} raoahag via mik [pik}; sja mun hann [eigi]/ser 
hann ekki i petta) also serves to imply anticipation and fulfillment; what is 
brought up is confirmed. The equivocal character of the language reflects 
the subject of the episode, Snorri's duplicity, and so enhances the artistic 
quality. 
Detection of such cues requires close reading, attention to choice of 
words, and recollection of what has gone before, the more so since the obvious 
and well-motivated situation camouflages their anticipatory function. Often-
times even the prophecies are so subtly suggested or occur so naturally that 
they are passed over, and only later is their full significance realized. Familiarity 
with the story allows these cues to be recognized as anticipatory. 
Like dreams and prophecies, the retrospective cues are literary devices used 
to foreshadow and to build anticipation. For the most part these devices are 
distinguished by the following characteristics: ( 1) parallel statements of pre-
paration and confirmation; (2) words and phrases of added significance or 
emphasis controlled by ambiguity or repetition; (3) understatement and 
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euphemism; and ( 4) information about a person or his traits by way of 
introduction and genealogical lineages. Any one example may illustrate one 
or several of these features in combination. 
(1) How foreshadowing assumes the formal structure of statement and later 
confirmation of that statement has been evident in many of the prophecies and 
retrospective cues already discussed. The careful author scarcely makes an idle 
statement or records an extraneous episode. The description of the relations 
between Hrur and Thorleik Hoskuldsson affords further example of how such 
foreshadowing is achieved. Hrut and Hoskuld have settled their quarrel 
regarding their maternal inheritance. Hoskuld, we are told, is growing old 
on his farm; his sons are grown; Thorleik has received his share of the family 
property and has married worthily; Bard is at home with Hoskuld. All seems 
prosperous and quiet - or would except for the seemingly unwarranted state-
ment: "Ekki lag5isk mjQk a. mdS peim frrendum, Hruti ok :Porleiki" (xx, 49: 
"There was not much friendship between the kinsmen Hrut and Thorleik"). 
Not until several chapters later does the reason for this somewhat euphemistic 
statement become clear. The author is reminding the reader that Hrut and 
Thorleik have had their differences before, while preparing at the same time 
for further trouble between them. Having misgauged the boundary between 
their lands (xxv, 70), Hrut settled a freedman on property that actually 
belonged to Hoskuld and Thorleik. Thorleik kills the freedman, and Hrut, 
although in the wrong, is ill-content with the decision of the lawmen and 
does not forget the incident. Some time later when Eldgrim finds Thorleik's 
horses in Hrut's pasture and attempts to steal them, Hrut takes the oppor-
tunity to turn the tables in his favor by remarking on Thorleik's habitual 
laxness in respect to boundaries: " 'Pat er satt, at Porleikr frrendi er jafnan 
6meskinn um beitingar'" (xxxvii, 103: "'It is true that kinsman Thorleik has 
always been lax about pastures'"). In spite of their latest quarrel and the 
fact that Thorleik's horses are encroaching on his pasture land, Hrut is not 
willing to see his kinsman robbed: " 'En eigi mun ek la.ta rrena Porleik, ef ek 
hefi f9ng a pvi, p6tt eigi se mart f frrendsemi okkarri'" (xxxvii, 104: "'But 
Thorleik is not going to be robbed if I can help it, even if we don't make 
a lot over our kinship'"). The eigi mart confirms the ekki mjQk that in-
troduced the episode. 
In a similar manner and through understatement, 61af Peacock's quarrel 
with his half brother is first anticipated, then confirmed: "Vel var me5 
J)eim brce5rum 6lafi ok Bar5i, en heldr styggt me5 peim 6lafi ok l>or-
leiki" (xxvi, 73: "The brothers 61af and Bard got on well together, but between 
6laf and Thorleik there was something of coolness"). Later when their 
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differences are settled, 6laf reaffirms the hint: " 'Sva er, frrendi, sem per er 
kunnigt, at me5 okkr hefir verit ekki mart'" (xxvii, 75: "'As you know, kins-
man, there hasn't been much friendship between us'"). Here again the ekki 
mart reechoes the heldr styggt and closes the episode. 
Another telling example of statement-confirmation occurs in the description 
of Kjarcan's superior qualities. That emphasis is given to his physical prowess 
is not surprising: "Vel var hann hagr ok syndr manna bezt; altar ipr6ttir haft5i 
hann mjQk umfram ai5ra menn" (xxviii, 77: "He was very dexterous and the 
best of swimmers; he outshone other men in all sports"). Yet it is noteworthy 
that of all the sports in which he is said to excel, swimming alone is 
mentioned by name. Why swimming - unless as a necessary precondition it is 
singled out and reserved for a future connection. And so it turns out. When 
he is in Norway, Kjartan joins in a swimming match with the king and 
exhibits his ability as a swimmer. Confirmation of the original statement 
concerning his prowess in sports is found in the king's comment at the end 
of the contest and in Kjartan's "knowing" reply: 
"Pu ere sundf cerr vel, e5a ertu at QOrum i pr6ttum jafnvel buinn 
sem at pessi?" Kjartan svarar ... : "Pat var oro a, pa er ek var 
a lslandi, at [1ar fceri a!Jrar eptir" (xi, 117: "You are a good swim-
mer. Are you as good at other sports as at this?" Kjartan an-
swered ... : "So it was said while I was in Iceland that the others 
were comparable"). 
Kjartan's response acts as direct reference to the antecedent statement, and 
instead of explaining it as apparent knowledge on his part of what had 
been said about him at home in Iceland, we must rather recognize what it 
indicates about the precision and necessary structure of the narrative. Numerous 
other examples could be cited showing similar use of seemingly arbitrary 
or incidental statements which later evidence predetermined function and tie 
together the strands of narrative. 16 
(2) With noteworthy consistency the author lends extra weight to ordinary 
meanings of words, playing on their ambiguous overtones. So, too, emphasis, 
placement, and repetition regularly serve boch to carry veiled hints regarding 
what probably will happen and also ultimately to fulfill expectations thus 
aroused. Such practices clearly display the author's interest in language and 
bear witness to his feeling for its potential beyond the discursive level. We 
have seen already in passing how full weight must be accorded the sioast 
in Unn's premonition about the wedding feast, or how the emphasis on jafnan 
facilitates connection with Hrut's old complaint about Thorleik and the 
boundary issue. Deliberate ambiguity characterizes the phrase ok var po 
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kyrrt [kyrrt at kalla] (it was nonetheless quiet or [quiet so to speak]). 17 It 
occurs throughout the saga almost with the frequency of a refrain and gradually 
comes to be recognized as signalling the opposite rather than the literal sense. 
In the beginning, the stereotyped "and now things were quiet" is taken at 
face value to mean harmony and periods of calm after quarrels. As the saga 
progresses, however, the falsity of the disguise is perceived, and finally the 
author by adding at kalla himself admits that the calm is really a harbinger 
of storm. 
The repetition of a word like ambdttarsonr (concubine's son) over a series 
of episodes confirms expectations and forcibly brings out the futility of 
Melkorka's efforts. She sends her son 6laf Peacock to Ireland to claim his 
noble kinship and thereby to erase the image of ambdttarsonr: "'Eigi nenni 
ek, at pu ser ambattarsonr kalla5r lengr'" (xx, 50: "'I cannot stand having 
you called a concubine's son any longer'"), 6laf returns with the impressive 
appellation d6ttursonr Myrkjartans lrakonungs (xxii, 61: son of the daughter 
of Myrkjartan, king of the Irish). Nonetheless, Egil's daughter Thorgerd rejects 
his proposal of marriage and tells her father: 
"Pat hefi ek pik heyrt mrela, at pu ynnir mer mest barna pinna; 
en nu pykki mer pu pat 6sanna, ef pu vill gipta mik ambat-
tarsyni, p6tt hann se vrenn ok mikill abur5arma5r" (xxiii, 63: "I 
have heard you say that you loved me best of all your children; 
but now it seems to me you disprove it, if you want to marry 
me off to a concubine's son, no matter how handsome and well 
decked out he is"), 
Although 6laf is not informed of precisely what Thorgerd has said to her 
father in her refusal of marriage, he makes a very good guess: "'Nu er, sem 
ek sagi5a per, fal5ir, at mer myndi ilia Hka, ef ek fenga n9kkur sviviroingaror5 
at m6ti'" (xxiii, 64: "'Now it is just as I told you, father, that I would take 
it ill if I got some abusive words in return'"). In spite of the vague plural 
sviviroingaroro, 6laf knows what to say to Thorgerd when he goes himself to 
Egil's booth to take up the marriage suit: "'Mun per pykkja djarfr gerask 
ambattarsonrinn, er hann porir at sitja hja per ok retlar at tala vi<') pik'" (xxiii, 
65: "'You perhaps find it bold of a concubine's son to sit down beside you 
and presume to talk with you'"), 6!af and Thorgerd reach an understanding 
and are married. The distasteful epithet, however, continues to follow him. 
Hoskuld's wife J6runn harbors a grudge against the bondwoman her husband 
brought home and against their son. When 6laf moves to Hjardarholt, J6runn 
and Hoskuld stand outside their farm on the other I ide of the river, and 
Hoskuld wishes his son well: " 'Ok na::1 e1 pat minu hilgbooi, at petta gangi 
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eptir, at lengi se hans nafn uppi'" (xxiv, 68: "'And it is near my guess that his 
name will long be remembered'"). J6runn mimics his words, but a shift in 
emphasis combined with sarcasm and the inclusion of the epithet Melkorka 
so wished to erase add a sting to Hoskuld's hopeful surmise: "'Hefir am-
battarsonr sja au<') til pess, at uppi se hans nafn'" (ibid.: "'This concubine's son 
has enough wealth all right for his name to be remembered'"). Not for his 
wealth will his name be remembered but, as J6runn wishes to imply, by the 
derogatory epithet, and with that she effectively squelches Hoskuld. 
Again when Th6rd Goddi's wife gives shelter to the outlaw Th6r6lf, a 
seemingly careless mention of detail later gains significance through use of 
a special idiom. The description is explicit: "Eptir pat lei<')ir Vigdis hann 
i utibur eitt ok bi<')r hann par bf.5a sin; setr hon par las fyrir" (xiv, 31: 
"After that she led him out to a shed and told him to wait there for her, 
and she drew a bolt across the door"). Th6rd expresses his displeasure at 
having an outlaw on his farm: 
[P6r5r} kvazk pat vist vita, at Ingjaldr myndi mikit fe taka 
af hon um fyrir pessa bj9rg, er nu var veitt hon um - "er her haf a 
huroir verit loknar eptir pessum manni" (xiv, 32: [Th6rdJ said 
he knew beyond a doubt that Ingjald would make him pay dearly 
for the sheltering they had already given him - "seeing that our 
doors have already been locked after this man"). 
It is likely that Th6rd is using the phrase haf a huroir verit loknar idiomatically 
in the general sense of "we have given this man shelter, taken him in"; while, 
unwittingly, on the literal level he underscores Vigdf.s' action of drawing the 
bolt, a detail which otherwise might seem but superfluous. It is a case of 
the characters' being in ignorance whereas the audience is knowledgeable, 
a contrast which produces the humor or irony here and in many other instances 
to be noted further on. Note the shift from indirect to direct discourse. 
The symbolic and formal dimension in the language furthermore gives 
clues to Bolli's subordinate position and hence to his resentment over against 
Kjartan. Note must be taken of the words the author has chosen, their position 
in the sentence, and even the amount of narrative allotted to each. First the 
mfok jafngamlir (xxviii, 75: very nearly the same age) brings into focus the 
two boys' similarity, then laudatory descriptions of each in practically identical 
terms appear to assure their equality. Yet appearances are deceptive, for upon 
exact comparison Bolli falls short of Kjartan. Thirteen lines (in "islenzk forn-
rit," V) give praise to Kjartan: 
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Hann var allra manna fri<')astr, peira er frezk hafa a 1slandi; hann 
var mikilleitr ok vel farinn i andliti, manna bezt eygor ok lj6slitaor; 
mikit har hafoi hann ok fagrt som silki, ok fell meo Iokkum, 
mikill mat5r ak sterkr, eptir sem verit hafoi Egill, moourfaoir 
hans, el'fa P6r61fr. Kjartan var hverjum manni betr a sik kominn, 
sva at allir undruousk, J:>eir er sa hann; betr var hann ok vigr 
en flestir menn aorir; vel var hann hagr ok syndr manna bezt; 
altar i/Jrottir hafoi hann mjQk um/ram aora menn; hverjum 
manni var hann litillatari ok vinsa:ll, sva at hverr barn unni 
honum; hann var lettuoigr ok mildr af fe (xxviii, 76-77: He was 
one of the most handsome men ever to have been born in Iceland. 
He had a large face with well formed features, the finest of eyes 
and a light complexion. His hair was long and as fair as silk, and 
it fell into curls. He was a big man and strong, just as Egil, his 
mother's father, had been or his uncle Th6r6lf. Nature had 
endowed Kjartan with more gifts than most people, and all who 
saw him marveled at him. He was more skilled in arms than 
most; he was dextrous, and the best of swimmers; he outshone 
other men in all sports. At the same time he was more modest 
than most and was so popular that everyone was fond of him, man 
or child. He was lighthearted and generous). 
Balli by comparison receives but four lines of lauding: 
Balli f6stbr6'1'iir hans var mikill maor; hann gekk n.est Kjartani 
um altar ipr6ttir ok atg¢rvi; sterkr var hann ok frit5r synum, 
kurteisligr ok inn hermannligsti, mikill skarcsmat5r (xxviii, 77: 
His foster brother Balli was also a big man. He came next to 
Kjarcan in all sports and accomplishments. He, too, was strong 
and handsome, chivalrous and most warrior-like, a great one for 
finery). 
Aside from the quantitative slight, the expression ntest Kjartani succinctly 
sums up Bolli's subordinate position. 
That Bolli's same appears second whenever the two are mentioned together 
should also be noted, as well as his ,habit of "following" or accompanying 
Kjartan wherever he goes. Thus literally and figuratively Bolli "comes second": 
"Peir Kjarcan ok Bolli unnusk mest; for Kjartan hvergi /Jess, er eigi fylgt5i 
Balli hanum" (xxxix, 112: "Kjarcan and Balli loved one another the most, 
and Kjarran went nowhere without Bolli's going along with him"). The fact 
that the reader has been cued here to expect Balli to go with Kjartan "wherever 
he went" veils the first inkling of Bolli's interest in Gudrun on their visits 
to Laugar: "Heldr Kjartan teknum ha:tti um fert5ir sinar; for Balli jafnan met5 
hanum" (ibid.: "Kjartan continued his usual trips [to LaugarJ, and Balli always 
went with him"). When they go to Norway, Kjartan takes the lead among 
the Icelanders staying there and chides Bolli for not competing with the 
best swimmer among the townsmen. In this exchange for the first time 
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Bolli's reply seems to suggest a slight feeling of resentment: "'Eigi veit ek, hvar 
kapp pitt er nu komit,' segir Kjartan, 'ok skal ek pa ti!.' Bolli svarar: 'Pat 
mattu gera, ef per likar'" (xi, 117: "'I don't know what has become of your 
competitive spirit,' Kjartan said, 'but if you won't, I will.' Balli answered: 
'You can if you like'"). During their stay in Norway, the Icelanders, although 
heathen, are curious to witness the Yuletide festivities and decide to go to the 
church: "Gengr Kjartan nu met') sina sveit ok Bolli" (xl, 122: "Kjartan went 
now with his following of men, and also Bolli"). Bolli's name falls last here, 
and. so again in the king's invitation: "Sil'lan baui'> konungr Kjartani i 
j6labo5 sitt ok sva Bolla, foenda hans" (xi, 123: "Then the king asked Kjartan 
to his Yule feast, and also Bolli his kinsman"). 
Parallel statements about the esteem accorded to Kjartan and Bolli at 
court again prove weighted in Kjartan's favor and reconfirm the inequality 
noted in the earlier comparison of their talents. Both quantitatively and 
qualitatively Bolli suffers: 
Konungr mat Kjartan um/ram alla menn fyrir sakar rettar sinnar 
ok atg¢rvi, ok er pat alsagt, at Kjartan vreri par sva vinsrell, at 
hann atti ser engan 9fundarmann innan hir5ar; var pat ok allra 
manna mal, at engi hef5i slikr ma5r komit af Islandi sem Kjartan 
(ibid.: The king esteemed Kjartan above all men for his fine 
lineage and manly accomplishments. It was commonly said that 
Kjartan was so well liked that he had not a single ill-wisher at the 
court. It was also generally said that no man such as Kjartan 
had ever before come from Iceland). 
Whereas of Bolli it is simply said: "Bolli var ok inn vaskasti ma5r ok metinn 
vel af g6oum m9nnum" (ibid.: "Bolli was also a most valiant fellow and 
esteemed well by good men"). Bolli is merely esteemed af g6oum m9nnum; 
Kjartan by the king. By virtue of its controlled association and contrast with 
[mat] um/ram alla menn, the weaker [metinn] vel carries a significance beyond 
its use outside the saga. It becomes a loaded word designed to bring out 
a slight. We shall have occasion to note instances where the special vel bears 
similar connotation, a small element whose meaning and interpretation depends 
entirely on the linguistic framework of the author's world and of his saga. 
The sullenness of Bolli's reply to Kjartan's chiding in the episode of the 
swimming match has been remarked upon. From time to time similar ill-
tempered comments hint at Bolli's hidden feelings. So, when Kjartan suggests 
burning the king in his hall, Bolli with a tinge of sarcasm repeats Kjartan's 
words and points out how unwise such a move would be.·. Kjartan, with 
customary brashness, makes this boast: 
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"Engis manns naui'iungarmai'ir vii ek vera ... melSan ek ma upp 
standa ok vapnum valda; pykki mer pat ok Utilmannligt, at vera 
tekinn sem lamb 6r stekk e5a melrakki 6r gildru .... " Bolli spyrr: 
"Hvat viltu gera?" "Ekki mun ek pvf leyna," segir Kjartan, 
"brenna konunginn inni" (xi, 119: "No one is going to get me 
under his thumb as long as I can stand on my own two feet and 
wield my weapons. To my mind it's unmanly to be taken like 
a lamb out of a fold or a fox out of a trap ... ," Bolli asked: "What 
do you intend to do?" "I'll make no secret of it," said Kjartan, 
"to burn the king inside his hall"). 
To this Balli replies: " 'Ekki kalla ek petta Utilmannligt ... en eigi mun petta 
framgengt ver5a, at pvi er ek hygg'" (ibid.: "'I don't call that unmanly, but 
to my mind that can never be carried out'"). In further exchange when they 
mutually accuse each other of lack of courage, others join in and agree that 
it is parfleysutal (useless talk). Open hostility has been avoided and tension 
relieved, for the moment. 
When Bolli decides to return to Iceland without Kjartan, his parting from 
Kjartan affords a significant comment on the relationship between them: 
"Nu em ek buinn ti! fertiar, ok mynda ek bftia pin inn nresta 
vetr, ef at sumri vreri lausligra um· pfna fer5 en nu, en ver 
pykkjumsk hitt skilja, at konungr vill fyrir engan mun pik lausan 
lata, en h9fum pat fyrir satt, at pu munir fatt pat, er a 1slandi 
er ti! skemmtanar, pa er pu sitr a tali vilS Ingibj9rgu konungs-
systur" (xli, 126: "I am now ready to depart. I would like to wait 
for you over next winter, if in the following summer there would 
be any more chance of your getting away than there is now. 
But as far as we can see, the king isn't going ,to let you go on any 
account, and I hold it for true that you recall very little those 
pleasures which are to be had in Iceland when you sit talking 
to Ingibjorg, the king's ,sister"). 
The suggestion that even were Kjartan free to go to Iceland, he might 
prefer to stay in Norway is sly. Kjartan's reply shows that he is aware of the 
barb: "'Haf ekki slikt vio, en bera skaltu foendum varum kvdSju mfna ok 
sva vinum'" (ibid.: "'Don't be saying such things, but bear my greetings to 
our kinsmen, and also to our friends'"). By haf ekki slikt vit5 Kjartan not 
only refers to the idleness of Bolli's suggestion but probably also means it as 
an injunction against repeating any gossip about him and the king's sister 
at home. The final position in the sentence of ok sva vinum emphasizes that 
Balli is to bear greetings co their friends, among whom Gudrun, of course, 
would be included. 
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Bolli's withheld resentment comes into the open when he relates to Gudrun 
the success of his and Kjartan's journey: 
Bolli leysti oflettliga 6r pvi QJIU, er Gudrun spuri'\i; kvai'\ allt 
ticiendalaust um feri'\ir sinar - "en pat er kemr ti! Kjartans, pa 
er pat meci miklum agretum at segja satt fra hans kosti, pvi at 
hann er i hir~ 6Iafs konungs ok metinn /Jar um/ram hvern mann 
(xiii, 127: Bolli replied obligingly to all Gudrun asked about, and 
said that everything was uneventful as far as his journey was 
concerned - "but as for Kjartan, one can only report the best 
about his circumstances, for he is at King 6laf's court and esteemed 
there above all men"). 
Taking up the insinuation of his parting words to Kjartan, Balli significantly 
goes on to add: 
"En ekki kemr mer at 6vQrum, JJ6 at hans hafi her i landi Iitlar 
nytjar ina nrestu vetr." ... Balli segir, hvert or5tak manna var 
a um vinattu peira Kjartans ok Ingibjargar konungssystur, ok kva5 
pat neer sinni eet/an, at konungr myndi heldr gipta honum lngi-
bjQrgu en lata hann lausan, ef pvi vreri at skipta (ibid.: "And I 
wouldn't be at all surprised if we saw very little of him here 
in Iceland for the next few winters." ... Bolli told her what rumor 
there had been about the friendship between Kjartan and Ingi-
bjorg, the king's sister, and said that it was his guess that the 
king would rather give lngibjorg ro him in marriage than to let 
Kjartan go, if it came right down to it). 
The speech is an important index to Bolli's feelings. BoUi makes little 
of his own accomplishments and quickly turns the talk to Kjartan. He 
knew, of course, that news of Kjartan was what Gudrun was most waiting 
to hear. But as his final departing comment showed, he wanted to make trouble. 
The shift from indirect to direct discourse is particularly interesting here, 
since it occurs precisely at the point of shift in subject matter and thus 
sharpens the comparison-contrast between Bolli and Kjartan. Bolli repeats 
his parting words to Kjartan about the king's intention of letting him go 
(lata hann lausan) but now changes the emphasis for his own purpose. His 
repetition of metinn J>ar um/ram hvern mann, an echo of the author's statement 
(metinn par um/ram al/a menn) concerning the esteem Kjartan enjoyed at 
court, attests to the structural design in the saga rather than to Bolli's 
exact knowledge of what was being said at court. The repetition here thus 
carries the ring of sarcasm. The appearance of the phrases of prediction 
( ekki kemr mer at OVQrum and nter sinni tetlan) lends the impression that 
the expected will be fulfilled, even though it be surmise. Kjartan has read 
Bolli's parting speech aright; trouble has been made. 
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Bolli's insinuations about a possible marriage between Kjartan and Ingi-
bjorg prove well founded when the king indicates his reluctance to let 
Kjartan go: 
"Vilda ek, at pt'1 fystisk eigi ut ti! Islands, p6 at pu eigir par 
g9fga frcendr, pvi at kost muntu eiga at taka pann raflakost 
i N6regi, er engi mun slikr a lslandi" (xliii, 130: "I wish your 
heart were not set on going out to Iceland, even though you 
have noble kinsmen there, for you could choose a station in life 
here in Norway such as is not to be had in Iceland"). 
There is intentional ambiguity in the king's ra()akostr, for the word not only 
means "station in life" but also "marriage." Bolli's surmises about the king's 
unwiJlingness to let Kjartan go and about a possible marriage between 
Kjartan and Ingibjorg are thus both here confirmed. The fact that a position 
at the court was naturally not to be had in democratic Iceland and the fact 
that the king conventionally and in similar stereotyped terms ( to be discussed 
later under Recurrence) regrets the departure of visiting Icelanders and offers 
them any station (kostr, rdoakostr) they desire, camouflage to some extent 
the king's offer here. But since such discrepancies between face value and 
underlying intent are typical of the cast of language in the saga, the alert 
reader will not be deceived. 
The twofold intent in the king's remark is soon further substantiated by an 
equally subtle reference to Kjartan's marriage with Hrefna. Kjartan's sister 
Thurfd gives him this advice: 
"l>retti oss pat ra5ligasr, at pu kvanga5isk, eptir pvi sem pu 
mceltir i fyrra sumar, p6tt per se eigi par me5 9llu jafnrteoi, 
sem Hrefna er, pvi at /ni matt eigi />at finna innan lands" (xiv, 
13 7: "We feel the most advisable thing for you to do is to cake 
a wife, just as you said last summer, even if Hrefna isn't an equal 
match for you in every respect, for you can never expect to find 
that here in this country"). 
Since Gudrun, who was said to be mest jafnrce,}i (xxxix, 112: most equally 
matched) with Kjartan, is already married and so cannot come into question, 
there is no equal match for him in Iceland. The restrictive innan lands con-
firms the engi mun slikr d lslandi and suggests the possibility of such a match 
abroad. It is evident from the foregoing examples how parallel statements, 
ambiguous words, words with special overtones, repetition, and the like have 
been put into the service of the prediction-fulfillment structure. Many similar 
instances of perceptive use of words and phrases might be cited. l l-1 
(3) Even as words and phrases of added significance foreshadow through 
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hints and suggestions, so understatements, euphemisms, double negatives, and 
the like represent common rhetorical devices which fit well into the author's 
schematism of things by conveying hints and different shades of meaning. 
So, for example, although the quarrel between Hoskuld and Th6rd Gellir 
apparently has been settled by Hoskuld's gifts of appeasement, the words and 
turn of phrase suggest the real state of affairs: "Ok var petta kyrrt sii5an 
ok um nQkkuru f<era en aor" (xvi, 38: "After that the matter stayed quiet, 
but the friendship was somewhat cooler than before"). The matter is "quiet" 
rather than settled; both the ambiguous kyrrt and the understatement in 
1ZQkkuru foreshadow further developments. Again, when the troublesome 
Hrapp is dug up and reburied, an understatement hints that not yet has 
the last been heard from him: "Eptir petta nemask af heldr aptrgQngur 
Hrapps" (xvii, 40: "After that Hrapp's ghostwalking more or less let up"). 
The issue i;etween Hoskuld and Th6rd Gellir is indeed brought up again 
in a confirming statement by J6runn in talking over with Hoskuld his troubles 
with Hrut (xix, 47); and Hrapp walks again, is dug up and burned and 
his ashes carried out to sea: "Hd'San fra veri5r engum manni mein at aptrgQngu 
Hrapps" (xxiv, 69: "After that no man ever came to any harm again because 
of Hrapp's ghostwalking"). Both episodes thus illustrate again the prepara-
tion-fulfillment structure. 
Frequently irony or a flash of dry humor characterizes understatements. So, 
for example, litotes makes an effective introduction tO Thorkel Trefil's second 
scheme to assure his being sole heir to the property left by Thorstein Surt: 
l>orkell trefill grunar n9kkut, hvart pannig mun farit hafa um 
Iiflat manna, sem peir Gul'imundr hQfl'iu sagt it sil'iara sinni. 
Ekki p6ttusk heil5nir menn minna eiga i abyrgi5, pa er slika 
hluti skyldi fremja, en nu pykkjask eiga kristnir menn, pa er 
skfrslur eru gQrvar. Pa vari5 sa skirr, er undiF fari5armen gekk, 
ef t◊rfan fell eigi a hann (xviii, 42-43: Thorkel Trefil rather 
had some misgivings whether the drownings actually had happened 
in the sequence he and Gudmund had said the last time. Heathen 
men did not think they had less at stake when they were to go 
through such tests than Christian men do now when ordeals are 
performed. Whoever went under the strip of sod stood cleared 
of guilt provided the strip did not fall down on him). 
The understatement in n9kkut contains the key to the ironic tone of the 
passage. Thorkel has good reason to doubt his own innocence, and since he is 
sure that the strip of earth will fall down on him, he must devise a way to 
make the caving-in look like an accident. The comparison of heathen and 
Christian customs, which has given rise to confusion and misinterpretation, 
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undoubtedly because it represents an anachronism, 111 does stand as an 
interruption in the continuity of thought, if taken, as obviously intended, to 
be an author's aside in explanation for Thorkel's serious concern. 
A veiled hint may also be conveyed by euphemism, whereby the involuted 
statement or double negative carries with it a tinge of humor. So, for example, 
the indirection with which the hostility of the Laugar people is indicated 
foreshadows the disastrous outcome of Hrefna's visit to Laugar: "'Margir menn 
mrela pat, at eigi se ¢rvmna, at ek koma par, er ek eiga f mri 9/undarmenn 
en at Laugum·" (xlvi, 142: "'There are those who say that I could find many 
places to go where I would have fewer ill-wishers than at Laugar' "). This 
immediately is confirmed when she attends the party at Laugar and her 
headdress is stolen. 
( 4) The announcement of characters and their traits before they enter the 
stage and the inclusion of their names in genealogies ahead of time comprise 
handy devices for foreshadowing and hence may be incorporated into the 
design of the saga as necessary rather than adventitious elements. Perfunctory 
sketches, like the terse descriptions of Thorgils and Thorkel already discussed, 
set forth temperaments and interrelationships and suggest the part the 
character is to play in the action. A byname itself often anticipates the 
personality of a character.:rn Delineation is never introspective. Consistently 
throughout the saga initial characterizing descriptions are illustrated and 
confirmed in words and deeds. 
The treatment of Gudrun clearly illustrates how her cursorily listed person-
ality traits are later confirmed. Many adjectives are applied to Gudrun: 
kvenna vamst, kurteis, va1nst at dsjanu ok vitsmunum, kwnst ok bezt oroi 
farin, 9rlynd kona (xxxii, 86: most beautiful of women, of courtly manner, 
foremost in beauty and intelligence, of keenest wit and cleverest tongue, 
openhanded). And compared to her finery, we are told that other women had 
only barnavipur (childlish baubles). All these qualities - beauty, graciousness, 
keen wit, clever tongue, talkativeness, generosity, and love of expensive things 
- exhibit themselves on many an occasion. Gest finds her easy to talk to and 
sits and interprets her dreams with her ("varu pau brei5i vitr ok or<)ig" 
[xxxiii, 88: "They were both witty and talkative"}); Th6rd rides to the Thing 
with her in order to chat with her along the way (xxxv, 95). Kjartan, too, 
likes to go to Laugar to talk to Gudr(m ("p6tti Kjartani gott at tala vii5 
Gu/'irunu, [)Vt at hon var bret'ii vitr ok va:n ok malmj9ll [xxxix, 112: "Kjartan 
liked visiting with Gudn'.m, for she was both intelligent and beautiful, and 
had a clever tongue"}),:.! 1 She must own the finest that money can buy -
a trait that influences the terms of the marriage contract with Thorvald ("Hann 
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skyldi ok kaupa gripi ti! handa henni, sv:i at engi jafnfj:iiS kona ~tti betri 
gripi" [xxxiv, 93: "He was to buy finery for Gudrun, such that no woman 
equally well-to-do could boast anything better"}) and which also leads her 
to divorce him when he refuses to pander to her insatiable wants. Her 
unbearable jealousy of Hrefna is due in no small part to the fact that Hrefna 
owns the expensive and elegant headdress (inn aga1tasti gripr) originally intend-
ed for herself: 
Hon tekr par 6r motr hvitan, gullofinn, ok gefr Kjartani ok kvaiS 
Gu~runu Osvifrsd6ttur hplzti gott at vefja honum at h9ft'ii ser, 
- "ok muntu henni gefa motrinn at bekkjargj9f" (xliii, 131: She 
[Ingibjorg] took out a white headdress, all worked in gold, and 
handed it to Kjartan and said it was no doubt good enough for 
Gudrun Osvifsd6ttir to wrap around her head, - "and you can 
give it to her as a wedding gift"). 
And when with openhanded generosity she overrules Thorkel m the arrange-
ments for the wedding, Snorri is led to comment: " 'Opt synir pu pat, 
Gu~run, ... at pu ert inn mesti kvensk9rungr'" (!xviii, 201: "'Often, indeed, 
you show, Gudrun, that you are the most outstanding of women'"). Finally 
her sending Thidrandabani off in grand style with ship and goods makes even 
Thorkel concede: " 'Eigi er per litit i hug um mart, Gudrun, ... ok er per 
eigi hent at eiga vesalmenni; er pat ok ekki vil'i pitt rel'ii'" (!xix, 203-204: 
"'You are not smallminded on many a score, Gudrun, ... and it would never 
do for you to have a skinflint for a husband - that would hardly suit your 
nature'"). Thus all of Gudrun's traits enumerated in a string of adjectives 
when she is first introduced in the saga are subsequently confirmed one by 
one. 
The chieftain of Gudrun's fourth dream is described as holding a cegishjalmr 
(helmet of terror) over her, implying that he will be overbearing. How well 
the description fits Thorkel is shown by his overweening confidence in 
attacking the outlaw Grim (!vii, 172), by his eagerness to provide for his 
wedding feast (!xviii, 201 ), by his commandeering attitude regarding the 
outlaw Thidrandabani (!xix, 20 3), by his interpretation of the dream about 
his beard (lxxiv, 215 ), by his competing with the king in building a church 
(lxxiv, 216), and by his wilfullness in sailing for home against his kinsman's 
better judgment (lxxvi, 222). It is amusing, and obviously so intended, that 
Thorkel fails in each of these endeavors and is put in his place, so that the 
wgishjalmr turns out to be something of a joke. And indeed if we look at 
Gudrun's dream more closely - in retrospect - we can detect this quality 
already there. 
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An example of the ingenuity with which the author has handled a character 
trait implicit in a byname is the case of Thorbjorn Skrjup and his son Lambi. 
In a seemingly innocent and normal statement Lambi is likened to his father: 
"Hann var mikill maor ok sterkr ok glikr fe5r sinum yfirlits ok sva at 
skaplyndi" (xxii, 61-62: "He (Lambi} was a big man and strong and resembled 
his father in looks and also in character"). Thorbjorn' s byname means 
"weakling," which is to be understood in its moral rather than physical 
sense, since he, too, is described as being big and strong (xi, 21: "mikill 
maor var hann vexti ok rammr at afli"). The final position in the sentence here 
of ok sva at skaplyndi directs our attention especially to the mental and 
moral make-up Lambi has in common with his father. That Lambi is un-
reliable and has a weak character like his father is borne out later when he 
takes part in the raid against his kinsman Helgi, for which his relatives rebuke 
him: "kva5u hann meir hafa sagzk i .I!tt Porbjarnar skrjups en Myrkjartans 
lrakonungs" (!xv, 193-194: "They said he had more in common with the 
family line of Thorbjorn Skrjup than with that of Myrkjartan, King of the 
Irish"). Although carried over a long span in the story, the statements about 
Thorbjorn and Lambi prove to have necessary connection; what was "brought 
up" as preparation "comes down" as fulfillment. 
Another method of achieving foreshadowing is the artful - and inconspicuous 
- naming of characters in genealogies and short introductions, ostensibly, as 
is generally assumed, for the sake of completeness, or historical interest, or for 
the artistic purpose of preserving the historical frame of the story and creating 
its historical illusion.n Laxdcela saga gives evidence of further purposefulness 
in introducing a new name or a new character at specific points in the 
narrative and in selecting certain names for inclusion in the genealogies -
a purposefulness that accords with the preparation-fulfillment structure. :i :i Snorri 
Godi, for instance, is mentioned in a genealogy as early as Chapter vii but 
does not take part in the story until Chapter xxxvi. Gudrun's family line is 
introduced in Chapter ii and is not picked up again until Chapter xxxii. Thorkel 
Eyj6!fsson's ancestry is given in Chapter vii, but Thorkel does not enter the 
action until Chapter !vii. Chapter xi presents Vigdis, Th6rd Goddi, and Asgaut, 
and in so doing prepares for Chapters xiv and xv. Thorbjorn Skrjup is 
mentioned in Chapter x1 and takes up his part in Chapter xx. 6Iaf's household 
servants are all named in Chapter xxiv: An the White, An the Black, and 
Beinir the Strong. Later each plays his role: An the White in Chapter xlvi; 
An the Black in Chapters xlvii, and xlviii; and Beinir the Strong in Chapter 
lxxv.:!-l Hrefna is named in Chapter xl and enters the stage in Chapter xliv. 
We have observed how the author uses prophetic statements such as 
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dreams, curses, premonitions or subtly suggested cues to foreshadow subsequent 
developments and thereby creates a world in which the terms are known and 
fulfilled as expected. Some of these prophetic statements are direct; others 
are indicated indirectly through formal means. So well integrated are they in 
every case with the action and so appropriate are they to the context that 
they may be passed over. Recognition of the more veiled hints is facilitated 
through the linguistic fabric. Close observation of the words themselves and of 
their levels of meaning, placement, repetition, and similarity is required. The 
foreknowledge which obtains from the use of these anticipatory devices 
imparts to the saga a form which conceives the end in the beginning, the 
beginning in the end. Yet interest in what is going to happen is not 
diminished through this consistent foretelling of coming events. Rather, by 
presenting incompletely a foreknown completion, the direct and indirect hints 
serve both to build up a kind of suspense and at the same time to suggest 
an overall pattern of destiny. The action substantiates the expected. The 
phrases sem van var (as expected) and kunnigt (known) act like refrains and 
themselves carry the theme.:!" 
Since specific statements, not merely vague contextual associations, recon-
firm the prophecies and hints, a balanced structure of precise pattern results, 
setting up a composition of point counterpoint that requires a relating of 
the complementary elements. Such phrases as sem fyrr, sem dc)r, sem fyrr var 
ritat (as before, as previously, as was written before):!H testify in this saga 
to this intent - an author's cue to his audience. The characters' mention of the 
time which has elapsed between the event and recalling of it is also suggestive 
of this structure. It is conspicuous how expressions of remembering and 
reminding are favored in the saga. :!7 
Through anticipation and recollection, a back and forth rhythm is produced 
in the progress of the action. The fulfillment of destiny does not proceed 
precipitously to a conclusion, but haltingly, by intervals which are measured 
by the span between prophecy and confirmation, statement and counterstate-
menr. This progression and regression occasioned by anticipating and recalling 
is displayed likewise in miniature form in the genealogies that lead forward, 
while others trace lineages back to the past. The same alternating movement 
characterizes common incidents such as sea crossings and betrothal scenes where 
the father passes the decision to the daughter and she in turn refers it to him;:! 8 
in the back and forth dealing representative of the bargainings;:!!1 and in the 
frequent mention of how someone lives, turn and turn about, at one place 
and then at another: "6lafr ok l>orgeri'ir varu ymisst pann vetr a H9skulds-
st9i5um e~a mei'i fostra hans" (xxiv, 66: "6Iaf and Thorgerd spent that winter 
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in turns either at Hoskuldsstadir or with 6laf's foster father")_:rn Ymisst is 
the catchword that marks these descriptions. 
The narrative itself often backtracks, picking up threads that have been 
temporarily dropped while another action is carried forward. Although not 
a unique literary device, it is wholly pertinent to the overall design of this 
saga. Conventional phrases such as Nu er frd [lngjaldi} at segja, and the 
like, signal the flash-backs. :i 1 A singularly good example of this technique 
and of how the author has combined it with his own original device occurs 
at the end of Chapter !viii, after Thorkel and Grim have gone to Norway: 
Nu veror par fra at hverfa um stund, en taka ti! ut a lslandi ok 
heyra, hvat j,ar gerisk til tioenda, mer>an /Jorkell er utan (!viii, 
175: Now let us turn our attention away from this for a while 
and take up the story out in Iceland and see what went on 
there while Thorkel was abroad). 
After the happenings in Iceland have been narrated, and upon Thorkel's return 
from Norway, the careful author closes the flash-back interval with a reminder 
of the point that has been reached in the story: 
Spuroi Snorri ti5enda af N6regi. Porkell segir fra 9llu vel ok 
merkiliga. Snorri segir i mot j,au tioendi, sem her hQfou gQrzk, 
medan /Jorkell haft'ii utan verit (!xviii, 199: Snorri asked for news 
from Norway, and Thorkel gave good account of everything in 
detail. Snorri in turn told what had happened in Iceland while 
Thorkel had been abroad). 
The parallelism of the content, Thorkel and Snorri each telling of events 
in turn first of Norway and then of Iceland, mirrors the larger division of 
the narrative into an account of Thorkel in Norway and the flash-back on 
happenings in Iceland. This parallelism is reinforced through the identically 
repeated phrases. The author never forgets what he has brought up and even 
employs similar vocabulary to facilitate recognition of his own reminders. 
Thus foreshadowing and fulfillment with their concomitants, anticipation 
and recollection, provide a framework according to which the action is 
developed and made necessary. The comparing back and forth, controlled 
by this structural feature, is further enhanced through the use of repetitions, as 





Repetition represents the second of the structural elements which the author 
uses throughout LaxdOJla saga to promote unity of composition. With con-
spicuous frequency words and phrases repeat themselves and so serve to recall 
to the audience the earlier instance and to point up relationship of episodes. 
This balancing of expression as well as episode comes very close to suggesting 
premonition and fulfillment, or clue and effect, except that the examples under 
Repetition cannot be classified as prophetic in the stricter sense. Repetition, 
however, is structurally equivalent to Foreknowledge in that the former in 
building pairs forms a point counterpoint system as does prophecy and fulfill-
ment. The author's practice of employing similar and even identical linguistic 
components in statement and confirmation has already been incidentally noted 
under Foreknowledge, 1 and the method is carried further in connection with 
Repetition. In this present chapter the function of patterned linguistic cor-
respondence will be explored and an attempt made to evaluate Repetition as 
a formal device. 
In order to facilitate the discussion of Repetition, it seems advisable to cite 
a passage in which specific examples of the various types occur so that the 
characteristic style may be directly observed. In the following passage the 
pertinent phrases have been italicized and letters in parentheses supplied to 
indicate corresponding pairs: 
l~orsteinn rreddi vi(') Porkel, at pat myndi vel bent (a), at peir 
freri i Hjar5arholt; - "vil ek fala land at Halldori (b), pvi at 
hann hefir litit lausafe (c), sil')an hann gait peim Bollasonum 
f fQ5urbretr; en pat land er sva, at ek vilda helzt eiga." Porkell 
ba(') hann ra5a; fara peir heiman ok varu saman vel tuttugu menn. 
l>eir koma f Hjar5arholt; t6k Halld6rr vel vi(') peim ok var inn 
malreifasti. Fatt var manna heima, pvi at Halld6rr haf(')i sent menn 
nor5r f SteingrimsfjQr5; par haf(')i komit hvalr, er hann atti i. 
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Beinir inn sterki var heima; hann einn lifoi pa peira manna, 
er verir h,;lf/5u met\ 6iafi, f9our hans. Halld6rr hafoi mrelt ti! 
Beinis, pegar er hann sa reio peira Porsteins: "G9rla seek ¢rendi 
peira frrenda; peir munu fala land mitt at mer (b), ok ef sva er, 
pa munu peir heimta mik a tal (d). Pess get ek, at a sina h9nd 
mer setisk hvdrr j,eira (e), ok ef peir bj65a mer n9kkurn 6maka, 
pa verru eigi seinni at ra5a ril llorsteins en ek ti! Porkels; hefir 
pu lengi verit trur oss frrendum. Ek hefi ok sent a ina ncestu bcei 
eptir m9nnum (f); vilda ek, at par hcefi5isk mj9k a, at W5 pat 
kcemi ok ver slitim talinu." Ok er a lei(') daginn, rceddi Porsteinn 
vio Halld6r, at peir sky/du ganga allir saman a tal (d), - "eigu 
vie ¢rendi vii'\ pik." Halld6rr kvao pat vel fallit. Porsreinn mrelti 
vio f9runauta sina, at ekki pyrfti peir at ganga mei'l peim; en 
Beinir gekk meo peim ekki at sii'\r, pvi at honum p6tti mj9k 
eptir pvf fara, sem Halld6rr gar ti!. Peir gengu mj9k langr a brott 
f tu.nit. Halld6rr hafi'\i yfir ser sami'ia skikkju ok a nist l9ng (g), 
sem pa var tftt. Halld6rr settisk nior a v91linn, en a sina h9nd 
honum hvdrr J,eira frcenda (e), ok peir settusk ndliga d skikkjuna 
(g), en Beinir st6r, yfir peim ok hafoi ¢xi mikla i hendi (h). 
Pa mrelti Porsteinn: "Pac er ¢rendi mitt hingat, at ek vi! kaupa 
land at j,er (b). Legg ek petta pvi nu ti! umrce<Su, at Ill! er Por-
kell, frrendi minn, vi<S; pcetti mer okkr petta vel hent (a), pvi 
at mer er sagt, at pu hafir 6gn6glig lausafe (c), en land dyrt 
undir. Mun ek gefa per i m6ri pa sta5festu, at scemilig se, ok 
par i milli, sem vit ver5um a sattir." Halld6rr t6k pvf ekki sva 
f jarri i fyrstu, ok inn tusk peir ti! um kaupakosti, ok er peim 
p6tti hann ekki fjarri raka, pa felldi Porkell sik mj9k vi<'i 
umrceouna ok vildi saman fcera me5 peim kaupit. Halld6rr dr6 
pa heldr fyrir peim, en peir s6ttu eptir pvi fastara, ok par kom 
um sii'\ir, at pess firr var, er peir gengu nrer. Pa mrelti Porkell: 
"Ser pu eigi, l::,orsteinn frrendi, hversu petta ferr? Hann hefir 
petta ma! dregit fyrir oss i allan dag, en ver h9fum setit her at 
heg6ma hans ok ginningum; nu ef per er hugr a landkaupi, pa 
munu ver veroa at ganga nrer." Porsteinn kvazk pa vilja vita 
sinn hluta; ba<'i nu Halld6r 6r skugga ganga, hvart hann vildi 
unna honum landkaupsins. Halld6rr svarar: "Ek cetla, at ekki 
purfi (i) at fara myrkt um pat, at pu munt kauplaust heim fa-
ra i kveld." Pa segir Porsteinn: "Ek cetla ok ekki purf a (i) at 
fresta pvi, at kve5a pat upp, er fyrir er hugat, at per eru tveir 
koscir hugl'Sir, pvi at ver pykkjumsk eiga undir oss hrera blue 
fyrir liosmunar sakar; er sa kostr annarr, at pu ger petta ma! 
me'lS vild ok haf par i mot vinfengi vart; en sa er annarr, at 
synu er verri, at pu rett naut'Jigr fram h9ndina ok handsala mer 
(j) Hjar<'iarholts land." En pa er Porsteinn mrelti sva framt, pa 
sprettr Halld6rr upp sva hart, at nistin rifnaoi af skikkjunni (g), 
ok mrelti: "Ver<'ia mun annat, fyrr en ek mrela pat, er ek vii eigi." 
"Hvat mun pat?" spyrr Porsteinn. "Bol¢x mun standa i hQ/Oi 
/Jer (k) af inum versta manni ok steypa sva ofsa pinum ok 6jaf-
na5i." Porkell svarar: "Petta er ilia spat, ok vrentu ver, at 
eigi gangi eptir, ok rernar kalla ek nu sakar til, p6ttu, Halld6rr, 
larir land pitt ok hafir eigi fe fyrir." Pa svarar Halld6rr: "Fyrr 
muntu spenna um pQngulshQfu5 a Brei/'iafir5i, en ek handsala 
naur)igr land mitt (j)." Halld6rr gengr nu heim eptir petta. Pa 
drifa menn at bamum, /Jeir er hann hafl,i eptir sent (/). Porsteinn 
var inn rei5asti ok vildi pegar veita Halldori atgQngu. Porkell 
ba5 hann eigi pat gera, - "ok er pat in mesta ohrefa a slikum 
d/'ium, en pegar pessi stund lil'ir af, pa mun ek ekki letja, at oss 
lendi saman." Halld6rr kvazk pat retla, at hann myndi aldri 
vanbuinn vi5 peim. Eptir petta ri/'iu peir i brott ok rreddu mart 
um fer<'i pessa me<'i ser. l>orsteinn mrelti, kva/'i pat satt vera, at 
peira fer5 var in daligsca, - "d'ia hvi varl'i per sva hilt, Porkell 
frrendi, at ra<'ia ti! Halld6rs ok gera honum nQkkura skQmm?" 
l>orkell svarar: "Sattu eigi Beini, er hann st6o yfir J,er met> 
reidda ¢xina? (h) Ok var pat in mesta 6frera, pvi at pegar 
mundi hann keyra ¢xina i hQ/ut, per (k), er ek gerl'ia mik likigan 
ti! nQkkurs." Ri<'ia peir nu heim i Ljarsk6ga. W'5r nu fQStunni 
ok kemr in efsta vika (lxxv, 218-221). 
(Thorstein said to Thorkel that it would be a convenient time to 
ride over to Hjardarholt. "I want to make Halld6r an offer for his 
land, for he hasn't had much livestock since he paid Bolli's sons the 
indemnity for their father. And that land in just what I would most 
like to have." Thorkel said he should decide. So they rode from 
home, a good twenty of them together. They came' to Hjardar-
holt, and Halld6r received them well and was very talkative. 
There were but few men at home, since Halld6r had sent some 
men up north to Steingdmsfjord; a whale had come ashore 
there in which he had a share. Beinir the Strong was at home; he 
was the only one still alive of those who had been in 6laf 
Peacock's household. Halld6r had spoken to Beinir as soon as he 
had seen Thorstein and his men riding up - "I know full well 
just what business these kinsmen are on. They will want to make 
me an offer for my land. And if that is so, they will call me 
aside for a talk. It is my guess that they will sit down, one on 
either side of me, and if they show signs of giving me any 
trouble, then you aren't to be any slower in setting on Thorstein 
than I on Thorkel; you have long been faithful to us kinsmen. 
I have also sent to the neighboring farms for some men. I am 
hoping that the two things take place at about the same time, 
that the help comes just about when we are finishing our talk." 
And as the day wore on, Thorstein suggested to Halld6r that the 
three of them together should have a talk - "we two have some 
business to take up with you." Halld6r said that was fine with 
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him. Thorstein told his men that they need not come with them, 
but Beinir went along nonetheless, for things seemed to be going 
very much as Halld6r had guessed. They walked far out into 
the homefield. Halld6r had on a cloak that was fastened by a long 
clasp, as was the custom then. Halld6r sat down on the field, and 
on either side of him each of the kinsmen, so close that they 
almost sat down on his cloak. But Beinir was standing over them, 
and he had a big axe in his hand. Then Thorstein spoke up: "My 
business in coming here is that I want to buy land from you. 
I'm bringing this up at this time because my kinsmen Thorkel 
is on hand. I would think this would be a good arrangement 
for us both, for I've been told that you don't have enough 
livestock to run on your valuable land. I will give you property 
in fair exchange and into the bargain whatever sum we come 
to an agreement on." Halld6r did not take this too adversely at 
first, and they went on to discuss the terms of the bargain. When 
they thought Halld6r was near to accepting, Thorkel eagerly 
pushed the bargaining, wanting to bring the deal to a close. Then 
Halld6r started stalling them off, and they tried to push the matter 
all the harder, and finally it came to this: the harder they pressed 
him, the further he was from accepting. Then Thorkel said: "You 
see, kinsmen Thorstein, don't you, where this is leading? He 
has been stalling the matter for us the whole day, and we have 
been sitting here while he has made fun of us with his deceit. 
Now if you are really bent on buying the land, then we will 
have to press him even harder." At that Thorstein said he wanted 
to know where he stood and told Halld6r co come out into the 
open now and say whether he intended to sell him the !_and or not. 
Hal!d6r answered: "I don't think there's any point in keeping 
you in the dark about this any longer: you will be going home 
tonight without a sale." Then Thorstein said: "I don't think there's 
any point either in our putting off revealing what lies in store: 
we have thought out two choices for you, as we have reason to 
believe that the advantage is ours, seeing that you are out-
numbered. One is that you go along with us of your own accord 
and have our good will in return. And the other, clearly the worse 
one, is that you be pressed into giving me your hand on the sale 
of the Hjardarholt lands." At these plain words, Halld6r jumped 
to his feet with such sudden force that the clasp tore out of his 
cloak, and he said: "Something else will happen before I agree 
to what I don't want to do." "What will that be?" asked Thorstein. 
"A woodman's axe will lodge in your head, driven by some 
paltry fellow, and will thus put a stop to your insolence and 
unfairness." Thorkel answered: "That is ill prophesied, and we 
trust that it won't be fulfilled. And now I say there's ample reason, 
Halld6r, why you should be made to forfeit your land and get 
nothing for it." Then Halld6r answered: "Sooner will you be 
clutching at the tangleweeds in the Breidafjord than I will ever 
be pressed into handing over my land for sale." After that Halldor 
went home, and now the men he had sent for thronged to the 
farm. Thorstein was worked up into a rage and wanted to make 
an attack on Halldor at once. Thorkel told him not to do such 
a thing - "that would be a most wicked thing in these holy 
days. But as soon as this season is past, I won't stand in the way 
of our having an encounter." Halldor said he would make sure 
he was never caught napping. Thereupon they rode away and 
had much to say between themselves about this affair of theirs. 
Thorstein, in speaking of it, said there was no doubt about it, 
their errand could not have turned out worse - "but why were 
you, kinsman Thorkel, so afraid of setting on Halldor and putting 
him to shame?" Thorkel answered: "Didn't you see Beinir standing 
over you with raised axe? There was no way out, for he would 
have plunged the axe right into your head, had I made the 
slightest move." So they rode on home to Ljarsk6gar. Lent was 
drawing to a close with only one week left.) 
The description of the land sale at Hjardarholt illustrates in a nutshell 
the formal features of Repetition. The narration moves forth and back, telling 
first of Thorstein's purpose and of his reception at Hjardarholt, then backing up 
to relate what Halldor said to Beinir before Thorstein arrived. All Halld6r's 
misgivings are realized; and not only is this fact referred to directly ("pvi at 
honum p6tti mj9k eptir pvi fara, sem Halldorr gat tit"), but also the very 
words of Halld6r's hunches, formulated with the usual phrases gQtla se ek 
and pess get ek, are also repeated: vil ek fala land at Halld6ri/ fala land mitt 
a mer (b); heimta mik a tall skyldu ganga allir saman a tal (d); at a sina 
hQnd mer setisk hvarr peira/ a sina hQnd honum hvarr peira frcenda (e). 
Again Halld6r's expectations are fulfilled when the men sent for arrive: 
sent a ina ncestu brei eptir mQnnum/ drifa menn at brenum, peir er hann 
haff>i eptir sent (f). The motif of Beinir and his axe, once brought up, appears 
again in Thorkel's excuse to Thorstein for his inaction: Beinir st6o yfir 
peim ok hafoi ¢xi mikla i hendi/ hann st6o yfir per met5 reidda ¢xina (h). 
And Halldor's ill prophecy directed at Thorstein picks up the theme again; 
and Thorkel, quite unaware, confirms the words of the prophecy: Bol¢x 
mun standa i hQfoi per/ mundi hann keyra ¢xina i hQfuo per (k). 
Although not repeated verbatim, the seemingly casual information about 
Beinir's being the only servant left from Olaf's household ("hann einn lifili 
pa peira manna, er verit h9H'iu mel'i Olafi") proves to have necessary con-
nection in Halld6r's remark to Beinir: "'hefir pu lengi verit trur oss frren-
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dum.'" And stating the number of men in Thorstein's party ("varu saman 
vel tuttugu menn") and why there were few men at Halld6r's are not idly 
made, for Thorstein brings up the question of their numerical advantage 
(" 'ver pykkjumsk eiga undir oss hrera hlut fyrir li~smunar sakar' "). Such 
is the tightness of composition in the passage. 
That which may have seemed but arbitrary detail again proves to have 
necessary function in the motif of the cloak and clasp. The kinsmen sit down, 
one on each side, as Halld6r surmised, and so close /1eir settusk naliga d 
skikkjuna. The ndliga is a euphemistic distractor, for if the kinsmen had not 
actually sat upon his cloak, the clasp would not have been torn out when 
Halld6r jumped up (g). The artistry in the passage consists in the visual 
and physical image being equivalent to the figurative aspect of the bargaining: 
a close pressing for the sale. 
Parallelisms and equalizations are apparent in other respects. The harder 
the kinsmen press the sale, the further Halld6r is from accepting: at /Jess firr 
var, er /Jeir gengu ncer. The parallel comparatives firr-na:r reinforce the back 
and forth in the bargaining, just as the vertu eigi seinni at rdl5a til /Jorsteins 
en ek tit />orkels sets up an equalization. Each party has devised a plan in 
case the other does not comply. Halld6r finally brings his true intentions 
into the open, and Thorstein discloses their premeditated alternatives. Two 
choices are given to Halld6r, who in turn makes two ominous predictions, one 
for each of the kinsmen. Thorstein obviously does not grasp the timeliness 
of the threat pertaining to Beinir's axe, veiled somewhat through the unspecific 
af inum versti manni; and Thorkel, of course, misses the significance of the 
p9ngulsh9ful5 prophecy meant for him. Each of these insinuations carries 
a specific and a general reference: the one for the audience "in the know," 
and the other for the participant "in the dark." 
Purposeful arrangement also shows up in the dialogue. Halld6r picks up 
Thorstein's very words (/ala land at Halld6ri/ fala land mitt at mer [b}), but 
without having previously heard the talk. Thorstein returns Halld6r's ek a:tla, 
at ekki /1urfi with his ek a:tla ok ekki /JUrfa (i); and Halld6r takes up 
Thorstein's naul5igr handsala (j). Thorstein repeats his vel bent (a) and the 
litit [6gn6glig] lausafe (c). Repetition in these examples functions as con-
firmation of something previously known or said; it also decisively distinguishes 
the dialogue as constructed simulation rather than imitation of natural 
speech. Through repeated phrases, that which tends to be haphazard and 
disjointed in nature, becomes organized and tightened in art. The fact that 
Halld6r repeats Thorstein's words without their having been transmitted, 
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suggests the omniscience of author and audience and attests to the structured 
character of the narrative. 
The establishing of a balance between two sides, as epitomized in the 
bargaining process itself, is structurally and formalistically represented in the 
grammatical and lexical pattern. There is a certain fitness and neatness about 
the whole episode - even as Halldor arranged neatly for two things to fall 
together at the right time. The coming to fruition of a prophecy or hint and 
the reappearance of a phrase satisfy an aesthetic sensibility for proportion 
and symmetry that is related to the symbolism of the saga. Repetition coincides 
with the formal aspects of Foreknowledge, anticipation and retrospect, 
achieves a special kind of balance marked by formal correspondence, and as 
a rhetorical device carries out similar purposes. 
Accordingly, Repetition will be found to underscore a preparatory statement 
and its verification, to tie together episodes, and to build a composition of 
balanced elements. The examples treated in this chapter will include those 
that are in some way causally related and refer to the same person, fact, or 
event. For convenience of discussion they have been grouped according to 
their function as confirming pairs, or as cues to unsuspected subtleties, or 
as character confirmations. 
Repetition tends toward the statement-confirmation structure of Fore-
knowledge with the additional factor of linguistic parallelisms to strengthen 
the intended associations, which of necessity are retrospective. Such repetitions 
have been noted from time to time in a few examples under Foreknowledge: 
6laf's foreboding about Kjartan·s trips to Laugar (xxxix, 112) and Halldor's 
commentary on the action taken against Bolli (!vi, 169), for instance, make 
use of similarity of formulation to give precision to the confirmation and 
bring the episode to a rounded and fitting close. Furthermore, Halldor's 
summary evaluation after the killing of Bolli: "' !->vi at pat er salt at segja, 
at eptir slika menn er mestr ska<)i, sem Bolli var'" (ibid.: "'For it can in 
truth be said that it is a great pity to lose such a man as Bolli was' ") also 
contains a substantiation of Thorstein the Black's prior statement deploring the 
projected killing of Bolli: "'eru n(1 fair slikir menn i yovarri .ett, sem Balli 
er'" (]iv, I 64: "'There are now few such men in your family such as Bolli' "). 
Illustrative of a precondition is also Hoskuld's statement to 6Jaf when he 
discusses with him the advantages of a marriage with Thorgerd Egilsdottir: 
"Egill a ser dottur, pa er l>orgedfr heitir; pessarrar konu .etla ek 
per til handa at bioja, µvi at pessi koscr er albeztr i 91lum 
Borgarfirt'\i, ok po at vioara v.eri; er /Jat ok va:nna, at /J<Jr yrt5i /Ja 
efling at m.eg<)um vit5 /Ja Myramenn" (xxii, 62: "Egil has a 
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daughter who~e name is Thorgerd. She is the woman I have in 
mind to ask in marriage on your behalf, for she is the best match 
in all Borgarfjord and even farther. It is also more than likely 
that a marriage tie with the Myramenn will be an asset to you"). 
Later on, after the marriage has taken place, reference is made to Olaf's be-
coming a great chieftain, and the summing up of his assets verifies Hoskuld's 
surmise: "6lafi var ok mikil efling at tengoum via Myramenn" (xxiv, 68: "The 
alliance with the Myramenn was also a great asset to 6laf''). This statement-
confirmation is introduced and cued by the anticipatory vtenna (likely, to be 
expected). Repetition, however, underscores the fulfillment of the expected 
and lends precision and necessity to the lexical units. 
Introduced by jafnan as a cue, the statement about the support Th6r6lf 
Rednose's kinsmen always expected of him: "P6r6lfr var hetja mikil ok atti 
g6l'5a kosti; fra:ndr hans gengu pangat jafnan ti! trausts" (xi, 21: "Th6r6lf 
was a great fighting man and had means; his kinsmen were always turning 
to him for help") looks forward to a substantiation, which indeed follows when 
Vigdis sends the outlaw Th6r6lf to him for protection: "Asgautr ... sagl'5i 
honum alla v9xtu, sem a varu um peira S71rendi, at Vigdis, fra:ndkona hans, 
hafl'5i penna mann sent honum ti! halds og [sic] trausts" (xv, 35: "Asgaut ... 
told him the whole affair leading up to their errand and that Vigdis, his kins-
woman, had sent this man to him for help and sheltering"). The repetition 
of the phrase calls attention to the precondition and its verification, despite 
the inclusion of the halds as increment. 
Similarly, Halld6r's surmise as to why Gudrun accompanied the men who 
had attacked Bolli: "'Hygg ek, at henni gengi pat meir ti! leil'5iorl'5s vil'5 
oss, at hon vildi vita sem grj)rst, hverir menn hefoi verit i pessi fero'" (lvi, 169: 
" 'I think her purpose in chatting with us along the way was rather that she 
wanted to make sure exactly what men were in on this raid' ") prepares, with 
its predictive hygg ek, for Thorgils' remark when he gathers men together 
for the retaliatory raid on Helgi: "'Nu p6 at sil'5an se langt lil'5it, er peir 
atburl'5ir url'5u, pa retla ek peim eigi 6r minni liait vio pa menn, er i peiri 
fero varu'" (lxi, 182: "'Now even though much time has passed since these 
events took place, I don't imagine they [Gudrun's sons] have forgotten what 
men were in on the raid' "). 2 The lexical parallelism hverir menn hef oi verit 
i pessi fero/ via pa menn, er i peiri f era varu relates the two statements, 
as does the eigi 6r minni liait. Gudrun has not forgotten who the meri 
were, for she noted them sem grj)rst; and through the eigi 6r minni liait 
phrase the reader, too, is given the cue to recall. The foregoing three examples 
demonstrate how Repetition reinforces the anticipatory devices and cues 
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of Foreknowledge, such as vtenna, jafnan, hygg ek, and facilitates the relating 
of statement and confirmation. 
Another example of how Repetition marks the precondition and its verifica-
tion is the episode describing Thorkel's encounter with the outlaw Grim. In their 
fight by the hut, Grim bests Thorkel but spares his life with the comment 
that Thorkel may repay him in whatever way he wishes. Together they return 
to Sa:lingsdaltunga, where Snorri Godi welcomes them: "Snorri kva5 hafa vel 
or5it, - 'lizk mer giptusamliga a Grim; vii ek, at /JU leysir hann vet af hendi'" 
lviii, 174: "Snorri said it had turned out well, - 'and it seems to me 
auspiciously for Grim. I want you to do well by him when you send him off'"). 
Thorkel answered that many a time Snorri's advice had stood him in good 
stead; and when the opportunity comes, he gives Grim many trading goods 
and tells him: "'En at hraustum manni hefi ek pik reynt, ok fyrir pat vi! 
ek J,ik sva af hQndum leysa, sem ek hafa aldri pungan hug a per haft' " (!viii, 
175: "'I have found you to be a stalwart fellow and for that reason I want 
to send you off as though I had never borne you any ill will'"). The repetition 
of phrase calls attention to the fact that Thorkel did precisely as Snorri had 
surmised and advised, although Thorkel explains his actions as the result of 
his evaluation of Grim. 
In like wise repetitions occur in parallel situations when the neighbors have 
trouble with Hrapp and then take their complaint to Hoskuld: "En brendr 
allir t6ku eitt ra5, at peir f6ru ti! HQskulds ok s9gou honum sin vandrteoi" 
(x, 20: "And all the farmers were of one mind: that they go to Hoskuld and 
tell him their troubles"). After Hrapp is dead, he continues to molest them 
with his ghosrwalking and they go again to Hoskuld: "Nu var enn sem fyrr, 
at menn f6ru a fund H9skulds ok SQgt5u honum til peira vandrtet'Ja" (xvii, 
39). Aside from the obvious sem fyrr? the author marks the second instance 
for association with the earlier episode through parallel lexical construction. 
Repetition in form suggests the parallelism in content: Alive or dead, Hrapp 
causes the same annoyance. 
Parallel phrases also point out the similarity between Olaf's two visits 
abroad. Orn urges Olaf to go and see King Harald, for "hann gera ti! peira 
g65an soma, er ekki varu betr menntir en 6lafr var" (xxi, 52: "he [King 
Harald] honored well those who were not as accomplished as Olaf was"). On 
Olaf's second journey abroad, Geirmund encourages Olaf to visit Hakon the 
Earl, arguing from the same point of view, and thereby, incidentally, also 
confirming the high opinion of Olaf's accomplishments, which, no doubt, 
is the author's purpose in repeating the phrase: 
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"Ok veit ek vist, ef p{1 kemr a hans fund, at per mun SU tnnar 
handar, pvi at jarl fagnar vel peim mQnnum, er eigi eru jafnve1 
menntir sem /Ju, ef hann srekja heim" (xxix, 78: "And I know 
for sure that if you go to see him, his forest [for procuring wood} 
will be at your disposal, for many who aren't nearly as accom-
plished as you, 6hif, are given good welcome whenever they 
pay him a visit"). 
Verification of a precondition is also represented in the episode concerning 
the Christianization of Iceland. King 6Iaf Tryggvason suggests to Kjartan 
that he go out to Iceland and convert his countrymen: " 'annathvdrt meo 
styrk eoa rdoum'" (xii, 124: "'by either force or persuasion'"). Thangbrand 
goes in Kjartan's stead and carries out the mission according to the king's 
methods: "ok boc5a~i mQnnum tr{1 bceth meo blit'Jum oroum ok hQroum ref-
singum" (xii, 125: "And he preached the faith to the people both with 
persuasive words and severe sourgings"). The parallelism in the content and 
the intensification of the correlative "either ... or" to "both ... and" call atten-
tion to Thangbrand's having more than fulfilled the king's wishes. 4 
Basically akin to substantiation-type repetition is the consistent practice of 
attributing to actors in the saga knowledge which they could not have known 
of themselves but which has previously been presented. Herein again structur-
ally the device is related to Foreknowledge in that it verifies the known and 
presupposes the omniscience of author and audience. The incident of the 
Tunga lands affords a telling example of Repetition by omniscience. Gudrun 
and Bolli have agreed with the owner to buy the lands. The author comments: 
"En pvi var kaupit eigi vdttum bundit, at eigi varu menn sva margir hja, 
at pat pretti vera lQgfullt" (xlvii, 146: "But since there were not enough 
people present to make it binding before the law, the sale was not closed by 
witnesses"). Later Kjartan uses precise knowledge of the situation to further 
his own advantage:" "'Ekki kalla ek pat landkaup, er eigi er vattum bundit' " 
(xlvii, 147: "'I don't call that a sale of land when it hasn't been closed by 
witnesses'"). 
Repetition by omniscience again occurs in statements made concerning 
Thorkel of Hafratindar before and after the ambush against Kjartan. Instead 
of aiding Kjartan, Thorkel says: 
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"Synisk mer pat betra rai'i, at vie komim okkr par, at okkr se vii'i 
engu hrett, en vie megim sem gsc,rst sja fundinn ok hafim gaman 
af leik /1eira" (xlix, 152: "A better plan, it seems to me, would 
be for us to get ourselves to a place where we will be out of 
danger but can watch the skirmish to best advantage and have 
some fun for ourselves out of their sport"). 
After the fight Thorkel disparages Kjartan, mimicking Kjartan's death with 
belittling comments. A relative of Thorgerd complains to her of Thorkel's 
malevolence, and she sympathizes: 
"En Porkatli hefir alls kostar illa farit petta mal, pvf at hann 
vissi fyrirsat Laugamanna fyrir Kjartani ok vildi eigi segja honum, 
en geroi ser af gaman ok skemmtan af vioskiptum peira, en hefir 
si5an lagt til m9rg 6vingjarnlig or5" (Iii, 160: "But Thorkel has 
conducted himself badly at every turn in this affair, for he knew 
of the ambush the Laugar men had laid for Kjartan and didn't want 
to warn him, but got instead some fun and sport for himself 
out of their encounter and has since contributed many unkind 
remarks"). 
Not only is Thorgerd aware of Thorkel's present behavior, but she also 
knows precisely how he acted and what he said at the time of the ambush. 
Again, this knowledge can scarcely be attributed vaguely to gossip; rather 
- and the formal similarity and lexical correspondence tell us that that is the 
case - it is another instance of the author's endowing his characters with 
knowledge already familiar to the audience. 
A similar situation prevails when, after the slaying of Kjartan, Osvff 
sends for support from Snorri: 
Peir P6rhQllusynir varu sendir ut til Helgaf ells at segja Snorra 
go5a pessi ti5endi, ok pat me5, at pau ba5u hann senda ser 
skj6tan styrk til li5veizlu a m6ti Olafi (xlix, 155: Th6rhalla's 
sons were sent out to Helgafell to tell Snorri Godi this news and 
ask him to send them immediate aid as backing against Olaf). 
Again in accordance with the reader's information, Olaf is allowed knowledge 
of this when he advises his sons against attacking Bolli: " 'En se ek y5r 
makligri syslu; fari per til m6ts vi5 P6rhQllusonu, er peir eru sendir til 
Helgafells at stefna lioi at oss'" (xlix, 155-156: "'But I know a more fitting 
task that you can do. Go and overtake Th6rhalla's sons who have been sent 
to Helgafell to gather forces against us'"). 6 
Several elements in the account of Olaf Peacock's marriage suit illustrate 
statement-confirmations and the picking up of phrases by omniscience. When 
first the subject of marriage is broached to Olaf, he declares: " 'Mattu sva til 
retla, at ek mun framarla a horfa um kvanfangit"' (xxii, 62: '"You can be 
sure that I intend to aim high when it comes to a marriage match' "). Hoskuld 
approaches Egil with the proposal but does not mention Olaf's high ambitions, 
of course. Yet when Egil answers Hoskuld, he picks up the phrase and uses 
it with seeming spontaneity and naturalness: "'Er ok eigi kynligt, at sHkir 
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menn retli framarla ti!, pvi at hann skortir eigi rett ne fri5Ieika'" (xxiii, 63: 
"'It is also no wonder that such men set their aim high, for 61af certainly 
does not lack for lineage or good looks'"). Again, since reference to 
61af's reputation gained from his journey to Norway and Ireland has already 
been made: "Olafr varo frmgr af fer'/5 pessi" (xxii, 61: "6Iaf's voyage brought 
him much fame"), to find this renown referred to in the reply to the 
marriage proposal accords with the repetition-by-omniscience pattern. Egil's 
comment confirms the fact of the fame; at the same time it denies 
casualness to the first phrase: "'Veit ek ok, HQskuldr,' segir Egill, 'at pu ert 
rettst6rr ma5r ok mikils ver5r, en Olafr er frmgr af fer'o sinni'" (xxiii, 63: 
" 'I also know, Hoskuld,' Egil said, 'that you are a man of noble birth and 
highly esteemed, and 6laf's voyage has brought him much fame'"). Similarly, 
the detailing of the slow progress of the marriage suit is marked by use 
of corresponding phrases. Hoskuld and Egil have a talk together and Hoskuld 
asks how 6lafs proposal has fared with Thorgerd. Egil tells him all about 
it and that "p6tti fastliga horfa" (xxiii, 64: "it looked difficult"). Hoskuld in 
turn reports back to 6laf: "Hoskuldr kva5 seinliga horfa af hennar hendi" 
(ibid.: "Hoskuld said it looked slow on Thorgerd' s part"). 7 
The parallel lexical statements here discussed demonstrate how the author 
by the formal means of Repetition substantiates the preknown, much as he 
fulfills prophecies under the aspect Foreknowledge. And likewise, as with some 
of the devices under Foreknowledge such as understatement, euphemism, and 
ambiguity, oftentimes Repetition confirms subtly suggested suspicions and 
reveals unsuspected overtones in the text. An illuminating example occurs 
when on two separate occasions Bolli makes insinuations which strike too 
closely to the truth. The passage has been discussed where, upon his departure 
from Norway, Bolli suggests that Iceland has fewer attractions for Kjartan 
than does sitting talking to the king's sister. Disconcerted, Kjartan replies: 
"'Haf ekki slikt vil5'" (xli, 126: "'Don't be saying such things'"). Bolli is 
to hear these words again. After he has killed Kjartan, a nervous Gudrun 
greets him and gloats: "'Hrefna mun eigi ganga hlrejandi at srenginni i 
kveld'" (xlix, 154-155: "'Hrefna will not be laughing when she goes to bed 
tonight'"), to which Bolli, exceedingly angry, replies: 
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"6synt pykki mer, at hon fQlni meir vi5 pessi til'iendi en pu, 
ok pat grunar mik, at J)u brygt'iir per minnr vi5,. p6 at ver lre-
gim eptir a vigvellinum, en Kjartan seg5i fra til'iendum." Gul'irun 
fann pa, at Bolli reiddisk, ok mrelti: "Haf ekki sUkt vi/5" (xlix, 
155: "I have my doubts that she [Hrefna} will turn any more 
pale at these tidings than you, and I'm not sure but that it 
would have been a lesser shock to you if I [and your brothers] 
were lying out on the battle ground and Kjartan had brought 
you the news." Realizing then that Bolli was angry, Gudrun said: 
"Don't be saying such things"). 
That the same phrase occurs in each of these passages charged with overtones, 
speaks for the interpretation that what Bolli has asserted in each instance is 
not far from the truth. 
Insight into Bolli's thoughts and feelings is further provided by a key trait 
of his which is first anticipated and then repeated throughout several episodes. 
All of Kjartan's spiteful deeds and words against Bolli and Gudrun have 
called forth no reaction on the part of Balli. After Kjartan has outwitted 
them in the purchase of Th6rarin' s lands, Gudrun berates Balli for his easygoing 
tolerance of Kjartan's acts. Balli, however, chooses to keep silent: "Balli 
svarar engu ok gekk pegar af pessu tali" (xlvii, 147: "Balli did not answer and 
walked away at once from this talk"). So, too, when Thorhalla Chatterbox's 
malicious gossip finds Gudrun's ears receptive and moves her to upbraid Balli 
again for not taking action, Bolli's lack of response is what we expect: "Balli 
let sem hann heyroi eigi, sem jafnan, er Kjartani var hallmrelt, pvf at hann 
var vanr at pegja e5a mrela i m6ti" (xlvii, 148: "Bolli pretended he had not 
heard, as always, for it was his usual way either to keep silent or contradict 
when Kjartan was criticized"). The sem jafnan and vanr at pegja point back 
to the svarar engu and forward to further development. The theme, to be 
sure, appears again while Balli waits with the others in ambush: "Bolli var 
hlj6or um daginn ok la uppi hja gilspreminum" (xlviii, 151: "Bolli was 
quiet throughout the day and lay up on the brink of the gulch"). This might 
seem normal enough if it were not for Osvff's interpretation of Bolli's lying 
in plain sight of anybody coming along the route as betrayal of the ambush. 
Indeed, to help Kjartan's cause through inactive participation may represent 
Bolli's true desire. This is borne out by the next occurrence of the motif. 
Even after the fighting has begun, Boll£ stands quietly by; and ro Kjartan's 
chiding and taunting him for not taking part, Bolli reacts as we have been 
conditioned to expect: "Balli let sem hann heyroi eigi" (xlix, 153). The repeti-
tion of the familiar phrase confirms the suspicions originally aroused and 
leads to the interpretation of Bolli's silence as a cover-up for the indecision 
and pull between love and hate which he feels. 
In a similar fashion hljaor (xiv, 137) indicates Kjartan's hidden feelings. 
Furthermore at Hjardarholt, on two occasions, Kjartan's sharp and quick 
interjections are pointed at Gudrun, whom he wishes to hurt - a psycholo-
gically valid reaction on his part and evidence of the author's fine sensitivity 
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to human nature. The first opportunity for Kjartan to direct his barb 1s 
when the question of the seating arrangement comes up: 
N mrelti Kjartan ti! konu peirar, er um kvenna skipunina hafl'Si 
rrett, - pvi at engi var annarr skj6tari til at svara -: "Hrefna 
ska! sitja i 9ndvegi ok vera mest metin at g9rv91lu, a meoan ek 
em a Jifi'' (xlvi, 139: Kjarran called out t0 the woman who had 
just talked about the seating arrangement - before anyone else 
had a chance to answer: "Hrefna is tO sit in the high-seat and 
alrogether be the most honored as long as I am alive"). 
And the next day when Gudrun begs Hrefna t0 show her the precious head-
dress, Kjartan again is quicker than anyone else to reply: 
Kjartan var hja ok p6 eigi allnrer ok heyroi, hvat Guorun mrelti. 
Hann varo skj6tari til at srnra en Hrefna: "Ekki ska! hon falda 
ser meo motri at pessu booi" (xlvi, 139-140: Kjartan was standing 
nearby, but not all too close, and heard what Gudrun said: He 
spoke up before Hrefna had a chance to answer: "She is not to 
put on the headdress at this feast"). 
The fact that Kjartan was near but JJ6 eigi allnter suggests that he was waiting 
his chance to direct another rebuff at Gudrun. 
Frequently in instances of Repetition, a word or phrase added or a slight 
change made in the manner of the expression controls even more decidedly 
the intended correspondence. Gudrun is represented as nurturing hate against 
the sons of 6!af: 
"Pat er minn viii, at peir haldi eigi allir heilu 6Iafssynir." ... "Satt 
er pat, en eigi ma ek vita, at /Jessir menn siti um kyrrt allir" (!ix, 
177: "I am determined that Ohif's sons shall not all come out of 
this unscathed." ... "That is true, but I cannot stand seeing all of 
them left to sit in peace"). 
Later, when Thorgils asks iambi to join in the raid, Lambi's request that his 
kinsmen be unmolested echoes Gudrun's words, just as if he knew on what 
tack Gudrun's mind had been running: "'Vil ek pat ti! skilja, ef ek geng at 
pessu, at peir frrendr minir, Olaf ssynir, siti kyrrir ok i fric>i'" (!xi, 183: "'But 
I want to make this stipulation: if I go along, my kinsmen, 6laf's sons, must 
be left alone and in peace'"). The example illustrates again the use of omni-
science and shows how embellishment in the ok i fric>i phrase strengthens 
the association between the um kyrrt and the kyrrir. 
Sometimes control of the associations is accomplished by reversal, whereby 
negative counterparts are formed. This process is particularly apparent in 
discourse where picking up of the same words is accompanied by negation -
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another argument for the artistically chiseled and constructed nature of the 
dialogue. When, for example, it is reported that the theft of his sword disturbs 
Kjartan: "/Jetta let Kjartan d sik bita ok vildi eigi hafa sva buit" (xlvi, 142: 
"This rankled with Kjartan and he did not want to let the matter stand"), 
6laf advises him, reversing the phrase: "'Lattu /Jetta ekki d /1ik bita'" (ibid.: 
"'Don't let this rankle with you·"). Again the compositional design of 
the narrative is apparent, as when questioning Bolli about accepting Christ-
ianity, Kjartan asks: "'Hversu fuss ertu, frrendi, at taka vii'> tru peiri, er ko-
nungr by5r ?'" (xl, 119: "'How keen are you, kinsman, on accepting this 
faith which the king is proclaiming?'"). Whereupon Balli replies: "'Ekki 
em ek pess fuss'" (ibid.: "'I'm not at all keen about it'"). Another instance 
of Bolli's turning Kjartan's words negatively and with some sarcasm, as we 
have seen, immediately follows. Kjartan says that it is "'litilmannligt, at vera 
tekinn sem lamb or stekk e5a melrakki or gildru'" (ibid.: "'cowardly to be 
taken like a Iamb from a fold or a fox from a trap'") and declares that he 
intends to burn the king in his hall. Bolli says: " 'Ekki kalla ek petta litil-
mannligt'" (" 'I don't call that cowardly'"). Appearance here of the grammatical 
negatives prepares for Bolli's negativeness per se in his relationship with 
Kjartan and for the sharpened contrasts to follow. In subsequent chapters 
negative reversal will be shown to play a prominent role as a structural 
element. 
Ingeniously employed, Repetition may illuminate further subtleties in the 
text, particularly by introducing irony into a confirming statement, and a flash 
of wit. A case m point is where Gudr{m's sons excuse themselves for their 
procrastination in avenging their father, but Gudrun discredits their reason: 
IJeim brrel\rum bra mj9k vii'> petta, er Gutirun mrelti, en 
sv9rutiu pa a pa leii'i, at /1eir ha/ a verit ungir til hefnda at leita 
ok forystulausir; kvai'isuk hvarki kunna rai'i gera fyrir ser ne 
9tirum, - "ok muna mrettim vie, hvat vit h9fum latit." Gui'irun 
kvazk retla, at peir mundu meir hugsa um hestavig ei'ia leika 
(Ix, 179-180: The brothers were deeply affected by what Gudrun 
said, bur all the same answered back that they had been too 
young to carry out revenge and leaderless. They said they had not 
been capable of devising a plan for themselves, let alone for 
ochers, - "but still we might remember what we have lost." 
Gudrun said she suspected they had been thinking more about 
horse fights or games). 
Immediately thereafter, however, when she attempts to persuade Thorgils to 
undertake the raid, Gudrun repeats her son's words, turning them now to 
her advantage: 
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"Sva pykki mer, Porgils, sem synir minir nenni eigi kyrrsetu pessi 
lengr, sva at peir leiti eigi til hefnda eptir f95ur sinn; en pat 
hefir mest dvalit her til, at mer pottu /1eir Porleikr ok Balli of 
ungir her til at standa i mannrdoum" (Ix, 180: "I am given to 
believe, Thorgils, that my sons are no longer content to sit around 
quietly and do nothing about revenge for their father. But the 
main reason for the delay has been that Thorleik and Bolli have 
seemed tao young to me to take part in plots against men's lives"). 
Much as under the aspect Foreknowledge where previously introduced 
characters and their traits find subsequent confirmation, so by means of Repeti-
tion the individual personality of an agent may be defined and confirmed. 
Unn's proud spirit, for example, is indicated by her replying rei<'Juliga (sharply) 
when displeased at the pettiness of her brother Helgi's invitation (v, 9) or 
when asked about her health (vii, 12). Again, repetition of a phrase is used 
to suggest Queen Gunnhild's partiality toward certain visiting Icelanders. So 
of Hrut it is said: "En Gunnhildr dr6ttning lagoi svd miklar maitur a hann, 
at hon helt engi hans jafningja innan hir5ar" (xix, 44: "And Queen Gunnhild 
esteemed him so highly that in her opinion no one in the guard could equal 
him"). And when the phrase is subsequently used in connection with Olaf, 
association with the former phrase not only tells us something about Gunn-
hild's fickle character but also narrows the intent, for her real interest is in 
Hrut: "Gunnhildr lagoi mikil maiti a 6laf, er hon vissi, at hann var br65ur-
sonr Hruts" (xxi, 52: "Gunnhild esteemed Olaf highly as soon as she learned 
that he was Hrut's nephew"). 
We have noted how the succinct phrases characterizing Thorgils when he 
enters the saga prepare for his involvement with Snorri Godi and Thorkel 
Eyj6!fsson. Two further characteristics are there presented which are later 
substantiated when the appropriate circumstance arrives: "p6tti Snorra Porgils 
hlutgjarn ok dburoarmikill" (!vii, 170: "Snorri thought Thorgils meddlesome 
and puffed up"). Subsequently Thorgils manage, to deprive Th6rarin of his 
goM title and Th6rarin's son Audgfsl takes their complaint to Snorri, who 
repeats what the author has already told us about Snorri's evaluation of 
Thorgils: "Snorri svarar vel at einu ok t6k litinn af 9llu ok ma:lti: 'Gerisk 
hann H9lluslappi nu framgjarn ok dburc~armikill'" (!xvii, 197: "Snorri com-
mitted himself neither one way nor the other, but said: 'So this gawk of a 
Halla's son is being pushy and puffed up, is he·"). Thorgils' traits are not 
only confirmed by his suggested actions, they are confirmed by the formal 
and lexical parallelism which indicates that the author has not forgotten what 
he once brought up. Snorri's commitment, at first left indefinite by the vel 
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at emu ok t6k litinn af Qllu, becomes explicit when he gives Audgisl the 
handsome axe. 
The author·s preference for repeating words and phrases, far from being 
indicative of lack of imagination on his part, actually serves to best advantage 
the poetic end. Consistent use of verbal echoes sets up a pattern of confirming 
statements and brings into focus contextual subtleties implicit in the text. 
Through underscoring the relationship between antecedent and referent, 
Repetition can be said to symbolize inevitability of consequence. For the 
pairs thus formed hold the audience within a world of the expected (van) and 
known (kunnigt). The semblance of a foreknown and predetermined world is 
prcduced, to be sure, by direct prophecies and by the more veiled forms of 
Foreknowledge, but it is also no less made manifest through the reappearance 
of verbal configurations that one has been conditioned to expect. 
By repeating a linguistic pattern the author does not need to state directly 
that a prophecy has been fulfilled or a prediction has run its course - that 
the "now" (nu) is the same "as before" (sem aor). By repeating words and 
phrases, by giving knowledge to or withholding it from the actors, and by 
controlling the choice of words, he has throughout the saga created a semblance 
of expectation fulfilled. Not only does Repetition confirm what has been 
presented before, but also the symmetry of the pattern evokes a feeling of 
poetic rightness - that all is as it should or must be. 
Through controlled linguistic choices the author "uses up" his elements as 
necessary units and realizes a symmetrical formal pattern related to the 
concept of balance and compensation. Therefore his work can be said to be 
built upon the idea of inevitable necessity (predeterminism, fate) and 
equalized balance (moral code of justice), both of which find expression in what 
he is saying and in how it is being said. Such integration of form and content 
through consistent use of structural elements and formal devices would seem 
to point to the creative genius of a single author. Whether such a composition 
is the result of a conscious or unconscious endeavor cannot be stated apo-
dictically, since one or the other or both may reside in the creative process. 
Yet it seems more convenient and reasonable to assume an intelligence behind 
the creation, even if we do not mean to get involved in an ontological 
argument. 
In the foregoing discussion other allied aspects of the basic formal and 
structural patterns such as omniscience, embellishment, negative counterparts, 
and irony have been concomitantly recognized. In the next chapter these 
facets will be further explored in the author's application of Repetition to 
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point up comparisons between different characters and between different 
episodes that are played off one against the ocher as likes or unlikes. 
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III 
COMPARISON: PARALLELS AND CONTRASTS 
The Laxdmla author's consistent use of Repetition encourages contextual 
association and leads to the third structural and formal device to be considered: 
Comparison, or the relating of different characters or situations in order to 
signal resemblances or dissimilarities. In developing this aspect, also, the 
author makes great use of lexical repetition to point up and emphasize parallels 
and likenesses or to mark contrasts and balance differences. By bringing 
together different characters and parts of the saga, by weighing likes against 
likes, likes against unlikes, evens against odds, the author integrates ever 
more elements into his grand design of necessary function and compensatory 
balance. 
Instances of Comparison fall, in general, into two groups: the one consisting 
of examples of comparison of situation or theme; the other, of examples 
concerned with descriptions and relationship of agents. Since character more 
often than not is revealed through situation, however, the grouping tends 
to be somewhat arbitrary. 
Many comparisons of situation and theme illustrate the author's preference 
for using the same or similar expressions in similar circumstances. Indeed, in 
many of the examples in this category, too, verbal repetition first calls 
attention in retrospect to the distinguishing characteristic. So, for example, 
verbal echo points out the comparison between the weakening of both Th6rd 
Goddi and Thorleik when offered tempting bribes: "/J6roi />6tti fet f agrt" 
(xiv, 32: "The money did look good to Th6rd"); "Porleikr slresk nu i malinu, 
ok />6ttu honum /Qgr hrossin" (xxxvi, 101: "Thorleik now decided to strike 
the bargain, for the horses did look good to him"). Similarly, J6runn's advice 
to Hoskuld and Thurid's counsel to Kjartan make use of a common formula: 
J6runn: "'Nu /H.etti oss hitt raoligra .. .'" (xix, 47: "'Now it would seem 
more advisable to me .. .'"); Thurid: "'/1cetti oss />at ratiligast .. .'" (xiv, 137). 
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And a like verbal pattern also marks the summing-up with which both speeches 
end: "'Vrenti ek pess, at Hrutr taki jJvi vel ok likliga, pvi at mer er maor 
sagl5r vitr; mun hann JJat sjd kunna, at petta er hvarstveggja ykkar s6mi'" (xix, 
48: "'Hrut, I daresay, will take this well and in good part; I've been told 
he's a sensible man, and he no doubt will see that this does honor to you 
both'"); "[Asgeirr} tekr fwi mdli likliga, pvi at hann var vitr maor ok kunni 
at sjd, hversu scemiliga peim er boc'iit" (xlv, 137: "Asgeir took this proposal 
in good part, for he was a sensible man and could see what an honorable offer 
was being made them"). 
In the episodes dealing with Kotkel and his family, phrases succinctly 
repeated fulfill our expectations as to their undesirability and also draw 
attention to the similarity of parallel incidents. From their first appearance 
in the saga, they are looked upon with hostility by their neighbors, first at 
Skalmarnes: "ok var [Jeira byggo ekki vinstel" (xxxv, 95: "And their settling 
there was not popular"); and then in Laxardal: "ok var SU byggo 6vinsml" 
(xxxvi, 102). Wherever they go, they do evil, and each time their sorcery 
is directed toward a specific victim: "Pvf nrest laust a hril5 mikilli. Pat fann 
P6rl5r Ingunnarson ok hans f<,>runautar, par sem hann var a sre staddr, ok 
ti! hans var g9rt veorit" (xxxv, 99: "Presently a violent storm broke loose. 
Th6rd Ingunnarson and his companions felt it out at sea where they were, 
for the storm was raised against him"); "Kari sofnaoi na:r ekki, pvi at til 
hans var leikr g9rr" (xxxvii, 106: "Kari scarcely fell asleep at all, for the spell 
was cast against him"). And each time these actions move threats against 
Kotkel and his family and with the threat the comment that the penalty 
comes too late. So, after their witchcraft has brought about the drowning of 
Th6rd Ingunnarson, Gest delivers an ultimatum: 
Sfoan ferr Gestr Oddleifsson a fund Hallsteins gol5a ok geroi 
honum tva kosti, at hann skyldi reka i brott pessa fj9lkunnigu 
menn, ella kvazk hann mundu drepa [Jd, - "ok er po ofseinat" 1 
(xxxvi, 100-101: After that Gest Oddleifsson went to see Hallstein 
Godi and gave him two choices: either Hallstein would have to 
drive these sorcerers away or else he would slay them - "and it's 
long overdue"). 
And when Hrut's son Kari dies as a result of their sorcery, 6laf's demand 
and comment echo Gest's words: "6lafr kvao pa pegar skyldu drepa pau 
Kotkel ok konu hans ok sonu, - 'er [J6 ofseinat nu'" (xxxvii, 106: "6laf said 
Korkel, his wife and sons should be put to death at once - 'it's now long 
overdue'"). Parallelism of incident is marked each time by parallelism in 
expression. 
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Verbal similarities in other episodes involving witchcraft or ghost tales 
prompt discussion. So for example, the ghost-walkings of Hrapp and Hallbjorn 
Sleekstone-Eye exhibit similar elements, Moreover, throughout both descrip-
tions a folkloric tone is preserved. First of all, some phenomenon is provided 
to aid in the search. Olaf's housecarl has asked for a change of task because 
of Hrapp's bothering him: "6lafr tekr i h9nd ser spjotit gullrekna, konungs-
naut, gengr nu heiman ok huskarl mecS honum. Snj6r var n9kkurr a jorl5u" 
(xxiv, 69: "Olaf took his gold-chased spear, the king's gift, and he and his 
servant set out from home. There was some snow on the ground"). Similarly, 
Thorkel and a servant set out together: "Eitt kveld var vant kyr i Pykkvaskogi; 
for Porkell at leita ok huskarl hans mecS honum; pat var eptir dagsetr, en 
tunglskin var a" (xxxviii, 109-110: "One evening a cow was missing at 
Thykkvaskog; Thorkel and his housecarl set out to look for her. It was after 
sunset, but the moon was out"). Olaf and the servant find Hrapp at the 
cow-shed door; Olaf thrusts his spear at Hrapp, but to no avail: "6lafr vill pa 
renna a Hrapp, en Hrappr for par nil5r, sem hann var kominn" (xxiv, 69: 
"6laf then wanted to make a dash at Hrapp, but he vanished into the ground 
whence he had come"). And respectively, Thorkel and his servant find 
Sleekstone-Eye in the woods but no cow: "Peir runnusk a allsterkliga; for 
Hallbj9rn undan, ok er Porkel variSi minnst, pa smygr hann nior i j9r"/5ina 
or h9ndum honum" (xxxviii, 110: "They started to fight one another with 
all their might; Hallbjorn got away, and when Thorkel was least on guard, he 
slipped out of his reach into the earth"). The end to these ghost-walkings, too, 
receives set formulation: "Hel5an fra ved5r engum manni mein at aptrg9ngu 
Hrapps" (xxiv, 69: "After that no man ever came to any harm because of 
Hrapp's ghost-walking"); "Ekki varo sil5an mein at Hallbirni" (xxxviii, 110: 
"After that no ~me came to any more harm from Hallbjorn").2 
Again, correspondence can be fol\nd in episodes concerning first the 
promising of a reward and then the granting of it to two obedient slaves. 
Vigdis says to Asgaut: " 'MeiS J:>vi at J:>u gerir sva, sem ek byiS per, skaltu 
n9kkut eptir taka: frelsi mun ek gef a per ok fe pat, at J:>u ser fa:rr, hvert er 
J:>u vill'" (xv, 33: "'If you do as I ask, you shall get something in return. 
I will give you your freedom and enough money so that you can go anywhere 
you like'"). When Asgaut performs his service, Vigdis keeps her promise: 
"Hefir J:>u nu, Asgautr," segir hon, "vel farit md'i J:>inu efni ok 
truliga; skaltu nu ok vita skjotliga, til hvers pu hefir unnit; ek 
gef per frelsi, sva at pu skalt fra J:>essum degi frjals ma5r heita" 
(xvi, 36: "You, Asgaut," she said, "have done your task well and 
faithfully; you shall now learn immediately the reward you have 
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earned: I give you your freedom, so that from this day forth 
you may be called a free man"). 3 
A similar promise is made and kept when 6laf makes a bargain with a servant 
girl to deliver Stigandi into his hands: "6lafr baui"i at gefa henni frelsi, ef hon 
kcemi Stiganda f fceri vii"i pa; ... 6lafr efnir vel vii"i ambattina ok gaf henni 
frelsi" (xxxviii, 109: "6laf offered to give her her freedom if she would 
give them a chance at Sdgandi; ... 6laf made good his promise to the bond-
woman and gave her her freedom"). 4 
The Christianization first of Norway then of Iceland calls forth similar 
reactions on the part of the people - and use of the same phrase: 
"en hinir varu p6 miklu fleiri, er i m6ti varu" (xl, 118: "but those numbered 
many more who held out against it" [the new faith]); "en po varu peir miklu 
fleiri, er i m6ti mmltu" (xli, 125). The lexical parallelism focuses attention 
on the analogous situation in each country respectively. 5 
The marked correspondence between the foregoing pairs of examples 
suggests, moreover, that although the comparison may appear at first to lie 
principally in verbal echoes, a deeper relationship or significance may also be 
traced. Verbal similarity may be used to link different episodes or facts in such 
a way that the implicit discursive content - balancing of enmities, comparing 
and contrasting of forces - becomes explicit. So, for example, Vigdi'.s, instead 
of handing back the bribe money to Ingjald, as was the bargain between the 
men, rewards Asgaut with it, declaring: "'er nu fet betr nior komit'" (xvi, 
36: "'now the money has fallen into better hands'"). Later, Th6rd, to prevent 
part of his money being confiscated by Vigdis and her kin as divorce settlement, 
entrusts it to Hoskuld and 6Iaf, saying: "'Pa se betr komit fet'" (xvi, 37). 
By utilizing the same words the author neatly points up the tit-for-tat between 
Th6rd Goddi and his wife Vigdfs. 
Another instance of evening the score is contained in the accounts of the 
divorces of Gudrun and Th6rd Ingunnarson. In order to marry one another, 
each must procure a divorce, and the grounds for these divorces are not 
merely comparable but even reflect one another in reverse. First, Th6rd gives 
good advice to Gudrun: "'Geri"iu honum skyrtu ok brautgangs h9fuosmatt 
ok seg skilit vii"i hann fyrir _pessar sakar'" (xxxiv, 94: "'Make him [Thorvald] 
a shirt with a neck opening so large that his breast nipples show and declare 
yourself divorced from him for that reason'"). 6 After her divorce, Gudrun, 
chatting on the way to the Thing with Th6rd, asks whether it is true that his 
wife Aud always wears breeches (xxxv, 95: "er jafnan i br6kum"). Although 
he is somewhat slow in catching on, Th6rd, during the Thing, sees it Gudrun's 
way and takes up the hint: 
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Einn dag spur5i P6r5r Ingunnarson Gu5runu, hvat konu vadSa5i, 
ef hon vreri £ br6kum jafnan sva sem karlar. Gul'Srun svarar: 
"S!ikt viti a konum at skapa fyrir pat a sitt h6f sem karlmanni, 
ef hann hefir hQfur>smatt sva mikla, at sjai geirVQrtur hans berar, 
brautgangssQk hvarttveggja" (xxxv, 96: One day Th6rd Ingun-
narson asked Gudrun what the penalty was for a woman who 
always wore breeches like the menfolk. Gudrun answered: For that, 
the same penalty applies to a woman as to a man who wears 
a shirt with a neck opening so large that his nipples show: grounds 
for divorce in each case"). 
Moreover, not only do the grounds for the divorces ( unseemly clothing) 
parallel one another, but also the matching of Aud's retaliation to Th6rd's 
device develops the comparison further. After her divorce, one night before 
sunup, Aud rides to Th6rd's hut where h~ is asleep in his bed closet: "Hon 
bra pa saxi ok lag5i at P6r5i ok veitti honum averka mikla, ok kom 
a h9ndina haegri; varl'S hann sarr a bal'ium geirvQrtum" (xxxv, 98: "She drew 
a short sword and struck Th6rd with it, dealing him severe wounds; it cut 
his right hand and wounded him on both nipples"). The score could not have 
been evened more fitly than by this "stroke in the dark." 
There are other examples. The equalization of power between 61af and 
King Myrkjartan is effectively brought out, for instance, in the "murmur 
of discontent" that passes through the ranks of the Irish at the sight of 61af's 
battle array: "Sil'San kemr kurr mikill i lil'i peira" (xxi, 5 5) and conversely among 
6laf's crew at the sight of the Irish cavalry: "En er 6lafr heyr5i penna 
kurr .. . " (xxi, 56). 
The contrast between Geirmund's evil sword Footbiter and Kjartan's sword 
Konungsnaut has already been referred to in relation to 'the curse and the 
blessing which t,hey respectively bear. 7 As if to draw attention even more 
to their juxtaposition and equalized rol~s, the author employs the same phrase 
in describing the practice of both Geirmund and Kjartan respectively "never 
to let the sword be far from reach": "Petta sverl'S kallal'Si hann F6tbft ok let 
pat aldregi hendi firr ganga" (xxix, 79); "Ekki hafl'Si Kjartan haft sver<)it 
konungsnaut i hendi, ... en p6 var hann sjaldan vanr at lata pat hendi firr 
ganga" (xlvi, 140). 
In a similar fashion in the episodes describing Thorkel's experience with 
the outlaws Grim and Gunnar Thidrandabani, certain elements stand out for 
comparison. These likenesses not only confirm Thorkel's character, but also 
focus attention on the relationship between Thorkel and Gudrun, exhibiting 
to advantage the weakness of the one and the strength of the other. Both 
times Thorkel is constrained to follow someone else's wishes. Although he 
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feels chagrin at the way his dealings with the outlaw Grim have turned 
out, he nonetheless, as we have already noted, carries our Snorri's expressed 
wish that he do well by Grim: " 'vil ek, at pu leysir hann vel af hendi' " (lviii, 
174). In the Thidrandabani episode, it is Gudrun who protects the outlaw and 
overrules Thorkel. And when the time comes for Gunnar to depart, Thorkel 
forsees what Gudrun expects: " 'Hefir pu tekit pat sva fast, at per mun ekki 
at getask, nema hann se swmiliga af h9ndum leystr'" (lxix, 203: "'You have 
taken so strong a hand in this matter that probably nothing else will do 
short of his being sent off honorably'"). 
As we have observed under Repetition, slight changes in the established 
pattern may mark a theme even more specifically for comparison. In juxtaposing 
two situations, the author often makes use of negative reversal or antonyms. 
Notably, the turning of the same idiom from a negative to a positive or 
vice versa can neatly image the turn in situation. When Olaf was weighing 
the possibility of anchoring his ship with safety, the outlook was dark: 
"'Ekki eru pau efni i um vart mal, pvi at ek se, at booar eru allt fyrir 
skutstafn'" (xxi, 53-54: "'There's no chance for our cause now, for I see that 
there are breakers all about the stern'"). When the Irish king appeared, 
however, the outlook brightened and allowed Olaf to reassure his crew: " 'pvi 
at nu er gott efni i varu mali'" (xxi, 56: "'For now there's a good chance 
for our cause'"). 
Another case in point is substitution of the negative pustr for the positive 
kaJrt within the same linguistic pattern, neatly reflecting the reversal from 
friendship to enmity which takes place in the relations of the houses of Olaf 
and Osvif. When Kjartan, Bolli, and Gudrun are growing up, the atmosphere 
1s congenial: 
Vinatta var ok mikil meO _peim Olafi ok Osvifri ok jafnan heim-
boo, ok ekki pvi minnr, at kaJrt gert5isk mefJ inum yngrum 
m9nnum (xxxix, 112: There was also great friendship between 
Olaf and Osvff and always partying back and forth, not any the 
less so now that a fondness was developing between the young 
people). 
Later, the change in the situation is described - and compared: "Peir Olafr 
ok Osvifr heldu sinni vinattu, p6tt n9kkut vceri pustr a mefJ inum yngrum 
m9nnum" (xlvi, 139: "Olaf and Osvif held to their friendship as before, even 
though some friction had developed between the young people"). Similarly, 
_substitution of kcerleika for vinattu in the same idiom sets up for comparison 
the rumors of Kjartan's relationship to Ingibjorg and his love for Gudrun: 
"Bolli segir, hvert orfJtak manna var a um vinattu peira Kjartans ok Ingibjargar 
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konungssystur" (xiii, 127: "Balli told her what sort of talk there hed been 
about the friendship between Kjartan and Ingibjorg, the king's sister"). Upon 
Bolli's request for Gudrun's hand, 6Lif gives him this reply: "'Er per, Bolli, 
pat i engan stao 6kunnara en mer, hvert oratak a var um kterleika meo 
peim Kjartani ok Gul'irunu'" (xliii, 128-129: "'It is no less known to you, 
Balli, than to me what talk there has been concerning the love between 
Kjartan and Gudrun'"). Through this telling substitution the true situation 
is made clear and the insinuation in the rumor from Norw1y effectively 
nullified. 
Frequently verbal reduplication would seem to point in the direction of 
one episode being derived from or modeled upon another, and when this 
is the case, the former acts as precursor or preparation for the latter, although 
this may or may not represent the sequence in the creative process. Thus 
in structure and tone, Vigdis' divorce from Th6rd sets the pattern for Gudrun's 
divorce from Thorvald: "[Vigdis} sagoi skilit via :Poro godda, ok f6r hon 
ti! frtenda sinna .... :Peir Hvammverjar ... retlul'iu ser helming fjdr" (xvi, 37: 
"Vigdis pronounced herself divorced from Th6rd Goddi and went to her 
kinsmen .... They, the Hvammverjar, intended to get half the money"). Con-
ventional social mores assume conventional literary formulation in the saga, 
for similar phrases are found again in the account of Gudrun's divorce: ":Pat 
sama var segir Gul'irun skilit via :Porvald ok f6r heim til Lauga ... , ok hafoi 
hon helming fjdr alls" (xxxiv, 94). 
In another example, Thorleik refuses to sell or trade the stud of horses 
which he got from Kotkel, declaring: "'Engi em ek mangsmaar'" (xxxvii, 103: 
"'I'm no tradesmonger' "). Kjartan in a later incident in the saga rejects 
Bolli's gift of a stud of horses: "kvazk engi vera hrossamai'Jr" (xlv, 135: "(Kjar-
tan} said he was no horsegroomer"). The similarity in construction and tone 
is obvious. That the second episode is modeled upon the first is further 
demonstrated by the descriptions of the horses. Kotkel's stallion is so described: 
"Hann var breoi mikill ok vtenn ok reyndr at vigi" (xxxvi, 101: "He was both 
a large and handsome animal and tried and true in horse fighting"); and the 
stallion Bolli wished to give Kjarran is likewise portrayed: "Hestrinn var 
mikill ok va?nn ok hafai aldregi brugaizk at vigi" (xlv, 135: "The stallion 
was a large and handsome animal and had never been beaten in a horse 
fight"). 
Along with other parallelisms in the saga certain correspondences between 
elements in Gudrun's dreams and Gest's interpretations of them 8 and the 
shepherd's description of the circle of riders in the woods outside Helgi's hut 
and Helgi's interpretations of them prompt speculation.!' Both are concerned 
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with the solving of a type of riddle. Gest interprets the symbols in Gudrun's 
dreams, and Helgi guesses the names of the persons in the circle from the 
clues the shepherd gives him. Gold and silver arm rings occur in the dreams 
and also in the shepherd's clues. Since their presence in the shepherd's account 
cannot be explained on grounds of realistic observation of such minutiae, 
it would appear rather that they merely serve here to establish a formal 
connection with the earlier "guessing game" and make up part of the clues 
in a riddle pattern. There are, however, other points of comparison. Although 
the dreams are told consecutively with the interpretations together at the end 
and the shepherd's tale has each puzzle solved as it is presented, the interpreters 
of the signs interject in each case a comment on the seriousness of the matter. 
So, at a pause in Gudrun's narration, Gest remarks: "'Ekki fara i purr() 
draumarnir'" (xxxiii, 89: "'Your dreams are not getting any less'"), and Helgi 
likewise comments on the shepherd's report: "'Nu versnar mj9k fras9gnin'" 
(lxiii, 188: "'Now your tale grows much worse'"). Both Gest and Helgi clearly 
understand the significance of the riddles: Gest says: "'GlQggt fa: ek set, hvat 
draumar pessir eru'" (xxxiii, 89: "'I clearly see what these dreams mean'"), 
and Helgi says: "'GlQggt se ek, hverr pessi maor er'" (lxiii, 188: "'I clearly 
see who this man is'"; !xiii, 189: "'GQrla skil ek, hverir pessir menn eru' "). 
Even as some incidents in the first section prepare for similar occurrences 
later on, sometimes those in the Jast section act like echoes or reflections of 
events in the central theme: So, King Olaf Tryggvason reproaches Kjartan 
for boastfulness: " 'B.etii er, at pu ert g¢rviligr matir, enda l.etr pu allst6rliga' " 
(xi, 118: "'Two things are certain - you are an accomplished fellow, but 
too puffed up'"); and King Olaf the Saint uses the same phrase to deflate 
Thorkel's ego: "'Ba:oi er, Porkell, at pu ert mikils veror, enda gerisk /Ju nu 
allst6rr'" (lxxiv, 216-217). 
Parallelisms appear in descriptions of and relationships between the agents 
of the action ·just as they do in those concerned with situation and theme. The 
one is generally a reflection of the other, so that the division is an artificial 
one; and some examples may be considered from either point of view. Any 
two characters in the saga may have the same name, the same or similar 
bynames or epithets; and the same personality traits more often that not 
are shared by more than one agent. The two Viga-Hrapps set themselves up 
for comparison. The first Viga-Hrapp is so described: "Mikill maor var 
hann ok sterkr,· ekki vildi hann ldta sinn hlut, po at manna munr v.ceri n9kkurr; 
ok fyrir pat er hann var 6da:ll .. . " (x, 19: "He was a big man and strong and 
never wanted to be worsted, even if the odds were considerably against him. 
And since he was so hard to deal with ... "). His namesake, on the other 
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hand, was a man "small of stature, lively and brisk with darting eyes"; but 
the second Viga-Hrapp declares that he possesses all the characteristics which 
the byname Viga (Slayer) implies. So he boasts: "'Hefi ek nafn Viga-Hrapps 
ok pat mel5 nafni, at ek em engi da:ldarmaor, p6 at ek sja litill vexti'" (lxiii, 
190: "'I bear the name Viga-Hrapp and have all the name implies, for I am 
no easy man to deal with, even if I am undersized'"). Through comparison 
with his counterpart who was mikill maor ok sterkr, this funny little character 
is made even more comical. 
Negative character traits such as those ascribed to the two Viga-Hrapps are 
also assigned to Thorleik Hoskuldsson: "falatr ok 6 pyor, engi jafnat5arma/)r, 
engi da:ldarmaor" (ix, 18), 10 to Vigdis' kinsman Th6r6lf: "P6r6lfr vildi eigi 
lata sinn hlut ok var allst6rorcSr" (xiv, 29: "Th6r6lf did not want to be worsted 
and was given to boasting"); to Geirmund: "6da:ldarmat5r var han ... var 
faskiptinn hversdagla, 6 J1yor vicS fiesta" (xxix, 77 and 79: "He was a hard man 
to deal with ... usually took little part in things and was unfriendly toward 
most"); and to Thorgils: "mikill mal5r ok vrenn ok inn mesti oflati; engi var 
hann kallal5r jafnat5armaor" (!vii, 170: "a big man and handsome, but a great 
swaggerer and known for being unfair"). Like Geirmund, Hrut and Thorgerd 
are said to "take little part in things," and each is described as "liking to 
have his own way": "Ekki var hann afskiptinn um fiesta hluti, en vildi rat5a 
pvi, er hann hlutaoisk tit" (Hrut, xix, 48); "hon var skQrungr mikill, en 
fdskiptin hversdagliga; en par varl5 fram at koma, er Porgeri5r vildi, til hvers 
sem hon hlutac'>isk" (Thorgerd, xxiv, 66). 
From the foregoing examples, it can be clearly seen that in depicting his 
agents, the author has worked within a limited range. By regrouping and 
redistributing personality traits, by shifting a little here, by changing the 
emphasis a little there, however, he has achieved variety among the people 
of the saga. The significance of superlative character traits such as mikill 
maor ok sterkr, mikill maor ok va:nn, or sk9rungr, for example, will be 
discussed under Recurrence. The concern here is to consider how ascribing 
similar characteristics, attitudes, and actions to different actors through reuse 
of the same linguistic units brings these agents into relationship without 
that fact being stated explicitly and to note the tendency to juxtapose both 
negative and positive qualities. 
Even as at times situations or themes in the first part of the saga prepare 
for episodes in the central part, so, too, characters in the first part regularly 
act as preparatory figures for the chief protagonists in the main section. 
Furthermore, counterparts already prepared in the first or central parts 
may show up in the final section. 11 The resulting effect somewhat resembles 
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duplicate reflections in a tripartite mirror. The earlier agents serve as 
models; the later ones act as reflections; while the main characters of the 
central panel, compared and contrasted with the others, gain in stature. One 
figure throws light on the other, thus deepening and developing the portrayal 
and controlling the interpretation of the characters and their actions. 
One of the most interesting examples of such threefold comparison of 
agents is contained in a repeated series of pairs of brothers whose dispositions 
and temperaments are opposite. Early in the saga (v, 8-9) a contrast is 
drawn between Unn's brothers Helgi Bj6lan and Bjorn the Eastman by pointing 
out how differently they receive their sister. Helgi invites her with only half 
her company and consequently is called small and stingy (litilmenni); Bjorn, 
on the other hand, invites her with all her following and entertains her 
generously (it st6rmannligsta) and she thanks him for his st6rmennska. 12 
So, too, the sons of Hoskuld, Thorleik and Bard, are of different temperament 
and therefore stand in contrasting relationship with each other and with 
their father: 
l>orleikr var mikill mat',r ok sterkr ok inn syniligsti, f dldtr ok 
6 pyt',r; p6tti m9nnum sa svipr a um bans skaplyndi, sem hann 
myndi vef('fa engi jaf nar5arma5r. H9skuldr sag<')i pat jafnan, at 
hann myndi mjQk l-ikjask i mtt peira Strandamanna. Bar5r H9-
skuldsson var ok skQruligr ma()r synum ok vel viti borinn ok 
sterkr; pat brag<') hafcSi hann a ser, sem hann myndi Ukari 
vert',a /Qt',urframdum sinum. BarcSr var hregr ma5r i uppvexti 
sinum ok vinsmll ma()r; HQskuldr unni honum mest allra barna 
sinna 1 ;,, ( ix, 18: Thorleik was a big man and strong and very 
handsome, but close-mouthed and unfriendly. From his disposition 
most people thought he would be unfair in his dealings. Hoskuld 
often remarked that Thorleik would likely take very much after 
the side of the family up at the Strands [his mother's kin}. 
Hoskuld's other son Bard was also a fine looking man, strong 
and intelligent. From his manner it looked as though he would 
favor his father's kinsmen. He was a good-natured person and 
popular as he grew up. Of all his children Hoskuld loved Bard 
the most). 
The comparison of the two brothers presents them as having some features 
in common: good looks and physical prowess (inn syniligsti/ skQruligr mat',r 
synum and sterkr), but there the likeness ends. Their opposition, the one 
unfriendly and unfair, the other good-natured and popular, is also reflected 
in the contrastive statements that they take after the two different sides of 
the house. Thorleik, the least likeable, takes after his mother's side (an 
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oblique cnt1e1sm of J6runn) and the good son after his father's side. It is 
thus natural that Hoskuld favors Bard. 
When the brothers are next mentioned, their personalities conform to our 
expectations: 
Porleikr var engi daddarma<'Jr ok inn mesti garpr ... Bar<'Jr, sonr 
HQskulds, var heima meo fear sinum; haf5i hann pa umsyslu 
ekki minnr en H9skuldr (xx, 49: Thorleik was no easy man to 
deal with and very bold .... Hoskuld's son Bard was at home 
with his father and took no less charge of things than Hoskuld). 
It is not surprising that their half-brother, 6laf Peacock, is more attracted to 
Bard. Before 6laf's journey to Ireland, Bard helps 6laf arrange a marriage 
for his mother Melkorka, and after his return 6laf is welcomed by all his 
relatives, but he and Bard felt closest to one another: "P6 var flest um meo 
peim Baroi" (xxii, 61). 
Since in this way the contrast between the brothers has been played up, 
that Thorleik and Bard react differently to Hoskuld's wishes regarding Olaf's 
paternal inheritance, 14 Bard siding with Hoskuld, comes as foreseeable: 
Baror svarar fyrri ok sagoi, at hann myndi petta gera, eptir pvi 
sem f aoir hans vildi .... Pa mrelti Porleikr: "Fjarri er pat minum 
vilja, at 6lafr se arfgengr gQrr'' (xxvi, 72: Bard answered first 
and said he would follow his father's wishes .... Then Thorleik 
spoke up: "It is far from my wish that Olaf be made heir"). 
Hoskuld gives 01:if the twelve ounces allowed an illegitimate son, but in 
gold instead of in silver as prescribed by law. Again Bard is agreeable and 
Thorleik disgruntled: "[PorleikiJ gazk ilia at pessu, ok p6tti HQskuldr hafa 
haft undirmal vi<'i sik .... Bar5r kvazk vilja sampykkja rdt'Ji [Qour sins" (ibid.: 
"Thorleik was ill-content with this and thought Hoskuld had dealt under-
handedly with him .... Bard said he would comply with his father's wishes"). 
And after Hoskuld' s death the personalities of Thorleik and Bard are again 
explicitly juxtaposed in the settlement of the property: 
Peir Porleikr ok B:ir<Sr skipta fe me5 ser; hlytr Baror fQourleifo 
peira, f>vi at ti] pess heldu fleiri menn, f>vi at hann var vinsadli. 
Porleikr hlaut meir lausafe (xxvi, 73: Thorleik and Bard divided 
their father's property between them. Bard got the estate and lands, 
for most people favored this because Bard was the more popular 
of the two. Thorleik got more of the chattels). 
The examples cited of misunderstandings betweep brothers or half brothers 15 
prepare for the next generation and for the central theme of Kjartan and 
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his foster brother Balli Thorleiksson. As the theme unfolds, some of the 
personality traits possessed by Thorleik and Bard, the one ill-content and 
disgruntled, the other pleasant, amiable, and popular, are somewhat reechoed 
respectively in Bolli and Kjartan. Meaningful variation on the other hand 
sets these latter brothers apart from the pattern: in the beginning they are 
very fond of each other and are by no means opposites. Thorleik and Bard, 
though inimical, too, we noted, had some points in common. Aside from 
their physical likeness and despite their temperamental differences, each, it 
is said, will be deemed an honorable man. Again lexical parallelism points 
this out. Of Bard it is reported: "[Hann} hafc'>i ok verit farmac'>r ok var vel 
metinn, hvar sem hann kom" (xxv, 70: "He too had been a traveling merchant 
and was well esteemed wherever he went"). Some time later when it behooves 
Thorleik to leave Iceland because of friction with Hrut, 6Jaf convinces him 
by saying: "'muntu par pykkja somamaor, sem pu kemr'" (xxxviii, 110: 
"'You will be thought a man of honor wherever you go'"). The similarity 
is carried despite the varying circumstances under which the judgment is 
passed. Part of the subtlety of the text lies in the fact that the lexical 
parallelisms imply rather than state similarities and that they themselves are 
somewhat camouflaged, imbedded as they are in entirely different contexts. 
With Kjartan and Bolli the procedure is reversed: their differences are more 
subtlely hinted, their likenesses and their fondness for one another explicitly 
expressed. 11i That Kjartan and Bolli loved one another most among all the 
brothers (xxxix, 112: "Peir Kjartan ok Balli unnusk mest'') is several times 
underscored and confirmed: "Sva var dstuoigt mdS peim f6stbrretirum, at 
hvarrgi p6ttisk nyta mega, at peir vreri eigi asamt" (xi, 114: "So fond were 
the foster brothers of one another that neither seemed to be able to enjoy 
anything if the other was not along") and "'Pu hefir engum manni jafnmikit 
unnt sem Bolla, f6stbr65ur pinum'" (xliv, 134: "'You have loved no one as 
much as your foster brother Balli'"). Establishment of such togetherness 
makes the final rift all the deeper. The Jove and friendship they originally had 
for one another was not enough to prevent Balli from sensing his subordinate 
position. 1 7 Even snatching the bride did not bolster his ego: he was filied 
with remorse, torn by inner conflict, while Kjartan continued to flaunt his 
superiority on every hand. 
The relationship between Kjartan and Bolli is further highlighted by 
another pair of opposing brothers in the third and concluding section of 
the saga. At the same time, interesting facts regarding the structured form 
of the saga are revealed. Gudrun's sons by her marriage with Bolli Thorleiksson, 
Thorleik and Bolli Bollason, resemble Thorleik and Bard Hoskuldsson. As 
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we have seen, Hoskuld loved Bard the most and Bard always sided with his 
father. In the present example Gudrun loves Bolli Bollason best, and he 
always sympathizes with and supports his mother. When Thorgils is cheated 
out of marriage with Gudrun, for example, the brothers take opposite sides: 
"Porleiki likar illa, er sva var hagat, at Porgisli var eigi gdS a, en Balli 
sampykkisk her um vilja m6our sinnar" (lxv, 195: "Thorleik was displeased 
that things had not turned out to Thorgils' liking, but Bolli took his mother's 
part"). So, too, when Thorkel proposes marriage, Bolli agrees with his mother: 
" 'M65ir min mun petta gl9ggvast sja kunna; vi! ek her um hennar vilja 
sampykkja'" (lxviii, 201: "'My mother is no doubt best judge of this, 
and I am willing to go along with whatever she wishes'"). After Thorkel 
and Gudrun are married, Gudrun's particular fondness for Bolli is remarked 
upon: "Gur',run unni Bolla mest allra barna sinna" (!xx, 204: "Of all her 
children Gudrun loved Bolli most"). And when Balli requests a marriage suit 
be undertaken on his behalf, Gudrun herself confirms this favoritism and 
what the audience has seen all along: 
"Pat er skj6tt at segja, Porkell, at ek vil til pessa lata engan hlut 
spara, at Bolli fai pann ra5akost, sem honum likar; er pat bre5i, 
at ek ann honum mest, enda hefir hann ¢ruggastr verit i pvi minna 
barna, at gera at minum vilja" (lxx, 206: "I will say at once, Thor-
kel, that I'll leave nothing undone so that Balli gets the marriage 
match he wants, and that is for two reasons: I love him the most, 
and he has always been that one of my children who could be 
relied upon to do my will"). 
Echoes of Hoskuld's relationship with his two sons and of their respective 
reactions over the inheritance are unmistakable. 
Thorleik and Bolli Bollason, however, also stand in comparable correspon-
dence with the foster brothers Bolli Thorleiksson and Kjartan Olafsson, and 
in that order. Balli Bollason is a second Kjartan, whereas Thorleik Bollason, 
like Balli Thorleiksson, plays the secondary role. The two Thorleiks are 
similar in character and actions, and although the roles of the two Bollis 
are reversed, they too show some similarities. 1 ~ The following chart lines 







Thorleik Hoskuldsson Bard Hoskuldsson 
Bolli Thorleiksson Kjartan Olafsson 
Thorleik Bollason Bolli Bollason 
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The opposing natures of the two Boilasons are carried further. When -
Thorleik Bollason asks for permission to go abroad, he is modest in his 
demands: "l>orleikr kvazk ekki mundu hafa mikit fe, - 'pvf at 6synt er, 
hversu mer gretisk til; em ek ungr ok i m9rgu 6ra5inn'" (lxx, 205: "Thorleik 
said he did not want to have a lot of money along - 'for it is uncertain 
how well I can manage, young and inexperienced as I am in many things'"). 
His brother, on the other hand, is self-assured and demanding when he sets 
out: "Bo Iii jatar pvi, at haf a fe mikit, - 'vii ek,' segir hann, 'engis manns 
miskunnarma5r vera, hvarki her ne utanlendis' " (lxxii, 211: "Balli accepted 
this and said he wanted tO have a lot of money along, - 'I don't want to have 
tO accept anyone's charity, either here or abroad,' he said"). But Thorleik 
B. and Bolli B. are also not wholly opposite. Just as Thorleik and Bard 
Hoskuldsson shared some points, so too the Bollasons exhibit a likeness 
in that they both have the same reason for wanting to go abroad. When 
Thorkel hears of Thorleik's plans, he comments: " 'l>ykki mer petta in 
mesta varkunn, at pik fysi at kanna siou annarra manna'" (lxx, 205: "'It 
seems most understandable to me that you desire to learn about the ways of 
other men'"). And when Bolli informs Snorri that he wishes to go abroad, 
Snorri says: "'Oss pykkir mikit i hcettu, hversu per teksk'" (lxxii, 211: 
"'Much lies at stake in how things turn out for you'"), to which Bolli replies: 
" 'l>ykkir ma5r vi5 pat faviss ver5a, ef hann kannar ekki vioara en her Island' " 
(ibid.: "'A man is considered ignorant if he hasn't knowledge of anything 
farther than Iceland'")_ The variation on the same idea is refreshing and 
witty. But in this regard the two Bollasons have had a precedent set by 
Kjartan. When Kjartan told Thorstein of his plans to go abroad, Thorstein 
commended him, saying: 
"Er pat varkunn mikil, frrendi, _ .. at pik fysi at kanna annarra 
manna siou; mun pin fer/5 veroa merkilig md5 n9kkuru m6ti. 
Eigu frrendr pinir mikit i hcettu, hversu per teksk fer5in" (xi, 
114: "It is quite understandable, kinsman, ... that you desire to 
learn about the ways of ocher men. Your journey is sure ro be 
remarkable in some way. Your kinsmen have much at stake in 
how this journey will turn out for you"). 
Here then is a point of contact between all three, Kjartan and the two Bolla-
sons. The mikit i hcettu clause is applied only to Kjartan and Bolli B., 
strengthening the bond there, as might be expected. 
In his displeasure over his mother's deception regarding the marriage suit 
with Thorgils, Thorleik Bollason resembles Thorleik Hoskuldsson, who was 
disgruntled over his father's deception regarding the inheritance. In his 
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retmng attitude and secondary posmon Thorleik Bollason corresponds to 
Bolli Thorleiksson. And Bolli Bollason, always agreeing with his mother and 
her favorite, is like Bard Hoskuldsson, but in his pomposity has also something 
of Kjartan Olafsson. At one point in the story, the author, as if with a flash-
back, brings the two Thorleiks again into relationship. When Thorleik 
Bollason makes his decision to go abroad, Thorkel tells him: " 'Pu pykkir 
vaskr maor, hvar sem pu kemr'" (lxx, 205: "'You will be thought a man 
of valor wherever you go'"), just as Olaf once had told Thorleik Hoskuldsson 
as he set out for abroad. This attribute then is a point of overlap between the 
two Hoskuldssons and Thorleik Bollason. Thus we see how none of the 
three pairs is really wholly opposite, how the mixing and matching of 
attributive elements blurs clear-cut black and white comparison but without 
destroying the basic pattern. In this way stereotypes are avoided even though 
stereotyped elements are used, and each character in the sets of inimical 
brothers is the more effectively illuminated through the tripartite reflection. 
Bolli Thorleiksson remains still the most inscrutable, like his silence. And his 
similarity to Kjartan, stronger than the similarities that exist between the 
Hoskuldssons or between the Bollasons, only makes the contrast more complex. 
He would seem to be the sweeter and gentler nature compared with Kjartan, 
always complying with Kjartan's wishes, more like Bard and Bolli Bollason, 
initially, than like the two Thorleiks. But his negativeness fits in with the 
Thorleiks, for Bolli's compliance takes a different turn, producing rancor and 
envy. And yet some sort of shift in character seems also to take place in 
the Bollason pair of brothers. From his agreeableness in doing his mother's 
will, Bolli Bollason would seem to be the meeker of the two brothers. It 
is rather surprising to find him so cocky and demanding in his requests 
upon going abroad, while Thorleik is mild and reasonable. This switch no 
doubt has something to do with the role that Bolli Bollason now takes up as 
a second Kjartan. 
Even as Hoskuld loved Bard, and Gudrun loved Bolli Bollason the most, 
so, too, Olaf's favorite was Kjartan.19 In his day Olaf represented the pride 
and brilliance of the family and was "foremost of the brothers": "Var pat 
bratt auc5dsrett, at Olafr myndi mj9k vera fyrir peim brwf>rum" (xxvi, 73). 
In the next generation the same is said of Kjartan: "Kjartan var mj9k fyrir 
sonum 6lafs" (xxxix, 112). And in the next, Bolli Bollason is singled out as 
foremost: "Varu peir brcdSr miklir menn ok inir knaligstu, ok hafoi Balli 
allt fyrir" (!xx, 204: "These brothers were big men and most stalwart, but 
Bolli was the foremost in everything"). While in Norway, Kjartan was first 
in importance and made all the decisions: "lslendingar varu allir saman um 
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vetrinn i brenum; var Kjartan mj9k fyrir peim" (xl, 118: "All the Icelenders 
stayed together in the town during the winter; and Kjartan took the lead 
among them"). When Kjartan decides to be baptized a Christian, he assumes 
that the others will follow suit, and Balli confirms Kjartan's assumption: 
"Bolli t6k vel undir petta ok baa Kjartan einn rdoa peira mdli'' (xl, 122: 
"Balli fell in with this and said Kjartan alone was to decide their case"). When 
Balli Bollason is at the court, he behaves in much the same manner as had 
Kjartan: "Bratt fannsk pat, at Bolli myndi vera ma5r framgjarn ok vildi vera 
fyrir 9orum mQnnum" (lxxiii, 212: "It soon became apparent that Balli was 
eager to push himself forward and wanted to be leader"). He and his men 
have fine weapons and clothes, just as Kjartan had had before him, and 
when decisions are made, Bolli has his way. Thorleik would like to continue 
with their journey down to Vik (Oslo fjord), but Balli prefers to stay in 
Trondheim: "'Vil ek her sitja vetrlangt i brenum ... .' Balli ra:or pessu" (ibid.: 
"'I want to stay right here in town over the winter ... .' And Balli had his 
way"). When Balli and Thorleik decide to part company, Thorleik says: "'En 
pu, Balli, munt pessu rdoa sem 9oru'" (lxxiii, 213: "'And you, Balli, will 
have your way in this as in other things'"). The verbally similar statements 
singled out here, those applying to Kjartan and Balli Bollason, render the 
one the like counterpart of the other. The comparisons, we might note, go by 
pairs, but also link onto one another as a chain reaction from generation 
to generation. Furthermore, the subordinate position of Thorleik over against 
his brother Bolli Bollason becomes evident and is presented in much the 
same tone of resentment as was seen in Balli Thorleiksson's rejoinders to 
Kjartan. 
There is another point of coincidence. First the Norwegian king is described 
as honoring Thorleik Bollason: "Er hann me5 konungi um vetrinn ok ger5isk 
hir5ma5r hans; viroi konungr hann vel. Patti Porleikr inn vaskasti maor" 
(!xx, 205: "He stayed with the king over the winter and became a member 
of his guard, and the king esteemed him well. Thorleik was deemed a man 
most valiant"). But when his brother Balli appears at the court, Thorleik 
falls to second place in the king's esteem: "Er konungr vel ti! Porleiks sem 
fyrr, en po mat hann Bolla miklu meira, pvi at konungi p6tti hann mikit af-
brago annarra manna" (lxxiii, 213: "The king treated Thorleik just as well 
as before, but all the same he esteemed Bolli much more, for in his opinion 
Balli was a paragon among men"). Application of the lesser vel is again 
unmistakable (and the vel sem fyrr confirms it), for the episode conspicuously 
suggests comparison with the descriptions of the respective positions Bolli 
Thorleiksson and Kjartan enjoyed at the court in Norway. There, it will be 
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remembered, Bolli Thorleiksson, in contrast to Kjartan who was "metinn par 
umfram alla menn," is deemed "inn vaskasti maor ok metinn vel af g6oum 
m9nnum" (xi, 123).20 The fact that vel is used in both places and in proximity 
to the designation inn vaskasti maor leaves no doubt that the author wished 
to draw the comparison between Bolli Thorleiksson and Thorleik Bollason. 
Coincidentally, the chiasmus in the names plays neatly and hand in hand 
with the similarities and differences the author has arranged. The statement 
that Thorleik Bollason was thought inn vaskasti maor also more than [note 
the superlative} confirms Thorkel's surmise that he would be thought a vaskr 
maor wherever he went. The parallel between Kjartan's and Bolli's superior 
positions is retained by substituting merely one formulaic superlative for 
another: the mikit af bra go annarra manna for the umfram alla menn. Thus 
we see from how many aspects the examples might be considered; associative 
links and overlappings abound. It would seem that the author is deliberately 
playing with his units. 
The similarities between Kjartan and Bolli Bollason are carried somewhat 
further, since, in addition, the phrase mikit af bra go annarra manna is also once 
applied to Kjartan (xiv, 136). And both Kjartan and Balli Bollason are 
kurteisligr ( courtly, chivalrous) and take great pride in finery and display 
upon their respective returns to Iceland. Bolli's pomp at home parallels, if it 
does not outdo, Kjartan's with his fine weapons, clothes, and kurteisi. 21 
In view of the many parallels that have been set up between Kjartan and 
Balli Bollason, one might consider one other instance where an echo seems 
intended. Hrefna says to Kjartan: "'Pat munu menn retla, at pu munir eigi 
kvdngask vilja brJoendis, en geta pa konu, er pu bi5r'" (xliv, 133: "'People 
no doubt expect that you will not want to marry soon, but will get the woman 
you ask'"). Balli Bollason, who has just one marriage match in mind, makes 
a similar statement: " 'Kona heitir P6rdis, hon er d6ttir Snorra go1Sa; hon er 
sva kvenna, at mer er mest um at eiga, ok ekki mun ek kvangask i brao, ef 
ek ndi eigi pessu rdoi'" (!xx, 205: "'There is a woman by the name of Th6rdis, 
the daughter of Snorri Godi, and she is the one I would most like to have. If 
I don't get this match, I'll not want to marry soon'"). The latter statement 
might be said to control the interpretation of the former, for Kjarran, in 
contrast, did not get the woman he most wanted to have, and thus will 
not want to marry soon. 2 2 
The similarity between the two pairs of brothers, Kjartan-Bolli Th. and 
Balli Bollason-Thorleik B., is striking, and the chiasmal transference of per-
sonality traits enhances the structural significance of the comparison. Through a 
kind of poetic justice, Bolli Bollason's prowess and gallantry redeem his father's 
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weakness and belatedly compensate for the first Bolli's subordinate position 
over against Kjartan. Seen in this light, the carefully developed role of Bolli B. 
becomes clear: the formal structure of the saga is designed in the first place to 
establish a balance. Each segment, each character must have a counterpart, and 
Kjartan no less so. Bolli B. functions as a counterpart in a double sense, 
matching ( even outmatching) Kjartan and complementing Bolli Thorleiksson 
in reverse. Some critics have implied that his magnificence at the end of the 
saga is contrived and possibly the work of a second compositor who, for 
family reasons, glorified the lineage. 2 :, But the saga pictures poetic coherency, 
not historical probabilities. 24 Balli Bollason's brilliance accords, in the second 
place, with the progressive enhancement of the generations - Hoskuld, Olaf, 
Kjartan, Balli B. - and must therefore outshine Kjartan's. His position is 
integral to the form and structure of the saga, serving as he does in this 
two-fold capacity, and so entirely of stylistic concern. 
Comparison of characters and relationships between characters is not limited 
merely to pairs of brothers, for verbal similarities frequently mark striking 
parallelisms between many of the agents. Vigdis and Gudrun have already 
been brought together for comparison through the similarity of their divorces. 2 5 
They are again implicitly juxtaposed in the episodes concerned with the 
sheltering of the outlaws Th6r6lf and Gunnar Thidandrabani, respectively. 
The Thidrandabani episode in Part III of the saga echoes Th6r6lf's situation 
in Part I. In the latter Vigdis acts as model or preparatory figure for 
Gudrun in' the former. Thus similarity of agents and circumstances obtains. 
Of Th6r6lf we are told: "P6r6lfr fekk ser fluting inn til meginlands. Hann 
ferr mjQk hul5u hQfc'Ji" (xiv, 30: "Th6r6lf got himself ferried over to the 
mainland and moved on, keeping under cover"). Gunnar Thidrandabani also 
"traveled under cover, for many powerful men were following up the pro-
secution" (!xix, 202: "For hann mj<)k hul5u hQf5i, pvi at margir st6rir menn 
veittu par eptirsjdr"). And the reason given for Gunnar's so doing echoes 
Vigdis' reckoning of the danger inherent in giving Th6r6lf protection: 
"En p6 synisk mer sva, sem peir menn muni ve5setja b,d5i sik ok 
fe sitt, er per veita asja, svd st6rir menn sem her munu veita 
eptirsjdr" (xiv, 31: "But still it seems to me that anyone who helps 
you out will be risking both life and property, seeing what power-
ful men are bound' to take up the prosecution of this case"). 
That Thorgils Holluson and Thorkel Eyj6lfsson are from the very first 
presented as rival figures has already been noted. 26 In the discussions of plans 
for Gudrun's fourth marriage, the two are again set up one against the 
other by means of similar grammatical and lexical configurations. When 
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approached by Gudrun for the second time about vengeance for Bolli, 
Thorgils gives this reply: "'En allt er mer pat samt i hug ok fyrr, pa vit h9fum 
fwtta att at tala'" (Ix, 180: "Tm of the same mind as before when we talked 
this over'"). And Thorkel for his part, when marriage with Gudrun is broached 
for the second time by Snorri, has a like answer: "'Ok allt er mer slikt it sama 
nu i hug, sem pa rceddu vit'" (!xviii, 199-200). Somewhat more subtle is the 
comparison implicit in Gudrun's picking up the phrase "'pa vex mer ekki i 
augu'" used by Thorgils (Ix, 180) when he was boasting that if he got to 
marry her he would "not blench at anything." To show that she has the 
upper hand, Gudrun overrides Thorkel, reiterating Thorgils' boast: " 'Vex mer 
ekki pat fyrir augum, at hafa her kostna5 fyrir'" (!xviii, 201: "'I won't 
blench at having to stand the cost'"). 
The similarity of the passages in which first Thorgils and then Thorkel in 
company with Snorri ride out to Helgafell likewise places these contenders 
in parallel roles: 
Of Thorgils: 
Porgils H9lluson ririr ut til Helgafells, ok me5 honum synir 
Gu5runar ok f6stbra:5r hans, Halldorr ok Qrn6lfr; peir k6mu 
si5la um kveldit ti! Helgafells, sva at allir menn varu i rekkjum. 
Gu5run riss upp ok ba5 menn upp standa ok vinna peim beina . 
. . . Eptir pat er peim beini veittr, ok er peir varu mettir, var 
peim fylgt ti! rekkna; sofa peir af n6ttina. Um daginn eptir gen gr 
Porgils til tals vit5 Gut5runu ok madti: "Sva er htittat, sem pu 
veizt ... " (lxv, 194-195: Thorgils Holluson rode out to Helgafell 
and with him Gudrun's sons and his foster brothers Halldor and 
Ornolf. They arrived at Helgafell rather late at night, after all 
were in bed. Gudrun got up and told her people to get up and 
wait upon the guests .... After that they were:: served with meat 
and drink, and when they had had their fill, they were shown 
to their beds. They slept through the night. Next morning Thorgils 
went to have a talk with Gudrun and said: "Matters so stand, as 
you know ... "). 
And of Thorkel: 
Snorri var at skipi n9kkurar nretr; si5an toku peir teinrert, er 
flaut vio kaupskipit, ok bjuggusk til fer5ar, halfr pril5i tylgr 
manna; peir f6ru til Helgafells. Gu15run tok vi15 Snorra agreta 
vel; var peim veittr allg6c',r beini. Ok er peir h9f5u verit par 
eina n6tt, J:>a kallar Snorri til tals vit5 sik Gut5runu ok rmelti: 
"Svti er mtil meo vexti . .. " (lxviii, 200: Snorri stayed at [Thor-
kel's} ship some nights. Then they took a ten-oared boat which 
was afloat there beside the merchant vessel and set out, twenty-
five of them. They went to Helgafell. Gudrun made Snorri most 
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welcome, and they were served with the best meat and drink. 
After they had been there one night, Snorri asked to have a talk 
with Gudrun and said: "This is the way matters stand ... "). 
Whereas Thorgils rides away from Helgafell dissatisfied, Thorkel through 
Snorri's intercession gets the bride. The more lavish welcome of Thorkel 
can be detected in the dg.eta vel and the allg6or beini, whereas Thorgils 
arrival was inauspicious. Through like linguistic pattern and like situation the 
meaningful variation and contrast become apparent. 
So, too, accounts of the relationship between Melkorka and Thorbjorn 
Skrjup and that of Gudrun and Thorgils exhibit elements conspicuously similar. 
The first, it should be noted, functions as model for the second. Both episodes 
begin in much the same way. When Melkorka was living alone on the 
farm, Thorbjorn paid her much attention: 
PorbjQrn skrjupr haf5i mest veitt umsjd um bu Melkorku; vakit 
haHSi hann b6nor5 vi5 hana, pa er hon haf5i skamma stund 
bu.it, en Melkorka t6k pvi fjarri (xx, 50: Thorbjorn Skrjup had 
given Melkorka the most assistance with her farm; he had made 
her an offer of marriage when she had been living there only 
a short time, but Melkorka had coolly refused). 
When she wants Olaf to go abroad to claim his royal kinship, however, she 
is willing to use Thorbjorn's offer to gain her end. So she tells Olaf: 
"I>a mun ek heldr pat til vinna, at giptask I>orbirni, ef pu 
rrezk pa til fer5ar heldr en a5r; pvi at ek retla, ai5 [sic] hann leggi 
£ram VQruna, sva sem pu kannt per pQrf ti!, ef hann ndir rdoa-
hag via mik" (ibid.: "I would rather go to the length of marrying 
Thorbjorn, if that would make you more inclined to this journey 
than before, for I imagine he will hand over to you as many 
wares as you think you need, if he gets to marry me"). 
When Olaf brings the matter up with Thorbjorn, he replies as expected: 
" 'Pat mun pvi at eins, nema ek nd rdoahag via Melkorku'" (ibid.: " 'On 
one condition only will I do it, and that is if I get to marry Melkorka' "). 
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Similarly when the widowed Gudrun was living alone, we are told: 
I>orgils gaf ser mart til jlSrenda ut i sveitina; hann kom jafnan 
til Helgafells ok bauo sik til umsyslu mei5 Gui5runu. Hon t6k 
d pvi vel at eins ok litit af Qllu (!vii, 170-171: Thorgils found 
all sorts of excuses for errands out to the district and was always 
coming to Helgafell and offering his help to Gudrun. She took 
this in good part on the one hand but on the whole committed 
herself neither one way nor the other). 
When the matter of avenging Bolli's death is brought up, Gudrun informs 
Snorri that Thorgils will do it on one condition: 
"Rrett hefi ek petta a5r vi5 I>orgils, ok er, sem pvi se lokit, pvi at 
hann ger5i pann einn kost a, er ek vilda ekki a lira; en ekki f6r 
Porgils undan at hefna Bolla, ef hann ni:eoi raoahag vio mik" (]ix, 
178: "I have discussed this with Thorgils before, but that seems 
to be the end of it, for he stipulated that one thing which I didn't 
care to consider: he agreed to avenge Bolli if he got to marry 
me"). 
When Thorgils is approached a second time concerning the matter of the 
raid, he gives the expected answer: "'En allt er mer pat sama i hug ok fyrr, 
pa er vit hQfum petta att at tala; ef ek ndi rdoahag vio [Jik .. .'" (Ix, 180: "'I'm 
of the same mind as before when we talked this over; if I get to marry you .. .'"). 
The resemblance between the two paraliel relationships is obvious. Further-
more, both turn on deception through which each of the women accomplishes 
her objective.27 By marrying Thorbjorn and securing 6laf's journey abroad, 
Melkorka tricks Hoskuld; by beguiling Thorgils by means of a subterfuge, 
Gudrun makes certain the avenging of Bolli. The word-trick by which 
Gudrun dupes Thorgils into believing she will marry him has already been 
discussed, as well as the rdoahag repetition, 2 8 which appears again in the 
Thorbjorn-Melkorka example. In both instances of its occurrence it functions 
as a statement-confirmation pair. 
As has been noted in discussing pairs of brothers, likenesses frequently exist 
among members of a family, and resemblances both of character and event 
often span generations. Repetition so controls the associations that one 
generation would seem to set a pattern or precedent for, the next. So, for 
example, Hoskuld's journey to Norway is prefaced with the statement: 
' "[H9skuldr} lysir pvi, at hann i:etlar utan, en ]6runn varoveitir bu hans 
ok bQrn" (xi, 22: "Hoskuld announced that he was going abroad, and J6runn 
looked after the farm and children"). A similar statement marks a similar 
happening in the next generation: "Pat er sagt eitt var, at 6/dfr lysti pvi 
fyrir Porgeroi, at hann i:etlar utan, - 'vil ek, at pu varoveitir bu okkart ok 
bQrn'" (xxix, 77: "One spring 6laf announced to Thorgerd that he was going 
abroad, - 'and I want you to look after the farmstead and children'"). Careful 
reading reveals more than a surface likeness and shows Hoskuld to be a 
preparatory figure for his son 6laf. 2 9 Kjartan, too, in his turn is an image 
of his father 61af. Many details, some of which have already been remarked 
upon, point up the likenesses between father and son. When he is busy 
marrying off his mother in order to get means to go abroad, 6laf says he 
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cannot accompany his father to the Thing "because of things to attend to 
on the farm": "kvazk pat eigi mega fyrir busyslu" (xx, 51). Kjartan uses the 
same pretext when he declines to go to the party at Laugar: "Kjartan kvazk 
mundu heima vera at g.eta bus" (xliv, 134: "Kjartan said he would stay at home 
to take care of the farm"). Father and son show similar feelings regarding the 
marriage of Bolli and Gudrun. Olaf is reluctant to take part in the wedding 
feast: "Bolli bau5 Olafi, frrenda sfnum, en Olafr var pess ekki flj6tr ok f6r 
p6 at bam Bolla" (xliii, 130: "Bolli invited his kinsman Olaf; Olaf was not 
eager to go but went nonetheless after Bolli's pleading"). After Kjartan has 
found out about the marriage, he is disinclined to go to Laugar but like his 
father is persuaded: "Kjartan var trauor tit ok het p6 f eroinni at bam /Qour 
sins" (xlvi, 142: "Kjartan held back, but nonetheless promised to go after his 
father's pleading"). 
Furthermore, the modeling of Bolli Bollason upon Kjartan, already noted, 
carries the intra-family resemblances into the fourth generation. Both Olaf and 
Kjartan are something of dandies in their fondness for fine clothes and 
weapons, and Bolli Bollason carries the ostentation onward. The descriptions 
of these three heroes (xxi, 55; xliv, 134-135; and lxxvii, 225, respectively) 
bear striking resemblance, not surprising since Olaf is the model for Kjartan, 
and Bolli Bollason a second Kjartan. Both Olaf and Kjarran receive a sword 
as a konungsnautr (Olaf, xxi, 59 and xxiv, 69; Kjartan, xliii, 131-132 and 
xliv, 134) and clothing cut from scarlet (Olaf, xxii, 60 and xxiii, 64; Kjarran, 
xli, 124 and xliv, 134). The account of Bolli Bollason adds embellishment 
to the theme since he is described as wearing clothes of scarlet and velvet 
after his return from Miklagard (Constantinople), where he had received 
the velvet garments from the king (lxxvii, 225). Olaf, Kjartan, and Bolli 
Bollason are all asked by the king to remain in Norway at the court, and 
on departing each is sent off with high praise (xxii, 60; xiii, 130; lxxiii, 
213-214, respectively). Upon returning to Iceland, each decks himself out 
in his finery (xxiii, 64; xliv, 134; lxxvii, 225, respectively). 30 
With so much patent setting up of likenesses between characters, it is 
not surprising that the author also juxtaposes the main protagonists Kjartan 
and Gudrun and uses Repetition and marking of their superior qualities to 
underscore their affinity. From the beginning, for example, it is made clear 
that both surpass all others in Iceland. Kjartan is described as the "handsomest 
of all men ever to have been born in Iceland" (xxviii, 76: "Hann var allra 
manna frioastr, peira er /a:zk hafa a lslandi"). And Gudrun is said to be 
"the fairest of all women born and raised in Iceland" (xxxii, 86: "Hon var 
kvenna v.enst, er upp 6xu a lslandi"). The recurrent formulas allra manna 
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f rioastr and kvenna vamst carry special advantage in combination with the 
f rezk haf a a lslandi and upp 6xu a lslandi phrases which appear only in con-
nection with these two persons. Furthermore, both Kjartan and Gudrun bear 
the distinction of being "first" to introduce some of the Christian customs: 
Kjartan fasta5i purrt langafQstu ok ger5i pat at engis manns 
dremum her a landi, pvi at pat er s9gn manna, at hann hafi fyrstr 
manna fastat purrt her innanlands (xlv, 138: Kjarftan kept the dry 
fast during Lent; and thus did what no man had ever done before 
him in this country; for people say he was the first man here 
in this land to have so fasted). 
Gu5run ger5isk trukona mikil. Hon nam fyrst kvenna saltara a 
lslandi (lxxvi, 223: Gudrun became a women of great piety. She 
was the first woman in Iceland to learn the Psalter). 
Hon var fyrst nunna a lslandi ok einsetukona (lxxviii, 228: She was 
the first nun and hermitess in Iceland). 
In addition, both Kjartan and Gudrun have the superlative distinction of 
possessing kurteisi. 3 1 
Kjartan's and Gudrun's equality, however, is not only established through 
these superlatives. The author explicitly draws a comparison between them, 
linking it, by the way, with the [frezk hafa] upp 6xu a lslandi idea unique to 
them. So we are told: "Pat var allra manna mal, at me5 peim Kjartani ok 
Gu5runu pretti -vera mest jafnrceoi peira manna, er pa 6xu upp" (xxxix, 
112: "It was common talk that Kjartan and Gudrun seemed to be the most 
equally matched of all the young people then growing up"). In this connection 
it is interesting that repetition of the word jafnrceoi, turned negatively, neatly 
gives a clue to Hrefna's position in the saga and to her relationship with 
Kjartan: "'Pretti oss pat ra5ligast, at pu kvanga5isk, eptir pvi sem pu 
mreltir i fyrra sumar, p6tt per se eigi par me5 9llu jafnratoi, sem Hrefna 
er'" (xlv, 137: "'We feel the most advisable thing for you to do is to take 
a wife as you said you would last summer, even if Hrefna isn't an equal 
match for you in every respect'"). Again setting Kjartan and Gudrun up 
for equal comparison, the author employs the same idiom to describe their 
suppressed feelings for one another: "pvi at pat retlu5u flestir menn, at henni 
vatri enn mikil eftirsja [sic] at um Kjartan, po at hon hyloi yfir" (xliv, 134: 
"For most people suspected that she still pined greatly for Kjartan, even 
though she covered it up"). In this regard Thurid says to Kjartan: "'Pat 
er mer sagt, foendi, at pu ser heldr hlj65r vetrlangt; tala menn pat, at per 
muni i 1era eptirsjd at um Guorunu'" (xlv, 137: "'I've been told, kinsman, 
that you have been rather glum all winter; and talk has it that you probably 
are still pining after Gudrun'"). 
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Consideration of how repetition of the same or similar linguistic patterns 
serves to signal comparable situations or characteristics demonstrates the skill 
with which the author has used this third structural and formal element to 
promote unity of composition. By reinforcing, or even at times making first 
apparent, through the means of this device what is being discursively expressed, 
he has created a structured whole in which the concepts of matching or 
compensating underpin the composition. 
The compensatory idea behind Comparison finds expression in formal 
aspects of the saga other than verbal reechoings that compare and contrast 
characters and events. A preponderance of bargainings, the consistent appearance 
of grammatical correlatives and balanced syntactical constructions, the pre-
ference for the category of words representing evens and odds mirror in 
themselves the structural idea of the whole. And their meaningfulness within 
the saga is controlled by this whole, apart from any use they might have 
outside the saga. The bargaining process, the kaup, introduced in detail at the 
beginning of Chapter II, in particular aptly typifies the idea of comparing 
and balancing. It is therefore not surprising that bargainings of various kinds 
occur frequently throughout the saga. When, for example, Hoskuld buys the 
bondwoman Melkorka, the scales are brought out and the purse weighed 
against the price set for the concubine (xii, 24). Again, Ingjald makes a 
bargain with Th6rd to hand over the outlaw Th6r6lf (xiv, 32); Vigdis makes 
a bargain with Asgaut (xv, 33); 6laf bargains for the land at Hrappsstadir 
(xxiv, 67); Korkel bargains with Thorleik (xxxvi, 101); Hrut tries to bargain 
with Eldgrim to dissuade him from stealing Thorleik's studhorses (xxxvii, 
104); Balli and Th6rarin come to an agreement over the Tunga lands (xlvii, 
146); and Snorri and Gudrun give and take in their agreement to exchange 
property (lvi, 170). Gudrun's underhanded bargain with Thorgils (lxv, 195), 
6laf's bargaining with the servant girl in order to capture Sdgandi (xxxviii, 
109), and Th~rstein's attempt to bargain with Halld6r for the Hjardarholt 
lands (lxxv, 218) have already been discussed. 
Frequently something is thrown into the bargain to even the trade. So 
when Eldgr.im tries to bargain with Thorleik for the studhorses, he says: 
"'ek by<'> per jafnmQrg st65hross vi<'> ok me'oalauka nQkkurn'" (xxxvii, 103: 
" 'I'll offer you equally many studhorses in return and something more into 
the bargain' "). And Thorstein in trying to bargain with Halld6r for the 
Hjardarholt lands declares: "'Mun ek gefa per i m6ti pa sraMestu, at 
sremilig se, ok par i milli, sem vit ver<Sum a sattir'" (lxxv, 219: "'In exchange 
I will give you property which would be reasonable and fair, and into the 
bargain whatever we can come to an agreement on'"). Thus we see that 
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the natural course of bargaining with its concept of evening sides is turned 
to effective, formal function within the artistic whole. 
Again here a negative side makes itself apparent in that frequently 
bargainings and arguments end in an impasse. An idiom effectively repeated 
signals these deadlocks: "ok p6tti sinn veg hvdrum" (xiv, 29: "And each would 
see it only his way.") 3 2 
In recognition of equalities or inequalities, for example, in compensations 
and weregild, in consideration of the worth of men, in sales of land, in horse 
trades, and in marriage agreements, social and legal convention fits into the 
pattern of equalized balance. This aspect also neatly comes to the fore, as when 
Snorri and Gudrun meet together for discussion of Bolli's revenge: "Snorri 
bra skj6tt vi5 ok rei5 pegar vit', annan mann .... :Pau k6mu par mj9k jafn-
snimma. Fylgt5i ok einn maor Gut',runu" (!ix, 176: "Snorri was quick to 
respond and rode at once with one other man .... They [Snorri and Gudrun} 
arrived at almost the same time. One other was also in Gudrun's company"). 
Payment of indemnity for the killing of Bolli is made at a prearranged 
meeting between representatives of both sides - and again balancing is 
precise: "Pa kom Snorri gocSi me5 peim Bollasonum, ok varu alls fimmtan 
saman: jafnmargir komu peir Steinp6rr ti! m6tsins" (lxxi, 210-211: "Snorri 
Godi came with Bolli's sons in a party of fifteen. Steinth6r came to the 
meeting with equally many"). This type of formulation shows how the legal 
code and other ethical obligations coincide with the author's purposes. So 
when Gudrun presses for revenge, one by one are named men whose lives 
might compensate for the loss of Bolli. And Snorri's comment is significant: 
"Er s9k vi5 Lamba, p6tt hann vreri drepinn, en eigi pykki mer 
Bolla hefnt at heldr, ok eigi mun peira Bolla slikr munr gQrr i 
stettum, sem vert er, ef peim vi gum er saman jafnat" (!ix, 177: 
"There is reason enough that Lambi be killed, but it doesn't seem 
to me that Bolli will be any the more revenged for that, for in 
the peace terms there will not be due account taken of the disparity 
between Lambi and Bolli, if these two killings are equated one 
with the other"). 
That a similar approach determines popular comparisons of the worth of 
men shows up in Queen Gunnhild's estimation of Hrut: 
En Guunhildr dr6ttning lag5i sva miklar mretur a hann, at hon 
belt engi bans jafningja innan hir5ar, hvarki f or5rum ne 95rum 
hlutum; en po at mannjafnaor vreri haf5r ok ti! agretis manna 
talat, pa var pat 9llum m9nnum au5srett, at Gunnhildi p6tti 
hyggjuleysi ti! ganga eoa 9fund, ef n9kkurum manni var ti! Hruts 
jafnat (xix, 44: And Queen Gunnhild esteemed him so highly that 
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in her opinion no one in the guard equaled him, be it in word or 
deed. And whenever talk ran to the comparison of men and 
their merits, it was easy for everyone to see that Gunnhild 
ascribed it to stupidity or envy if any man was said to equal 
Hrut). 
The frequency with which the word jafn- in all its compounds and varia-
tions appears in the saga affords evidence of the author's intent. 33 The sale 
of the Hrappsstadir lands is ekki jafna()arkaup (xxiv, 67: not an even trade); 
Eldgrfm offers jafnm9rg studhorses in trade (xxxvii, 103: equally many); 
Hrut, too, offers to even the bargain since the horses are ekki jafng6rJ (xxxvii, 
104: not equally good); Osvff reminds Thorvald that he and Gudrun are 
eigi jafnmenni (xxxiv, 93: not an equal match); and, as has been noted, 
Gudrun and Kjartan are mest jafnrcet5i (xxxix, 112: most equally matched), 
whereas Kjartan and Hrefna are eigi jafnrtec>i (xlv, 137: not equally matched). 
Even the concurrence in time, jafnsnimma, fits into the schematism, as we 
shall presently see. 3 4 
Even though the saga aims toward a balance, jafn-compounds usually 
combine with a negative to suggest that a balance is not readily attainable. 
Gudrun herself hints at the futility of the endeavor: "'Vera kann, at ver Him 
ekki ja/nmteli af peim Laxdrelum, en gjalda skal nu einhverr afra5, i hverjum 
dal sem hann byr'" (lix, 177: "'It may well be that we can't even the score 
exactly with these Laxdalers, but now someone must pay dearly, no matter 
from what dale he comes' "). 
In addition to the concept of comparison expressed by jafn-words, a pre-
occupation with instances of weighing the odds and sizing up disparity in 
numbers is marked by the frequent occurrence of munr and li-Osmunr. 3 5 
How Hrut bolstered the courage of his men in the stand against the Laxdalers 
is representative: "FQrunautar Hruts SQg5u, at lit5smunr myndi vera. Hrutr 
kvazk pat ekki hir5a; kva5 pa pvi verrum fQrum fara skyldu, sem peir vteri 
fleiri" (xix, 46: "Hrut's followers said the odds were against them. Hrut 
replied he did not mind that, declaring that they would fare the worse the 
more there were of them"). Distinctive in the saga are similar sentences 
constructed on syntactic parallelisms and grammatical comparatives such as 
"the more ... the better" or "the more ... the worse." An almost architectonic 
symmetry results. The pattern may be clearly observed in the reactions of 
Jorunn and of Hoskuld when they learn Melkorka's name and background, 
neatly bringing the two of them into opposition: "var Jorunn hvergi betr vi5 
hana en a5r, en HQskuldr nokkuru fleiri" (xiii, 28: "Jorunn was in no wise 
kindlier toward the bondwoman now than before, but Hoskuld somewhat more 
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so"). Olaf's reception by rhe king and by Gunnhild is formulated according to a 
similar pattern: "Olafr Hoskuldsson kom nu ti! hir(')ar Haralds konungs, ok t6k 
konungr honum vel, en Gunnhildr miklu betr" (xxii, 60: "Olaf Hoskuldsson 
came now to King Harald's court and the king gave him good welcome and 
Gunnhild an even better one"). Here, too, the lesser value of vel is apparent. 
The report of Hrapp's ghost-walking balances content with form: "En sva 
illr sem hann var vil5reignar, j,d er hann lifoi, pa j6k nu miklu vi<'>, er hann 
var dauor, pvi at hann gekk mj9k aper" (xvii, 39: "But mean as he had been 
to deal with when he was alive, it got to be even worse now that he was 
dead, for he walked again a great deal"). Balanced syntax again accentuates 
the opposition between the brothers Ingjald and Hall: 
Ekki varu peir bm:15r sampykkir optast; p6tti Ingjaldi Hallr Utt 
vilja sik semja i sio dugandi manna, en Halli J16tti lngjaldr litt 
vilja sitt rdo hefja ti! j1roska (xiv, 28-29: These two brothers 
were almost always in disagreement. Ingjald thought Hall showed 
little willingness to conform to the ways of accountable men, and 
Hall thought Ingjald showed little willingness to help him improve 
his lot). 
Similarly, the party plans of Olaf and Osvif are counterpoised and the 
honors paid to each are made equal: 
Pat sumar hafoi Olafr heimboc'i halfum manaoi fyrir vetr. Osvifr 
haf<'>i ok bo5 stofnar at vetrn6ttum; bauc'i pa hvarr f1eira Qorum 
ti! sin me{) sva marga menn, sem pa pcetti hvdrum mestr s6mi 
at vera (xlvi, 139: That summer Olaf held a feast at his farm half 
a month before winter set in. Osvif also had a feast planned for 
the time of the Winter Nights, Each asked the other with as 
many guests as would do each of them most honor). 
And in Thorgils' arguments for and against Lambi's guilt, parallel syntax 
weighs and balances social justice: 
"Ferr jJat saman, at j,u ert sakbitinn i meira lagi, fyrir pvi 
at pu eggjaoir mj9k, at Bolli vreri drepinn, var ok via /1ik i 
meira lagi varkunn, pegar er leio sonu Olafs" (!xi, 182-183: "You 
are all the more guilt-laden because you urged strongly that Bolli 
be slain; on the other hand, next to Olaf's sons, you had the 
greatest justification for it"). 
Thorleik's comment when he learns that Hrut has killed Eldgrim syntactic-
ally balances cause and effect: "f:>orJeikr kva<') J1at bte°<'Ji vera, at honum hafoi 
illt til gen git, enda myndi eigi gott i m6ti koma" (xxxvii, 105: "Thorleik 
said two things were certain: something ill had proil)pted him to do it and 
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nothing good would come of it in return"). And Kjartan's formulation of 
his eagerness to become a Christian equates the desires of both sides: "'ok 
fyrir engan mun ma konungi nu tioara til vera, at ek taka vio trunni, en 
mer er at lata skirask'" (xl, 122: "'And now the king by no means can be 
more eager for me to accept the faith than I am to have myself baptized'"). 
Frequently, as seen in other places, expressions of balancing are represented 
by an interchange of antonyms: "[◊la.fr] kval'S betra vera at fa skj6ta scemo en 
langa sviviroing" (xxi, 59: "6Iaf said it was better to have short-lived fame 
than long-termed shame"). 
The many instances of sharing and dividing found in the saga also serve 
to promote the pattern of equilibrium. Half-interest in the ownership 
of vessels is a frequent motif, 3 6 and other illustrations such as the following 
could be cited: Kjartan and Ka.If own in common the wares they bring back 
from Norway (xliv, 133-134); Hall and Th6r6lf argue over the dividing of 
a catch of fish (xiv, 29); Hoskuld and Thorkel Trefil both keep all of an 
inheritance although another person claims half (viii, 16; xviii, 42, respectively); 
Unn is invited with half her company by one brother and with her whole 
party by the other (v, 8-9); Hrut drives off twenty head of Hoskuld's cattle 
and leaves the same number behind (xix, 45). 
Also found repeatedly in the saga is a concept of two-ness. Expressions such 
as tveimr, tveir kostir ( two reasons, two choices), annathvart ( one of two 
things), hvarrtveggja (each of two), bteoi ... ok (both ... and), hvarki ... ne 
(neither ... nor) occur with notable consistency. Although these expressions 
can be found in every saga, their conspicuously frequent appearance in Laxdcela 
saga seems to suggest unusual preference and significance, particularly when 
considered in combination with the other structural and stylistic elements. 
As a piece of literature, the saga pre,ents a unified whole, in which the 
individual elements mutually reflect and control each other. In this instance 
it is as if the author, consciously or unconsciously, selected the ordinary 
materials of his language - the stock phrases as it were - which best 
suited his pattern. 
Choice between two alternatives often appears and supports the idea of 
weighing and comparing. The saga opens with Ketil Flamose's putting before 
his family the alternatives open to them in face of King Harald's hostility: 
" 'Lizk mer sva, sem oss se tveir kostir gQrvir, at flyja land el'Sa vera drepnir 
hverr i sinu rumi'" (ii, 4: "'As I see it, we have two choices: to flee the 
country or be slain, each under his own roof'"). When Kjartan decides that 
he wants the Tunga lands, he says to Th6rarin: " 'ger nu annathvart, at 
pu handsala mer pegar landit at pvilikum kostum, sem pu hefir asattr orl'Sit 
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vio aora, eoa bu sjalfr a landi pinu ella'" (xlvii, 147: "'Now you can do 
one of two things: either give me your hand right here and now on the sale 
of this land and on the same terms as you have agreed upon with others, or 
stay put on your land yourself"). When the news of Kjartan's action reaches 
Laugar, Gudrun also uses alternatives to prod Balli: 
"Sva viroisk mer, Bolli, sem Kjartan hafi per g<;m tvd kosti, n9k-
kuru har5ari en hann geroi P6rarni, at pu munt lata veroa 
herao petta me(') lit!um soma dSa syna pik a einhverjum fundi 
ykkrum n9kkuru 6sl.era en pu hefir fyrr verit" (ibid.: "It seems 
to me, Bolli, as if Kjartan were giving you two choices, and 
somewhat harder ones than he gave Th6rarin. Either you will 
have to leave this district with little honor, or else show yourself 
somewhat less easygoing in some one of your encounters than 
you have up until now"). 
When An tells his portentous dream before Kjartan's departure from H61, 
Aud cautions Kjartan, saying: 
"Eigi parf at spotta petta sva mj9k; er pat mitt tillag, at Kjar-
tan geri annathvdrt, at hann dvelisk her lengr, en ef hann vill 
ri5a, pa rioi hann mel5 meira lio hel5an en hingat" (xlviii, 149: 
"There's no call for scoffing at this so much. My advice is that 
Kjartan should do one of two things: either stay here longer, or 
if he insists on going, then he should ride away with more men 
than he came with"). :i 7 
This consciousness of doubleness occurs, as might be expected, whenever 
two sides are set up for comparison; for example: "B9rousk vel hvarirtveggju 
um hrio" (xix, 46: "Both [each of two] sides fought well for a while"); 
"'petta er hvdrstveggja ykkar s6mi'" (xix, 48: "'This would do credit to you 
both'"); "'brautgangss9k hvarttveggja'" (xxv, 96: "'in either case grounds 
for divorce'"); "en honum var krert vio hvdratveggju" (xlvii, 146: "And he 
was friendly to both sides"); "Peir sa hvaratveggju, Laugamenn i fyrirsatinni 
ok pa Kjartan" (xlix, 152: "They saw both sides, the Laugar men in ambush 
and Kjartan and his companions"); "Ur5u pa hvdrirtveggju sarir, 6svifrssynir 
ok An" (xlix, 153: "Then both sides were wounded, Osvifs sons and An"); 
"'ok er pa eigi synt, hvarra vrenna er'" (!xiii, 190: "'And then there's no 
telling which of the two things is the more likely'"); ok p6ttu hvarirtveggju 
hafa vaxit af pessum malum" (lxxi, 211: "And both sides were thought 
to have gained in honor from these affairs"). 
Many other elements in the saga involve an "either ... or," a "botlh ... 
and," or a "neither ... nor," come in pairs or are in some way doubled. When, 
for example, J6runn queries Hoskuld about Melkorka, she says: 
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"!Jar mun tveimr skipta, at sa kvittr mun loginn, er fyrir mik 
er kominn, ec'ia pu munt hafa talat vie'\ hana jafnmart sem spurt 
hafa hana at nafni" (xiii, 26: "That will be one of two things: 
either the rumor that has come tO my ears is a lie, or you will 
have spoken with her enough to have at least asked her her name"). 
When Melkorka outwits Hoskuld, she gloats because he will be doubly 
discomfited: 
"Er pat ok ti! kostar, at H9skuldi muni pa tveir hlutir illa lika, 
pa er hann spyrr hz·drttveggja, at pu ert af landi farinn, en ek 
manni gipt" (xx, 50: "And what will make it even better is that 
Hoskuld won't be very happy on two scores, when he learns that 
you have left the country and I am married"). 
Thorkel Eyjolfsson gives Snorri two reasons for his reluctance to woo Gudrun 
(!viii, 174), and later Snorri proves tO him that "'both obstacles have been 
removed'" (!xviii, 200: "'Er nu ok af ra<Sinn hvdrrtveggi hlutrinn' ").:l 8 Kjar-
tans' st0len sheath is never found, Hrefna's headdress disappears, and Kjartan 
demands the return of both articles: "'po vii ek nu hafa hvdrntveggja'" (xlvi, 
143: "'I now want both of them back'"). When Thorkel is shipwrecked, 
people observe his precarious sailing from "both sides" of the fjord, and the 
wreckage drifts to "both sides": "Sa menn ferc'\ina af hvdrutveggja landinu . 
. . . Var pa rekinn vic'\a kominn um eyjarnar ok sva ti! hvcirrartveggju strandar" 
(lxxvi, 222-223). 
In addition to these examples of twoness, the lists of correlatives, a pairing 
up of qualities of all kinds, using b/,(;t'Ji ... ok=rn or its negative counterpart 
hvcirki [eigi, ekki, engi] ... ne 411 become impressively long. These stylistic 
preferences, far from revealing the author's private idiosyncracies, support 
rather the deliberately planned structural pattern of his saga and may or 
may not be relevant elements in other works that could be attributed to him. 
Laxdwla saga might almost be said both in content and form and in larger 
and smaller units t0 have been constructed on comparisons, juxtapositions, and 
equalizations. The author has organized his material and his language to this 
end, creating similar incidents and similar characters, repeating phrases, in-
troducing contrasts into the same pattern, arranging the dialogues, and even 
selecting those events and social forms which best develop the idea. Repetition as 
Comparison, on the one hand, points up a likeness between events and characters, 
such as the ghost-walkings of Hrapp and Hallbjorn, or the affinity between Kjar-
tan and Gudrun, or emphasizes a gradual enhancement of analogous qualities in 
the successive generations: Hoskuld-6iaf, 6iaf-Kjartan; Kjartan-Bolli Bollason. 
On the other hand, the comparison may underscore a dissimilarity at the 
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same time it makes the opposites equal: the two swords Footbiter and 
Konungsnaut, Kjartan's and Myrkjartan's forces, the pairs of inimical brothers, 
bargainings, and the like. Substitutions within the patterned idioms, antonyms, 
negative reversals, syntactically balanced constructions also lend precision to 
the parallel or contrastive comparisons. 
From the consideration of so many likenesses and repetitions, it is but a step 
to suggesting that the author has created type-scenes and type-characters. Yet 
descriptions of episodes or characters are marked by an admixture of the 
linguistic elements they hold in common, so there is rarely a close, point 
by point correspondence between model and counterpart. Individual elements 
of a scene appear scrambled, not altogether in the sequence of the preparatory 
appearance of the linguistic units. Separate motifs in the Eldgrim episode, 
for instance, appear again in Bolli's presentation of the studhorses and in 
the bargaining for the Hjardarholt lands. 
Personality traits likewise are distributed, most obviously in the m1xmg 
and matching of the three sets of brothers, but also in the likenesses to be 
noted between Melkorka-Vigdis, Vigdis-Gudrun, Gudrun-Thorgerd (the latter 
to be discussed in the next chapter), and ochers. The characters in the saga 
are "gemischte Kopfe," to use Heusler's phrase. Nonetheless, through the 
limited number of components that have been established, the illusion of 
stereotypes is created. So 6laf Feilan, Hoskuld, Olaf Peacock, Bolli Bollason 
all have something of a Kjartan in them; and Unn, J6runn, Vigdis, Melkorka, 
and Thorgerd are not much different from Gudrun. The associative bonds 
extend in multiple directions. 
Especially notable within the author's schematism are the verbal similarities 
that make an earlier situation a model or forerunner for a later one. The 
likenesses between the persons that run from generation to generation also 
exemplify this. Such preparatory episodes ( or agents) are subsequently re-
cognized as standing in either parallel or contrastive relationship to later 
incidents. This type of preparation with subsequent counterpart reminds one 
again of the prophecy-fulfillment, statement-confirmation aspect of the 
structure. 
This characteristic also makes it easier to grant the long introductory portion 
of the saga its indispensable place. By exhibiting to the audience representative 
happenings - schemes for marriages and divorces, quarrels over inheritances, 
piques, umbrages, and resentments - by introducing charaeters who are 
difficult, prideful, not wanting to be worsted or who are paragons among 
men, handsome and accomplished, the first part of the saga sets the pattern 
and tone for similar motifs and personages in the central theme and for a kind 
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of recapitulation in the third part. It might thus almost be said to function 
as prophecy. 
Structurally and formally the composition presents a fitness and balance 
in which the word patterns themselves, abstracted from their discursive content, 
present a concept of determinism and compensation which are wholly analogous 
to the idea of fateful necessity and the ethical demand for equal revenge. The 
audience is led into a world of limited and controlled relationships, of exact 
correspondences, where artistic necessity dictates the possibilities and the 
word choices. Equalization and compensatory balance are only temporary, 
however; the lust for vengeance continues in a sequence which also finds its 
symbolic expression in the structure of the saga. 
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IV 
TRIPLETS AND QU ADR UP LETS: 
CONTRAPUNTAL VARIATION 
Investigation of the structural and formal elements concomitantly has shown 
how LaxdOJla saga falls into three distinct parts, and how the action revolves 
around three central characters. Analysis of the narration readily discloses the 
tripartite occurrence of other components: first, three parties at which three 
incidents occur which serve to widen the breach between the families of Olaf 
and Osvff; second, three goadings in which Thorgerd Egilsd6ttir and Gudrun 
Osvffsd6ttir are the protagonists; and third, three slayings which result from 
the goadings. In addition, three drownings and three sales of land attract 
particular attention. In the case of the three parties, veiled hints indicate in 
an ingenious manner the incipient causal connections that set off the chain 
reaction. And as elsewhere, in all of these series of triplets can be discerned 
lexical repetitions and repeated motif patterns. The triplet repeatings further-
more often carry with them reversals, variation through increment and 
embellishment and regroup into parallels and contrasts. These aspects also show 
up to a marked degree in the set of examples labeled quadruplets. Overlapping 
of function and integration of the structural elements in the saga will become 
patent in the course of the discussion of these major components. 
The Parties 
Partying back and forth was part of the way of life pictured in the saga, 
and the friendly exchange between the farms of Olaf and Osvif represents 
existent good feeling: "Vinatta var ok mikil md5 peim Olafi ok Osvifri 
ok jafnan heimboo" (xxxix, 112: "There was also great friendship between 
Olaf and Osvif and always partying back and forth"), When Kjartan returns 
from abroad, there is nothing to suggest that conditions are changed: 
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Peir O!afr ok Osvifr heldu inum sama hami um heimbot'>; skyldu 
sitt hausr hvarir aora heim srekja. Petta haust skyldi vera boo 
at Laugum, en Olafr til srekja ok peir Hjarohyltingar (xliv, 134: 
Olaf and Osvif kept up their custom of inviting each other back 
and forth. Every fall one of them was to visit the other. This fall 
the feast was to be at Laugar, and Olaf and the Hjardholters were 
to come). 
Upon their arrival at Laugar, the semblance of congeniality prevails: 
Balli gekk at Kjartani ok minntisk til hans. Kjartan t6k kveoju 
hans. Eptir pat var peim inn fylgt. Balli er vio pa inn kdtasti 
(xiv, 135: Bolli went toward Kjartan and kissed him, and Kjartan 
acknowledged his greeting. After that they were seen into the 
house. Balli was most gay with them). 
Yet the dissimulation implicit in the superlative inn kdtasti undoubtedly 
contains a clue that all is not as well as may seem. 1 When Kjartan then 
refuses Bolli's present of the studhorses, the joviality of the feast is broken, 
and the Hjardholters go home meo engri bliou (in no friendliness, with ill 
feeling). Throughout the saga the positive meo allri bliou (in all friendliness) 2 
has so conditioned the audience that the unexpected negative form lends even 
more serious portent to the incident. Things are quiet, however, ok er nu 
kyrrt, a condition which, as already been noted, is in itself portentous. The 
tone has been set for the parties which follow. 
The next party is at Hjardarholt. Here, Kjartan displays his irritation, first 
by openly slighting Gudrun in the matter of seating arrangements, and 
second by denying her req uesr to see the headdress. :i Later on, however, 
Gudn'.m inveigles the guileless Hrefna into letting her see the precious headdress 
which Kjartan had brought from Norway for his intended bride. She 
contemplates the headdress without a word. It is a silence that speaks volumes. 
Clearly she feels cheated of both husband and headdress and at the same time 
is characteristically envious of anyone's owning finery costlier than hers. 4 
The merrymaking of the party continues: "F6r par fram glet'>i ok skemmtan." 
As observed above in connection with kdtr, unmistakably there are under-
tones." 
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When Kjartan·s prized sword disappears, the situation is not improved: 
Sioan ge)ck hann ti! rums sins, par sem sveroit hafoi verit, ok var 
J>d d brottu. Hann gekk pegar at segja f eor sinum /Jessa svipan. 
O!afr m,elti: "Her skulu ver fara meo sem hlj6oast" (xlvi, 140: 
Afterwards he went back to his bed-closet where he had left the 
sword, and it was gone. Straightway he went to tell his father 
of this loss. Olaf said: "Let's go about this as quietly as possible"). 
An the White recovers the sword in a swamp, but the scabbard is missing 
and is never found. Kjartan harbors deep resentment; and although "things 
were left in quiet about this" (xlvi, 142: "Var nu latit kyrrt yfir pessu"), hard 
feelings have been increased and the party spoiled. 
What was left unsaid by Gudrun at Hjardarholt sets the stage for the 
return invitation to laugar. No sooner had the guests arrived, than the 
headdress, which Hrefna had reluctantly brought along, disappears: 
En um morgininn, er konur skyldu taka buna5 sinn, pa leitar 
Hrefna at motrinum, ok var pa i brottu pa5an, sem hon haf5i 
var5veitt, ok var pa vi5a leitat ok fannsk eigi .... Hrefna sagtH 
nu Kjartani, at motrinn var horfinn. Hann svarar ok kva5 eigi 
hregt blur i at eiga at greta til me5 peim ok ba5 hana nu lata vera 
kyrrt, segir sioan /¢our sinum, um hvat at leika var. Olafr svarar: 
"Enn vilda ek sem fyrr, at pu letir vera ok hja per H5a petta 
vandrre5i; mun ek leita eptir pessu i hlj6oi" (xlvi, 143: But in 
the morning when the women were to put on their finery, Hrefna 
looked for her headdress and it was gone from where she had 
put it away. They searched high and low for it, but it could not 
be found .... Hrefna now told Kjartan that the headdress had 
disappeared. He replied by saying it was a delicate matter to 
attend to with them and bade her keep things quiet. Then he 
told his father what was afoot. Olaf replied: "I would still like you 
to let the matter ride as we did before and go on as though 
nothing had happened. I will look into this on the quiet"). 
Kjartan, however, is no longer content to let matters rest and delivers an 
ultimatum to Balli: 
"l>ik kvel'i ek at pessu, Balli frrendi; pu munt vilja gera til var 
drengiligar he<')an f fra en hingat til; mun ek petta ekki i 
hlj6omceli f rera, pvi at pat er nu at margra manna viti um hvQrf 
pau, er her hafa orl'iit, er ver hyggjum, at i y5varn gar5 hafi run-
nit" (ibid.: "I'm calling on you, kinsman Bolli, henceforth to 
show yourself more willing to treat us honorably than you have 
hitherto. I am not going to keep this quiet, for it is now common 
knowledge that things have been disappearing hereabouts which 
we believe have found their way into your keep"). 
The episodes dealing with the thefts are obviously patterned after one 
another (N. B. the sem fyrr). The triple occurrence of sem hlj6oast, i hlj6t,i, 
and ekki i hlj6om.eli represents a type of repetition whereby the first two 
form a pair of parallels in relationship to which the third stands in contrast. 
This special type of threefold repetition will be discussed presently. 
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The Goadings 
The marked similarity both in style and wording and also in motifs and 
progression of the three episodes which depict attempts by Gudrun or 
Thorgerd to incite actions of vengeance - Gudrun's pressing for the death 
of Kjartan, Thorgerd's nagging for revenge for Kjartan, and Gudrun's plotting 
for revenge for Balli - would indicate that the scenes have been executed 
according to a pattern. The approach, the development, and the conclusions 
in each case are much the same. Corresponding themes and arguments in 
all three goadings will be indicated by letters in brackets. 
The series begins with Gudrun's tirade against her slothful brothers: 
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"Gott skaplyndi hefi'ii per fengit, ef per vteri-0 dwtr einshvers 
b6nda [motif a] ok lata hvarki at yi'ir veri'ia gagn ne mein; en slika 
sviviri'iing ok SkQmm, sem Kjartan hefir yi'ir gQrt, pa sofi per 
eigi at minna, at hann rii'ii her hja gari'ii vi5 annan mann, ok hafa 
slikir menn mikit svinsminni; pykki mer ok rekin van [motif b], 
at per pori5 Kjartan heim at srekja, ef per pori5 eigi at finna hann 
nu, er hann ferr vi5 annan mann e5a prii'ija, en per siti5 hei-
ma ok latii'i vrenliga ok eru5 re h¢lzti margir." 6spakr kva5 
hana mikit af taka, en vera illt til motmrela, ok spratt hann upp 
pegar ok klreddisk, ok hverr peira brre5ra at Qi'irum. Si5an 
bjuggusk peir at sitja fyrir Kjartani. Pa ba5 Gu5run Bolla til 
feri'iar me5 peim. Bolli kva5 ser eigi sama fyrir frrendsemis sakar 
vi5 Kjartan ok tjai'ii, hversu astsamliga 6lafr haf5i hann upp 
freddan. Gudrun svarar: "Satt segir pu pat, en eigi muntu bera 
giptu til at gera sva, at Qllum pykki vel, ok mun lokit okkrum 
samfQrum, ef pu skersk undan f9rinni [motif c}." Ok vi5 fortQlur 
Gu5runar miklatJi Botti fyrir ser fjandskap allan [motif d] a 
hendr Kjartani ok sakar ok vapna5isk si5an skjott, ok ur5u 
niu saman (xlviii, 150). 
("It would have suited your dispositions just right if you had 
been daughters of some farmer or other, the way you act, not 
turning a hand either to help or hinder. Such insult and shame 
as Kjartan has done to you, and you nonetheless go on sleeping 
although he is riding right past your door with but one other 
man in his company. The likes of you have memories about as 
long as a swine's. As far as I can see there's no hope of your 
ever getting up enough courage to attack Kjartan on his home 
ground, if you don't even dare meet up with him now when 
he is traveling with but a man or two. But you just sit at home 
making bold talk and are too many for any good use." 6spak 
said she used very strong language, but that he was hard put for 
an argument. So he jumped up at once and dressed, as did each 
of the brothers one after the other. They then laid plans to waylay 
Kjartan, and Gudrun asked Bolli, too, to go along. Bolli said it 
was not right for him to go, because of his kinship with Kjartan, 
and reminded her with what loving kindness Olaf had brought 
him up. Gudrun answered: "What you say is true, but it can't 
be your good fortune to please everybody. And our conjugal life 
together will be finished if you refuse this." Through Gudrun's 
persuasions, all the hateful things he had suffered at Kjartan's 
hands loomed large inside Bolli and he quickly took up his 
weapons. They were a party of nine altogether.) 
A corresponding development characterizes the episode in which Thorgerd, 
Kjartan's mother, goads her other sons to avenge the slaying of Kjartan. 
The four themes found in Gudrun's harangue (although not in the same 
order) and two added motifs e and f occur in Thorgerd's goadings and in 
the plans for a raid on Bolli. Thorgerd, like Gudrun, opens her attack by 
bemoaning the hopelessness of the situation and pointing up the difference 
m numbers: 
"Mun yor fjarri fara brreorum [motif b}, at per muni5 par til 
hefnda leita, sem ofrefli er fyrir, er per geti5 eigi launat sin tillQg 
slikum mannfylum, sem Forkell er" (Iii, 160: "Far be it from 
you brothers ever to seek out revenge where the odds are against 
you, if you can't even pay back scoundrels like Thorkel for what 
they have done"). 
Her naggings goad her sons into slaying Thorkel of Hafratindar. Thorgerd, 
however, will not be quiet until Bolli is killed: 
l>a sneri :Porger5r hestinum upp at brenum ok spuroi: "Hvat 
heitir brer sja?"B Halld6rr svarar: "l>ess spyrr pu eigi af pvi, 
m6c5ir, at eigi vitir pu a5r; sja brer heitir i Tungu." "Hverr byr 
her?" segir hon. Hann svarar: "Veiztu pat, m65ir." l>a segir 
Porger5r ok bles vi5: "Veit ek at visu," segir hon, "at her byr 
Bolli, br65urbani y5varr, ok fur5u 61ikir ur5u per y5rum frren-
dum gQfgum, er per vili5 eigi hefna pviliks br65ur, sem Kjartan 
var, ok eigi myndi sva gera Egill, m65urfa5ir y5varr, ok er illt 
at eiga da5lausa sonu; ok vist tetla ek yor til pess betr fellda, 
at per vterio dretr [motif a} fQ5ur y5vars ok vreri5 giptar. Kemr 
her at pvi, Halld6rr, sem mrelt er, at einn er au5kvisi rettar hverrar, 
ok su er mer au5srest 6gipta Olafs, at honum glap5isk sva mjQk 
sonaeignin; kve5 ek pik af pvi at pessu, Halld6rr," segir hon, 
"at pu pykkisk mest fyrir y5r brre5rum. Nu munu ver aptr 
snua, ok var petta ¢rendit mest, at minna yor a petta, ef per 
mynoio eigi aor [motif e}. l>a svarar Halld6rr: "Ekki munu ver 
per pat kenna, m65ir, p6tt oss li5i 6r hug petta." Halld6rr sva-
rar her fa um, ok p6 prutnaoi honum mjQk moor til Bolla [motif 
d} (liii, 161-162). 
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(Then Thorgerd headed her horse up toward the farm and asked: 
"What farm is this?" Halld6r answered: "You aren't asking this, 
mother, because you don't already know. This farm is called 
Tunga." "Who lives there?" she asked. He answered: "That you 
know, too, mother." Then Thorgerd answered with a sneer: "I 
do indeed," she said, "there lives Balli, your brother's slayer. You 
have certainly turned out very differently from your noble 
kinsmen, if you don't want to avenge such a brother as Kjartan 
was. Never would Egil, your mother's father, have acted this 
way. It's an ill thing to have shirkers for sons. Indeed, to my 
mind it would have suited you better had you been daughters to 
your father and were married off. It just goes to prove the old 
saying: 'there's a black sheep in every family.' The way I see 
it, 6laf's greatest misfortune clearly lies in the fact that he was 
cheated when it came to the kind of sons he got. I'm telling this 
to you, Halld6r, because you regard yourself as the foremost of 
your brothers. Now let us turn back, for the sole purpose of my 
coming out here was just to remind you of this, in case you 
didn't remember it before.'' Then Halld6r answered: "It certainly 
won't be any fault of yours, mother, if it should slip our minds." 
Other than that Halld6r had little to say about it, but all the same 
a fiery hate against Balli welled up inside him.) 
Thorgerd's barb works: since they can no longer stand their mother's 
constant egging, the brothers make plans to attack Balli: 
Nu segir Halld6rr Bar5a i hlj65i, at peir br~5r ret!a at fara at 
Bolla, ok s9g5usk eigi lengr pola f ryju m6our sinnar [motif fJ; 
- "er ekki pvi at leyna, Bar5i frrendi, at mj9k var undir 
heimbotii viti pik, at ver vildim her ti! hafa pitt li5sinni ok 
brautargengi" (liv, 163: Halld6r now told Bardi on the quiet 
that he and his brothers meant to attack Bolli, saying they could 
no longer stand their mother's taunts. "It is not to be denied, 
kinsman Bardi, that a great part of the reason we asked you 
home with us was that we wanted to have your backing and 
support in this"). 
Bardi is reluctant to join them because (like Balli) he hesitates to break faith 
with kinsmen, but again, like Balli, he does not refuse (motif c): 
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Pa svarar Bartii: "Illa mun pat fyrir mrelask, at ganga a srettir 
viti frrendr sina .... Pykki mer viti petta allt saman 6au5s6ttligt." 
Halld6rr segir: "Hins munu ver purfa, at torvelda ekki petta ma.I 
fyrir ass; ... vrenti ek ok, frrendi, at pu skerisk eigi undan fer() 
pessi me() oss [motif c ]" ( ibid.: Bardi answered: "People will 
speak harshly of breaking faith with one's kinsmen .... All in all 
it strikes me as no easy task." Halld6r said: "There's no need 
to make this appear more difficult for us than it is; ... I expect, 
kinsman, you won't refuse undertaking this with us"). 
In the third goading, when Gudrun seeks to spur her sons to avenge 
Balli, motifs from the two previous scenes reappear. First, because of hate 
(motif d), Gudrun schemes with Snorri: "'En eigi ma ek vita, at pessir 
menn siti um kyrrt allir, er ek hefi at5r penna fjdndskap miklat d hendr'" 
(lix, 177-178: "''But I can't stand seeing those men against whom I have 
been nurturing my hate all along left to sit in peace'"). Then she reveals her 
plans to her sons, and to prod them into action employs a forceful reminder 
- presenting Bolli's bloody clothes (motif e, an alternate to Thorgerd's ride 
to Tunga); and her sons also cannot stand her taunts (motif f): 
Fam n6ttum si5ar en Gu5.run haf<Si heim komit, heimti hun [sic} 
sonu sina ti! mals vi<S sik i laukagar<S sinn; en er peir koma par, 
sja peir, at par varu breidd ni<Sr Iinkhe5i, skyrta ok linbrrekr; 
pau varu bl6l'iug mj9k. Pa mrelti Gul'irun: "Pessi s9mu klre<Si, 
er pit sjail'i her, fryja ykkr f65urhefnda; nu mun ek ekki hafa 
her um m9rg or<S, pvi at ekki er van [motif b}, at pit skipizk 
af framhv9t orcia, ef pit ihugio ekki vio slikar bendingar ok 
dminningar [motif e}." ... Eptir ]Jetta gengu peir i brott. Um 
n6ttina eptir mattu peir brre<Sr eigi sofa. Porgils var<S pess varr 
ok spur<Si, hvat peim vreri. Peir segja honum allt tal peira 
mre<Sgina ok pat me<S, at peir mega eigi bera lengr harm sinn ok 
fryju m6our sinnar [motif f} (Ix, 179-180: A few days after 
Gudrun had come home, she called her sons for a talk in her 
kitchen garden. And when they came there, they saw spread out 
on the ground linen clothes, a shirt and breeches. They were all 
stained with blood. Then Gudrun said: "These very clothes that 
you see here challenge the two of you to avenge your father. 
Now I'm not going to waste my breath on this, for there's not 
much hope of your being whetted by words, if such tokens 
and reminders do not impress it on your minds." ... After this 
they walked away. That night the brothers could not sleep. 
Thorgils noticed this and asked them what was the matter. They 
told him everything that had been said between them and their 
mother and added that they could no longer bear their own grief 
or their mother's taunts). 
Thereupon Thorgils gathers men to go along on a raid against Helgi as 
the victim of revenge, just as Helgi himself had prophesied. Again one 
member of the group has serious hesitations about joining in: 
Lambi segir: "Illt pykki mer fri<Skaup i pessu ok 6drengiligt; 
em ek 6fuss pessar farar." Pa mrelti Porsteinn: "Eigi er einsrett, 
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Lambi, at skerask sva skj6tt undan feroinni" [motif c] (lxi, 183: 
Lambi said: "It's an ill price to pay for peace and pardon, and 
unmanly besides. I'm not at all keen on this undertaking." Then 
Thorstein spoke up: "It's not all that simple, Lambi, to refuse 
so hastily to join the raid"). 
The following schematism indicates the distribution of the motifs and 
their catch words for each of the three goading episodes. Similar skeletal 
patterns could be set up for other repeated episodes in the saga. Through 
ingenuity of arrangement, variation, and application in distinctly individual 
contexts, the author has avoided rigid repetition and the hollowness of 
stereotypes. Despite this manner of handling and the fact that not all the 
motifs appear in every goading scene, it is possible to detect the prototype. 
Motif a: Disparagement over sons or 
brothers who act more like daughters. 
Motif b: Despair over delay and pro-
crastination in executing revenge. 
Motif c: Persuading an outsider to 
the group of sons or brothers to join 
in the revenge; excuses given ( ties of 
kinship); refusal not accepted. 
Motif d: Building up of hatred. 
Motif e: Reminders; key expressions 
of remembering and reminding. 
Motif /: Inability to stand mother's 
taunts. 
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1. gott ef per vcerio dcetr 
2. betr at per vterio dcetr 
3. (missing) 
1. rekin van 
2. [fjarri Jara] (variant) 
3. ekki er van 
1. skersk undan f9rinni (Balli) 
2. skerisk undan f ero (Bardi) 
3. skerask undan fed5inni (Lambi) 
1. miklatH fjdndskap 
2. [prutnaoi mj9k m6or} (variant) 
3. fjdndskap miklat 
1. (missing) 
2. at minna; per myndio (Thorgerd's 
ride to Tunga) 
3. ihugio ekki vio aminningar 
(Gudrun's display of Bolli's 
bloody clothes) 
1. ( missing) 
2. eigi lengr pola fryju m6our sinnar 
3. ekki bera lengr harm sinn ok fryju 
m6our sinnar (N. B. the increment 
harm sinn) 
The Killings 
The descriptions of the three killings which result from Gudrun's and 
Thorgerd's proddings likewise show marked similarites. In each of the passages 
parallel actions and motifs again occur. In each case, for example, the number 
and names of the men participating are listed. In the ambush against Kjartan 
there are nine: 
Varu peir fimm synir 6svifrs: 6spakr ok Helgi, Vandrac'>r ok 
Torrac'>r, l>6r6lfr, Bolli inn setti, Gu5laugr inn sjaundi, systursonr 
6svffrs ok manna vrenligastr. Par var Oddr ok Steinn, synir P6r-
h9llu malgu (xlviii, 150-151: There were 6svff's five sons: 6spak 
and Helgi, Vandrad and Torrad, and Th6r6lf. BoUi made the 
sixth, and Gudlaug, the son of 6vff's sister and a most promising 
man, was the seventh. Then there were Odd and Stein, Th6rhalla 
Chatterbox's sons). 
In the raid against Balli again there are nine in the attacking party; Thor-
gerd makes a tenth: 
Eptir petta buaz peir ti! ferc'>ar; v6ru peir i fer<'> fj6rir brrec'>r, 
Halld6rr ok Steinp6rr, Helgi ok Hoskuldr; hinn fimti mac'>r var 
Bar5i Gu5mundarson, hinn setti Lambi, sjaundi Porsteinn svarti, 
atti Helgi magr bans, niundi Ann hrismagi. l>orger5r husfreyja 
rezt i fer5 mec'> peim son um sinum. 7 (After this they prepared to 
set out; on this trip there were the four brothers Halld6r and 
Steinth6r, Helgi and Hoskuld; Bardi Gudmundarson made the 
fifth, Lambi the sixth, Thorstein the Black the seventh, his brother-
in-law Helgi the eighth, and An Brushwood Belly the ninth. Thor-
gerd made up her mind to go along with her sons.) 
Against He!g1 Hardbeinsson there are then ten attackers: 
l>orgils bysk nu heiman, ok ri5a peir upp eptir HQrc'>adal tiu 
saman. Par var l>orgils HQlluson flokksstj6ri. Par varu i fer<'> 
synir Bolla, Balli ok Porleikr; P6r5r kQttr var inn fj6r5i, br65ir 
peira; fimmti Porsteinn svarti, setti Lambi, sjaundi ok atti 
Halld6rr ok Qrn6lfr, niundi Sveinn, tiundi Hunbogi; peir varu 
synir Alfs 6r DQlum (!xii, 184: Thorgils now got ready to go 
from home. He and his party rode up along Hordadal, ten 
together. Thorgils Holluson was the leader of the band. In his 
troop were Bolli's sons, Bolli and Thorleik, and their half brother 
Th6rd Cat made the fourth; the fifth was Thorstein the Black, 
the sixth Lambi; Halld6r and Orn6lf made the seventh and eighth, 
Svein the ninth and Hunbogi the tenth. These last two were the 
sons of Alf of the Dales). 
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Events leading up to the attack also show a pattern. A shepherd sees the 
attackers (motif a), but is prevented from giving warning (motif b). 8 Prior 
to the fighting, suspicions are aroused in the attackers or the attacked (motif 
c). There is apprehension that news of the presence of attackers might leak 
out and be a forewarning (motif d). The keen eyesight (motif e) 9 of one 
of the members of the raiding band helps ensure the success of the venture. 
The following passages describing the three bands of attackers and their 
preparations will illustrate how these motifs are adapted to each situation. 
It will be recalled that Thorkel of Hafratindar and his shepherd discover 
by· chance the ambush against Kjartan: 
Pa mrelti smalasveinn [motif a], at peir myndi snua til m6ts vi5 
pa Kjartan; kva5 peim pat mikit happ, ef peir mretti skirra 
vandrre5um sva miklum, sem pa var ti! stefnt. Forkell mrelti: 
":Pegi skj6tt," segir hann; "mun f6li pinn n9kkurum manni Hf 
gefa, ef bana ver5r au5ir?" ... Ok var5 sva at vera, sem I>orkell 
vildi [motif b]. l>eir Kjartan ri5a fram at Hafragili. En 1 annan 
sta5 gruna peir 6svifrssynir [motif c], hvf Bolli mun ser hafa 
par sva- sta5ar leitat, er hann matti vel sja [motif d], pa er menn 
ri5u vestan (xlix, 152: The shepherd lad spoke up and said they 
ought to head off Kjartan and his party, that it was a stroke of 
luck if he and Thorkel could prevent such great trouble as 
otherwise was sure to happen. Thorkel said: "Hold your tongue! 
Are you fool enough to think you can save a man's life if he be 
doomed to die?" ... And so it came to be as Thorkel wished. 
Kjartan and his companions kept on riding toward Hafragil. 
Meanwhile Osvif's sons began to have their suspicions as to why 
Bolli sought out such a place for himself where he could easily 
be seen by anyone riding from the west). 
The account of the prelude to the attack on Bolli in his hut begins in much 
the same way: 
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Smalamat5r [motif a] Bolla f6r at fe snimma um morgininn uppi 
1 hlic'iinni; hann sa mennina 1 sk6gii;rnm ok sva hrossin, er bun-
din varu; hann grunar [motif c], at petta muni eigi vera fri5menn, 
er sva leyniliga f6ru. Hann stefnir pegar heim it gegnsta til selsins 
ok retlar at segja Bolla kvamu manna. Halld6rr var skyggn mat,, 
[motif e}. Hann ser, at ma5rinn hleypr ofan 6r hli5inni ok 
stefndi til selsins. Hann segir f9runautum sfoum, at pat mun 
vera smalama5r Bolla - "ok mun hafa set fer5 vara; skulu ver 
nu gera 1 m6ti honum ok ldta hann engri nj6sn koma til selsins" 
[motifs b, d} (Iv, 165-166: Bolli's shepherd went out early that 
morning to his sheep up on the slope. He caught !tight of the men 
in the woods and also saw the horses which were tied. He suspected 
that these likely were no peaceable men who were keeping their 
travelings so secret, so he headed the straightest way home in order 
to tell Balli of the men's presence. Halld6r had a sharp eye. 
He saw the man running down the slope and making straight for 
the hut. He told his companions it was probably Bolli's shepherd, 
- "and he must have seen our party. We must now head him 
off and not let him bring any news to the hut"). 
Similar circumstances precede the attack on Helgi in his hut: 
Helgi rreddl um morgininn vi/5 smalamann [motif a} sinn, at 
hann skyldi fara um sk6ga i nand selinu ok hyggja at manna-
ferl'Sum d5a hvat hann srei til til'Senda; - "erfitt hafa draumat 
veitt i n6tt .... " Hann kvazk set hafa menn eigi allfa, - "ok 
hygg ek vera munu utanheral'Ssmenn." ... Porgils grunar [motif 
c}, at nj6sn muni borin vera /rd peim [motif d], ok ba<') pa taka 
hesta sina ok ri<')a at sem tH'iast, ok sva gerl'Su peir (!xiii, 186 
and 190) .... Peir Porgils t6ku rei/5 mikla, pegar peir k6mu a 
bak, ok ricSu nu fram 6r sk6ginum. Peir sa fj6ra menn ril'Sa fra 
selinu; peir hleyp<')u ok allmikit. Pa mreltu sumir f9runautar 
Porgils, at ri<')a skyldi eptir peim sem skj6tast. Pa svarar :Porleikr 
Bollason: "Koma munu ver a<')r til selsins ok vita, hvat par se 
manna; pvi at pat retla ek sil'Sr, at her se Helgi ok hans fylg/5ar-
menn; synisk mer sva, sem petta se konur einar." l>eir varu fleiri, 
er i m6ti mreltu. Porgils kva/5 Porleik ral'Sa skyldu, pvi'. at hann 
vissi, at Porleikr var manna skyggnastr [motif e}; snua nu at 
selinu (lxiv, 191). 
(That morning Helgi told his shepherd to make the rounds in 
the woods in the neighborhood of the shiel and to be on the 
lookout for any comings or goings or anything else he might 
see worth reporting - "for I have had some bad dreams in 
the night .... " He (the shepherd} said he had seen some men, not 
all too few either, - "and I think they likely have come from 
outside the district." ... Thorgils suspected that news of them 
might have reached Helgi and he told his men to take to their 
horses and be on their way as fast as they could, and they did so .... 
Thorgils and his men set off at a fast pace, as soon as they got 
on their horses and rode forth out of the woods. They caught 
sight of four men riding away from the shed; they too were 
riding at full gallop. Then some of Thorgils' companions spoke 
up and said that they should ride after them as fast as they 
could. Thorleik Bollason answered: "Let us first get to the hut 
and find out who is there. For I rather doubt that Helgi and his 
followers are in that group. It looks to me as though they are 
only women." Most of the men argued against him. Thorgils said 
Thorleik should decide, for he knew that Thorleik was uncommonly 
sharp-sighted; they now turned toward the hut.) 
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Again the motifs of this pattern are unevenly distributed among the 
examples of the pattern and are in juggled sequence. No one in the group 
of Kjartan's ambushers, for instance, is "sharp-sighted"; and Helgi's shepherd 
is not prevented from warning Helgi, but rather because of the latter's dreams 
is sent out to confirm the bad omen. There are also several interesting modifica-
tions by which the motifs are adapted to the needs of the unique situation. 
In the prelude to the attack on Bolli, preventing of the shepherd from giving 
warning (motif b) merges into one with the closely related motif of preventing 
news from reaching the attacked (motif d). And Thorgils' suspicion that 
Helgi might have got wind of the impending attack links motifs c and d. 
This fact throws light on the proper interpretation of Bolli's lying up on the 
brink in plain sight. Osvif's sons suspect that Balli might thereby give away 
the ambush. B~t the text itself, with the grunar expression immediately 
introducing the hvi Bolli mun ser hafa par svd staoar leitat, er hann mdtti 
vel sjd supports the solution to the syntactic reading as rendered. 1 0 Motifs 
c and d are thus also linked together in the second example of this group. The 
author again shows ingenuity, flexibility, and imagination in the use of his 
pattern, which despite the variations remains discernible. 
In the details of the fighting, there are also marked likenesses. In all 
three battles, for example, the phrase i pessi svipan (at that instant) occurs, 11 
as if to call attention to the fact that all are alike or modeled after one 
another, for the phrase appears nowhere else in the saga. Two accounts 
correspond respectively regarding the wounds received: an arm is so badly 
cut that it never completely heals (motif a); 12 a leg cut off at the knee 
results in death (motif b); or the viscera are laid open (motif c)_la And 
there are other parallels. Balli Thorleiksson, for example, with Footbiter 
executes the fateful prophecy of Kjartan's death; Bolli Bollason avenges 
his father with the same sword.14 Kjartan casts down his weapon and 
gives up the fight; Balli Thorleiksson, throwing down his weapons, surrenders 
to overwhelming odds; and the deaths of both are said to be a "great loss" 
(harmdauoi). 15 These similarities also enhance the parallelism already noted 
between the two Bollis and between Kjartan and Balli Thorleiksson. 1 tl 
In connection with two of the battles a shameful act takes place, but in the 
third it is prevented: Kjartan admonishes Bolli that he is about to do a 
nioingsverk (xlix, 154: dastardly deed); Helgi wipes his sword on Gudrun's 
scarf, to which Halld6r says: "'Petta er illmannliga g9rt ok grimmliga'" 
(Iv, 168: "'That is a mean and cruel thing to do'"); but twelve-year-old Bolli 
Bollason prevents twelve-year-old Hardbein Helgason from being killed, 
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saying: "'Skal her engi maor vinna kltekisverk'" (lxiv, 193: "'No one here is 
to do a dastard's deed'"). 
In addition to correspondences of detail in the actual fighting, an interesting 
parallel also occurs in the descriptions of Gudrun's behavior while Kjarcan 
is being killed and again while Bolli makes his brave defense alone in the 
hut. When Bolli returns from ambushing Kjarcan, we are told: 
Guorun gekk i m6ti honum ok spuroi, hversu framoroit vreri; 
Bolli kvao pa vera nrer n6ni dags pess. Pa mrelti Guorun: 
"Misj9fn veroa morginverkin; 1 i ek hefi spunnit t6lf alna garn, 
en pu hefir vegit Kjartan" (xlix, 154: Gudrun went Out to meet 
him and asked him how late in the day it was. Bolli said it was 
almost noonday. Then Gudrun said: "The morning's tasks have 
turned out unequal: I have spun yarn for twelve ells of cloth and 
you have killed Kjartan"). 
And at Bolli's hut these events take place: 
Guorun kvazk hyggja, at pau ein tioendi myndi par veroa, 
at hon myndi sja mega, ok kvao Bolla ekki mundu mein at ser, 
p6tt hon vreri nrer honum st9dd. Bolli kvazk pessu raoa vilja, ok 
sva var, at Guorun gekk ut 6r selinu. Hon gekk ofan fyrir brek-
kuna til lrekjar pess, er par fell, ok t6k at pva lerept sin (Iv, 166: 
Gudrun replied that she did not think anything would happen 
there which she should not be allowed to see and added that 
Bolli would not be the worse off for her staying there by him. 
Bolli said he was the one to decide that, and so it came that 
Gudrun went out from the hut. She went down the slope to 
the brook which ran past there and took to washing her linen). 
Gudrun's spinning tells us that she was under tension. Might she not also 
he harboring the hope that Kjartan may come out alive and has killed Bolli 
instead? Balli hints as much (xlix, 155). In the parallel activity of washing 
her clothes in the brook while Balli is being killed, overtones of tenseness 
are completely lacking; indeed, she didn't think anything would happen in 
the hut which she shouldn't see. One wonders just how cryptic that remark is. 
In any case the scene in contrast to the one when Kjartan is killed tells us 
a great deal about her feelings without stating them explicitly. 
After the slaying first of Kjartan and then of Bolli, the two women who 
instigated the deeds appropriately have the final word. Thorgerd and Gudrun 
are here counterpoised as equal matches, just as they were in the prodding 
scenes. When Bolli returns from killing Kjarran, Gudrun, with calculating 
cruelty, gloats that "'Hrefna will not be laughing when she goes to bed 
tonight' " ( xlix, 154-15 5: " 'Hrefna mun eigi ganga hlrejandi at srenginni i 
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kveld' "). After Bolli's slaying, the gloating Thorgerd wishes her son "all 
hale to enjoy the fruits of his labor" (lv, 168: "bal5 hann heilan nj6ta handa") 
and suggests cruelly that "Gudrun would have something to busy herself with 
for a while - combing Bolli's bloody locks" (ibid.: "kval5 n{1 Gu/Srunu mundu 
eiga at bua um raul5a skQr Bolla um hrfl5") .18 The one malicious remark 
compensates for the other; with the latter, it is as though revenge had been 
taken on Gudrun. 
The Drownings 
Out of the series of three parties, of three goadings, and of three killings, 
it is possible to derive a patterned prototype for each set according to which 
the individual examples were executed. Such sets of triple repetitions constitute 
a structural component that inheres in the saga. That there are three main 
characters involved in a love triangle, that the saga itself is divided into 
three main parts cannot be deemed coincidence. If triplicity characterizes 
a basic structural component, we can expect to find it elsewhere in the 
saga, and not merely limited to the central action, although the triplet sets 
just discussed come to the fore here strikingly, corresponding as they 
do with that part of the saga where the triangular relationship of the 
protagonists and the results of it are also most fully developed. Threefold 
incidents based on a schematized concatenation of motifs carries one step 
further the idea of preparatory figures as models whose echoes reverberate and 
mingle from one section of the saga to the next. The accounts of the drownings 
of Thorstein Surt, Th6rd Ingunnarson, and Thorkel Eyj6lfsson, 19 one for 
each of the three main divisions of the saga respectively, bear additional witness 
to the type of schematized repetitions under discussion. 
The account of the drowning of Thorstein Surt illustrates the pattern: 
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l>orsteinn surtr bj6 fer/5 sina af varpingi, en smali var rekinn 
eptir str9ndinni [motif a]. l>orsteinn skipa/Si ferju ok gekk par 
d meo t6lfta mann [motif b}; var par l>6rarinn a, ma.gr hans, 
ok 6sk l>orsteinsd6ttir ok Hildr, d6ttir l>6rarins, er enn f6r me/5 
peim, ok var hon prevetr. J>orsteinn t6k utsynning hvassan; 
sigla peir inn at straumum i pann straum, er het Kolkistustraumr; 
sa er i mesta lagi peira strauma, er a Brei/Safir<'ii eru. l>eim teksk 
siglingin 6greitt; heldr pat mest til pess, at pa var komit ut-
fall sjavar, en byrrinn ekki vinveittr, J:>vi at skuravelSr var a, ok 
var hvasst vel5rit, pa er rauf, en vindlitit pess i milli. :P6rarinn 
styr<'ii ok haf<'ii aktaumana um her<'iar ser, pvi at prQngt var a 
skipinu; var hirzlum mest hlaoit, ok varo har farmrinn, en l9ndin 
vdru na::r [motif c}; gekk skipit litit, pvi at straumrinn geroisk 
65r at m6ti. Si5an sigla peir a sker upp ok brutu ekki at. l>orsteinn 
bao fella seglit sem skj6tast; bao menn taka forka ok raoa af ski-
pinu. l>essa raos var freistat ok dugoi eigi, pvi at sva var djupt 
a breoi boro, at forkarnir kenndu eigi nior, ok varo par at bioa 
atfalls; fjarar nu undan skipinu. l>eir sa sel i strauminum um 
daginn, meira mikilu en aora; hann f 6r i hring um skipit um 
daginn ok var ekki fitjaskammr; sva syndisk peim Qllum, sem 
mannsaugu va::ri i honum [motif d}. l>orsteinn bao pa skj6ta 
selinn; peir leita vio, ok kom fyrir ekki. Sioan fell sj6r at. Ok 
er nrer hafoi, at skipit myndi flj6ta, pa rekr d hvassviori mikit, 
ok hvelfir skipinu [motif e}, ok drukkna nu menn allir, peir er 
par vdru d skipinu [motif fJ, nema einn maor; hann rak d land 
me5 vioum,· sd het Gu5mundr,· par heita sioan Guomundarey-
jar [motif g} (xviii, 40-41). 
(Thorstein Surt began his moving in spring after the Thing, and 
his livestock was driven in along the shore. Thorstein fitted out 
his ferry, and twelve in all went aboard. There was Th6rarin, his 
son-in-law, on board and also 6sk, Thorstein's daughter. Th6rarin's 
daughter Hild was along too; she was then three years old. 
Thorstein set sail to a stiff southwester. They sailed into the 
fjord narrows and got into that channel which is known as the 
Kolkistustraum, the swiftest and strongest of the currents in the 
Breidafjord. Their sailing was fraught with obstacles. First, ebb 
tide had set in, and not only that, the wind was unfavorable, for 
the weather was squally, gusting to a sharp gale when the 
showers came on, but with scarcely any breeze between times. 
Th6rarin was steering and had the sail braces around his shoulders, 
because the boat was crowded and· tightly packed. It was laden 
mostly with chests, and the cargo was piled high, and land was 
close by on either side. The ship made little headway, for a violent 
countercurrent set in against them. Then they sailed up onto a 
skerry, but they were not wrecked. Thorstein ordered the men 
to drop sail as quickly as possible and to take poles and push 
the ship off. This they tried, but it was to no avail, for it was so 
deep on either side that the poles could not reach bottom. So 
they were forced to wait for high tide, and in the meantime the 
water ebbed out from under the keel. During the day they saw a 
seal much bigger than any others in the channel. It swam in a circle 
around the ship throughout the day, and it was uncommonly big-
flippered. They all thought it seemed to have human eyes. 
Thorstein told his men to shoot the seal, and they made a try 
at it, but that, too, came to nought. Then the tide came in, and 
just as they were about to get afloat, a sharp gust broke upon 
them and overturned the boat, and all on board drowned, except 
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for one man. He was washed ashore with the timbers. His name 
was Gudmund, and the islands where he came to land have been 
called the Gudmundareyjar ever since.) 
In the other parallel accounts of drowning, all or most of the motifs may 
likewise be noted. The account of Thord Ingunnarson's drowning (xxxv, 
99-100) corresponds to that of Thorstein in all elements: 
(a) En smala sky/di reka fyrir innan fforou (The livestock was 
to be driven inland along the fjords); (b) [P6r5r} snarask pegar 
ti! fer5ar vi<') dunda mann. Ingunn for ok vestr me5 honum .... 
T6lf vdru pau alls d skipi; par var Ingunn ok 9nnur kona (Th6rd 
started out at once with nine men, and Ingunn, too, went west with 
him .... Altogether there were twelve on board - there was 
another woman besides Ingunn); (c) Pat sa peir menn, er d landi 
vdru, at hann kasta5i pvi 9llu, er til punga var, utan m9nnum; 
va:mu peir menn, er d landi vdru, P6r5i pa landt9ku, pvi at pa 
var af farit pat, sem skerj6ttast var (People who were on shore 
saw him throw overboard everything that added to the weight, 
except the men themselves. They had hopes that Th6rd would 
reach land safely, for he had by then passed the place thickest 
with rocks and reefs); (d) [The sorcerers, Kotkel and his family, 
cast a spell over Th6rd's journey:} Pat fann :P6r5r lngunnarson 
ok hans f9runautar, par sem hann var a sa: staddr, ok ti! hans 
var gQrt ve<';rit (Th6rd lngunnarson and his companions felt it out 
at sea where they were, for the storm was raised against him); 
(e) Si5an reis bot'Ji skammt fra landi, sa er engi ma5r mun~i, at 
fyrr hefi')i uppi verit, ok laust skipit svd, at pegar horfoi upp 
kj9lrinn (Then a breaker rose up a short distance from land, where 
nobody remembered ever having seen one before, and hit so hard 
against the ship that it turned keel up all at once); (f) Par 
drukknaoi P6ror ok allt /Qruneyti hans (There Th6rd drowned 
and all his company); (g) En skipit braut i span, ok rak par 
kj9linn, er sioan heitir Kjalarey; skj9ld P6d5ar rak i pd ey, er 
Skjaldarey er kQlluo. Lik P6roar rak par pegar d land ok hans 
/Qrunauta; var par haugr orpinn at lfkum peira, par er sioan 
heitir Haugsnes (And the ship was dashed to splinters. The keel 
drifted ashore to a place which ever since has had the name 
Kjalarey [Keel Isle}. Th6rd's shield washed up on an island 
which is called Skjaldarey [Shield Isle}. The bodies of Th6rd 
and his companions also soon washed ashore. There a mound 
was cast up over them and that place has been called Haugsnes 
[Mound Ness] ever since). 
Variation in the account is achieved principally through altering the 
circumstances, especially the supernatural happenings that attend each of 
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the drowning episodes and that are ultimately responsible for them. The 
sequence of motifs in Th6rd's drowning undergoes a shift, for in the original 
text motif c follows motif d. Noteworthy is the care with which the author 
ensures the "proper number" of persons being on board. 
Except for the detail concerning the livestock (motif a), the same elements 
are found again in the description of the drowning of Thorkel Eyj6lfsson 
(lxxvi, 222): 
(b) Peir sigla om daginn ut eptir BreH5afir<'ii ok varu tiu eoa t6lf 
a skipi 20 (They sailed that day out along the Breidafjord, and 
there were ten or twelve on board); (c) l>eir Forkell sigla, par til 
er peir k6mu at Bjarnarey; - sa menn feroina af hvarutveggja 
landinu (Thorkel and his men sailed on until they came to 
Bjarnarey; people on both shores could see his passage); (d) 
Vel'Jrit tok at hvessa mj9k, ok ger<'ii inn mesta srorm, a<'ir letti 
(The weather began to blow sharply and turned into a full storm 
before it let up). [The fateful quality of the storm is carried by re-
collection of the prophecy and the premonitions that have preceded 
Thorkel' s drowning. 2 1 And hence Thorstein hears his kinsman's 
"bane" in the howling of the wind (heyra gnyja bana l>orkels 
frrenda) J. ( e) Pa laust hvitJu i seglit, ok hvelfoi skipinu (A sharp 
gust smote the sail and overturned the ship); (f) Porkell drukknaoi 
par ok allir peir menn, er meo honum varu (Thorkel drowned 
and all the men who were with him); (g) Vi<'iuna rak vf<'ia 
um eyjar; hornstafina rak i pa ey, er Stafey heitir sioan. SkQfnungr 
var festr vi<'i innvi<'iuna f ferjunni; hann hittisk vi<'i SkQfnungsey 
(The timber drifted far and wide about the islands; the cornerstaves 
drifted ashore at that island which has been called Stafey ever 
since. The sword Skofnung was stuck fast in the ribbing of the 
ferry and was found at Skofnungsey). 
The motifs of the three drowning episodes can be schematized into a 
consistent pattern: (a) the driving of livestock along the shore; (b) twelve 
persons on board, (c) land near or on both sides, providing a danger spot 
and vantage point for observers; (d) the implication that supernatural as well 
as natural forces are at play; (e) the overturning of the boat by a single gust 
or wave; (f) the drowning of all on board (variant: except one man [utilized 
as substance for the mold of the next motif]); (g) the naming of places after 
whatever is salvaged or washed ashore at that spot; folk ety~ologies. 
The Sales of Land 
A schematism also marks the accounts of land sales at Hrappsstadir, Tunga, 
and Hjardarholt, the themes of which are reechoed, as in the case of the 
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drownings, in each of the parts of the saga respectively. 6laf contemplates 
buying the lands at Hrappsstadir: "lendur prer, er Hrappr haf5i att, lagu i 
aul5n, sem fyrr var ritat. 6ldfi p6ttu pter vet liggja" (motif a) (xxiv, 66: 
"Those lands that Hrapp had owned were lying waste, as was said before. 
6laf thought the property conveniently situated for him"). It is as though 
the first note of the theme is sounded here in Part I of the saga as preparation 
for its development in the succeeding parts. 
The land sale at Tunga in Part II is described more fully and indeed occupies 
two transactions. In addition to the convenience of situation (motif a), further 
reasons for the sale and for the purchase are given. The first reference reports 
that Th6rarin was interested in selling part of his land because, although 
he had good lands, he had little livestock (motif b), whereas 6svif wanted to 
buy for the opposite reason: he was short of land and had much livestock 
(motif c): "[l>6rarinn} atti lendur g6oar, en minna lausafe" [motif b]. "6svifr 
vildi kaupa at honum lendur, pvi at hann hafl5i landeklu, en fj9loa kvikfjar" 
[motif c] (xxxii, 86). When sometime later Th6rarin decides to sell all his 
land to the people at laugar, new incentive has been added to the reason for 
selling: as before, his livestock was dwindling (motif b ), but also too much 
friction was developing among the people in the district and he was friend 
to both sides (increment embellishment as variation). Bolli needed land 
because the "little land - much livestock" condition (motif c) still pre-
vailed at laugar, and since Tunga was adjacent, it was convenient (motif a): 
P6rarinn buandi i Tungu lysir pvi, at hann vildi selja Tungu-
land; var pat brel5i, at honum purru lausafe [motif b}, enda 
p6tti honum mj9k vaxa pustr milli manna i hera5inu, en honum 
var krert vi5 hvaratveggju. Bolli p6ttisk purfa at kaupa ser sta5-
festu, pvi at laugamenn h9fcSu fa l9nd, en fj9loa fjar [motif c]. 
!>au Bolli ok Gudrun ri5u i Tungu at ra5i 6svifrs; p6tti peim 
i h9nd fall a at taka upp land petta hjd ser sjdlfum [motif a] (xlvii, 
146). 
The episode of the land sale at Hjardarholt (lxxv, 218-219) contains the 
same ideas.22 In discussing his intentions, Thorstein tells Thorkel that the 
time is convenient (vel hent) and that the land is just what he would most 
like to own (motif a), and he thinks Halld6r might be interested in selling 
because he does not have much livestock (motif b): "hann hefir Utit lausafe." 
The same reasons are repeated when Thorstein approaches Halld6r on his farm: 
the arrangement would be advantageous (vel hent) for both (motif a), for 
Halld6r does not have much livestock (motif b): "'pu hefir 6gn6glig lausafe, 
en land dyrt undir' "23 (lxxv, 219: "'You don't have enough livestock, but 
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valuable land for pasturing'"). Repetition of the chiasmal pattern "little 
livestock - much land" or "much livestock - little land" holds additional 
interest because it represents in miniature a type of compensatory balancing 
effected through reversal - and so, in itself, one on the structural ideas of 
the saga. 
The foregoing examples have demonstrated how the motifs are each time 
recombined and adapted to their individual contexts, how their sequence 
may be reordered, and how here and there one of the motifs may be missing 
from the thematic complex, the pattern itself nonetheless remaining discernible 
and intact. An episode may even at times be sketched in condensed form, 
almost like a skeletal paradigm of the motifs and their key words. The 
drowning of Thorkel, which is less detailed and shorter than the corresponding 
descriptions, borders on this. Depth of interpretation is attained through the 
fact that the repetitions and formulae mutually elucidate one another. What is 
not stated is therefore implied. 
Flexibility within the pattern is also achieved through variation, substitution 
of synonyms and antonyms, use of reversal and of increment elements. The 
uneven distribution of motifs (some appearing twice, others three times) 
coincides with the formal structure of the saga. Since the basic concept of equal 
balance and compensation occurs within a tripartite form, motifs are likely 
to be repeated in duplicate or triplicate. Repetition built upon the unit three 
contains and includes the unit two. The balance achieved through confirmation 
or comparison naturally requires readjustment when a third component is present. 
It has already been noted how from time to time reversals within essentially 
the same linguistic pattern are used to point up contrasts: ekki efni / gott efni; 
sja mun hann I sja mun hann vist eigi; jafnr«d5i I eigi jafnrad5i; raoag¢ro / 
lit/a raoag¢ro; fuss I ekki fuss; litilmannligt I ekki Utilmannligt, among others. 
When such reversals occur in triplets, a word, phrase, or theme is repeated 
two times but is not identically repeated the third time. Instead, one of the 
three oftentimes presents a negation or reversal, and consequently two of 
the three units recombine into one unit over against the third. 
The prognostication of Olaf, then the substantiation by Halld6r of the ill 
dealings among the kinsmen, discussed earlier in connection with the 
prophecies, 2 4 form the first two complementary statements of a triplet: 
"'at ver framdr ok Laugamenn berim eigi allsendis ga,fu tit um var skipti'" 
(Olaf, xxxix, 112) and "'p6 at ver fra,ndr ba?rim eigi giptu tit sampykkis'" 
(Halld6r, lvi, 169). Later in the saga Snorri Godi declares: "'En nu vilda ek 
leita um sa:ttir ok vita, ef endir yroi a 6giptu yovarri fra?nda' " (lxxi, 209: 
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" 'So now I would like co try for a peaceful settlement and see if there cannot 
be an end to this ill luck between you kinsmen'"). 
Another illustration occurs in the comments about Gudrun after Bolli's death. 
First, we are told: "Pat rreddu peir f9runautar Halld6rs, at Guorunu pwtti 
Utit drdp Bolla" (lvi, 169: "Talk started up among Halld6r's men about how 
lightly Gudrun seemed to take Bolli's killing"). In expressing his opinion, 
Halld6.c reverses their judgment: "'Ekki er pat min retlan, at Guorunu pykki 
litit lat Bolla'" (ibid.: "'I don't believe Gudrun takes Bolli's death so lightly'"), 
and then substitutes a positive for the ekki .. . litit: "'_!:>at er ok eptir vanum, 
at Guorunu pykki mikit lat Bolla'" (ibid.: "'It is no more than to be expected 
that Gudrun should take Bolli's death seriously'"). Other examples may be 
found where the two-and-one pattern results in this same tendency to rebuild 
pairs in which the confirmation of the positive or the negative element forms 
a unit. 2 5 
The following examples, among others, illustrate increment repetitions: 
Thorgerd's sons, it will be recalled, cannot bear any longer their mother's 
taunts: eigi lengr pola fryju m6oar sinnar (!iv, 163); the reaction of Gudrun's 
sons in the same situation is a reecho with increment: eigi bera lengr harm 
sinn ok fryja m6dur sinnar (Ix, 180). Threefold statements concerning availabi-
lity of aid and support set up likenesses between two related themes. As already 
noted, the relatives always rely upon Th6r6lf Rednose for support: "gengu pangat 
jafnan til trausts" (xi, 21); Vigdis confirms this by sending him an outlaw for 
sheltering: "sent honum til balds og [sic} trausts" (xv, 35); 26 and Gudrun, 
whose actions parallel Vigdis', also shelters an outlaw: "sendr Gu<')runu til 
trausts ok halds" (lxix, 202). The increment element, with variation through 
inversion, is retained in the third repetition, bringing the latter two examples 
into intended doser comparison. 
The recruiting of Lambi and Thorstein to take part in avenging Bolli affords 
another example. Snorri first advises Gudrun: " 'Peir Lambi ok J>orsteinn 
skulu vera i fer5 me5 sonum pfnum, ok er peim Lamba pat makligt frio-
kaup'" (!ix, 178: " 'Lambi and Thorstein are to join up with your sons; for 
the two of them that is a fitting price for peace'"). Next, Thorgils Holluson 
tells Thorstein the Black: "'Vil ju ver pess bi5ja pik, J>orsteinn, at pu ser i 
fer5 pessi me5 peim brre5rum ok kaupir pik sva i frio ok i stett'" (!xi, 
182: "'We would like you, Thorstein, to be in on this raid with the brothers 
and thus buy peace and pardon for yourself'"). And finally Lambi, when asked 
to join the raid, says: "'Illt f>ykki mer friokaup i f>essu ok 6drengiligt'" (lxi, 
183: "'It's an ill price to pay for peace, and unmanly besides'"). The increment 
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repetition is contained in the second example, whereas examples two and three 
form a contrastive pair. 
Another case in point is when Thorleik, agreeing to go abroad, says to 6laf: 
" 'Veit ek ok, at pu munt ekki at verr gera til Bolla, sonar mins, p6 at ek 
sja hvergi i nand' " ( xxxviii, 111: " 'I know too that you will not treat my 
son Bolli any the worse for my not being anywhere near'"). 6laf answers: 
" '}Eda ek mer pat at gera he<'ian i fra sem hingat til, er til Bolla kemr, ok 
vera til hans eigi verr en til minna sona'" (ibid.: "'And when it comes to Bolli, 
I have every intention of being to him henceforth what I have been hitherto. 
I shall treat him no worse than my own sons'"). Later on, after Kjartan's death, 
when Bolli's life is at stake, 6laf says to the force of men that he is sending 
to Laugar: "'Pat er minn vili, at per veri<'i Bolla, ef hann parf, eigi verr en 
per fylgi<'i mer"' (I, 157: "'It is my wish that you defend Bolli if need be, 
and no less so than if you were standing by me'"). The eigi verr theme 
applying to Bolli is carried through in triple repetition. Thorleik asked for 
assurance; 6laf gave his word; and when it became necessary to do so, he 
made it good. In the last two examples the limiting phrases en til minna sona 
and en per fylgio mer bring increment and variation to the pattern. 
Threefold repetitions thus may be grouped under the following categories: 
all three statements are related to the same person, event, or theme and may 
or may not show increment or reversal; two of the three are related, the 
third stands apart (in which case the related two are either confirmations, or 
parallels or contrasts); or all three are unrelated. For the most part the triplet 
motifs already discussed belong to the first category. Gudrun's false promise 
to Thorgils not to marry any other countryman (any other man in the country) 
is also representative: "'engum manni samlendum gipt Q<'irum en Porgtsli'" 
(!ix, 178); "'at giptask engum manni Q<'irum samlendum en honum'" (lx, 
181); "'at giptask engum manni samlendum Q<'irum en per'" (lxv, 195). 
In the second category, two of the statements in the triplet relate to a single 
referent, the third stands alone. So, for example, the expression ok heldr seint 
(xxxvii, 104: rather reluctantly) occurs first when Eldgrfm returns Hrut's 
greeting and a second and third time in the episode of the swimming match 
between Kjartan and the king where Kjartan's response to the king's requests 
is twice given "rather reluctantly" (xl, 117, 118: ok heldr seint). The first 
instance prepares or introduces the motif; the last two are related as con-
firmation statements and belong to Repetition. Other arrangements of the 
pattern are possible, as, for example, when Kjartan asks Balli about accepting 
Christianity: "'Hversu fuss ertu"' (xl, 119: "'How keen are you"'). Bolli 
replies with a negation: "'Ekki em ek pess fuss'" (ibid.: "'I'm not at all keen 
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about it' "). 27 Later in the saga Eid answers Thorkel's question about pursuing 
the outlaw Grim with: "'Ekki em ek pess fuss'" (lvii, 172). The first two 
elements in the triplet form a reversed pair, the third picks up the pattern 
like an echo. 
In the third category the circumstances in which the repetitions occur are 
similar but unrelated. Three times we are told of people making unfortunate choi-
ces, and each time similar words are employed. In the first instance, Hrut says to 
Eldgrim: "'Pat hygg ek, at pu kj6sir pann hlut til handa baoum okkr, er 
verr muni gegna'" (xxxvii, 105: "'I think you are making a choice which 
will prove the worse for both of us'"). In trying to convert the Icelanders, 
King Olaf Tryggvason tells them they will rue their decision: "Konungr segir, 
at peir myndi pann kost velja ser til handa, er peim gegndi verr" (xl, 120: 
"The king said they were likely making that choice which would be the 
worse for them"). And a like situation is recognized by Thorstein Thorkelsson: 
"'Sa okkar mun nu rdoa, er verr mun gegna'" (lxxvi, 222: "'That one of us 
who rules now will be the worse off for it'"). From these examples it is 
again obvious that the author expresses similar ideas in similar fashion. 2 8 He 
does not innovate, rather he works, consciously or unconsciously, within a 
limited linguistic field, but always in consonance with the purpose of his 
composition; always within the conventional and normal idiom, but arranging 
and repeating his words with precision to form an abstract schematism and 
pattern of their own. 
Quadruplets 
This tendency toward triple repetition on occas10n develops further into 
quadruplet repetition. In some respects, such groups of four might be con-
sidered transitional and, by virtue of frequency, as falling under Recurrence. 
But the main distinction to be considered is a qualitative one. Since quadruple 
repetitions tend to split up into combinations of two pairs, or of a triplet and 
an odd one, and since structurally and formally they contribute to the 
preparing, echoing, equalizing, and comparing found everywhere m the 
saga, it is only proper to consider them here. 
Within the quadruplet, combinations are varied and flexible; all the 
possibilities thus far discussed are also represented here: confirmation-state-
ments, parallels, contrasts, negative reversals, and the like. An example of 
a quadruplet that re-forms into two pairs, in each of which the repeated 
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words are negated, can be cited. J6runn asks about Hoskuld's plans (ral5ag¢ro) 
and he replies he has made "'litla rac>ag¢r5'" (xix, 46: "'no plans tO speak 
of'"); similarly, Snorri asks Gudrun's sons about the plans they have been 
hatching: "'Hvat hafi pit i rat5ag¢roum?'" and Bolli replies: "'l>etta eru 
ekki rdf>ag¢roir'" (lxxi, 208). 
Again two pairs are formed in each of which a comparison is intended. It 
is stated, for example, that the majority of people held out against Christianity 
first in Trondheim: "En hinir varu po miklu fleiri, er i m6ti varu" (xl, 
118: "But those numbered many more who were against it"); and then 
in Iceland: "En po varu peir miklu fleiri, er i m6ti ma:ltu" (xli, 125). With 
slight variation in form, it is told that the majority argued against Orn's 
better judgment: "En mestr hluti manna mtelti i gegn" (xxi, 53) and in 
another place it is Thorleik who is similarly outnumbered: "Peir varu fleiri, 
er i m6ti ma:lti" (!xiv, 191). The first pair marks a comparison between 
analogous situations in Norway and Iceland in respect to the conversion, 
and the second pair describes two episodes in which one man, though out-
numbered, overrules majority opinion. All four episodes deal with situations 
where minority stands against majority or vice versa, thus calling tO mind 
again the concept of weighing evens and odds in the saga - whether it be 
one man fighting against overwhelming odds, one man's life weighed against 
another's, one man's worth equalling another's; one man's word against 
the word of others. 
Sometimes a triplet and a lone example will represent a pair in which the 
components of the triplet relate to a single referent, the odd component 
serving either to prepare or to recall. So, for example, the reference to 
Hoskuld's sitting at home on his farm prepares for three sNbsequent references 
to 6laf's doing the same: "H9skuldr sitr nu i bui sinu ok gerisk hniginn a 
inn efra aldr" (xx, 49: "Hoskuld now sat at home on his farm and was 
getting bowed down with old age"). 'And the next generation follows suit: 
"Sitr 6/afr nu at bui sinu, sva at vetrum skipti eigi allfam" (xxviii, 77: "6laf 
now sits at home on his farm while quite a few seasons pass"). We have 
noted before how the author by such subtle and seemingly insignificant 
repetitions makes Hoskuld the model for 61:if or 61:if the image of his 
father. The next two references to 61:if, while carrying through the likeness 
t0 the others, through an increment element, enhances 61:if over his father: 
"6lafr H9skuldsson sat i bui sinu i miklum soma, som fyrr var ritat" 29 
(xxxi, 83: "61:if Hoskuldsson sat on his farm with much honor, as was said 
before"). And in confirmation of this, again it is said: "6lafr sat nu i bui 
sinu meo miklum soma, ok eru par allir synir hans heima" (xxxix, 112). One 
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might say, from another point of view, that two pairs are here formed, the 
one a comparison of Hoskuld and Olaf, the other a confirmation pair relating 
to Olaf's high esteem. The categories and aspects of the saga overlap, as 
we have often had occasion to note. In a similar manner, reference to the 
fine clothes and weapons of Bolli Bollason and his men, like an echo, calls 
to mind three earlier references to Olaf's fine weapons and clothes and marks 
a comparison between the generations. 3 0 
Another example of a quadruplet where one component acts as a preparatory 
motif and the triplet relates to a single theme but also contains a pair might 
be cited. In presenting his case to the Irish king, Olaf speaks "both at length 
and-eloquently" (xxi, 57: "btefli langt ¢rendi ok snjallt"). It has been noted at 
various points how in the episodes concerning the Christianization, first of 
Norway and then of Iceland, analogous motifs accompany the parallelism. 31 
Picking up the motif introduced by Olaf's oration, the Norwegian king, it is 
twice stated, preached the faith "at length and eloquently" (xl, 118: "langt 
¢rendi ok snjallt"; xi, 122: "btefli langt ¢rendi ok snjallt") - a confirmation 
pair. Then in Iceland Gizur and Hjalti undertake the conversion: "Si5an fara 
peir til alpings ok tQ15u tru fyrir mQnnum, bteoi langt ¢rendi ok snjallt, 
ok t6ku pa allir menn tru a lslandi" (xlii, 127: "Then they went on to the 
Althing and preached the faith before the people, both at length and eloquently. 
Then all the people in Iceland accepted the faith"). 3 2 
We have seen how in both the triplets and the quadruplets the author 
is working with the units two and three. These factors are occasioned by 
the saga's structure. And just as there was evidence of preference for the 
number two and doubles of all kinds, so too the saga shows a predilection 
for the number three and- thirds. Here is a sampling: On three occasions three 
marks of silver are exchanged: that is the price for Melkorka (xii, 23); Th6rd 
receives that amount as a bribe from Ingjald (xiv, 32); and Olaf pays that 
sum for the land and property at Hrappsstadir (xxiv, 67). Hild is three years 
old when she drowns (xviii, 40); Bolli is three years old when Olaf fosters 
him (xxvii, 75). Hrut lives at Kambsnes for three years (xxx, 80); Olaf lives 
three years after Kjartan's death (xlix, 159); Kjartan bans exit to the Laugar 
people for three nights (xlvii, 145); Kjartan asks Gudrun to wait the con-
ventional three years ( xl, 115); Thorgils pays one-third and Thorstein two-
thirds of the weregild for Helgi Hardbeinsson (!xvii, 197; and Hoskuld's 
paternal legacy and also the expense of his funeral feast are divided into 
thirds (xxvi, 72, 73).:rn 
The twice and thrice in Eldgrim's bargaining with Thorleik for the stud 
of horses neatly repeats the idea of doubles incremented to triples. Eldgrim 
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says: "'Munu margir mrela, at ek bj6i'ia vilS tvenn vedf" (xxxvii, 103: "'Many 
will say I'm offering you twice their worth'"), to which Thorleik replies: 
"'Pessi hross far pu aldregi, p6ttu bj6i'iir vilS prenn vero'" (ibid.: "'You'll 
never get these horses, even if you offer thrice their worth'"). It will be 
recalled that a type of numerical increment took place when the participants 
in the three raids increased from nine to ten, with Thorgerd as the extra, and 
that the increase was retained in the third raiding party where there were 
also ten. An increment, once introduced, is often repeated: i.e. i miklum 
soma I meo miklum soma noted above. 
The number twelve, too, is given extraordinary preference. Frequently, as 
the following representative examples show, the reference is marked by 
similarity of circumstance. So, parties of twelve participate in prosecutions, 
retaliations, settlements of all kinds, as when Ingjald makes a raid on Th6rd 
Goddi with twelve in his party (xiv, 32) to follow up the prosecution for his 
brother's killing; or when Hrut makes a cattle raid in retaliation and has 
twelve in his party (xiv, 45). Drawing-up of a marriage contract, settling a 
divorce, and witnessing a land sale all involve twelve persons as witnesses 
(xliii, 129; xxv, 96, xlvii, 146, respectively). Twelve aurar of gold (instead 
of the legally allowable twelve of silver) are given as legacy to an illegitimate 
son (xxvi, 72). Olaf at twelve rides for the first time to the Thing (xvi, 38); 
twelve-year-old Kari Hrutsson is killed by witchcraft (xxxvii, 106); twelve-
year-old Bolli Bollason goes with Gudrun to meet Snorri (lix, 176); twelve-
year-old Bolli Bollason also gives quarter to twelve-year-old Hardbein Helgason, 
a like image of himself (!xiv, 192); and when he is twelve, Gellir Thorkelsson, 
goes abroad with his father Thorkel Eyj6lfsson (lxxiv, 215). 34 
The legal and social customs that easily could account for the use of the 
number twelve in the examples cited seem to have atttacted the author so 
strongly that h,e applies that number to other situations where it would not 
be obligatory. Olaf, Kjartan, and Bolli Bollason all ride home from their ships 
upon their return from abroad with ~elve in their group (xxii, 61; xliv, 134; 
lxxviii, 227, respectively), a factor which further strengthens the comparisons 
between them already noted. Kjartan goes to a feast at Asbjarnarnes with a party 
of twelve (xlv, 135) and leaves H61 with like number (xlviii, 149). Twelve 
are on board at the three shipwrecks and drownings discussed above (xviii, 
40; xxxv, 99; lxxvi, 222); there are twelve women in Gilli's tent (xii, 23); and 
Gudrun spins yarn for twelve ells (xlix, 154). 
Although preference for the number twelve and in some cases for the 
number three may reflect the mores of time and place, and the predilection 
of the number three may even suggest to some the magical "three times" 
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in folklore, the suitability and re-formation m the individual poetic work 
are the paramount concerns. 
We have seen how themes and phrasing in triplicate and quadruplicate 
can often be resolved into simple double repetition and serve the same 
purposes as discussed under Repetition and Comparison. Of particular interest 
is the manner in which the author has manipulated his thematic patternings 
of the parties, the incitements, the killings, the drownings, and the land 
sales, rendering each individual yet preserving the underlying mold. The 
pattern is so constant that in each case it can be anticipated, thus reinforcing 
the aspect Foreknowledge through expectation of the known. Since the patterns 
are predictable and the linguistic variation is kept at a minimum, the reader 
is held within a sphere of limited and known possibilities. It must be 
reemphasized here that we are not interested in how commonplace or current 
in saga literature any given theme, phrase, or technique may be (and this 
often is an illusion on the part of critics and remains undemonstrated), but 
rather in the author's special arrangement of these elements within the saga 
as a closed unit. Provenance is an entirely different question falling outside 
the scope and purpose of an internal analysis. 
The limitations set by the linguistic medium itself enhance the feeling 
of persistency and predetermination of the world in which the action of the 
saga takes place. The author has so arranged his linguistic units that a pattern 
emerges on a grand scale. On an abstract level this pattern is completely analogous 
to the meaning conveyed behind the events portrayed. That repetition in 
equalized pairs might be interpreted as expressing symbolically the moral code 
of compensatory revenge has been suggested. Transition into triplets and 
quadruplets calls for readjustment within the schematism. That each of the 
major patterns is used three times coincides with the special form of the saga 
and gives them importance above double repetitions or multiple appearance. 
In Gudrun's words, the sco.re cannot be "evened exactly"; the feeling persists 
that the repetitions, the patterning could run on indefinitely. Equilibrium 
is but temporarily established and is always on the verge of being upset. Twos 
run on into threes, threes into fours. Repetition becomes Recurrence. A type 
of series repetition can be detected in the saga which, like the snowballing of 





In recounting the progress of events through generation after generation, 
Laxdwla shows the tendency to describe like happenings in like language. 
These verbal resemblances especially accompany socially set customs that belong 
to the cultural background and are particularly marked in the cycle of normal 
life: birth, childhood, betrothal, marriage, career, and death. 1 Such events 
naturally occur in many other sagas. On occasion, examples of some of the 
expressions can also be found, yet Laxdwla's formulations are distinctive. Just 
as some characters appear in major roles in one saga and in another fade into 
the background, particular linguistic elements which exhibit scantier and less 
patterned representation elsewhere seem to come to the fore in Laxdwla. Also 
it is not by chance that the Laxdcela author has chosen a series of progressive 
generations and the patterning of each round of life as vehicles for his 
presentation. 
Through premonitions, prophecies, and fated occurrences, the author has 
established the saga world as being both set and preknown. The sameness 
of verbal expression in descriptions of the sameness of the round of existence 
furthers that illusion. This social world, too, is predetermined, in that it 
follows a prescribed formula. The exactness and infallibility with which the 
foreknown is fulfilled corresponds to the exactness and inflexibility with 
which the demands of the code of justice are carried out. Inevitability is 
the concept which underlies both aspects of life. It is not surprising then 
that the social order is presented in formalized fashion, couched in set and 
prescribed terms. If Repetition and Comparison represent through formal 
means equalization and compensation and so symbolize the retaliatory aspect 
of justice, Recurrence with its round of social customs and seemingly un-
limited repetitions of the formulae accompanying those events presents a 
poignant reminder of the other ever more disastrous aspect of the moral 
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code. Retaliations can never remain equalized as one-for-one but run on 
impelling a continuing series. It is an endless cycle. 
The examples under Recurrence have not been selected merely because 
of frequency. This recurring linguistic fabric has its own special quality. First, 
it presents those events that are common to all, the expected course of life. 
The similar formulations for each of the phases of the social cycle awaken the 
feeling that they could run on indefinitely, as often as the situations arise. 2 
Seen as a series, Recurrent events form a background for the main events 
of the narrative with their more unique situations and patternings. The main 
narrative is most concerned with the retaliatory aspect of justice, with setting 
up balances and counterbalances (Repetition and Comparison). But this 
aspect is only part of the total picture. The balancing is temporary, for the 
retaliatory deeds are ever inclined to continue in a chain reaction. The main 
agents and the main events belong, naturally, also to the wider social back-
ground. It is as though some agents and events, a few links in the chain, had 
been singled out and their lives and relationships put into center focus on 
front stage, where the working-out of fate and justice is shown off to 
advantage by means of the point-counterpoint system established through the 
abstracted word patterns developed under Repetition and Comparison. 
Recurrence is the backdrop which shows the larger context of which they are 
a part, the bigger tragedy. Hence some few of the motifs that pointed out 
differences and similarities between the agents or events of the main action 
will be seen also to be part of the recurrent background. In the case of 
the triplets and quadruplets there was an attempt to hold the equilibrium. 
In Recurrence there is no check. Yet with certain recurrent phrases, apart from 
the cycle of life themes, negative and positive formulations momentarily 
set up a kind of linkage in the chain pulling in equal opposition. Such is 
the precariousness of the balance and compensating that the author wishes 
to convey. 
Second, some examples under Recurrence represent a group of conventional 
phrases in which one can sense from their use in Laxdwla alone a kind of 
stereotyped reiteration, verbalisms that ring as cliches of long-standing. This 
group reflects an idealized heroic tradition with superlative qualities. 
Of the descriptions connected with the round of existence some stand out 
as particularly typical of Laxdwla, whereas others, less striking, partake of 
common Icelandic idiom, yet recur with sufficient frequency to further the 
illusion of the series. It is, after all, the patterning and repetition of ordinary 
phraseology that endows any of the words and phrases with unique significance 
within Laxdcela. Such is the case, for instance, with references to the birth 
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of a child, where the conventional procedure is accompanied by verbal 
formalism: "Sa sveinn var vatni ausinn ok nafn gefit, ok var kalla5r Hrutr" 
(viii, 15: "The boy was sprinkled with water and given a name and was 
called Hrut"). 3 
As children grow up, they are recurrently described as being big and strong 
and promising at an unusually early age, and the catchword is snimma 
(snimmendis): "Hann [Hrutr] var snimmendis mikill ok sterkr, er hann 6x 
upp" (viii, 16: "Hrut early grew up to be big and strong"). 4 Hoskuld and 
Bolli Bollason exhibit early maturity and about each of them the same formulaic 
phrase occurs: "hann [H9skuldr} var fyrr fullkominn at hyggju en vetratQlu" 
(vii, 14: "Hoskuld was mature beyond his years"); "hann [Bolli} var pa t6!f 
vetra gamall, en fullkominn var hann at afli ok hyggju, sva at peir varu 
margir, er eigi bi5u meira proska, p6 at alrosknir vreri" (lix, 176: "He [Bolli] 
was then twelve years old, but just as mature in body and mind as many are 
after they reach full manhood"). The parallel phrase in reference to Bolli 
shows an interesting increment at af li, for although the formula camouflages 
it, it is clear from this and from the context that Bolli at twelve is ready 
to be his father's avenger. 5 He is also already carrying Footbiter. 
In making use of another traditional theme, that of one child being "loved 
most" and so singled out, the Laxdmla author has done several things which 
are unique and which expressly serve the formal concepts in the saga. First, 
he has consistently employed the motif as a running thread throughout the 
generations: Unn esteemed 6laf Feilan above all others (vii, 11: "Hann mat 
Unnr um fram a/la menn"); Thorgerd loved Hoskuld most (viii, 16: "hon 
unni honum um alla menn fram"); Hoskuld loved Bard best (ix, 18: "H9skuldr 
unni honum mest allra barna sinna"), but afterwards when 6laf was born 
also showed him great love (xiii, 27: "lag~i ast mikla vi~ sveininn"); 6laf 
loved Kjartan most (xxviii, 77: "6lafr unni mest Kjartani allra barna manna"); 
Gudrun loved Bolli Bollason best (lvi, 170: "Gu5run unni honum mikit"; 
lxx, 204: "Gu5run unni Bolla mest allra barna sinna"). 6 By virtue of its tone 
and frequency the motif is rendered commonplace and belongs to Recurrence; 
yet in addition, the motif is made unobtrusively available for special need 
(viz. Comparison) at any point in the story, as noted in the relationships 
among the pairs of inimical brothers. Such double treatment is a characteristic 
feature of the saga's style throughout. 
The conventional procedure in regard to betrothals may be found in most 
saga literature, but here again the Laxdmla author shows greater ingenuity in 
its presentation. The advice of one kinsman to another at stafif esta ra5 ok 
kvamask (to settle down and get married) and other similar formulations of 
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the idea run through the generations: Unn so advises Olaf Feilan (vii, 11); 
Hoskuld makes the suggestion to Olaf Peacock (xxii, 62); Thurid to Kjartan 
(xiv, 137); and Snorri so advises Thorkel (!viii, 174). Significantly, when 
Bolli wishes to marry Gudrun, he himself makes the suggestion, asking for 
Olaf's help but using the expected staofesta rao mitt ok kvangask (xiii, 128). 
Bolli Bollason in turn also takes the initiative and asks that a woman be 
wooed on his behalf (!xx, 205 ). By means of such subtle innovations in the 
application of the pattern, the author brings out implied differences and 
likenesses. 
In the reply to the suggestion of marriage, the author introduces one of 
his most ingenious terms, turning normal idiom into poetic imagery. The 
comment that the question of marriage would not have been "brought up" 
if it were not already known where it was "to end," (upp kveoit ... nior koma) 
usually accompanies a query regarding the identity of the woman. Olaf's 
answer to Hoskuld is representative: 
O!afr svarar: "Litt hefi ek pat hugfest her ti!; veit ek eigi, hvar 
SU kona sitr, er mer se mikit happ i at geta; ... veit ek ok pat 
g9rla, at pu munt petta eigi fyrr haf a upp kveoit en pu munt 
hugsat hafa, hvar petta skal nior koma" (xxii, 62: Olaf answered: 
"I haven't given this any serious thought before, and I don't 
know who or where the woman might be that I would consider 
myself lucky in getting; ... I also am quite sure that you would 
not have brought this up before you knew were it was to end"). 
Hoskuld names the woman he has in mind, and Olaf is agreeable: "'En sva 
mattu retla, f aoir, ef petta mal er upp borit ok gangisk eigi vic5, at mer mun 
ilia lika'" (ibid.: "'But mind you, father, I will take it very ill if this proposal 
is brought up and is not carried through'"). Thorgerd Egilsd6ttir gives a 
refusal. Thereupon Olaf reminds his father as follows: 
"N{1 er, sem ek sagoa per, f aoir, at mer myndi ilia Uka ef ek fenga 
n9kkur sviviroingaroro at m6ti; rettu meir, er petta var upp borit; 
nu skal ek ok pvi rac5a, at eigi skal her nior f alla" (xxiii, 64: 
"Now it is just as I told you, father, that I would take it ill if I 
got some abusive words in return. You had your way when this 
matter was brought up, but now I'm going to have my way and 
see to it that it isn't dropped here"). 
The repetition of elements in this episode is like a variation on a theme with 
rearrangement, substitution, and embellishment. First, the theme upp kveoit ... 
nior koma is sounded in Olaf's surmising the aforethought in Hoskuld's 
motives. Next, Olaf echoes the upp kveoit with his upp borit, applying the 
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idea in two contexts, and a new element illa lika enters. Confirmation of 
6laf's premonition follows with the repetition of ilia lika and the sem ek sagoa 
per, which latter one points explicitly to the antecedent. It is to be noted that 
direct address is used in both referent and confirmation. But the sem ek sagoa 
per, as noted in some instances of the sem fyrr phrase, 7 refers only to the 
one clause and not to the ef ek f enga 7ZQkkur sviviroingarord at m6ti, which 
is a new embellishment that on the one hand narrows the meaning of the 
prior statement ef petta mat er upp borit ok gangisk eigi via, but on the 
other leaves the association still indefinite by virtue of the plural sviviroingaroro. 
The latter finally becomes specific when 6laf himself selects the abusive word 
ambattarsonr in his talk with Thorgerd. 8 At the close, repetition of the theme 
is completed by using the already introduced variation upp borit and by 
substituting nior falla for nior koma. Father and son are brought into compari-
son and contrast through retention of the antithetical upp ... nior and the 
final apt substitution falla. Formal rhetorical devices are thus turned into an 
image of the discursive content. 
According to pattern, the upp kveoit . .. nior koma construction likewise 
occurs in 6laf's reply to Bolli's statement that he would like to settle down 
and get married: 
"P::er eru flestar konur, at ver munum kalla, at peim se fullbo5it, 
par er pu ert; muntu ok eigi hafa petta fyrr upp kveoit en pu 
munt ha/a statt fyrir per, hvar nior ska! koma" (xliii, 128: "I 
would say that most women would be getting more than a worthy 
offer where you are concerned. But you no doubt have not 
brought this matter up before you had it settled in your own mind 
where it was to end"). 
In this illustration of the author's method, it can be seen how one 
expression serves as a recurrent idea in the proposals, "evens out" a difference 
between father and son, represents a thr_eefold repetition with confirmation 
and contrast, and on yet another plane symbolizes in miniature the overall 
effect the author is seeking to create: of having "upp kvd'iit" only those 
components in the narration that also "ni5r koma" in necessary correlation. 
But to continue with the betrothals. In accordance with normal practice 
and in conventionalized style, the woman who is co be asked is named with 
reference to the excellence of the match and oftentimes to the geographic 
area. The naming of Thorgerd Egilsd6ttir is representative: 
"Egill a ser d6ttur, pa er Porgeror heitir; pessarrar konu ::etla 
ek per ti! handa at bioja, pvi at pessi kostr er albeztr i 9llum 
Borgarfiroi, ok p6 at vi5ara vreri" (xxii, 62: Egil has a daughter 
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who is called Thorgerd. She is the woman I have in mind to 
ask in marriage on your behalf, for she is the very best match 
in all Borgarfjord and even farther"). 
The increment ok p6 at vii'iara vi:eri adds to the persuasive argument and brings 
nice variation to the usual naming of her home district: Thorgerd would be 
the best match even if one included a greater area and looked farther afield. 9 
Next the proposal is broached to the woman's father who in turn speaks 
of his good knowledge of the suitor and his family and adds that his daughter 
could not be better married nor the offer better tendered. So when Thorkel 
presents Bolli Bollason's suit to Snorri, Snorri replies: 
"Slikra mala er vet leitat, sem mer er at per van; vil ek pessu 
mali vel svara, pvi at mer pykkir Bolli inn mannvi:ensti mai'ir, ok 
su kona pykkir mer vel gipt, er honum er gipt" (lxx, 206: "Such 
a proposal is well tendered, as I would expect of you; and I want 
to give favorable answer to this suit, for I think Bolli a most 
promising man, and any woman married to him is well married") .1 0 
The father presents the suit to his daughter, stating the name of the 
suitor and praising his qualifications, something like an image in reverse of the 
presentation given the suitor about the woman to be wooed: 
"Mai'ir heitir 6lafr ok er HQskuldsson, ok er hann nu frt.egstr 
mai'ir einnhverr. HQskuldr, fa5ir bans, hefir vakit b6nori5 fyrir 
hQnd Olafs ok be5it pin. Hefi ek pvi skotit mjQk til pinna rai'ia; 
vil ek nu vita SVQr pin; en sva Hzk oss, sem sUkum malum se vel 
fellt at svara, pvi at petta gjafori'i er g9fugt" (xxiii, 63: "There's 
a man by the name of Olaf Hoskuldsson, and he is now one of the 
most famous men hereabouts. His father Hoskuld has broached 
a proposal on behalf of Olaf and has asked for your hand. I have 
left the matter for your decision, and I would now like to know 
your answer. However, I would think it easy to answer such a 
suit, for the match is a very worthy one"). 
The father and brothers or friend present all urge the match, and as a final 
step the daughter puts the decision back in her father's hands. 11 The 
betrothal process thus involves a series of four transactions, three of which 
give presentations of the proposal in similarly repeated terms. When the 
woman is a widow or the answer is negative, adjustments in the normal 
pattern take place. 
After the betrothal has been settled, the farmstead where the wedding will 
be held and the time of the wedding feast are agreed upon, 12 and the 
bridegroom rides home to await the appointed time. 111 The feast itself is 
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prepared and guests attend from both houses, the boosmenn who come as 
invited guests and the fyrirboosmenn who, as part of the host's party, receive 
the others at the farmstead. The guests are described as coming in splendor, 
dressed in brightly colored clothes (i litkltl]oum), accompanied by a select and 
handsome company (valit lio, it sk9ruligsta liCJ). The feast is always described 
as being very well attended (fj9lmennt), and the number of guests on both 
sides is usually about equal so as to pay both sides honor. 14 The reference to 
specific numbers at the wedding feast of Thorkel and Gudrun, however, 
prepares the audience for the outcome of the argument which later takes 
place between Thorkel and Gudrun at the feast. 15 Thus here again the author 
has veiled his hint through a common convention and seemingly normal 
formulation of it in order co apply it to his specific purpose later. 
The feast is sk9rulig, vir()ulig, or agtet (splendid, worthy, excellent), and 
the wedding guests depart for home bearing handsome gifts. 16 The bride 
stays on at the farm where the wedding feast was held or moves to his or 
her homestead as the case may be, and their married life takes on the typical 
pattern first introduced with Herj6lf and Thorgerd: "Ok giptisk l>orgertir 
Herj6lf ok ferr heim til bus meti honum; takask meo peim g6oar astir" (vii, 
15: "And Thorgerd married Herj6lf and went to his homestead to live and 
they grew to love one another dearly"). 17 Consonant with the author's practice, 
a reversal or contrastive aspect of the expected pattern is found: "Vet var 
um samfarar peira HQskulds ok ekki mart hversdagliga" (ix, 18: "Hoskuld's 
and J6runn's married life went well, but there was not much love day by 
day"). Note the lesser value of vet in comparison to g6CJar astir. Geirmund's 
and Thurid's mismatch is similarly formulated: "Ekki var mart um i sam/Qrum 
peira Geirmundar ok l>uritiar; var sva af beggja peira hendi" (xxx, 80: 
"There was not much love in Geirmund's and Thurid's married life; and 
that was so on both sides"). The increment element var sva af beggja peira 
hendi sets the stage for the next occurrence of the situation, namely in 
Gudrun's and Bolli's marriage where the variant formulation significantly 
marks the lack of love as being "on Gudrun's part": "Ekki var mart i 
sam/Qrum peira Bolla af Guorunar hendi" (xliii, 130). 
Before long, children are born to the married couple and the cycle begins 
again: "Pau Herj6lfr ok l>orgertir hQfou eigi lengi dsamt verit, dCJr peim varo 
sonar auoit" (viii, 15: "Herj6lf and Thorgerd had not been married long 
before a son was born co them") .1 8 
As for the next stage of life, that of attaining a position of power and 
prestige, a chieftaincy at home, or of becoming Hegeman at the Norwegian 
court comprised the most coveted careers. Historically, in the thirteenth century, 
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the period in which Laxda:la was written, prominent Icelanders were increasing-
ly seeking personal honor and prestige at the royal court. The importance 
attached to gaining recognition at the court in Norway, repeatedly referred to in 
the saga, undoubtedly reflects this trend, 19 but the particular formulation 
of these receptions is typical of the saga in that the phrases and repetitions 
link episodes and make comparisons more obvious. This theme, as in the 
case of the betrothals, is divided into a series of motifs. Reasons for going 
abroad usually involve getting timber for building, or are undertaken for 
the sake of fame and fortune, experience and knowledge. 20 
Descriptions of preparations for the journey abroad and of the voyage itself 
are likewise stylized and follow a pattern. Wares and goods for trading 
are assembled; a ship, or more frequently half interest in a ship is purchased; 
or passage with someone is taken. The crossing generally is said to be a good 
one with a fair wind (vet reiofara, byrjaoi vel); the place of arrival in Norway 
is usually noted. 21 The account of Hoskuld's journey is representative: 
Nu lata peir i haf, ok gefr peim vel, ok t6ku N6reg heldr sun-
narliga, k6mu via HQroaland, par sem kaupsta5rinn f BjQrgvin 
er sf5an. Hann setr upp skip sitt (xi, 22: They put out to sea 
and got a good wind and made Norway somewhat to the south. 
They landed at Hordaland, where the town of Bergen is now. 
Hoskuld laid up his ship). 
Within the stereotyped descriptions of smooth and short sea crossings, 
the author depicts some journeys as arduous or long, thereby setting up a 
contrast within the series - again the characteristic practice of the Laxda:la 
author. The journey of Thorleik and Balli Bollason is representative: "Peir 
bjuggu nu skipit, ok er peir varu albunir, letu peir i haf. Peim byrjaoi ekki 
skj6tt, ok hQfou utivist langa, t6ku um haustit N6reg ok k6mu noror vio 
Prandheim" (lxxiii, 212: "They fitted out the ship, and when they were all 
ready, they put out to sea. They did not get a fair wind and were out a 
long time, making Norway north at Trondheim in the fall"). 22 
Recurrent themes and phrases likewise characterize descriptions of the 
arrival and stay in Norway. The Icelanders are given good reception (g6oar 
viotQkur) and a friendly welcome (meo allri bliou), wherever they visit 
abroad. Not uncommonly the king recognizes the leader of the company of 
Icelanders through his kinsmen and invites him to stay as long as he likes, 
he and all his followers, and offers him some position at court. 23 The account 
of 6Iaf's reception is typical: 
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Fara peir 6Iafr ok Qrn nu ti! hir5arinnar ok fa par g6oar 
viotQkur; vaknar konungr _pegar vi5 6Iaf fyrir sakar framda hans 
ok bauo honum pegar meo ser at vera . .. en konungr tekr honum 
pa meo allri bUou . .. "skal pat ok fylgja, at ek vil per bj6oa til 
hiroar minnar meo alla pina sveit" (xxi, 52, 57, 58: So 6laf and 
Orn went to the court and were well received. The king at once 
recognized 6laf from his kinsmen and invited him to stay ... 
and the king received him in all friendliness ... "furthermore I 
invite you and all your company to my guard"). 
While at court the Icelander is accorded high honor and esteem (mikla 
viraing, miklar ma:tur, metinn umfram alla menn).24 Once again the author 
has applied this recurrent theme to specific advantage, it will be recalled, in 
the comparison of Queen Gunnhild's esteem for Hrut and 6laf and in the 
similarities and contrasts among the pairs of brothers.25 After a while the 
Icelander decides to return to Iceland, as he has many noble kinsmen there 
whom he wishes to go back and see: "at vitja til Islands gQfugra framda." 26 
The king expresses regret and more than likely offers a high position at court to 
entice the Icelander into staying indefinitely. So, when 6laf wishes to depart, 
King Harald tells him: "'Pat va:ri mer na:st skapi, at pu staMestisk meiS mer 
ok trekir her allan rdoakost, slikan sem pu vill sjalfr'" (xxii, 60: " 'It would 
be more to my liking if you would settle down here with me and take 
whatever position you yourself would like' ").27 When King 6laf Tryggvason 
makes a similar offer to Kjartan, however, the play on words discussed 
earlier is camouflaged by the recurrent stereotyped phrases: " 'Vilda ek, at 
pu fystisk eigi ut til Islands, p6 at pu eigir par gQfga framdr, pvi at kost 
muntu eiga at taka pann rdoakost i N6regi, er engi mun slikr a lslandi' " 
(xliii, 130). 2 8 
Upon the Icelander's departure the Norwegians customarily proclaim that 
he is worthy and accomplished far beyond their countrymen and indeed the 
noblest ever to have come from Iceland in their day. 29 Hrut's departure, 
while rendered individual and specific due to Gunnhild's partiality, is also 
representative: 
Konungr gaf hon um skip at skilnaoi ok kallaiSisk hann reynt haf a 
at g6oum dreng. Gunnhildr leiddi Hrut til skips ok ma:lti: "Ekki 
skal petta lagt ma:la, at ek hefi pik reyndan at miklum dgcetis-
manni, pvi at pu hefir atg¢rvi jafnfram inum beztum mQnnum 
her i landi, en pu hefir vitsmuni langt um /ram" (xix, 44: At 
parting the king gave him a ship and said he had proved himself 
a stalwart fellow. Gunnhild saw him off to the ship and said: "It 
need not be said in a whisper that I have found you to be a splendid 
man, for in prowess you are equal to the best in the land, and in 
wits you are far beyond them"). 
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The king and/or queen and courtiers accompany the Icelander to the ship, 
which has indeed often been given him by the king, or there are some other 
gifts at skilnaoi (at parting). 30 These gifts are of much value and usually 
include gold and handsome weapons. Besides, the Icelander may also have 
received clothes of scarlet at Yule.31 Finally, the visit abroad closes with 
a tribute to the departing guest, and the Icelander expresses his thanks for 
all the honor bestowed on him, and he and the king part meo inum mesta 
ktIJrleik (in kindliest affection). A composite picture of Olaf's departures 
first from Norway for Ireland, then from Ireland for Norway, and finally 
from Norway for Iceland will be illustrative of the motifs mentioned and of 
their key words: 
Haraldr konungr ok Gunnhildr leiddu Olaf til skips . ... En er skip 
Olafs var albuit, pa fylgir konungr Olafi til skips ok gaf honum 
spj6t gullrekit ok svero buit ok mikit f e annat . .. ok skiljask 
peir konungr meo allmikilli vingan . ... Ola.fr pakkaoi konungi 
pann soma, er hann bau5 honum ... Ok er skipit var buit, lretr 
konungr kalla a Olaf ok mrelti: "Petta skip skaltu eignask, 
Ola.fr ... " Ola.fr pakkaoi konungi me5 fQgrum or5um sina st6r-
mennsku . .. ok skiljask peir Haraldr konungr meo inum mesta 
k.erleik (xxi, 53, 59; xxii, 60-61: King Harald and Gunnhild 
accompanied Olaf to the ship .... And when Olaf's ship was all 
set to sail, the king saw him off and gave him a spear inlaid 
with gold and an embossed sword and many other things of 
value ... and he and the king parted in greatest friendship .... Olaf 
thanked the king for the honor he offered him ... and when the 
ship was all ready, the king had Olaf called and said: "This ship 
is to be yours, Olaf ... " Olaf thanked the king with kind words 
for his generosity ... and he and King Harald parted in kindliest 
affection). 32 
A change i0 the pattern always carries more than surface significance. So, 
the added detail that Gunnhild after bidding Hrur farewell at the ship "drew 
her cloak over her head and went swiftly back to town" (xix, 44: "bra si5an 
skikkjunni at hQf5i ser ok gekk snul'iigt heim til ba:jar") offers an index 
to her feelings for Hrut; so also lngibjorg's refusal to accompany Kjartan to 
the ship (xliii, 131: "'Hvergi mun ek lei5a pik' "). At other times, adherence 
to conventional form takes precedence over existing relations: so, for example, 
although the king and Thorkel have quarrelled, they are nonetheless said to 
part meo miklum k.erleik (lxxiv, 217), just as the king for appearance's sake 
desires - and just as the pattern demands. 3 a 
Accounts of the return journey and the welcome home in Iceland represent 
the same image in reverse of the sea crossing and reception in Norway. The 
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ship puts out to sea, has a good crossing, reaches Iceland at a specified place, 
and is laid up on shore. News of the arrival is noised abroad; there is a joyful 
reunion; and the returned voyager is said to have gained much honor from 
his journey. The description of 6laf's return affords illustration: 
Eptir pat byr 6lafr fer5 sfna, ok er hann er buinn ok byr gefr, 
pa siglir 6Iafr i haf . .. 6Iafi byrjaai vel um sumarit; hann kom 
skipi sinu i Hrutafj9ro a Boroeyri. Skipkvama spyrsk bratt ok 
sva pat, hverr styrimaor er. HQskuldr fregn utkvamu 6lafs, sonar 
sins, ok ver5r / eginn mj9k ok rior pegar nor5r til Hrutafjar5ar 
me5 nQkkura menn; ver5r par fagnafundr meo peim feogum; 
bauc> HQskuldr 6lafi til sin; hann kvazk pat piggja mundu. 6lafr 
setr upp skip sitt ... 6lafr var5 free gr at fero pessi (xxii, 61: 
After that 6laf makes ready for his journey, and when all was 
ready and the wind favorable, he put out to sea ... 6laf had good 
sailing that summer and came into the Hrutafjord at Bordeyr. 
News of the ship's arrival and also who the master was soon 
spread abroad. Hoskuld learned of the arrival of his son Olaf 
and was very pleased and rode straightway north to Hrutafjord 
with some men. Father and son were very glad to see each other, 
and Hoskuld asked 6laf home with him, and 6laf said he would 
come. 6laf laid up his ship ... 6laf's voyage brought him much 
fame). 34 
Hrut's return follows the familiar pattern up to the point of the welcome 
upon arrival home when, significantly, there is negative reversal. News of 
Hrut's return was not good news and Hoskuld did not ride to meet the 
ship: 
En Hrutr stigr a skip ok siglir i haf. H onum byrjaoi vel, ok t6k 
Breioa/jQro. Hann siglir inn at eyjum; si5an siglir hann inn Brei-
c5asund ok lendir vic5 Kambsnes ok bar bryggjur a land. Skipkva-
man spuroisk ok sva pat, at Hrutr Herj6lfsson var styrimaor. 
Ekki fagnar HQskuldr pessum tioendum ok eigi for hann a fund 
hans. Hrutr setr upp skip sitt (xix, 44-45: And Hrut boarded his 
ship and sailed out to sea. He got a good wind and made Breida-
fjord. He sailed in at the islands, then into the Breidasund and 
landed at Kambsnes where he put the gangplanks ashore. News 
of the ship's arrival was noised abroad and also that Hrut Herj6lfs-
son was the ship's master. This news was not welcomed by 
Hoskuld, and he did not go to meet him. Hrut laid up his ship). 
The last theme in the cycle, that of old age and death, also follows a regular 
form. The most frequent phrases are til elli, s6tti elli, hniginn a inn efra aldr, 
and t6k s6tt ok andaoisk (until old age, bowed with age, and took sick and 
died).35 A fuller thematic handling is evident in the death bed scenes that 
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follow a stylized pattern: first, old age or sickness makes itself felt; next, 
relatives are summoned to the bedside; the fact of being sick is remarked 
upon as being something unusual, and hence interpreted as leading to death. 3 6 
So, of Hrapp it is said: 
Hrappr haf5i skaplyndi it sama, en orkan pvarr, pvi at elli 
s6tti a hendr honum, sva at hann lag5isk i rekkju af. Pa kallaoi 
Hrappr til sin Vigdisi, konu sina, ok mrelti: "Ekki hefi ek verit 
kvellisjukr," segir hann, "er ok pat likast, at [Jessi s6tt skili varar 
samvistur" (xvii, 39: Hrapp kept his same disposition, but his 
strength gave out as old age crept up on him, and finally he 
had to take to his bed because of it. Hrapp then called his wife 
Vigdis to him and said to her: "I have never been ailing," he 
said, "so in all likelihood this illness is going to mean the end 
of our life together"). 
Consistently, when there is a death, the person who has died is mourned 
as a great loss (mikill skaoi, harmdaut'Ji). 3 7 
The important aspect of these events is the emphasis which serial repetition 
places on their cyclical nature, circumscribing a set world with set formulae. 
Again in these patterns, not all the motifs are represented in every example 
of the theme, nor is the first example chronologically in the saga necessarily 
the most complete, even though it may be termed preparatory or the model 
for the following ones. The creative process, about which more will be said 
presently, must not be confused with the critical process. 
Another aspect of Recurrence remains to be discussed. The positive and 
complimentary terms in which many of the activities under Recurrence are 
depicted permit the epic background to loom in grandiose dimension. In the 
scenes at the court in Norway, in Ireland, or in Constantinople, the recognized 
excellence of the Icelanders already remarked upon finds its most exaggerated 
representation. Yet stylized descriptions also mark references to life at 
home, and such accounts are also characterized by favorable and superlative 
treatment. As we have seen, precocity marks the children from birth. A 
similar heightening is found in the depiction of the people in the saga in 
general. Most of them are highborn (st6rtettat'fr) and of great worth (mikils 
veror); many are chieftains (h9foingjar), and although oftentimes their 
positions are attested to historically, nonetheless to have noble and prominent 
agents coincides with the author's purpose and with the heroic and epic 
magnification. 3 8 
Descriptions of daily life are repeatedly couched in terms of prosperity 
and magnificence. Gatherings of all kinds - Things, parties, funerals, weddings 
- are fj9lmennt. Hoskuld's funeral feast offers an example of the importance 
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attached to great numbers and impressive parties, whereas its appeal to historical 
facts lends veracity and credibility: 
Var pat sva mikit fi9lmenni, at pat er sQgn manna flestra, at 
eigi skyrti niu hundruo. Pessi hefir Qnnur veizla fj9lmennust 
verit a lslandi, en SU 9nnur, er Hjaltasynir gerou erfi eptir f9our 
sinn; pat varu t6lf hundru5. Pessi veizla var in sk9ruligsta at 
Qllu, ok fengu peir brcd5r mikinn soma (xxvii, 74-75: It is general-
ly said that the number of guests at Hoskuld's funeral did not fall 
short of nine hundred [1080}. That makes this feast the next 
largest ever to have been held in Iceland, second only to the 
funeral feast which the sons of Hjalti gave in honor of their 
father, where there were twelve hundred [1440} guests. The feast 
given by Hoskuld's sons was a most splendid one in every respect, 
and the brothers gained much honor by it).39 
Such indications of esteem and congeniality contribute to the saga's general 
tone of splendor and idealization. Receptions and welcomes, like partings, are 
kind and friendly and such expressions as f agnar vel, t6k vel via [honum}, 
metJ blitJu characterize them. 4 0 The affluence and dignity of the living 
conditions are mentioned frequently and in stereotyped form. Usually the 
descriptions contain references to abundance of supplies and handsome 
housing. Expressions such as skortir eigi fe [f9ng, hlut} (there was no lack of 
supplies); efni varu gn6g [cerin varu efni}, en fe eigi sparat (supplies were 
sufficient and no means spared); risuligr (stately [used about the dwellings}) 
are common. 4 1 There are several references to enlarging or tearing down 
of houses and building of bigger and better ones. 4 2 The impression given 
by the accounts is of life on a grand scale, increasing as the saga progresses 
along with the increase in magnificence and prestige of the generations. 
Thorkel's and Gudrun's household represents a climax (lxxiv, 217). 
Descriptions, of physical beauty and prowess perhaps represent the most 
stylized element in the saga. Superlative and complimentary designations not 
only follow a predictable pattern but also represent a stock of cliches which 
the author no doubt had at his disposal. Here most markedly one can detect 
the inherited tradition, and even if once derived from an oral technique 
(which can be questioned), these tags have been used so long already in a 
literary medium in the narrowest sense that they are all but hollow reiterations. 
In Laxdcela these conventional phrases retain some efficacy and coincide with 
the heroic magnification. In general the references are marked by such 
expressions as: mikill maor ok sterkr [vaskligr, knaligr} (a big man and 
strong (of gallant bearing, hardy}); atg¢rvimaor (a man of great accomplish-
ment); efniligr, mannvtenn, vamligr (promising); vtenn (handsome, beautiful); 
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f,il',r [skQruligr} synum (of handsome [splendid} appearance); hraust't' 
(valiant); rammr at afli (strong in body); merkiligr (distinguished); vigr 
(skilled at arms); vikingr (a viking); hverjum manni [plus the comparative: 
betr, etc.] (better than any man in respect to ... ); allra manna [kvenna] [plus 
the superlative] (of all men [women] the best, most, etc.); and especially the 
superlatives of many of the above: allra manna fril',astr synum; in vamsta 
kona; fril',asta kona, etc. The description of Hrut is typical: 4 3 
Hann var snimmendis mikill ok sterkr, er hann 6x upp; var hann 
ok hverjum manni betr i vexti, har ok hed'SibreiiSr, mii5mj6r ok li-
ma.i5r vel mei5 h9ndum ok f6tum. Hrutr var allra manna fril',astr 
synum, eptir pvi sem verit hQ/l5u peir Porsteinn, m6l5urfaoir 
hans, el',a Ke till f latnefr; inn mes ti var hann atg¢rvimaor fyrir 
allra hluta sakar (viii, 16: He soon grew up to be big and strong; 
he had a better build than most: tall, broad-shouldered, slim-
waisted, with well-knit arms and legs. He was the handsomest 
of men, just as his mother's father Thorstein had been or Ketil 
Flatnose. In all respects he was most accomplished). 4 4 
It is significant, ~oreover, that, as a negative variant, some persons are 
depicted as not handsome. Herj6lf is so described: "Herj6lfr var mikill maor 
ok sterkr; ekki var hann fril5r synum ok J:>6 inn skQruligsti i yfirbragl5i; allra 
mann var hann bezt vigr" (vii, 15: "Herj61f was a big man and strong; he 
was not handsome, but fine and manly looking; he was the best of fighters"); 
and so also Aud, Th6rd's first wife: "Ekki var hon vam kona ne gQrvilig" (xxxii, 
87: "She was neither a beautiful woman nor capable"). Other examples could 
be found. 
Characteristic of saga literature in general is the practice of assigning 
superlative and positive traits to characters less worthy than the illustrious 
protagonists. And so in Laxdrela outlaws and troublesome persons are given 
the same complimentary epithets, and slaves are described as equal to freemen. 
So Stigandi is described by the bondwoman as being " 'mikill . .. ok synisk 
mer vamligr'" (xxxviii, 108); the outlaw Grim is said to be mikill mal5r ok 
sterkr (lvii, 171); and in addition to being mikill mal',r ok g¢rviligr, the slave 
Asgaut is distinguished by the comment: "en p6tt hann vreri prrell kalla5r, 
pa mattu fair taka hann til jafna5armanns vi5 sik, p6tt frjalsir heti" (xi, 21: 
"Even though he was only a slave, there were few men freeborn who could 
take him on as their equal"). The fact that such cliches as mikill mal',r ok 
sterkr are applied without regard for person further attests to their hollowness. 
At the same time, since these terms for the most part have become meaning-
less, it is not surprising to find more individual characteristics accompanying 
the formulae. 
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The predilection in Laxda:la for descriptions of elegance, fine clothes, and 
weapons is widely acknowledged. In every case these elements exhibit recurrent 
and predictable patterns and are related to the formal structure. Use of the 
word skart, for instance, attests to this interest in dress and finery. Balli Thor-
leiksson is described as being a mikill skartsma't'Jr (xxviii, 77: a great person 
for show); Gudrun too takes great pride in having finery: "Gu5run var 
kurteis kona, sva at f pann dma p6ttu allt barnavfpur, pat er a5rar konur 
h9f5u ;, skarti hja henni" (xxxii, 86: "Gudrun was a woman of such courtly 
manner that in her day whatever other women had to boast of in the way 
of finery seemed but childish trifles compared to hers"); Kjartan dressed 
himself in finery (xliv, 134: "bj6 sik via skart"); Hrefna too was fond of 
fancy clothes (xlv, 136: "belt allmj9k til skarts"); and Balli Bollason, outdoing 
them all, "was so given to show when he came back to Iceland from his 
journey that he would wear no clothes but of scarlet and velvet" (lxxvii, 
224-225: "Bolli var sva mikill skartsmaor, er hann kom ut 6r f9r pessi, at 
hann vildi engi klre5i bera nema skarlatskltef;i ok pellskltef;i"). It is apparent 
that this element is used to draw comparisons between the characters, supporting 
the parallels that have already been demonstrated, mixing and matching the 
likenesses among them: between Bolli Thorleiksson and Kjartan, Kjartan and 
Balli Bollason, Gudrun and Hrefna, etc. Recurrent motifs, it will be remem-
bered, can at any point assume the special function of Repetition and 
Comparison. 
Patterned formulation of gallantry and accoutrements offers another 
pertinent example of this aspect of the saga. The description of Hrut in 
battle dress introduces the pattern in more or less skeletal form: "Hann 
hafdi hjalm a h9ff>i, en sver5 brugl>it i hendi, en skj9ld, , annarri; hann var 
vigr allra manna bezt" (xix, 46: "He had a helmet on his head, sword drawn 
in one hand arid shield in the other; he was the best of fighters"). Later in 
the story we meet Hrut again, attired in battle array as before: 
ok haf5i i hendi bryntroll gullrekit, er Haraldr konungr gaf ho-
num ... ok hristi kr6kaspj6tit, er hann haft;i i hendi. Hann hafoi 
ok hjdlm a hQ/oi ok var gyror sveroi, skjQld a hlio; hann var i 
brynju (xxxvii, 104: [HeJ had in his hand the gold-inlaid halberd 
which King Harald had given him ... and brandished the barbed 
spear he had in his hand. He also had a helmet on his head and 
was girded with a sword and had a shield at his side; he wore a 
coat of mail). 4 5 
It is as though the author, once having latched onto the phrase hafoi i hendi, 
felt compelled to go on and complete the pattern with all the elements. 
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These descriptions thus would seem to indicate such accoutrements were 
considered among the proper qualifying characteristics of a hero. The author 
then applies the pattern repeatedly to echo or re-echo the theme, enhancing 
and embellishing it through the generations, varying it for special significance, 
employing it for comparison and contrast at felicitous points in the story. 
The normal and expected can always be turned into the significant and 
unexpected, as when at the raid on his hut, Bolli is not dressed as a hero: 
Balli var nu einn i selinu; hann t6k vapn sin, setti hjalm a h9fuo 
ser ok hafoi skj9ld fyrir ser, en sveroit F6tbit i hendi; enga 
hafoi hann brynju (Iv, 166: Balli was now alone in the hut. He 
took up his weapons, set his helmet on his head, and held his 
shield before him. He had the sword Footbiter in his hand, but 
had on no coat of mail). 
The detail about the coat of mail, a negative variant to the expected pattern, 
gives hint of Bolli's doom, for it indicates his vulnerability. And indeed, un-
protected, he is stricken by a blow in the abdomen. Lack of part of the 
equipage provides to some degree (he is also terribly outnumbered) a reason 
for his defeat (the natural level) in addition to the fact that he is fated to die 
(the supernatural level). But the break in the pattern (the formal level) 
even more decisively points to his being an incomplete hero. 
The various descriptions of accoutrements of battle are complementary to 
the at vapnum ok klaJoum motif briefly dealt with in another context and 
incorporate other of the related formulae: clothes of scarlet cloth and these 
or a weapon named as a gift from the king to the Icelander. Hrut, in the 
example above, has a "bryntroll gullrekit, er Haraldr konungr gaf honum," 
where inclusion of the italicized phrase, due to the very fact that it is in-
appropriate in this instance (see note 46 below), points up even more its 
formulaic and patterned nature. It will be recalled also that a gift from the 
king generally makes up one of the elements in the "career-abroad" pattern 
and, except for the scarlet clothes, is not infrequently said to be given at 
the time of parting (at skilnaoi). Interesting is the tendency for the descriptions 
themselves to develop progressively with the generations. Even as the attain-
ments of each succeeding hero reach new heights, so, too, the outward signs 
of his grandeur become more splendid and colorful and the passages describing 
them more detailed, or rather one can say that it is these pageantry-like de-
scriptions themselves which make it seem as though each new generation had 
attained more than the former. The description of 6laf Peacock as he rides 
to his first Thing sets the pattern for his subsequent gallant appearances: 
Pa er hann var t6lf vetra gamall, rei<') hann til J)ings, ok p6tti 
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pat mikit ¢rendi or 95mm sveitum, at undrask, hversu hann var 
aga:tliga skapa5r; par eptir helt 6lafr sik at vapnabunaoi ok 
klce()um; var hann pvi au()kenndr·fra 9llum m9nnum (xvi, 38-39: 
When he was twelve years old, he rode to the Thing; people 
thought it reason enough to have come from other districts just 
to marvel at how handsome a build he had. To match his natural 
prowess, 6laf outfitted himself in fine weapons and clothes, 
so that he was easily distinguished from all other men). 
The "weapons and clothes" motif twice again appears in reference to 6laf, 
functioning like confirmation-statements: 
6lafr H9skuldsson er nu ok frumvaxti ok er allra manna fri5astr 
synum, peira er menn hafi set. Hann bj6 sik vel at vapnum ok 
klce()um (xx, 49: 6laf Hoskuldsson was now also grown up and 
was one of the most handsome men people had ever set eyes 
on. He outfitted himself in fine weapons and clothes). 
Allir menn h9fdu a mali, er 6laf sa, hversu frU'ir ma5r hann var 
ok fyrirmannligr; hann var vel buinn at vapnum ok klceoum 
(xxii, 62: Everyone who saw 61af could not help but remark how 
handsome he was and how noble his bearing. He was well outfitted 
in weapons and clothes). 
When 6laf comes to Ireland to claim kinship with King Myrkjartan, he 
decks himself out in finest array and strides forward to the prow to impress 
the king and gain recognition of his royal kinship: 
6lafr gekk pa fram f stafninn ok var sva buinn, at hann var 
i brynju ok hafCJi hjalm a hQfoi gullrooinn,- hann var gyror 
sverCJi, ok varu gullrekin hjQltin; hann haf CJi kr6kaspj6t i, hendi 
hQggtekit ok allg6o ma! i; raut'>an skjQld haf oi hann fyrir ser, ok 
var dregit a le6 met5 gulli (xxi, 55: Then 6laf strode forward to 
the prow. He wore a coat of mail and had a gilt helmet on his 
head: he was girded with a sword, its hilts chased in gold. In 
his hand he carried a barbed spear, embossed and finely wrought, 
and before him he held a red shield, and on it a lion was traced in 
gold). 
6laf's showy appearance at the Thing when he was twelve, and again before 
Myrkjartan in Ireland prepares for his next ostentatious show - before 
Thorgerd Egilsdottir. By this time his splendor has increased through gifts 
from King Myrkjartan and from the king in Norway. While at the court 
in Norway 6laf receives at Yuletide clothes cut from scarlet as a present from 
King Harald: "Haraldr konungr gaf 6lafi at jolum Qll klceCJi skorin af skarlati" 
(xxii, 60). But whereas his fine array convinced Myrkjartan of his nobility 
and worth, Thorgerd at first is not swayed by it. Her father's persuasions are 
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to no avail: she will not marry him " 'no matter how handsome and well 
decked out he is'" (xxiii, 63: "'p6tt hann se vrenn ok mikill abur5ar-
ma5r' "). Olaf then, as might be expected, appears before Thorgerd in all his 
splendor: 
Ola.fr var buinn a pa leio, at hann var i skarlatsklteoum, er Hara/,dr 
konungr hafoi gefit honum,· hann haMi a hQfoi hjalm gullrooinn 
ok svero buit i hendi, er Myrkjartan konungr hafoi gefit honum 
(xxiii, 64: Olaf was dressed in this manner: he had on the scarlet 
clothes which King Harald had given him; on his head he had 
a gilt helmet and in his hand the gold chased sword which King 
Myrkjartan had given him). 
And now, even as King Myrkjartan, Thorgerd is impressed. These two 
descriptions of Olaf thus form a confirmation pair. Over against the skeletal 
hero pattern, noted first in reference to Hrut, the increment embellishment 
of the later examples stands out particularly well and illuminates the 
compositional method. The helmet is now gullrooinn, the sword has gullrekin 
hj9ltin or is buit,· the spear, too, is embossed; the shield is rauor and has 
a tracing in gold; the brynja has been replaced with the skarlatskkeoi; and 
the illustrious origin of sword and clothes is mentioned. The at vapnum ok 
kl.e5um motif, the clothes of scarlet, the kingly gifts have become entwined 
with the motifs of the hero pattern. 
In the next generation, Kjartan, like Olaf, shows the same tendency toward 
ostentation and, like Hrut and Olaf, appears in the typical attire befitting a 
hero. He also has received clothes of scarlet from King Olaf Tryggvason: 
"Konungr gaf Kjartani 9ll kkeoi nyskorin af skarlati" (xii, 124). So, after 
his return to Iceland, when Olaf urges him to come along to the fall feast 
at Laugar, Kjartan decks himself out. The formulation of the description 
is by now familiar: 
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Kjartan gerir, sva sem fa5ir hans bei5isk, ok tekr hann nu upp 
skarlatsklmoi sin, pau er Olafr konungr gaf honum at skilnaoi,46 
ok bj6 sik vio skart; hann gyroi sik me{5 sveroinu konungsnaut; 
hann haf{5i a h9foi hjalmgullrooinn ok skj9ld a hlio rauoan, ok 
dreginn a meo gulli krossinn helgi; hann hafoi i- hendi spj6t, ok 
gullrekinn falrinn a. Allir menn hans varu i litklmoum (xliv, 
134-135: Kjartan did as his father wished. He took out the scarlet 
clothes which King Olaf had given him at parting, and dressed 
himself in all his finery. He girded himself with the sword 
Konungsnaut [the king's gift} and had a gilt helmet on his 
head and at his side a red shield with the holy cross traced in gold, 
and in his hand he carried a spear with a gold-inlaid socket. All 
his men were in brightly colored array). 
The components of this passage fulfill again the basic pattern: on the hero's 
head a helmet, at his side a shield, in his hand a spear. The embellishments 
are there too, as well as the scarlet clothes motif and the clause mentioning 
their kingly origin. The inference that Kjartan has dressed himself up in 
his finery to cover up his real feelings and at the same time to impress 
Gudrun, who has married Bolli instead, sets the latter account off as a 
counterpart to Olaf's decking himself out for Thorgerd - thus again a 
recurrent pattern takes on qualified function. 
The at vdpnum ok klttJCJum theme and the distinctive formulation of the 
accoutrements of a hero culminate in the descriptions of Bolli Bollason. His 
sojourn in Norway competes, as we have seen, in many respects with Kjartan's: 
Bolli helt sveit um vetrinn f :Prandheimi, ok var auokennt, hvar 
sem hann gekk til skytninga, at menn hans varu betr bunir at 
kltt!CJum ok vdpnum en annat brejarf6lk (lxxiii, 212: Bolli kept 
a group of followers that winter in Trondheim, and where-
ever he went to inns for drinking, one could easily see that his 
men were better equipped with clothes and weapons than the 
other townsmen). 
The familiar motif applies here to Bolli's men - but by mutual inclusion, 
of course, also to Bolli - and the transposition of the words from their 
accustomed formulation also brings variation. 
These descriptions of gallantry with finery and accoutrements then reach 
their height in the account of Bolli Bollason's splendor upon his return 
from his journey: 
Bolli var sva mikill skartsmaor, er hann kom ut or f9r pessi, at 
hann vildi engi klre<Si bera nema skarlatskkeCJi ok pellskkeCJi, ok 
9ll vapn haf5i hann gullbuin. Hann var kalla5r Bolli inn pru5i . 
. . . Bolli ri<Sr fra skipi vi5 t6lfta mann; peir varu allir i skarlats-
kl£5um fylg<'iarmenn Bolla ok ri5u i gyldum s9CJlum; allir varu 
peir listuligir menn, en po bar Bolli af. Hann var i pellsklttJCJum, 
er Gar5skonungr haf5i gefit honum; hann haf<Si yzta skarlats-
kdpu rau5a; hann var gyr5r F6tbit, ok varu at honum hj9lt 
gullbuin ok me5alkaf linn gulli vafi5r; 4 7 hann haf 5i gyldan hjalm 
a h9fCJi ok rau5an skf9ld a hM, ok a dreginn riddari me() gulli; 
hann haf CJi gla5el i hendi, sem dtt er f utl9ndum, ok hvar sem 
peir toku gistingar, pa ga<Su konur engis annars en horfa a Bolla 
ok skart hans ok peira felaga (lxxvii, 224-225). 
(Bolli was so given to show when he came back from his journey 
that he would wear nothing but clothes of scarlet and velvet, 
and all his weapons had gold inlay. He was called Bolli the 
Magnificent .... He rode from his ship in a party of twelve. They 
were all dressed in clothes of scarlet, these followers of Bolli, and 
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rode in gilded saddles, each and everyone of gallant bearing, but 
Balli surpassed them all. He wore the velvet clothes which the 
king of Miklagard [Constantinople} had given him. Outermost 
he had on a red cloak of scarlet; he was girded with Footbiter, 
its hilts inlaid with gold and its haft wound in gold. He had 
a gilt helmet on and a red shield at his side, on which a knight 
was traced in gold. He had a lance in his hand, as is the 
custom abroad in foreign lands. Wherever they took lodging, 
the women could do nothing but gaze at Balli and his companions 
in all their finery). 
Again the representative elements are present: helmet, shield, spear, sword, 
or lance, as here. Just as the scarlet clothes took the place of the brynja, so now 
the former have been amplified to include velvet ones, a further enhance-
ment, and these were also given by a king. The spectacle throughout the 
generations has become greater. The embossed figure on the shield has 
also undergone transformation from a lion, to a cross, to a knight, paralleling 
supposedly the historical and cultural progression from viking age, to acceptance 
of Christianity, to the advent of chivalry, 4 8 and with it is implied an 
advancement in value and importance. The kurteisi, the riddari, the glaoel 
represent the new, the "outlandish," and indicate some of the impact from 
abroad on thirteenth-century Iceland. 
Another recurrent idea attends these patterns, namely the hero's being 
distinguished (auokenndr), standing out from the crowd, by virtue of his 
physique or fine appearance in weapons and clothes, or both, which in turn 
calls forth the admiration of all who see him. Olaf Hoskuldsson, it will be 
recalled, was the object of awe at his first appearance at the Thing (xvi, 38); 
the Irish, too, marvel at him when he rides into Dublin (xxi, 57),49 and upon 
his return to Iceland his attendance at the Thing is a repeat performance as 
when he was twelve (xxii, 62). Kjartan's physical appearance, like Olaf's, 
creates wonder in all who see him: "allir undrul5usk peir, er sa hann" (xxviii, 
77); and upon his return from abroad he puts on his finery and all his men 
were in colored clothes (xliv, 135: i litklaJoum). But the pageantry of Bolli 
Bollason and his retinue outdoes Kjartan's, as we have seen. His men are 
all in clothes of scarlet, but even these are reduced to second place in 
magnificence over against Bolli, for he is in velvet clothes. His weapons, too, 
now all have gold inlay. And the attention Belli and his retinue attract surpasses 
what has gone before. And well might the people be dazzled by their red 
and gold array. 
Although the pattern of the hero·s accoutrements represented here is not of 
the author's own making (the earliest example being in the Agrip, dated ca. 
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1190), the handling of the theme is totally individual in Laxdrela, where the 
details, the substitutions, the embellishments are arranged to suit the overall 
design with its double aspect: namely, the creation of a background of repetitive 
verbalisms and repetitive thematic patterns, one of which in particular, the 
theme of the hero's accoutrements, exhibits increasing embellishment that 
parallels the succession in the chain reaction; and secondly to use these same 
themes and verbal patterns to draw comparisons implicitly between the actors 
and events in the foreground. 
The account of the physical appearance, accoutrements and so forth of the 
band of men sitting in a circle outside Helgi's hut (lxii, 187-189),50 while 
related thematically, does not follow the motif pattern just discussed. This 
gives a clue co difference in provenance. It has generally been acknowledged 
that this passage in particular suggests influence on the author from the 
courtly literature of the South. Although the rhetorical device of guessing 
the identity of persons through descriptions of their physical appearance goes 
all the way back to Homer (Iliad, Book III), the kurteisi with which the 
author endows this Icelandic band points to chivalric influel'lCe. The naturalistic 
details of the physical features of the men would almost tempt one to suspect 
an eye-witness description of contemporary men. 51 Thus both the veneer of 
chivalry and the more earthy and realistic descriptions point to a thirteenth-
century origin, whereas the heroic pattern discussed in connection with the 
descriptions of Hrut, 6laf, Kjartan, and Bolli Bollason has roots and precedents 
that go back much further, even though this pattern, too, with its basically 
old, native, heroic ideals has been colored with contemporary thirteenth-
century ones. The author has amalgamated the old and the new. 
The foreign kurteisi, for instance, has been so thoroughly accepted into 
the old system of values that it forms a recurrent idea in Laxdrela. 5 2 The 
superlative and complimentary attributes associated with being kurteisligr or 
having kurteisi simply attach themselves to the other praiseworthy qualities 
ascribed to the saga characters. 5 :1 And kurteisi, like afbrago or mikill maor 
ok sterkr, can be lifted from its recurrent use to take on specific function in 
drawing similarities between characters. The foreground and background 
actions in the saga are mutually inclusive. 
The lapse between the time when the persons in the story lived and the 
time when they were written about likely has something to do with the 
magnification of the days of Settlement and the zenith of the Commonwealth. 
From the point of view of thriteenth-century Iceland the old days might well 
have appeared ideal. The glorification of the heroic past seems intentional 
on the part of the author and is of more than passing interest. Such expressions 
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as mikill maor ok sterkr, kvenna v.enst, frioastr maor syn um, mikit af bra go 
annarra manna [kvenna],54 while indicative of the fact that the saga heroes 
took the stage at a time when the old formulas had lost their distinctive value 
and had become flat conventional tags, have in some ways been revitalized by 
the author of Laxdcela and consciously formalized. 
Flattening of the recurrent formulae that run through the saga has to some 
degree been counteracted by introduction of a negative into the familiar pattern, 
which imparts distinction by virtue of its rarity and unexpectedness. Within 
the chain of recurrent phrases negative counterparts also effect a type of 
balancing within the series, as in such phrases: st6rmenni / Utilmenni; 5 5 meo 
allri [mikilli, inni mes tu] bliou I meo engri bUou; 5 6 peim byrjaoi vel I peim 
byrjaoi illa; 57 t6k pvi vel / t6k pvi ilia (took it well, took it ill); 58 let vel 
yfir //let ilia yfir (expressed approval, disapproval); 59 and Ukar vel / Ukar 
[unnir] ilia (was well pleased, ill pleased). 60 
The expression t6k af pvi vel at eins ok Utit af 9llu61 in itself neatly sums 
up this type of formal balancing between the negative and the positive, 
between the either-or, neither-nor ideas that are typical of the saga. 
This counterpoising within the recurrent chain reveals the author's predilec-
tion for composing through contrasts and his sure sense for the unity of the 
composition. The negative forms are weighted and hence, though for the 
most part quantitatively fewer, qualitatively of greater import. Recurrence 
can be said to evidence somewhat the same disposition to act and react which 
was a functional feature of Foreknowledge, Repetition, and Comparison. 
Furthermore, the recurrence of the patterns conditions the audience to expect 
them, in a way similar to the anticipation associated with Foreknowledge. 
This preconditioning and the commonplace nature of the words and phrases 
help to camouflage double intentions and to veil the hints. At any time, 
a Recurrent pattern may be turned co qualified use as Repetition or Comparison. 
Such double treatment is a characteristic stylistic feature of the saga, there 
being an ironic tone, a duplicity and ambiguity about many of the devices 
employed. There is a shift of focus between the foreground and the back-
ground, between the surface meaning and the implied meaning throughout the 
saga. 
The round of sameness, the patterning of one generation after the other, 
bring out most forcibly a formalized ordering of the world. It is always 
(jafnan) 6 2 the same world caught in the endless cycle of retaliations, caught 
in the social conventions, caught in a fateful destiny. The word jafnan is 
a loaded word. The ethical code is as rigidly prescribed and followed as the 
fateful prophecies are inevitably fulfilled. This predeterminism apparent also 
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in Recurrence brings us back to Foreknowledge and to the realization that the 
necessity with which the lexical units and patterns have been applied reflect 
formally the necessity of the action. Thus all the structural components of the 
composition have been shown to be but different points of view or aspects 
that inhere in the formative concept that produced Laxdmla saga. 
If the words "ok lykr par nu SQgunni" ("and here now the saga ends") did 
not stand at the close - and indeed the statement is not found in all manu-
scripts - one would have the feeling that, in some respects, the whole could 
begin all over again, that the end had run into the beginning. Fittingly enough, 
too, genealogies open and close the saga, imaging the round of existence in 
its continuous cycle. Yet the chain has also come full circle; the composition 
has run out; all prophecies have been fulfilled; the motifs and characters 
neatly played off one against the other; the scales of justice brought to a 
balance for the time. 
The precise completion of prophecies and hints, the matching and patterning 
of the lexical components that make up the narrative have built a unified 
structure and integral style, whose formal units abstracted from the discursive 
content, show the total linguistic fabric to be "all of a piece." What was 
surmised in the beginning has been demonstrated: the saga is a carefully 





In beginning this study, in order to let Laxdcela saga speak for itself, I 
proceeded from a premise which ruled out everything extraneous to the 
text. The saga was assumed to be a self-contained whole whose purport could 
be ascertained without recourse to external information. The evidence accruing 
from the study leaves no alternative but to concede, first of all, that the 
artistic significance of the saga outweighs, indeed overrules, any claim for 
historical reliability or pragmatic function. The selecting, ordering, and 
concentrating of the materials of the composition, both the subject matter 
and the linguistic components, toward a desired aesthetic end mark the 
work as an artistic unit. If one were to underline in the original text all 
the repetitions, formulae, and patterns that have been discussed in this analysis, 
the staggering number would show the bulk of the saga to be comprised 
of these elements. What in the face of this manipulation of materials, one 
can legitimately ask, remains of history? Incontestably the historical ingredient 
will have to yield its claim to supremacy to the non-historical aspect that 
places Laxdcela saga among the ranks of brilliant literary achievements. 
It is evident that a formative concept, which determines the discursive 
content and the lexical and syntactical choices, equating the "what" and the 
"how," underpins the total composition. The author not only completes his 
prophecies, he also fulfills expectations by creating a symmetrical poetic 
pattern which conveys the ideas of compensation, comparison, and balance 
against a background of an unending cycle that threatens to upset the 
delicate equilibrium. The schematism of the total word-pattern conveys this 
meaning irrespective of the discursive reference. The basic materials of the 
narrative (agents, events, and lexical components) have been so arranged 
that every element has a function within the closed system in which these 
structural associations have been developed. From the larger units down to 
the smallest linguistic elements the intended poetic meaning is reflected, 
the whole in the part, the part in the whole. Even single expressions 
such as ba!fji, tvei, kosti,, ymisst, hva,ki ... ne, hvarrtveggja, or sem afj,, 
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sem van var, kunnigt, jafn-, and jafnan are bound to all others in a necessary 
relationship determined by the structure of the whole, a structure and style 
which controls the associations and lends significance to each of these parts 
beyond their independent meaning outside the saga. Such tightness of structure, 
where almost every word is essential to completeness, is not unusual in 
poetry. In a prose composition of this length it represents an amazing 
achievement. All the materials of the composition, whatever their provenance 
- historical figures and events, contemporary happenings, borrowed. passages 
or motifs, universal poetic techniques and rhetorical devices - have not 
merely been transformed in the sense that they have been accommodated to 
the new contextual environment of the story, but rather, and more importantly, 
the author has also given them a formal existence of their own apart from 
their discursive application. This formal structure he has camouflaged so well 
that one does not suspect just how ingenious this unknown author was. 
To appreciate it fully, the saga must virtually be decoded. 
Thirteenth-century writers explored a common storehouse of themes and 
characters and literary devices. Individuality of authorship consisted to a 
great extent in felicitous and inventive handling of the materials. Anonymity 
has perhaps been fortuitous in this case in that it has permitted us to focus 
attention on the work itself rather than on the man. The main concern in 
appraising a literary work, from whatever century, is not the provenance of 
the material or of the technique, but what the author has made out of his 
"givens" in an entirely new and unique composition. 
The Historical Illusion 
For all his manipulations and poetic handling of the material of hh 
narrative the saga author has managed to keep the illusion of real events 
and historical truth. What are the means by which he has created such 
a vivid impression of actuality? First, he has not fabricated completely. Tht 
main personages were historical, and some general facts about their lives were 
known from the Landnamab6k and the lslendingab6k. And these people the 
author placed in their palpably real setting replete with place names. He knew 
how to bring the historical figures to life by supplying the happenings in 
their lives with psychologically plausible motives and reactions. Other persons 
and events, equally convincing, he totally invented. The rich dialogue also 
makes the actors seem alive. Upon closer inspection, the true to life narrative, 
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and particularly the discourse, will be found to surpass accounts of real events in 
vividness. The language is chiseled, the phrases exact, the dialogue filed. 
All that might be haphazard or superfluous, as it occurs in nature, in real life 
situations, has been eliminated, and only those elements that perform a 
necessary function within the work are present. 
Second, the author has incorporated genealogies and poems into his narrative, 
both of which were generally acknowledged sources for history. Snorri 
Srurluson specifically mentions the skaldic poetry as being one of his sources 
for the events and battles in the lives of the Norwegian kings. In the purely 
literary genre, poems may even be invented for the story, merely to give 
a semblance of tradition. 1 Noteworthy is the fact that the poems often 
contain archaic word forms, likely deliberate in order to engender belief iP 
their authenticity as handed down from the time of the events described. 
Third, the author has made other appeals to authority. Mention of Ari 
Thorgilsson, the venerable historian, near the beginning and end of the saga 
puts the story in a historical frame.:! Phrases such as sva segja menn, J,at er allra 
manna mal, J,at er s9gn manna (people say, it is commonly said, that is what 
men say) were long looked upon as substantiating an oral tradition behind 
the sagas that told the truth of the matter. a Such a literal, face-value inter-
pretation is naive. Originally these expressions no doubt represented nothing 
but a conventional appeal to authority that placed the storyteller in the line 
of tradition, offering "proof" that what he was telling was not of his own 
fabrication; it was based on general knowledge. No storyteller wanted to be 
just a "teller of tales," a liar. From time immemorial the poet has sought 
to capture his listener's attention through an appeal to the credibility of his 
tale. By enlisting the belief of his audience, he drew them into the illusion. 
In this respect the authors of the Sagas of Icelanders succeeded so well 
that it has taken critics centuries to recognize the trick. 
Fourth, the author preserves the illusion of telling his story in a natural, 
historical time sequence. Progression of time dominates the action, despite the 
fact that a back and forth movement has been developed through the abstract 
formal relationships, but of which one is scarcely aware. Here again the 
author has subtly concealed his intention. Occasionally he correlates events 
in the story with historical happenings outside the story. 4 It is significant 
that in such instances actual dates are never given. Invariably, the time 
sequence is indicated by designations relative to one another: "the next winter," 
"the following spring." Passage of time may even be less precise, as with 
"so the seasons passed," or "he stayed many winters."" If the inner chronology 
of the saga is carefully compared with outside dates from annal tabulations, 
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many irreconcilable discrepancies are found. !i The author is working not in 
real time but in poetic time, which can be hastened, collapsed, lengthened, or 
annuled as he may wish. This aspect of the saga will be dealt with more 
thoroughly in the subsection Rhythm and Time. 
The Oral Heritage Re-evaluated 
The adaptability of the saga form to several genres accounts for its popularity 
in Iceland. The prose style which lent itself to official chronicles and lives 
of saints proved equally suited for recounting less sedate histories and tales. 
The Kings· Sagas and the Sagas of Icelanders were created and written during 
the late twelfth and throughout the thirteenth century. They had several 
centuries of written training behind them. Turning from didactic and hagio-
graphic literature but under the influence of clerical literature, chronicles, 
and compendia which the Church brought to Iceland, the authors of the 
sagas revived native materials and wrote in the vernacular. 
The saint's life exhibits a typical formal pattern: marvellous infancy and 
vocation; struggle and trials by which the saint proved his prowess and 
virtue; an account of miracles, dreams, and premonitions; perhaps a warning 
of approaching death; particulars attending his death and the miracles at the 
tomb and afterward. 7 Somewhere along the line gifted writers were bound 
to see the connection between these accounts and the motifs characteristic 
of traditional pagan heroes. Indeed, the saint's life was originally patterned 
after the ideal hero of the pre-Christian eras. Christianity came late to Scandi-
navia and to Iceland. The old heroes and heroic ideals were still well in 
remembrance. At the outset the contact with the hagiographic literature 
of the Church- must have seemed like a secondary borrowing of the heroic 
concept via the saint's life. This traditional form served as model and 
inspiration for the writing of the first Kings' Sagas, especially initiating a 
wealth of sagas about King Olaf Haraldsson, secular hero and saint. The 
clerical unction of the early versions was gradually shed, witness Snorri 
Sturluson's rendering of the saga. The earliest purely secular king's saga, 
the Sverris saga (ca. 1185-1188), reveals particularly well the hagiographic 
origin of the reborrowed heroic motifs: King Sverrir, too, has an unusual 
birth and infancy; a childhood with marvels; in manhood he performs heroic 
deeds and tests of courage and prowess; there are premonitions and prophecies 
connected with his death, pointing both to a fateful concept of life and to 
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Providence. This saga had much influence on the subsequent sagas that were 
written in Iceland - sagas about bishops, kings, and Icelanders from the period 
of Settlement. 
Laxdrela saga bears witness to the revival of the heroic tradition on the 
one hand, and to the merging with chivalric ideals on the other hand. That 
Kjartan was the first in Iceland to keep the fast, that Gudrun was the first 
woman to learn the psalter and to become a nun in Iceland shows that the 
author also took cognizance of the saintly virtues that his characters were 
to have in addition to the heroic ones, and the chivalric. The three cultural 
streams merge into one. The appearance of much of the heroic formulae 
(mikill mat'Jr ok sterkr, etc.) no doubt can be traced to the attempt to salvage 
what was already on the verge of dying out. The courtly knights of medieval 
Europe were just over the horizon, ready to replace the saints, leaving little 
time for the upsurge and flowering of the native heroes. The Sagas of 
Icelanders came into rapid bloom and experienced an equally rapid decline. 
It is thought by some that the poetic Edda was committed to writing as part 
of an antiquarian revival, and Snorri's prose Edda stands witness to the fact that 
he, for one, felt it behooved him to explain the skaldic forms and devices, since 
the pagan kennings had fallen into disrepute and their content was no longer 
understood. We have noted how many Eddie themes have come into Laxdrela. 8 
These are literary influences. Many of the Eddie lays are demonstrably quite 
young, while others show evidence of syncretism. They thus can give us only 
a hazy idea of what the oral poems must have been like. Are there any reflexes 
of the heroic tradition that might be reminiscent of the themes or techniques 
of oral poetry, pre-Eddie poetry? 
The motif of "early maturity" (e.g. snimmendis mikill 'ok sterkr) hints of 
the heroic patte~, where typically the youth has a remarkable origin, strength 
and wisdom beyond his years, and the like. It will be recalled that both 
Hoskuld and Balli Bollason are said to be wise and strong beyond their 
years. In Laxdrela this motif, too, is tinged with a chivalric and courtly 
ideal: beauty is on a par with brawn (e.g. lii, 159; lvi, 170: snimma . .. vamn). 
The emphasis placed on the coming of age at twelve years (e.g. Balli 
carrying Footbiter at twelve; Olaf's attending the Thing for the first time; 
Gellir Thorkelsson's accompanying his father abroad for the first time) recalls 
the tests the Germanic warrior underwent in initiation rites to prove his 
manhood, but, except for Bolli's bearing a weapon at that age, indicating 
his readiness to avenge his father, the other instances of the twelve-years-of-age 
theme are only hollow reminiscences of the original importance which the 
coming of age carried. 
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Again in Laxdrela, manly virtues are more often ascribed to heroes like 
Kjartan and Bolli Bollason in words, than demonstrated in deeds. Beauty, 
popularity, wit, fine clothes have replaced in part the tougher substance of 
the Germanic hero of ancient times. Fame lies more in gaining favor at the 
court, in being handgenginn to the king, in possessing kurteisi. The traditional 
competition between men (the flyting) has become a mannjafnat'Jur, almost 
a courtly pastime where the virtues of the heroes are discussed and compared 
(xix, 44). 
The fabulous origin of weapons, as work of the giants and the like, which 
endows them with extraordinary power, finds an echo in the supernatural 
powers of the swords Footbiter and Konungsnaut (King's Gift). Weaponry 
presented to Icelanders as gifts from the Norwegian king picks up the theme 
of at least an illustrious origin. The motif of a hero fighting without weapons 
or protection has been transformed and put to different use in the case of 
Bolli Thorleiksson who fights without a byrnja. Instead of marking great 
heroism, it is, within the context of Laxdrela, a flaw in the heroic pattern, an 
example of the authof s practice of inserting negatives unexpectedly into the 
pattern. 
Interesting to muse upon is whether the author of Laxdrela deliberately 
put the new material in the old forms, or whether he was unable to disengage 
himself from his cultural milieu so that contemporary values crept in in spite 
of himself. It is actually more tempting to think that he meant to display 
the merging of all three cultural strains, collapsing them into one. 
The formulation of the accoutrements and trappings associated with the 
warrior-hero (hann haft'Ji ,svert'J i hendi, hjalm a hQfdi, skjQld a hM) is the 
counterpart in literary form of the archetypal warrior depictions found on 
weaponry from the period of the Great Migrations at Vendel, Valsgarde, 
Sutton Hoo, Pliezhausen, and elsewhere in Germanic territory. And also on 
the church door at Valpj6fsstaifo in Iceland (now in the museum in Reykja-
vik) from the early thirteenth century is found the same typical warrior from 
a long heritage, in whom ever a new hero can be visualized. The embellish-
ment of weaponry, especially the delight in pageantry noticeable in Laxdrela, 
seems to point to the thirteenth century's increased interest in decorative 
trappings. Yet traditionally, weapons, particularly those belonging to men 
of high estate, were richly ornamented, prized and handed-down (Beowulf 
bears earliest witness to this; and the phrase met'Jalkaflinn gulli vafit'Jr, found 
in Laxdrela, occurs in a verse attributed to skald Sighvat)Y 
In addition, some traditional motifs like sharp-sightedness (skyggn mat'Jr), 
whettings by words and reminders to arouse desire for vengeance, inimical 
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brothers, favoritism toward one child, useless warnings appear in the Laxdcela 
saga. Some of these, as well as all the ghost tales, superstitions, hauntings, the 
earth being turned inside out by an evil glance, the stuff of dreams, derive 
from folklore, likely contemporary with the author, or conceivably taken 
from foreign sources, but this has never been demonstrated. The concept 
of Fate is, of course, the most obvious hand-me-down from the pagan heroic 
age. These then are some of the tangible themes in the content that can 
safely be said to have derived from a preliterate age, or oral transmission 
existing in the thirteenth century, no doubt in folktales and the like. Apart 
from these general motifs, inherited from the cultural background, there is 
not one single fact, event, or character that can demonstrably be said to have 
come down as the substance from an oral tradition. To the contrary, all the 
events and persons, except those that can be shown through the aesthetic 
structure to have been fabricated by the author, will be found to have 
origins in written sources or in the contemporary scene. There is certainly not 
much of anything, except the bare skeletal facts about the persons of the 
saga as given in the Landnamab6k or derived from an older redaction of the 
lslendingab6k of Ari or from the older sources for the Kings' Sagas that one 
could call factual. 
If the author of Laxdcela did not receive substance for his narrative from 
oral tales as a transmitted substratum, earlier poets and writers can at least 
be assumed to have used techniques of story telling that had been successful 
in the preceding unlettered age and would continue to employ them as long 
as they served the purpose of the new medium. Writers would naturally feel, 
for instance, that the written story should resemble one which was designed 
to be recited, especially if the practice were to read stories aloud in an age 
when parchments were scarce. Teller-to-audience directives such as those 
marking the flash-backs, or abrupt introductions of new persons and the 
equally curt dismissal of exiting charatters 1 0 are no doubt reflexes of native 
habits that have found their way into the new lettered age. Once incorporated 
into literature in the narrower sense, they have become literary devices and 
even may represent conscious imitation. For by the thirteenth century the 
accomplished techniques and rhetorical devices of an imported culture, the 
hagiographic literature of the church, and the foreign example of written 
chronicles had firmly established themselves. 
Some of the phrases which have a hackneyed ring in the sagas can be 
assumed to have been taken over as traditional forms, early becoming crystallized, 
conventional tags and mannerisms, hence their fossilized appearance from 
the beginning in the written literature. Such cliches as mikill maor ok sterkr, 
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kvenna vt-enst, allra manna fri-tJastr synum seem to be of such long standing 
that they have lost their original effectiveness and function, being very 
much "on the autumnal verge," to use W. P. Ker's phrase. The peak of literary 
creativity in thirteenth-century Iceland already carried with it the seeds of 
decay. Exploited to the fullest, the literary forms and techniques were bound 
to lose their meaning and substance. The too succinct turn of phrase, the 
characteristic stoicism of characters in face of moral obligation or death, 
all too soon took on the quality of mock heroics. 
Rhetorical techniques such as the use of repetitions, increments, antitheses, 
negative alternatives, litotes, chiasmal relationships; stylistic conventions such 
as the use of anticipatory devices, contrastives (after gladness, sorrow; e.g., 
the function of katr as hint of its opposite), incorporation of authoritative 
names, folk etymologies, poems, dreams; narrative techniques such as inter-
spersing narration with dialogue, mingling of direct and indirect discourse, use 
of flash-backs are hardly new with the author of Laxdre!a, and can be shown 
to be the result of long schooling with classical texts, however much they 
may have coincided with the devices of native poetry. That the Laxdrela 
author has devised a completely original composition based on these common 
methods needs no further demonstration. His ingenious application of patterned 
themes with variation achieved through substitution, reordering and mixing 
of the motifs, negation, and embellishment draws particular attention. Here 
he is a master. Comparison with what we know of early poetic techniques where 
repetitions, patterns, and variation were the favorite devices and with the 
poetic handling of language as illustrated in deliberate ambiguities, plays 
on levels of meaning, dual function of idioms as found, for example, in skaldic 
verse, offers a better basis for evaluating the influence of "tradition" on the 
ironic prose style of Laxdrela than hypothetical oral compositions of which 
we have not a trace. 
Written Sources 
The author did not receive the substance of his tale from oral traditions, on 
the contrary he welded together diverse accounts and themes from a variety 
of written sources. Rolf Heller has done the most in tracing literary similarities 
between Laxdrela and the Kings' Sagas, Laxdrela and the Bishops' Sagas, 
Laxdrela and Knytlinga saga, Laxdrela and Sturlunga saga, etc. The direction 
of the borrowings - if indeed it is a matter of borrowing - cannot very well 
be determined unless one has a better idea of the chronology of the works. 
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The Stoffgeschichte of Laxdwla deserves a separate study. Since that would 
go beyound the scope and purpose of this analysis, a few examples will 
serve to demonstrate the author's method in handling his materials. Here 
again it will be seen that he has woven the varied threads so deftly that the 
seams are nowhere visible. Just as he imbedded the formal arrangement of 
the lexical components in natural and plausible contexts such that the 
calculated plan goes by practically unnoticed, so too the diverse origins of 
his content he cleverly concealed. 
The substance of the story, aside from what has been purely invented, the 
author draws from three basic cultural periods. The Eddie poems (albeit watered 
down and fragmentary through what might be called a salvage operation) 
provided an impetus to reenvision the spirit of the old heroic days and provided 
some motifs. The Landndmab6k and Ari's original version of the lslendingab6k 
supplied the author with genealogical information and the basic facts about 
the persons he wanted to use in his saga for the time of Settlement (Gudrun had 
four husbands; Kjartan was killed in Svinadal; 6svifs sons were outlawed for 
the killing of Kjartan; Hoskuld bought a concubine Melkorka). Interesting in 
this regard is that the author chose not to include all the names in the genealogies 
that he could have. The fact that we withheld many substantiates the surmise 
that the genealogies were not inserted in the saga for the sake of historical 
completeness or for supplying accurate information, but rather serve an 
aesthetic function beyond merely an additive to enhance the historical 
illusion. For some of the basic information about the Norwegian kings the 
Kings' Sagas (Heimskringla and the Morskinskinna) were available, and 
particularly monk Odd's Olaf s saga Tryggvasonar, episodes from all of which 
were incorporated into Laxdwla's characters and events. 
The chivalric tastes that began to invade the court in Norway with Brother 
Robert's translation of Tristan in 1226 made themselves also felt in Iceland, 
but the words riddari and kurteisi entered the vocabulary long before any 
specific concepts tinged the attitudes in the sagas. Laxdwla saga appears to 
be one of the earliest sagas to show a shift of interest in this direction to any 
marked degree. The Laxdwla author obviously was receptive to the influences 
that were in the air. In many respects Kjartan and even more so Bolli 
Bollason approach the stereotype of the gallant knight, and like Myrkjartan, 
each could be inn vaskligi riddari and his companions and retinue as they 
return from abroad a mikit riddaralio. 11 The knight on the shield, the loan 
word glaoel in the description of Bolli B. point to acquaintance with the 
contemporary medieval scene, and the author with his sem titt er f utlQndum 
gives himself away. 12 The old adjective vaskligr combined with the new 
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noun riddari, like the glaoel being substituted into the pattern for the old 
sword or spear, is indicative of the process that is taking place and of the 
author's method of amalgamating. 
And not only has this new spirit, whose values have some affinity with the 
native, Nordic ones, been absorbed into the saga, but so too have contemporary 
events. To what extent has as yet not been sufficiently researched. The most 
obvious parallel with a recorded happening is the passage on the fighters at 
Helgi's hut, which must have some connection with the account in the lslendinga 
saga about the attack on the Thorvaldssons in 1232. 1 :{ The word kurteisi, while 
sprinkled in less noticeably in the saga in other places, occurs here with some 
concentration. This fits in with the general increase toward the end of the saga 
in pomp and pageantry but may also well have something to do with the 
closer relationship of the passage with the thirteenth century. Content and 
form would indicate this. 
Let us turn briefly to some of the sources for Laxdwla. Parallels between 
it and the Edda have already been listed. 1 4 When it comes to the Kings' Sagas, 
one must look at both the Morkinskinna and the Heimskringla. It is at once 
striking that these two and Laxdwla have much phraseology and many themes 
in common. A small sampling includes: aptans bida oframs sok (Mork. 
29-30;tr. Lxd. xxxv, 96); knif og bellte (Mork. 57; Lxd. xx, 51); ath skilnadi 
(e.g.: Mork. 57; Hkr. II, 219;H Lxd. xxi, 57); ath vopnum og kltedum (e.g.: 
Mork. 172; Hkr.11, 198; Lxd. xxii, 62); med myklum ka1rleika (e.g.: Mork. 177, 
Hkr. II, 165; Lxd. xxii, 61). Over against the examples from the Mork. and Hkr., 
the Laxdwla instances of the formulations take on a more stereotyped tone; 
not only are they used more frequently, they also belong to structured patterns, 
The killing of Bentein Kolbeinsson (Mork. 423-424) is also found in the 
Heimskringla (Ill, 310), and this account together with elements from the 
attack on Grj6tgard as given in the 6laf s saga helga (Hkr. II, 302-303) form 
the substance of the narrative about the killing of Bolli Th. in his hue (Lxd. 
Iv, 166-168). The description of Magnus berfrett in his regalia and with his 
sword Legbiti (Mork. 335), the corresponding description of him in the 
Heimskringla (III, 227 and 236), the description of king Olaf Haralds-
son in his accoutrements of battle (Hkr. II, 367), and the passages about the 
sword Fotbitr (Footbiter) and Bolli B.'s trappings (Lxd. xxix, 79; lxxviii, 
224-225) bear striking resemblance among the patterned descriptions of this 
type. 17 In every instance the Laxdcela wording corresponds more closely to the 
Heimskringla over against the source Morkinskinna. 
Olaf Haraldsson's last battle (Hkr. II, 367, 383-384, 385, 387) and that 
of Kjartan have many similar elements (Lxd. xlix, 152-154). The account of 
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Thorberg's and Ragnhild's harboring of Stein Skaptason (Hkr. II, 245-246) 
and the set-to between Vigdis and Th6rd over the sheltering of Th6r6lf (Lxd. 
xiv, 31-32) offer further striking parallels. Ingigerd's taunting of her father, 
the king of Sweden, with " 'G6'1'i morginvei5r .. .' " (Hkr. II, 132) parallels 
Gudrun's "'MisjQfn ver5a morginverkin .. .'" after Bolli has killed Kjartan 
(Lxd. xlix, 154). Interesting is the composite picture of Melkorka. The Land-
ndmab6k relates merely that Hoskuld bought a concubine of that name. The 
details in that transaction, where and how it took place, as told in Lxd. (xii, 
22-23), seem to derive from the 6/dfs saga Tryggvasonar (Hkr. I, 301) where 
the merchant Lodin purchases a concubine in the east at a trade fair, she 
was ill-clad, and she turns out to be Astrid the wife of king Tryggvi, who 
had been sold into slavery. Lodin promises to buy her and take her back to 
Norway "if she will marry him." All these features are found again in Laxdcela: 
the trade fair in the east, a woman ill-clad who is of royal birth but had been 
taken into slavery. And the motif "if you will marry me" comes up also in 
connection with Melkorka (Lxd. xx, 50). The tale of Lodin is not in Monk 
Odd's 6ldfs saga Tryggvasonar (AM 310), Snorri's source, and would there-
fore appear to be of the latter's manufacture. Melkorka also shares the woeful 
service of Herborg, the Hunnish queen, as related in the Gu5runarkvi5a I of 
the Edda. Compare the shoes and stockings incident and the fact that the 
master was friendly whereas the mistress was harsh (Gu5runarkvi5a I, vv. 9-10 
and Lxd. xiii). 
To what extent contemporary thirteenth-century events and personages 
have entered the saga remains one of the knottiest problems to untangle. 
In the final section of this chapter the attack on the Thorvaldssons in 1232 and 
other reports from the lslendinga saga which conceivably could have been a 
source for the Laxdcela author are more fully discussed. Chronology here is a 
decisive factor, and much more detailed investigation must be done before one 
can assume similarities between Laxdcela and any of the saga sources to be bor-
rowings by the Laxdcela author, as might so appear at first glance. 
From the examples given one can see how the author interwove many strands 
to develop a composite yet convincingly natural picture of the characters and 
events in the saga. The substance of the narrative has been so carefully 
reworked that the multiple origins are disguised. It would not be surprising 
if further investigation into the sources would reveal that the content as 
well as the form has its own design, the main episodes and characters being 
composites from motifs and persons of pre-story time (Eddie lays and heroic 
themes), from story-time (the eleventh century, the material being provided 
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by the Kings' Sagas), and from the author's own day. The evidence seems 
to be pointing in that direction. 
The conclusion thus remains that Laxdcela is a deliberately contrived piece 
of literary prose, put together from bits and pieces, the patchwork being 
invisible so that a unified whole emerges. Whatever meager facts the author 
had, he padded out skilfully with plausible incidents, psychological motives, 
brilliant dialogue from a storehouse of written material and from his fertile 
imagination. Of historical truths or of oral traditions it can no longer be 
a question in the case of Laxdcela. It is now easier to grant the literal meaning 
to Sturla Th6rdarson's "setti saman" in reference to the works his uncle 
Snorri had written (lslendinga saga for the year 1230). The Kings' Sagas and 
the Sagas of Icelanders, it would seem, are truly "put together." 
The Social and Moral Order 
Although knowledge of the historical, social, and cultural background of 
a literary work often contributes appreciably to the better understanding of 
it, an artistic interpretation may, conversely, illuminate with even greater 
penetration the vitality of the age which produced it. Laxdcela presents the 
cultural ethos prevailing in Iceland from the time of Settlement to the 
author's own day. In creating so very real a world in which the characters 
move and act, the author has set before us the familiar events of that world: 
births, deaths, wooings, marriage feasts, journeys abroad, business deals and 
bargainings, ghosts, divinations, dreams, and above all killings and feuds. 
All the social and moral enactments have been selected in consonance 
with the saga's overall purpose and design and put into a form that brings 
out that design most advantageously. Against the backdrop of social con-
ventions, figures move across the landscape in multi-colored array, weapons 
and shields brightly shining. In spite of its sp!endor, fate and doom hang 
over this world; in spite of its variety, the activities contain no real surprises. 
Everything is caught in a round of formulae, stereotyped scenes, and recurrent 
phrases. The formulaic character of the language and the predictable patterns 
in which life in the saga world is depicted mirror the inflexibility of that 
world. 
In the moral order is found the same kind of rigidity and inescapableness 
as chara,cterizes the social sphere. Here again is formula. Comparison of men 
and their worth underpins the moral code. Disparities are weighed and 
counterbalanced; in combat and contests skill is pitted against skill. Snorri 
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Godi recognizes the disparity between Lambi and Bolli in the compensating 
of one life with another. In the competitions at Asbjarnarnes Kjartan is 
matched against the strongest and best; and at court, talk apparently often 
runs to the comparison of men (mannjafnat}ur: xix, 44). When king 6laf 
and Kjartan are measured by the yardstick, they are found to be equally tall: 
"Pat s9g<'iu menn, at }_:>eir hafi jafnmiklir menn verit, pa er peir gengu un-
dir mal, Olafr konungr ok Kjartan" (xli, 124-125). Doubtless the physical 
comparison is meant to suggest a sizing-up of their worth as well. Equalizing 
is basic to the mering out of justice, to the settling of arbitrations, to the 
paying of indemnities. But perfect atonement, an evened score, can never 
be attained, for the demands of wounded honor carry the killings onward: 
" 'It may well be that we cannot even the score exactly with these Laxdalers,' 
Gudrun says, 'but now someone must pay dearly, no matter from what dale 
he comes.' " A retaliarory system of point counterpoint sets up a measured 
rhythm within the run-on chain reaction of retribution, from which there is 
no respite. To be sure, disputes could always be settled peaceably, in a way 
that would do both sides honor, but efforts in this direction are abortive, 
even though they stand out as an admirable alternative, an unattainable ideal 
that is reluctantly relinquished. The aesthetic analysis has shown how the 
author neatly symbolized this two-edged sword of justice: through Repetition 
and Comparison, the like-for-like and compensating of likes and unlikes 
respectively; through Recurrence, the eternal chain. 
From the concept of equalization and comparison the saga derives its vital 
form. Aside from the killings, other activities have been purposely selected 
to point up the same underlying idea: division of inheritances, marriage 
contracts, divorce settlements, sharing a catch of fish, making equal trades 
of horses and land. Bargaining stands out as a particular preoccupation in 
the saga. Much of the substance of the narrative relates tO this equivalent and 
compensatory aspect of the moral law, as do the lexical, syntactical, and 
rhetorical preferences. 
The round-of-life activities with their repeated patterns lend emphasis 
to the notion that the enactments of the social code, like those in the moral 
order, can develop into a vicious cycle. The formal organization of the 
linguistic materials tells us that this is so. As the tendency toward mutliple 
repetition presents itself in the triplets and quadruplets, where the balance 
is preserved, however precariously, through resolution into pairs in varying 
combinations, so the Recurrent linguistic formulations strive for equilibrium 
in a sort of check and balance system between negatives and positives. The 
delicate balance is on the verge of being upset at any moment. 
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The reappearance of the lexical combinations throughout the saga transmits 
a sense of necessity and predeterminism. The inner world of the saga is always 
(jafnan) the same world, one inextricably caught in its own entanglement, one 
ethically as well as metaphysically prescribed. 
Destiny 
The irretraccable demand of the code of honor is expressed in the lives 
of the agents as unavoidable entanglements which lead to misfortune and, 
ultimately, to death. What is called misfortune by the individual is really 
part of a larger mysterious doom which pervades life itself; for all things 
there is an ill-fated destiny. Fate works behind the scenes, yet is manifested 
primarily in and through the characters. The course of events is determined 
not only by the will of the characters - and their will is motivated by the 
ethical code - but also by the will of this inscrutable force. Free and self-
determined though the characters may seem ta be, there is a power at the 
core of life itself which motivates both the agents and through them the 
action. The element of chance is thus all but eliminated. By amalgamating 
an apparition of destiny with the moral order of things, the author has 
created a compendious impulse that sets off the dramatic tension. 
To represent this supernatural force, the author has made use of the 
convenient folk belief in dreams, portents, curses, premonitions, and revela-
tions of second sight. These "natural" phenomena, belonging in one sense ta 
the "real" world, were also manifestations of the preternatural. They offered 
a ready-made device by which a preview of events could be given. But so 
skillfully has the author couched the will of destiny in the language of 
dreams and the like - a language characteristically ambiguous - that both 
agents and audience are left in doubt whether what is suggested will really 
happen. Ambiguity permits the agents to shrug off prophecies or portents 
as something puzzling or inexplicable. In any case they pay them no heed, 
and warnings are deliberately ignored (An Brushwood Belly's dream, Thor-
stein's admonishment ta Thorkel, for instance), a fact which is again motivated 
by the characters' own will and stubbornness. Fate is actualized through the 
agents; it is not a deus ex machina. The audience, if alert and atuned ro the 
subtleties of the text, may bear all the long-termed prophetic statements in 
mind, but somehow also retains doubt concerning the probability of realiza-
tion. Apprehension aroused increases dramatic anticipation. It is a case of 
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"agents having heard, that still do not hear" and of an "audience having 
heard, that knows but still plans and hopes." Alternations between fear and 
hope heighten the excitement. An evil sword comes into the family; but soon 
a protective one is acquired, an antidote. Hopes are raised, then dampened 
when the good sword is stolen, raised again when it is found, and again 
disappointed when it is put aside in a chest. Similarly, we hope that 
Kjartan will heed Aud's warning, but he refuses to take her brothers along; 
they go at her insistence, only to turn back before the crucial moment. 
Finally, the shepherd "by chance" sees the ambush and wishes to head 
Kjartan off. But the shepherd is overruled by his master, who, along with 
Thorhalla Chatterbox, is one of the malicious characters in the saga who 
delights in the misfortunes of others. Thus, Kjartan's destiny overrides all 
obstacles and takes its course. From the outset it is clear what the end will be. 
In addition to vatic pronouncements of various kinds, other elements in 
the saga contribute to the establishing of a known result. The seemingly 
perfunctory adjectives used in introducing a character sum up his temperament 
before it is revealed in the action. Genealogies introduce even the agents 
themselves long before they come into the story. Ambiguities and rhetorical 
devices of different kinds aid in transmitting hints ironically veiled by the 
context, but transparent to the audience "in the know." 
Although what the characters experience appears to happen naturally 
or as chance would have it, the underlying concept is not chance but 
destiny, a predeterminism which fulfills all that is implicit from the 
beginning. The inflexibility of fate corresponds associatively and structurally 
with the inflexibility in the ethical order. In the saga, these two spheres, the 
ethical and metaphysical (represented by the preternatural), are for all practical 
purposes amalgamated, and the formal aspects in the saga reflect both. Lexical 
repetitions set opposing sides against one another in balanced strength and 
power, either as parallels or antitheses, and hence present a symmetry of 
their own that has the semblance of an evened score. Furthermore, any 
given item reappearing underscores the inevitability of what has been intimated 
or once said and so produces a semblance of function fulfilled. Enactment 
of the moral law and fulfillment of fate are in each instance binding and 
necessary. The precision with which the formal elements (i.e. the lexical 
components and the formalized patterns) reappear shows them to be necessary 
rather than arbitrary. The whole saga is executed according to a preconceived 
plan. The author, omniscient and behind the scenes, manipulates his puppets 
and the actions on stage, much as fate has determined all from the beginning. 
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The Characters 
The foregoing investigation has shown that the Laxdrela author worked 
with a selected number of personality traits and attributive phrases. The 
character types are not infinitely varied nor are the events and situations of 
unlimited kinds. Both have been chosen to illustrate a formal concept -
either balance and compensation or serial happenings. Both agents and 
events are subordinate to that function. The inner and outer worlds are thus 
brought into closest correspondence. The agents in general show those qualities 
that can best motivate the action and set the ethos in motion - stubborn, 
hard to deal with, prideful, vain, ready to retaliate when honor is at stake. 
But despite the patterning, the psychological inner workings of the characters 
are conveyed by the author with remarkable sensitivity. Here he is a master, 
somehow capable of working with the stereotyped and with the distinctively 
individual, the true to life, blending them together. 
If any one character can be said to dominate the action, it is Gudrun. She 
arrests our attention from the moment she appears. High-spirited, beautiful, 
proud, ambitious, fiercely jealous, quick-witted, sharp-tongued, calculating, and 
insatiable in vengeance, she of all the characters is the most carefully drawn. 
We observe her in all four of her marriages: spoiled and petulant in the 
first; mischievous and self-assured in the second; accepting the third one 
in spite and ill-humor; and agreeing to the fourth as a means toward gaining 
revenge. How and when she is moved to remorse or begins to see clearly 
that the flaws in her third marriage initiated the tragedy is hard to say, for 
we never look into her heart, except for once and even then briefly. The last 
words she is represented as speaking suggest that ultimately she has come 
to see her life for what it was: "To him I was worst whom I loved most." 
The forces of passion have spent themselves; blind and weary and old she 
finishes her days as a nun and hermitess. But the fate that is hers has not 
been imposed upon her by an alien spirit; it has been there inside her all 
along, forming and shaping her life and finally recoiling upon her. Rather, 
Christian humility and contrition are the alien elements here; just as medieval 
gallantry and pageantry comprise, as it were, a light wash over the world 
depicted in the saga, so, too, Christianity runs thin. The old world order and 
the fateful conception of life retain their efficacy. 
The other women in the saga have something of Gudrun in them: Unn, 
J6runn, Melkorka, Vigdis, and of course Thorgerd, - all except the sweet and 
gentle Hrefna, who is of an entirely different cast and in every respect a foil 
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to Gudrun. Here again the author has brought a contrast into the series, 
just as a negative element suddenly offsets a preponderance of positives. 
The male characters all have something of Kjartan in them: Olaf Feilan, 
Hoskuld, Olaf Peacock, Bolli Thorleiksson, and Bolli Bollason. Kjartan, as 
Gudrun's lover, plays the leading male role. He is gallant, self-confident, 
impetuous, eager for fame and glory, capable in weapons and sports, a born 
leader, and an extrovert. He comes close to the ideal hero type. When events 
begin to turn against him, he maintains self-assurance, first through restraint, 
then by over-compensation, taking especial care to appear gay, flaunting his 
prowess and authority wherever he can. He is cocky and throws caution to 
the winds to sport with death. But he, too, has become infected somewhat 
by Christian ethics: he keeps the fast and Holy Days and in the fight for his 
life finds it better to receive death than to deal it. 18 Both he and Bolli 
Bollason with their pomp and weapons and clothes betray the influence of 
medieval knighthood on the heroic tradition. Nonetheless, both Kjartan 
and Gudrun are tragic heroes and, like those of old, carry in themselves their 
fate. In this sense they are like their Eddie counterparts or the classical 
Greek heroes who are doom-eager. Fate is internalized. 
Although Bolli Thorleiksson is said to be closest to Kjartan in prowess and 
accomplishments, he, like Hrefna, is of a different stamp. What makes the 
breach between Bolli and Kjartan the more charged with tension is the 
initial fondness they had for one another. Bolli's passive and introspective 
nature, his silent, brooding sullenness stand in contrast to Kjartan's outgoing 
assurance and active retaliation. The first overt act and triumph of Bolli's 
life, the snatching of the bride, is not enough to bolster his ego; it only 
brings him inner pain; and his second, the slaying of ,Kjartan, ultimately 
is his undoing. 
However deft the Laxdcela author is in portraying accurately reactions true 
to life and in suggesting and inferring through the subtlest of means and 
rhetorical devices psychological truths, his main aim is not character study. 
Foremost is his achievement in cleverly controlling his verbal units to 
bring balance, symmetry, and symbolic imagery to his composition. It is 
through the mixing and correlating of the patterned phrases that most of 
the characters are "mixed characters" rather than black-and-white types. 
Even the events surrounding their lives, we have seen, represent an amalgam 
from various sources. The mixing and matching of the verbal components 
was particularly evident among the pairs of inimical brothers. When the 
characters appear, what they say, what is said about them are totally subordinate 
to the arrangement of the linguistic units with which the author is ultimately 
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concerned. For it is this arrangement that forms an abstract pattern that 
conveys in itself the notions of comparison, of predetermined necessity, 
and of a repetitive progression, and these meanings coincide with the structural 
concepts inherent in the two aspects of the moral code and in a fateful 
destiny. 
Many of the elements appear stereotyped and crystallized even before the 
Laxdrela author employed them, phrases like mikill maor ok sterkr; many others 
become stereotyped within the saga by virtue of the author's repetitious use 
of them. However true it may be that the author had precedents for his 
phraseology or that he used merely ordinary Icelandic idiom or common 
storyteller's devices, he has nonetheless so organized, concentrated, and repeated 
them that they have become stereotyped patterns for the first time in Laxdrela. 
Within the overall patterning occasioned by the repeated verbal units, there 
are thematic patterns or groupings into a complex of specific motifs like 
the whettings, the drownings, the hero's accoutrements. Characters, too, are 
modelled after one another. Thorgerd, for instance, represents the stereotype of 
the prodding woman much more than does Gudrun; Bolli Bollason approaches 
the stereotype of the gallant much more than does Kjartan. What is intriguing 
is the author's ability to individualize the elements he has made into stereotype3 
in the first place, enabling him to conceal his patterns. And here again the 
author holds the balance. 
The Epic Base 
The recounting of events in a chronological progression from one generation 
to the next gives the saga epic scope. The introductory section in particular 
lays a broader epic base for the central action. The narrative is slow in 
getting started, halting at intervals to introduce yet another character or 
episode, looking backward to pick up threads that have been temporarily 
dropped, rounding out what has been prepared. Chronicling of births, deaths, 
wooings, marriages, careers, feudings, traffickings between farms, tales of 
ghosts, gossips and hired hands provide a broader picture of time and place, 
and supplies, as it were, an epic setting. The terrain and landscape around 
the Breidafjord Dales, the skerries and channels in the sound, the relationship 
of the farmsteads to one another and geographical directions, too, set a definite 
stage, familiar to epic narration. Recurrence, aside from creating the greater 
tragic aspect of the ethical code through its serial patterning, supplies through 
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its content an epic backdrop for the more dramatic happenings in the 
foreground. 
Many of the trappings and rhetorical devices associated with epic form 
are also present: backtracking of the action and the use of flash-backs; 
exaggerations and magnification, a glorification of agents and events. Typical 
of epic retardation are the incidents prior to the assault on Helgi's hut: 
the shepherd's account of the band in the woods with the details of dress 
and appearance; the eating of the dagveror (main meal) by the group of 
attackers, as if they were in no hurry to get on with the business; the appearance 
of the comic Viga-Hrapp on the scene. Again epic delay is apparent in the 
leave-taking scene between Ingibjorg and Kjartan. Pause is taken to describe 
the expensive headdress, the little chest in which she keeps it, and its velvet 
case. This scene affords opportunity, too, to convey between the lines what 
Ingibjorg's feelings are by the fact that she prolongs these moments while 
in Kjartan is eagerness and expectancy pressing for departure. 
Some few descriptions arrest one's attention like vignettes, masterfully 
presented with a few strokes that catch the eye: Th6r6lf standing at the 
landing stage with halberd ready as Hall comes rowing in to shore in high 
spirits; Vigdis flinging the purse into Ingjald's face, dealing him a bloody 
nose; Melkorka sitting on a sunny slope talking to her little son; J6runn 
lashing Melkorka about the head with a pair of stockings; Olaf all dressed up in 
battle array striding forward to the prow of his vessel, which is manned from 
stem to stern, shields and spears studding the gunwales; Olaf again in all 
his finery marching off to Egil's booth at the heels of his father; Thorstein 
and Thorkel in the home meadow at Hjardarholt, nudging so close to Halld6r 
that they are sitting on his cloak, while Beinir stands O'(er them with poised 
axe. In addition, every now and then some small detail of weaponry or 
clothes is mentioned: shields embossed in gold with a lion, cross, or knight; 
or Gudrun's bodice and fancy sash' of foreign mode. But there is little 
time to dwell on any of these in the saga. The descriptions are suggested in 
a minimum of words that form instantaneous pictures. 
Although the story is mainly told through dialogue and indirect discourse 
and through the actions and deeds of the agents, lending an immediate presence 
to the action, some awareness that the story moves in the memory of bygone 
days is preserved. Epic time is past time, whereas dramatic time is an imminent 
future. Laxdcela participates in both. 
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The Dramatic Presentation 
All the essential clements of drama are present in the saga: actors, motives 
turned into action, dialogue, and a limited setting made broader through 
suggestion. The characters act out their parts, and their words and deeds 
unfold the plot. But the dramatic quality of the saga runs much deeper 
than such ordinary histrionic devices. The scene before our eyes is suspended 
as a theatrical present between the past and the future. What has gone on before 
is the necessary prerequisite for the present moment, and the present action 
is, in turn, charged with implication for the future. Herein lies the essence 
of the dramatic conception of tragedy. The saga is essentially a dramatic 
presentation in epic form. The central action present before our eyes is 
always moving against a backdrop of past action. 
The prophecies and portents, although more internalized than the oracle 
or chorus in classical Greek drama, boom forth their doom and disaster 
and intensify the necessity that is already present as moral obligation. Fate 
and the code of ethics offered the author ready-made dramatic material in 
the broadest sense. B6th work together toward the same end, and the action 
fulfills all that was implicit from the beginning. 
Tragedy dominates the central theme, and destiny brings the saga to its 
close. All passions have been spent; the forces of doom have run themselves 
out; all prophecies have been executed; the demands of justice satisfied. Yet, 
the saga ends on a different note. The generations continue; the life process 
goes on. Balance and compensation have been attained momentarily; and so the 
saga ends on a sort of up-beat. Such a rhythm belongs actually to comedy. 1 !I 
Our interest in the story has in a way also remained somewhat disengaged, 
not because emotions have not been presented, but because they have, 
without our knowing it, been harnessed in a pattern. Because of this conformity 
to a mechanical system on all levels in the saga, the tragic impact is not 
overwhelming. The feeling, however, remains that the closing scenes could 
easily be as implicitly portentous as the innocent relationships with which 
the saga opened. It is as if the whole could repeat itself like the round-of-life 
cycle under Recurrence. The end has run into the beginning. The epic and 
the dramatic, the comic and the tragic are played off against one another 
in this two-levelled saga. 
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Style and Tone 
In view of the fact that the structural components, especially Foreknowledge 
and Repetition and Comparison, are generally so well camouflaged that it 
requires some sleuthing to detect them, something more should be said about 
the method of camouflage and the overall style and tone of the saga. The 
tension produced within the plot through the incompletion of a foreknown 
conclusion postulates a double audience consisting of some that "hearing 
shall hear and shall not understand" and others that "when more is meant 
than meets the ear, [are} aware both of that more and of the outsider's 
incomprehension." :l O This double treatment penetrates the saga to its core. 
It is first of all most noticeable in the unawareness of the agents and the 
omniscience of author and audience. The similarity between the plot structure 
of Laxdrela saga and the dramatic irony of classical Greek drama is obvious. 
The agents in the saga remain in the dark about the dreams and portents. 
They accept them on one level, the audience on another, if the latter is 
"in the know" and can interpret the signs. The language of dreams is by 
nature ambiguous; and the other vatic statements (in the broader and narrower 
sense) are likewise veiled through poetic and rhetorical devices such as 
litotes, euphemism, idioms and expressions of all kinds that show a discrepancy 
between surface meaning and significant meaning, between specific reference 
and general reference, between the literal and the figurative meanings (e.g. 
katr; kyrrt; at drepa skeggi; .rpenna um jJ9ngulsh9fuo; snarisk i brag,); loka 
huroir). 
Omniscience is also evident in the attributing to the agents knowledge 
which has been previously heard only by the audience. Statements made by 
the author or by other characters are often picked up by one of the agents 
without their having been transmitted. The audience is again "in the know"; 
the agents, to all intents and purposes, "in the dark." These passages offer 
good evidence for the author's method and aim. He, being omniscient, has 
manipulated his phrases and repetitions, letting them fall at just the right 
places in the narrative to awaken the sense of necessity and fulfilled function. 
Some of them (e.g . .riti kyrrir ok i fric)i; framarla til) are so pertinent to the 
situation that the speaker conceivably could have arrived at the idea inde-
pendently, by chance, so to speak, under the given circumstance. This veils 
their invented origin and the author's deliberate purpose. Other of these 
repetitions by omniscience (e.g. eigi er vattum bundit; /)6rh9llurnntt, er jJeir 
eru .rendir til Helgafell.r; gaman ok .rkemmtan af vi,)skiptum jJeira) are too 
good a surmise on the part of the speaker to be coincidental. Rather than 
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resort to pragmatic explanations like neighborhood gossip, which would lead 
away from the text and outside the poetic illusion, to explain the transmission 
by real life situations, it is more fitting to see in them part of the total scheme 
of the author to create structural parallels. Only in some places he has not 
veiled his method as well as in others. Balanced form and necessary connection 
are his primary concerns and govern the choice of words and where they 
occur. He would like to make it all seem as if by chance. Recognition of the 
reuse of precisely the same words, whether transmitted or untransmitted, 
discloses their contrivance. The latter type does so more readily since the 
plausibility for the reappearance of the same words has not been produced. 
The irony of the presentation as seen in the double audience also comes out 
in the contrast between the precise form and the passion and intensity of the 
events described, causing some disengagement on the part of the reader. Related 
to this is the objectivity for which the Icelandic sagas have frequently been 
praised, a generality that needs some qualification. In Laxdcela, objectivity 
consists in a deliberate literary approach where the author disappears behind 
the scenes, his planning, selecting, contriving, fabricating all so skillfully 
concealed that the whole action seems to happen through natural motivation 
and of itself. But the author, like fate, is doing the directing, whether the 
audience realizes it or not. Again we meet with double treatment and with 
camouflage. 
Camouflage, duplicity, and ambiguity are the keys to much of the substance 
of the narrative and to the means of its presentation. Snorri Godi's scheming 
and the play on the word samlendr immediately come to mind. But the 
technique runs much deeper. The author has favored those events, those 
agents, and those lexical, and syntactical arrangements, those rhetorical and 
stylistic devices that would play hand in hand with his central concept. Events 
such as bargaioings and their counterpart, impasses; antithetical agents (e.g. 
inimical brothers; Gudn'.m-Hefna); parallel agents (e.g. Kjartan-Bolli Bollason; 
Gudrun-Thorgerd) abound. In the larger and smaller units of the narrative the 
author has played with all possible arrangements of such architectonics as chias-
mus: parallels with opposite actions and effects (e.g. lendur g6t5ar / minna lausa-
f e; fa lQnd I fjQlt5a fjar; An the Black's two dreams) and opposites with same 
action and effect (e.g. Bolli Thorleiksson and Thorleik Bollason where the 
chiasmal transposition of the names sets up a kind of opposition but results 
in their having identical roles; or the two Bolli's despite the same name having 
opposite roles); or negative reversals (e.g. jafnrteoi I eigi jafnrmoi; good 
marriages and bad marriages; smooth sea crossings and difficult sea crossings; 
met', mikilli bliou / me"O engri bli<',u); or antitheses set up through substitu-
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tion of antonyms (e.g. ktert / pus tr; vinattu / kterleik; ekki efni / gott efni). 
He also works with parallel comparatives (e.g. firr / nter; hvergi betr / rtQkkuru 
fleiri; vel / miklu betri), as well as with sentences constructed on the basis of 
parallel syntax (e.g. the sentence about the brothers Ingjald and Hall). Correla-
tives and duplicates of all kinds abound. Alternations as between the hope and 
fear discussed above, contrasts between the calm (kyrrt) and the storm, 
between preparatory gaiety and ensuing tragedy, are used by the author to 
derive the greatest possible effects. So the major enmities grow from incidents 
which occur at three festive occasions, and an ominous cloud throws its shadow 
into the jesting and jostling at H61 before Kjartan's fateful ride into Svindadal, 
where the comic and the tragic are also juxtaposed. The tension of the 
tragedy imminent there in the valley is relieved briefly by the pretense of 
joking when his companions drag Bolli down the slope by his heels. The 
puny and ludicrous Viga-Hrapp appears on the scene before the attack on 
Helgi's hut. Likewise the splendor and ennoblement of the social backdrop 
complements the disastrous events; the most illustrious of the family are doomed 
to tragic end. Love and hate, a good sword and an evil sword - such contrastive 
pairs could be enumerated with many more. 
One might gather from these remarks that the prose of this saga could 
easily verge on the trite, almost the euphuistic. But the author has employed 
his devices so cleverly, making them one with the content, that the trick 
is well concealed. Besides, the artistic devices are not mere ornaments but 
are themselves turned into poetic imagery, hence are bearers of meaning. 
The embellishment of the accoutrements of the hero, helmet, sword, shield, 
with golden adornments (usually gullrekit and the like) is on the formal level 
also an embellishment (i.e. amplification) of the pattern. Substitution of 
antonyms also mirrors the content - a turn in the situation described, for 
instance; or parallel syntax as used about Hrapp dead or alive para!Iels the 
discursive idea. 
The relationships and comparisons which the repetitions among the verbal 
units set up are not explicitly or discursively stated, they are implied. Only 
once in a while does the author himself intrude to give hint of his intent, as 
with the p6tti mj9k a haf a hrinit in the case of two lesser prophecies or 
with his sem f yrr that makes a reference direct. These phrases cue the reader 
as to what the saga is about: the necessary fulfillment of what has been 
suggested before; a return of the same situation as obtained before, or, most 
importantly, the reuse of verbal configurations. The audience must be alert 
not only to what has been said before but also to how it has been worded. 
The repetitions and correlations are first of a!I masked through integration 
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with the content. Any one phrase can be interpreted at face value within 
the context where it appears; as soon as its counterpart is found, the co-
relationship carries the significance beyond the contextual meaning. Through 
the arrangement, the language itself becomes an event rather than a medium 
or vehicle. An abstract pattern emerges that conveys the ideas of necessity, 
fulfillment, compensatory balance, comparison, reiteration, recurrence. 
Another way in which the verbal repetitions are concealed from the casual 
observer is through subtle variations in the wording itself: e.g. the pair dttu 
j1du Guorun J1ar mikit traust / J1au 6svifr eiga allt traust; or the statement 
referring to Gudrun's remembering exactly what men were in on the raid 
against Balli and the corresponding statement that Gudrun's sons hadn't 
forgotten what men were in on the raid; or the fact that the at klceoum ok 
vdpnum phrase is applied to Bolli's men, not specifically to Bolli. These 
substitutions are practically synonymous, and in every case mutually inclusive 
by inference so that the correspondence in pattern remains. 
Use of vague terms, plurals, or generalities often conceals the specific 
implication: (e.g. the plurals nQkkura, sviviroingaroro; the vague af inum versti 
manni; or the future of probability mun auoit veroa; the generality spenna 
um jJQngulshQ/uo). Substitution of synonyms into the same pattern also 
disguises the parallelism or comparison intended (e.g. hlutgjarn / framgjarn; 
s6mamaor / vaskr maor). Increment embellishment serves the same purpose 
of making the similarities fuzzier (e.g. "hafim gaman af leik /1eira" / "geri'5i 
ser af gaman ok skemmtan af vi('jskiptum J1eira"; "J:>essir menn siti um kyrrt 
allir" / "6lafssynir siti kyrrir ok i frioi"; "jafnan til trausts" / "tits balds og 
[sic] trausts"; "site 6lafr fill i bui sinu" / "6lafr sat nu i bui sinu meo mik-
lum soma"; "hafi'5i svero i hendi" / "hafi'5i i hendi svero gullrekit"). 
In the thematic patterns made up of a concatenation of motifs, the camou-
flaging is also achieved through variation and substitution, and through 
rearrangement somewhat of the sequence of the motifs. But above all, camou-
flaging is accomplished through imbedding the same forms, whether single 
phrases or whole patterns, in entirely new contexts. Halld6r, for instance, is 
said to take the lead among his brothers ("hann var mj9k fyrir peim 
bn:ri'5rum"). The confirmation of the statement is put in a new setting: Thorgerd, 
in goading her sons to take action, says to Halld6r: " '(>t'."1 pykkisk mest fyrir 
yi'5r brrei'5rum'" (" 'You consider yourself leader among you brothers'"), 
which adds a shift of viewpoint to the blanket narrative statement. Despite 
slight variations and new contexts the designs are never obliterated. The 
individual motifs in the patterns of the parties, goadings, killings, and 
drownings offer the best examples of rearrangement and substitution of new 
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substance each time into the same molds. There is no doubt that the author 
has mastered fully the use of patterns, recognizing established ones, creating 
new ones. 
Many of the themes and well turned phrases can be found elsewhere in 
saga literature, bur their specific and unique form and function in Laxdcela 
make them wholly pertinent to the literary work regardless of their provenance. 
What has the author done with the materials of his language? He has created 
formulae out of normal phrases; he has repeated them in accordance with his 
own structural idea, turning them to new function. He has created patterns 
and formulae that have become so for the first time within Laxdcela alone. 
Whether any of them are solidified patterns taken over bodily from tradition 
outside the saga or from other sources, requires further investigation. The 
hero accoutrements pattern attracts particular attention in chis regard. :l l 
Since with the patterns under Recurrence, as with those in triplicate, not 
every motif occurs in each repetition of the theme, the archetype of the 
pattern can only be obtained by building a composite from the specific 
instances, which I have in effect done in Chapter V. These nucleus patterns 
must have been the basis for the composition, whether newly invented or 
borrowed. It is as though the author, visualizing the whole structure, worked, 
so to speak, from these germinating centers outward, just as the saga is 
more fully developed in the middle, ripples of its main themes spreading 
to the periphery as preparation or recapitulation. Indeed, only if one has 
recognized the patterns, seen the saga as a whole, can one - in retrospect -
detect the fact that Hoskuld's not riding to meet Hrut, for instance, is a negative 
reversal of the expected; or that Bolli"s not having on a coat of mail contradicts 
the pattern, or that Hrut's accoutrements and the descriptive details about 
them are but iterations of a thematic complex. The chronological order of the 
saga as preparation, central theme, recapitulation must be distinguished 
from the sequence of the creative process. The critical analysis has perhaps 
given us some clues as co the nature of that formative process. The reader 
( or audience), like the author, must keep the patterns in mind in order co 
anticipate and recall and thus read the saga from the center outwards. The 
effect of the patterns and formulae is a cumulative one since ever more 
elements are introduced and repeated as the saga progresses - which accounts 
for the concentration of formulae in the last part of t~e saga. One has the 
impression toward the end that everything has already been said somewhere, 
sometime before. The author's method has become all too patent. 
The patterns under the round-of-life category are the most readily recognized. 
Rather than being concealed, they act as distraccors and do the concealing, 
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especially in chose cases where the more or less stereotyped recurrent phrases 
rake on individual and qualified function ( e. g. ratJakostr, which is used 
innocucusly enough in the career-abroad offers and then with special intent 
and double meaning to hint of marriage with Ingibjorg; or the unni mest, 
which is a running theme bur also strengthens comparative bonds among 
the agents: Hoskuld-6!af, 6!af-Kjartan, Hoskuld-Bard, Gudrun-Balli B.). Many 
motifs receive this double treatment. The agents and events of the main 
action, it must be remembered, also participate in those events which belong 
to the gackground; thus some of the motifs are bound to show a twofold 
application, i. e. as Recurrence and as Repetition or Comparison. That both 
Kjartan and Bolli B. are kurteisligr or mikit afbragtJ annarra manna, for in-
stance, would not by itself be enough to establish any meaningful comparison 
between them. Seen against all the other parallels, these attributes become 
part of the foreground schematism, being lifted momentarily from the chain, 
so to speak, to act as comparatives, which accords them greater significance. 
The author's schemes (patterns of words) are thus themselves a scheme. This 
"bragiS" of his is equal to any of Snorri Godi's. Without doubt he would 
hope that his patterns and formulae might be recognized, for his architectonics 
of matching prophecy and fulfillment, of equalizing events and agents, of 
comparing and setting up antithetical relationships, of duplicating and 
doubling are the key to understanding what the saga is really about. But 
the repeated phrases, like all the veiled hints in the saga, are subtle and 
apparent only to the knowledgeable reader or audience, whose position must 
become analogous to that of the author co see through the subterfuge. 
After the foregoing analysis and this discussion it is all but a foregone 
conclusion to say that Laxdr.ela is composed to a great extent, despite the 
historical frame, of fabricated situations, fabricated dialogues, and when 
necessary for the composition, of fabricated characters, and that it is a literary 
work of contrived design. The author has capitalized on a technique, using 
rhetorical devices, patterns, and formulaic phraseology to set forth his idea 
complex, whatever their ultimate derivation proves to be. The saga is almost 
what one could call a self-parody. For after the author produced his patterns 
and formulae, he reshuffled and recombined them, so that they became 
unique again, individualized, and thereby camouflaged. His ingenuity is hence 
twofold. He succeeded so well in his endeavor that his highly stylized 
composition appears natural and uncontrived to all but the initiated, the ideal 
audience chat has caught on to the tricks involved. 
Such self-parody can be witty, consciously or unconsciously, e.g. such as 
we meet in Gudrun's playing with the term samlendr almost to the point 
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of divulging the secret. The author's sem fyrr, sem van var also come close 
to this type of wit when read with the whole aesthetic design in mind. In 
the flash-back reminder about the events in Iceland while Thorkel is abroad 
(!viii, 176; !xviii, 199), the author's repeating of his own sentences would 
in itself function as a correlative between referent and antecedent apart from 
the literary convention used. Is the author's allowing Gudrun to turn the 
excuses of her sons to her own advantage (a kind of antistrophon) deliberate 
or the result of the system of repetitions, the witticism being incidental or 
concomitant? Irony is indeed the distinctive quality of this prose. 
Rhythm and Time 
Circumstances prevalent in thirteenth-century Iceland, when saga wntmg 
was at its height, no doubt encouraged interest in the Age of Settlement and 
the heyday of the Commonwealth. Rise of power politics had brought with 
it a breaking down of the traditional moral order; political and material 
aggrandizement superceded personal honor and prestige based on integrity. 
This century witnessed the outbreak of feuds, vendettas, intrigues, and 
savageries on a scale hitherto unknown. Times were undeniably crucial. 
The turning to historical subjects probably reflects a consciousness that 
history was in the making. The relentless step by step movement toward 
relinquishment of freedom and the end of the Commonwealth must have 
seemed to some, at least, like the machinations of an inscrutable destiny 
propelling the country toward disaster. Laxdrela saga is judged to have been 
composed about 1250; the Commonwealth came under Norwegian control 
in 1262. Contemporary events in many ways must have appeared like the 
disastrous result of the code of vengeance and the fulfillment of a fateful 
destiny. In a sense it was a turning point where past and future met, a time 
of precarious balance in the life of the nation. 
Laxdrela saga reveals this continuity between time past and time present 
first of all through the genealogies, some of which follow the names back 
to a time before the story, while others project the names forward to persons 
beyond the frame of events in the saga but contemporary with the time of 
the author and his writing. The author's intrusion into the narrative is minimal 
and difficult to detect. The few places where he does reveal himself point 
to his consciousness of the discrepancy between the time of the events he is 
writing about and the time of the composition, and to the fact that he is 
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writing about the past from the perspective of the present.:!:! Some of the 
anachronisms also show that he is comparing the present with the past. The 
obvious one concerning the fact that "heathen men then had no less at stake 
than Christian men do now when ordeals arc performed" (xviii, 42-43), which 
has already been discussed in another connection,:! :i explicitly draws the 
comparison between time "then" and time "now." Two other statements 
where the author·s comment reveals his mediating position between former 
times and contemporary times carry the comparison implicitly. Halld6r is 
described as wearing a cloak with a clasp that was the fashion at that time: 
"Halld6rr haa'ii yfir ser samoa skikkju ok a nist l9ng, sern /1d vctr titt'' (lxxv, 
2 I 9). The author herewith gives us a fact about mode of dress in saga times, 
a small detail that shows an attempt at historical accuracy, keeping his 
characters appropriate to their times. More importantly, the /1d tells us that 
that time and the author's are not the same time. It shows the perspective. 
Bur we have met with a similar phrase before, and consideration of the 
author's general method makes it likely that an association is intended 
between these two, as is the case with any of the repetitions in the saga. 
It will be recalled that Bolli Bollason carried a lance "as is the custom in 
foreign lands": "hann hafoi glaoel i hendi, sem titt er i fol9ndum" (lxxvii, 
225 ). In contrast to the appropriateness of the clasp to the times about which 
the author is writing, this reference tells us that a contemporary mode of 
dress has been superimposed on that past time. The one points to time past, 
the other to time present; and particularly to be noticed, the one is in past 
tense, the other in present tense. The similarity of the phrases lexically 
(titt is used only in these two places in the saga), the similarity of the contexts 
with their references to fashions then and now indicate that a juxtaposition 
and comparison is being subtly suggested by the author. The natural contexts 
in which the phrases occur camouflage again the underlying meaning. What 
the author is hinting is that the fashion is to talk about the present in terms 
of the past. These inadvertent (I'd rather call them advertent) "slips" on the 
author's part:!~ tell us on the discursive level that there is a time discrepancy, 
and on the formal level that the two times represented are to be compared 
and contrasted. What structural peculiarities in the saga would further 
substantiate such a supposition? 
We have had many occasions to note that the rhythm in the saga is one 
of a back-and-forth relating of cause and resultant, of antecedent and 
referent. Recognition of prophecy and associating it with its fulfillment, or 
correlating a repeated phrase with its forerunner produce the effect of anticipa-
tion and recollection. There is a constant back-and-forth comparing going 
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on within the saga by virtue of its formal structure. The same structural 
rhythm was found in the bargainings, in the handing of the decision back 
and forth between father and daughter in the betrothals, in the living alternately 
first in one place and then in another, in the sea crossings, in the forward-
looking and backward-looking genealogies, and in the compositional flash-backs. 
The narrative itself, we have noted, shows a mingling and a superimposing 
of the epic and the dramatic mode of presentation. Epic handling would 
indicate the remembering of things past and giving an account of them, 
whereas the dramatic handling renders these past events present and actual. 
This feeling is transmitted throughout the narrative. The events the author 
is describing are supposed to be of a by-gone time, yet the action is always 
vividly present. Time past and time present are merged and blended. The 
dramatic presentation itself consists in compacting into the present moment 
the culmination of all that was implicit from the beginning and all that is 
portentous for the future. Past and future meet in the present moment. The 
visually present action of the saga, suspended between past and future, is 
completely analogous to the point in history where Iceland stood in the 
thirteenth century at the time the saga was composed. 
The structure and plot of Laxdcela saga are based on a formal conception 
- that of destiny and dramatic tragedy. The plot is executed through the 
analogously structured form of the ethical code as necessity and inevitability. 
The prophecies and the presupposition of rigid fulfillment of the code of 
honor with its equal retaliations represent that omniscient force in the 
background which shapes and forms the main action of the drama, action that 
seemingly takes place naturally and of itself before our eyes. The social 
order of things, as recognized under Recurrence, serves as the epic backdrop 
in front of which the drama, the action of the saga, moves as before a screen. 
This drama itself is also conceived by the author as part of that round-of-
existence, part of the whole, the bigger tragedy. Here we discovered the point 
of contact between the epic mode and the dramatic mode, between the back-
ground and the foreground. They are mutually inclusive. And we have seen, 
too, how on the formal level Repetition and Comparison (used most for 
the main action) also in places participate in Recurrence. The analogy the 
author wishes to draw could nor be more obvious. The whole saga world, 
so to speak, was the epic background for the events of the drama taking 
place in mid thirteenth-century Iceland. Seen against the by-gone days of 
the Commonwealth as the epic backdrop, the drama of the present represented 
a culmination of what had been set in motion in Iceland's past and a turning 
point for the future. What was implicit from the beginning ( the social order, 
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the demands of a retaliatory system of justice) was working itself out fatefully 
in the author's own day. Again we see the author's use of camouflage and 
pattern. The events of his day supply the new context for the old forms. 
The background world of the saga represents the same world as that of the 
thirteenth century - the same social order is implied, the same two-edged 
sword of justice. Yet the Laxda:!a saga holds itself up like a mirror to the 
thirteenth century, in the sense that it gives a positive reflection of the 
negative contemporary happenings. 
The discussion of the titt phrases and of the epic and dramatic handling 
has incidentally also touched upon another closely related problem - that of 
tenses. The realization that Iceland's historical past has been made actual 
and the present converted into a semblance of the past throws further light 
on the mixture of past and present verb forms in the narrative, something 
which has occasioned much puzzlement in saga research. Use of historical 
present to enliven action is a well-known storyteller's device. It does not, 
however, explain the mingling of grammatical tenses found in some sagas, 
and particularly in Laxda:la, 2 5 a practice which has generally been dubbed 
as primitive, inept, or a meaningless enigma. Such mixing apparently has 
an aesthetic function which has evaded critics. 26 The reader is never disoriented 
in respect to the time of the action; it is always immediately present before 
his eyes. And, indeed, the shift in tenses is so unobtrusive that it generally 
passes unnoticed. This in itself should tell us that the author has prepared 
for us another "braglS." The juxtaposing of the two tenses, past and present, 
even within the same sentence does not signify that the action in the 
present tense is the resultant of the action in the past tense in any specific 
instance - a literary device used by some poets. In Laxda:la saga the 
mingling has broader implication: all the virtually present actions in the 
saga are the result of those in the past, and by analogy all the present-day 
events of the author's time, disastrous and portentous as those in the saga, 
are the culmination and consequence of Iceland's past and the cultural ethos 
that generated that history. The mixture of tenses is appropriate to the 
first level - the saga understood as a closed aesthetic unit in which both 
epic and dramatic handling are inherent to the structure. And the mixture 
is a clue to the relationship of the saga as a whole to its cultural context -
mid-thirteenth-century Iceland. By mixing his tenses the author has confounded 
the critics and concealed the fact that he was not only writing about the 
past, but about and for the present. The interspersing and distributing of the 
two grammatical tenses, like the mixing, distributing and reordering of the 
patterned phrases and motifs in the saga, camouflage their existence and 
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their function. like the prophecies and other hints, like the repeated phrases, 
the tense shifts, too, go by practically unnoticed. The use of tenses, !heir specific 
function already indicated in the titt phrases, is another camouflaged hint. 
We thus see that the saga can be read on two levels. To test this out, 
one only need apply the categories derived from the aesthetic analysis to the 
analoguous situation of the thirteenth century. The saga functions as Fore-
knowledge, the preparation for the events of the author's time. Everything that 
has happened later is present in nuce, as prophecy. The saga events form 
a Comparison with later times. The author's own day is a Repetition, a parallel 
to the earlier period of history. But it is also a contrast, for in the saga 
Repetition and Comparison received the main focus, whereas in the author's 
day Recurrence is the aspect which has come to the fore. Thus the author's 
time comprises a negative reversal, a reversed image. The saga as a mirror 
for the contemporary age gives the positive image. The one historical period 
is the reversed reflection of the other. Since the analogy the author is drawing is 
one of formal principles, namely the idea behind the events, it is clear why he 
attached so much importance to building the formal relationships in the 
saga. It was through abstract pattern that the analogy could best be 
conveyed without stating either the function of the pattern or the analogy 
that he intended. 
This supposition can be tested and explored further. The recurrence of the 
cycle implied at the close of the saga turns out indeed to be the more 
disastrous one, for the repeat performance in the thirteenth century illustrates 
the adverse aspect. The structural analysis of the saga showed how the formal 
aspects tended constantly toward establishing a balance, even when the repeti-
tions threatened to multiply into triplets and quadruplets. The chain reaction 
itself, illustrated under Recurrence, tended toward setting up its own checks 
and balances. By contrast, the thirteenth century was not headed toward 
balance. The concatenation of events had clearly got out of hand; there were 
no more checks and balances in the system; the nation was headed for disaster. 
The saga presented an ideal and through it a warning. 
The virtual and essential time rhythm of the saga as a comparing back 
and forth within the saga and between the saga and its contemporary context 
has also been camouflaged through a semblance of real time and historical 
progression. The events depicted carry a semblance of history, and with it 
a semblance of real time. The natural progression of the generations produces 
a forward movement. The impression is given of a sequence of before, now, 
and after, corresponding to the three main divisions of the saga; there is 
a time before the main action, the main action itself, and its sequel. Increment 
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and increase, embellishment and enhancement also accompany the genera-
tions. Qualitatively the enhancement stands in contrast to the analogy the 
author is drawing with his own times. The purpose of what we have called 
epic magnification, of the grandeur and idealization of saga times becomes 
apparent. As a contrast with contemporary times, those times appeared as 
ideal. Quantitatively the series repetitions under Recurrence and the cumulative 
effect of the patterning toward the end of the saga represent a parallel with 
the author's times. Increase and increment of the patterns is not only a natural 
result of all that has been presented and gone before, on the second level it is 
also meaningful. For the author's own day shows the cumulative effect of 
all that has gone l:efore, the increased tragedy. Recurrence in the saga re-
presented this larger aspect of the ethical code - there it was the background. 
For the author's own day, this background has become the foreground. The 
quantity of the feuds and retaliations has increased, whereas the quality -
the honorable reasons for performing the deeds, the ethical demands of equali-
zation and compensation that would do both sides honor (Repetition and 
Comparison) - has faded into the background. 
There is another aspect to this comparing of the present time with the 
past time. If the agents and situations in the saga are analogous, as has been 
demonstrated through the repeated patterns and comparisons, the relationship 
between the "before" in the story, the "now," and the "after" are also for all 
practical purposes annulled. What is happening now has happened before, 
and will happen again, or at least so it seems, and it is this seeming that 
counts. Past and present are one and the same, can therefore be superimposed 
on each other. Just as one generation is patterned after the former, so the 
author's generation is derived from the preceding generations and his times 
are like those times in the saga. But if everything is really like everything 
else, despite new contexts, substitutions, and negative counterparts, then in 
effect the happenings are lifted into a time which is like every other time, 
and hence indefinite in reference to everything except the depicted action. 
The references to the fall of Olaf the Saint, like mention of Ari, put the 
saga in a historical frame and help create the illusion of historical reality, 
whereas actually the saga contains a philosophy of history that is related to the 
syncretic thinking of the Middle Ages. The events in the saga are merely 
relative to one another, as th~ time designations in the story will show. The 
author is purposely working in poetic time, and that time is a virtual present 
or eternal time in which repetitive instances can be said to take place "at 
the same time." The instances in the saga and the analogously repeated instance 
of the thirteenth century can be interpreted as reenactments of the ethical code, 
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of the pattern of destiny that was common to both. History was therefore 
envisioned by this poet-author as repetitions of a preestablished pattern - in the 
history of his country this pattern was based on the cultural ethos, that vital 
center from which all else sprang. The events of then or now the author saw 
as taking place in illo tempore, in that eternal time of reenactment, synchronic 
time. The sequence of historical time is thus erased. The likenesses which 
have been set up within the saga, and the analogy intended with his own 
time indicate that this is the case. The pattern, this abstraction of the 
formative principle behind the course of history, was the central nucleus from 
which all else could be derived. The author employed the same method in 
miniature with each one of his patterns in the saga: for the goadings, the 
killings, the drownings, the hero's accoutrements a nucleus pattern could 
be established from which the specific examples had emanated, in the creative 
process, as from a center. Substitution of new content in the same forms, 
displaying of the negative counterpart, the opposites, does not invalidate 
or obliterate the pattern. Is it any wonder that the Laxdcela author was so 
interested in patterns, repetitions of patterns, and their contrastive aspects? 
Here the spheres of art and history are brought into closest relationship. 
The structural analysis has shown the bigger pattern with which the 
author was ultimately concerned. The agents and events within the saga are 
analogous to one another, and these in turn are analogous to those of times 
before the saga and times after the saga - the happenings of those times and 
the author's time follow the same pattern, hence can be superimposed on one 
another. The happenings within the saga and those of the analogy outside the 
saga can also be drawn together in a simultaneous vision; all and both are 
immediately present. Indeed, one of the favored expre~ions in the saga 
is mj9k jafnskj6tt, 2 7 which indicates that two actions are coincident. The 
expression is a loaded one and carries several connotations relevant to basic 
notions in the saga: On the one hartd, two events may be taking place 
concomitantly: "Nu setr Porkell fram ferjuna ok hl65. Porsteinn bar jafnskj6tt 
af utan sem Porkell hl65 ok peir f9runautar bans" (lxxvi, 221-222: "Now 
Thorkel launched the ferry and started loading. Thorstein carried the timber 
off just as fast as Thorkel and his comrades loaded it"). On the other hand, 
two events may converge at the same time: "Eptir petta ndSr sa til, er 
skfrsluna skyldi af h9ndum inna, ok jafnskj6tt sem hann var kominn undir 
jari'iarmenit, hlaupask pessir menn at m6t me5 vapnum, sem til pess varu 
settir" (xviii, 43: "Now the one who was to carry out the ordeal gets started, 
and just at the moment when he had come under the sod, the men who had 
been put up to this rush at each other with their weapons"). This situation 
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is, of course, contrived and the audience is aware of the manipulation. Other 
such incidents in the saga are also "arranged," but the author would like 
it to seem as if "by coincidence," as for example when Hoskuld and his 
housecarls arrive home at the same time: "Pat var mjQk jafnskj6tt, at huskarlar 
hans koma heim" (xix, 46); or when Olaf Peacock moves to Hjardarholt: 
"Pat var mjQk jafnskj6tt, at huskarlar hi;>f5u ofan tekit klyfjar af hrossum, 
ok pa rei5 Ola.fr i gar5" (xxiv, 68: "Just as the housecarls had got the packs 
down from the horses, Olaf rode into the farmyard"). The same precision 
attends the meeting of Gudrun and Snorri: "Pat er i Lrekjarsk6gs landi; i 
peim sra5 haf5i Gu5run a kve5it, at pau Snorri skyldu finnask. Pau k6mu par 
mjQk jafnsnimma" (!ix, 176: "That is on land belonging to Lrekjarsk6g and 
at this place Gudrun had arranged to meet with Snorri. They arrived there 
just at the same time"). This simultaneity is everywhere manipulated by 
the omniscient author; it is related to the exactness and symmetry of the 
saga; it is like a contrivance of destiny. Indeed, the fact that Th6r6lf and 
Asgaut escape across the river is attributed to fate, and in this scene 
significantly the jafnskj6tt also appears: 
Ok me5 pvi at menn varu hraustir, ok peim var5 lengra lifs 
au5it, pa komask peir yfir ana ok upp a hQfu5isinn Q5rum megin. 
Pat er mjQk jafnskj6tt, er peir eru komnir yfir ana, at Ingjaldr 
kemr at Q5rum megin at anni ok fQrunautar hans (xv, 34: And 
seeing that they were sturdy men and fated to live longer, they 
got across the river and up onto the pack ice on the other side. 
Just at the time when they had got across the river, Ingjald and 
his companions reached the other side of the river). 
Much as Halld6r expected the men from other farms to arrive just when 
the sale of the Hjardarholt lands should have been closed, and which they in 
fact did, the author, too, has neatly prearranged everything. Contemporary 
time is parallel to saga time, simultaneous with it and also predestined. 
Jafnskj6tt is a coded word to be read first on the normal discursive level 
within the context, second as a clue to the meaning of the time relationships 
between the events within the saga (what happens in Hoskuld's day can 
happen in Olaf's day, in Kjarcan's day, in Bolli B.'s day), and third as a key 
to the meaning of the time comparisons the author has contrived with his 
superimposed images of time present and time past. le reveals also his view 
of history. 
The flash-backs in the saga repeat this structural form. They, too, relate of 
events in the saga that are taking place simultaneously and produce a back-
and-forth comparing. From this new aspect, the whole saga can be said to be 
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a flash-back from the author's time to saga time, a comparing of events "then" 
and "now" which emphasizes their simultaneity, their parallelism, and their 
contrast. 
Since the present time (thirteenth century) is superimposed on the past 
time of the saga and simultaneous with it, the saga can be read like a coded 
message. That is, the structural categories and stylistic devices, the abstracted 
forms, have double reference. Why the regular occurrence of ba;oi ... ok and 
its negative counterpart hvarki . .. ne, why are there always tveir kostir, why 
is jafnan a loaded word? The saga is both what it seems to be and something 
more; it is also neither the one nor the other: neither saga time nor con-
temporary time. The thirteenth century is not wholly analogous to the positive 
world of the saga; it is the negative counterpart. We have noted, for example, 
that the positive forms quantitatively outnumbered the negative formulations 
in the saga, but that the negative reversal in a pattern always carried more 
than face-value significance. Any one pair of inimical brothers, too, was found 
not to be a completely opposite pair: Bard and Thorleik Hoskuldsson overlap 
in regard to some points, as do Kjartan and Balli Th., as do Thorleik and 
Bolli B. The eleventh century and the thirteenth century are the same, yet 
antithetical. The further import of images in reverse also becomes apparent, 
as in the betrothals where the pattern is consistently one of presentation 
of the woman's qualifications to the man and of the man's to the woman; or 
as in the sea voyages and receptions back and forth in Norway and in Iceland, 
the one a mirrored image of the other. Then there are reversed images, that 
is, negative contrasts to a predominantly positive pattern: a bad marriage, 
a poor sea voyage, a cool reception, an incomplete hero. An's two dreams 
are :.lso reversed images of one another, the one negative, the other positive. 
It is always -.he same world that is being suggested - the world of the 
saga shows within itself a repetitive sameness, but beyond this is implied that 
the Heroic Age is like the Age of the Commonwealth, is like the Age of the 
Sturlungs, yet the latter also contrasted with the former ones - Parallels and 
Contrasts are always implied in Comparison. So there are two choices for the 
reader: the one level or the other. The game could go on. 
The nonsense riddle of the cloak tells of Snorri's "braglS," and it also 
explains the riddle of the saga: 
Wet it hangs on the wall, 
Wot the cloak a trick, 
Ne'er more dry after this, 
Nor deny I, it knows of two. 
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The saga contains one trick -- the concealed formal elements; the cloak knows 
of another, the analogy with contemporary times. The saga is not dry, but wet 
(filled with significance and knowledge). There seems no limit to the author's 
ingenuity and to the camouflages that can be unveiled. The language of the 
saga is ironic beyond anyone's expectation. Its layers are actually threefold. 
Here is then confirmation of the significance of the structural components 
based on two and three. The first layer, the normal discursive one, is a 
camouflage, a coded message, for the second layer, the abstract formal 
layer that the aesthetic analysis revealed. This layer in turn is the key for the 
third layer, the analogy with the thirteenth centutry. The first must be 
decoded to find the second, and the second to find the third. The one hinges 
on the other. By veiling his patterns, the author has hidden the internal 
structure, hence the analogy remains concealed, both are hidden by the cloak. 
And what better image could the author have selected than a hooded cloak for 
concealment? Could it be that the indictment of his own age he could not 
state directly and openly, so he spoke in parables much as, for example, Brueghel 
the Elder dared not speak out against the atrocities, the tragedy of his times but 
feigning innocence depicted them symbolically through analogy with the 
remoter times of Biblical happenings? It has taken critics long enough to see 
through Laxdwla's tricks, something with which we have been confronted all 
along in this analysis, but which only opened up to myself at the very end. 
And that is as it had to be, for only after the conclusion of the aesthetic 
analysis could the next level be unfolded, and that is what has taken place 
as the sections on Style and Tone and Rhythm and Time were conceived. 
The saga becomes extremely witty, once the parable is recognized, indeed 
a self-parody. Some of this wit comes through even if one is not fully "aware." 
Did the contemporary audience see through it? The saga gives us the author's 
surmise: Gudrun thinks Thorgils will see through Snorri's first trick: " 'Sja 
mun hann.'" Snorri answers: "'Sja mun hann vist eigi' "; and this is con-
firmed: "ok ser hann ekki i petta." If the first trick is not discovered, 
the second will forever remain a secret. The author is. telling us throughout the 
saga what it is all about, but the audience has not been wily enough for 
this "second Snorri." 
The anonymous Laxdwla author can be credited with having produced one 
of the most remarkable and brilliant prose works of the medieval period. His 
was a genius of extraordinary power and perception. Significant as literature, 
significant as a commentary on the age that fostered it, Laxdwla saga 
represents a tour de force that few could duplicate. With a sensitivity to the 
workings of human beings and of history, with a sureness of touch, and with 
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a consciousness of the symbolic import behind the happenings he has selected 
to depict, the author created not just an account of them on the discursive 
level, but on the formal level through organization of his linguistic materials 
a virtual and conceptual image of what he observed. Acutely aware of the 
irrepressible demands of wounded honor, of the lust for retaliation, of 
commitments that ever led to further involvement, he perceived a destiny 
behind the inescapable entanglements of life whether the time was that of 
the Settlement and the Commonwealth or of the Age of the Sturlungs. In this 
merging of the cultural reference with the cultural context rests the secret 
of the saga. If Laxdrela saga is a tragedy, it is not one of the human beings 
but rather of a cultural ethos which had ceased to be constructive. By reason 
of the selection, arrangement, and organization of all the materials that went 
into the composition of the saga, it must be conceded that it is a literary 
monument of the highest order. It stands as a witness to the age that produced 
it and as a symbol that conveys the meaning of that age more forcibly than 
any chronicle. 
The demonstration should have illustrated sufficiently the nature of the 
piece of literature here dealt with and, one hopes, it will give an indication 
of what the solutions to some of the age-old problems discussed in the 
Introduction might be. It should also have made patently obvious the 
advantages of the aesthetic method and what can be drawn out of a text 
through close reading, through an explication de texte which needs no outside 
information to explain the work's purport. Most important it is for readers 
to return to the saga itself and see it whole, as a masterpiece in creative prose. 
The Age of the Sturlungs: Authorship and Date of the Saga 
So the exposition of the Laxdrela saga was completed. The next day after 
the pen had been laid down, the thought did not leave me that our anonymous 
author no doubt had somewhere given hint of who he was, since the work 
was replete with clues and disclosed a roman d clef relationship with the 
thirteenth century. The farthest from my thoughts in beginning the task 
of an explication de texte was to search for a probable author. My purpose was 
to demonstrate merely that the Laxdrela saga, for one, was a piece of artistic 
prose, non-historical, non-oral. Now after the last two sections of the Literary 
Perspectives were finished, the more the conviction grew that my unwitting 
remark about a "second Snorri" could be taken quite literally. The duplicity 
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of Snorri Godi plays a prominent role in the saga, and the carefully worked 
out theme arrests the attention of the reader even if he does not know that 
the duplicity is two-levelled. If the poem about the cloak was a camouflaged 
riddle in a twofold sense, I reasoned, then one might assume that the other 
poem connected with the duplicity theme, the one spoken by Thorgils' fetch, 
also contained a double reference: 
Fighters strive onward 
If ye deem yourselves forward, 
And wary watch for 
The wiles of Snorri; 
Wary enough no one will be; 
Wise is Snorri. 
The two Snorri's in the poem are, of course, on the discursive level, the same 
Snorri Godi mentioned twice. But it is interesting that the name is mentioned 
twice, for there are indeed two Snorri's involved here. At least one could 
test out this hypothesis. If the poem is read as an analogy with the thirteenth 
century, then the second Snorri must have something in common with his 
eleventh century counterpart. The two are different, yet by analogy also the 
same. History repeats itself; the actors in it, like the generations in the 
saga and the characters with their equivalent counterparts, could logically 
also appear again in new guises in the thirteenth century. We have seen that 
our author is as wily as Snorri Godi, that he, too, has employed two tricks 
to confound his audience: a camouflaged aesthetic design and a hidden 
analogy with his own times. The poem spoken by Thorgils' fetch says that 
the "fighters"" ( the word fyroar is a poetic one for "men"" or "warriors") will 
not be wary and wise enough to see through Snorri's tricks. These "fighters" 
include, of cour,se, Thorgils, who does not see through the first "brag5" involving 
the word samlendr and who then falls prey to Snorri's second wile. But these 
warriors mentioned in the poem can be taken, as the second meaning of the 
word implies, as men in general, actually "the living ones" (see Lexicon poeti-
cum), that is, the author's contemporaries. And interestingly, the general engi 
("no one") fits in better with the meaning of the poem as interpreted on its 
second level ( the application to the thirteenth century) than with the literal 
meaning for the eleventh-century context. So we see here again that the 
author does not expect any of his contemporaries to see through his wiles 
either. 
What manner of man must this second Snorri of the thirteenth century have 
been? He must have been thoroughly acquainted with native traditions, the 
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poetry and early writings, as his use of Eddie themes and mastery of rhetorical 
devices ( one could almost say skaldic devices) would indicate. He must have 
had an extraordinary interest in aesthetics and a gifted sense for history, a person 
who could make history art, who could look at his own age and himself 
with some detachment, who observed the trend history was taking and 
recognized the ambition of the Norwegian kings in their subtle wooing of the 
favor of Icelanders, getting them to become handgengnar (the kings' retainers). 
He must have felt the breath of chivalry that had swept into the North with 
the new vogue in literature. This person, logically, could be none other than 
Snorri Sturluson, writer of the Heimskringla (or one should say compiler), 
author of the prose Edda (a treatise on rhetoric and skaldic poetry which 
uses illustrations from ancient mythology and the heroic age of the poetic 
Edda). This revelation came as a great surprise to me, for I had never 
entertained such a notion about the saga and was not at all preoccupied with 
pinpointing the man who wrote it. My acquaintance with Snorri Sturluson's 
works was also cursory. So on the basis of the internal evidence in Laxd(JJ/a 
saga alone, of its structure and method of composition, I was forced to the 
conclusion that the saga is a roman a clef, that the two poems about Snorri 
Godi's wiles should be read on two levels. They tell us what the nature of the 
saga is and who wrote it. 
Rather than go back, armed with this hindsight, and sharpen any of the 
points in the analysis (the so-called "borrowings" from the Heimskringla, etc. 
discussed briefly under Written Sources, and the note about Leggbitr and 
F6tbitr would now be more readily clarified), I find it more interesting to 
leave the aesthetic interpretation as it stands so that the reader may see how 
the solution gradually emerged. But before we make absolute statements, let 
us test out the matter of time superimpositions a bit further. 
If history represents repetitive examples, then it is from the heroic age 
of Eddie poetry, from the Age of the Commonwealth, and from the Sturlung 
Age that the author drew his examples. This we have also seen to be the 
case in the brief examination of the author's sources. In fact, the time 
before saga times and the time after saga times converge in the middle, 
supplying details for the central action, for the lives of the saga characters. 
The "before," the "now," and the "after," noted in the saga's structure, are 
again here represented. The two periods, the Heroic Age and the Sturlung 
Age, are compacted, as it were, in the eternal present of the saga's action. 
Remember, also, the genealogies go back to a time before the saga and forward 
to a time after the saga, contemporary time. 
Consider first the Heroic Age. The saga characters have something in 
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common with and akin to the legendary figures of the Edda. Some of their 
idealization comes from this perspective, as well as from the backward-
looking view that saw the Commonwealth as ideal in contrast with the 
contemporary age. Gudrun, on the one hand, is like Brynhild in the Edda; 
Kjartan has something of a Sigurd in him, a matchless hero, and as such is 
somewhat stereotyped, beyond individualized description. 2 8 This quality we 
have already detected in him. He and his like counterpart, Bolli B., are idealized, 
therefore by modern standards somewhat hollow. Gudrun, however, attracted the 
author's fancy and is more fully drawn. She, on the other hand, has also some-
thing of the Eddie Gudrun, whereas Bolli Th. and Hrefna seem to take on the 
roles of Gunnar and Gudrun in the Edda. The saga Gudrun also has counter-
parts in the Sturlung Age, even if it is the like name that brought some associa-
tions to the author's mind. 29 He does not want to tell us again the story of 
Brynhild and Sigurd or of Yngvild and Thorvald (characters from the Sturlu 
saga from which he borrowed). The repetitiveness, the similarity, the typicalness 
of what he found in all the time periods fired his imagination. The characters 
and events are therefore presented scrambled and anachronously. This mixing 
and matching of characters is typical of the camouflages - his method in 
regard to the linguistic units is the key to his method in dealing with his 
sources. He does not intend one-to-one correspondences between his "borrowed" 
examples. They are amalgams and overlap, an aspect which the structural 
analysis also brought out. 
A brief look at external sources can give us some of the specifics which 
point to the author and to his probable sources or stimuli for the events in 
the saga that derive from the Sturlung Age. The most logical place to look 
for events from Snorri Sturluson's life and times is the Sturlunga saga, 
in particular the Sturlu saga (with its immediate prehistory of Hvamm-Sturla's 
family) and the lslendinga saga. Rolf Heller, in his "Laxdrela saga and Stur-
lunga saga," has gathered together some of the passages from the two works 
that look like literary borrowings. :rn It is not possible to evaluate each of 
his assumptions individually here. Some appear convincing; others are 
highly questionable; and many important examples are missing. Most intriguing 
is Heller's statement in regard to the lslendinga saga which throws open the 
question with some puzzlement as to why the literary parallels with little 
or no exception involve members of the Sturlung family. a 1 If the Laxdrela 
author is a Sturlung himself, it would be no wonder that interest in and 
knowledge of this family would have drawn him first to use material from 
the Sturlu saga for padding out his characters. The Sturlu saga is judged to 
have been composed in the first quarter of the thirteenth century by someone 
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who stood very close to the events and the family of Hvamm-Smrla. 32 
The author of the lslendinga saga, a Sturlung, Smrla Th6rdarson (1214-1284), 
Snorri's nephew, son of his brother Th6rd, would have known much at first-
hand about the immediate members of his family. The introduction (Formali) 
to the Sturlunga saga, written by the compiler of this compendium, but in 
all probability based on the foreword written by Sturla himself for his 
lslendinga saga, confirms this. Most scholars are in agreement that Sturla wrote 
his saga late in life (1275-1284) and left it unfinished. The first part of 
the work represents the years 1200-1242 and deals mostly with the sons of 
Hvamm-Sturla as a continuation of the Sturlu saga. It is most striking that 
the phrases and events reminiscent of Laxdwla in this part are mostly somehow 
connected with Snorri and his brothers. If we assume that the Laxdwla author 
used the Sturlu saga as source, in which direction did the borrowings from 
the lslendinga saga go? 
The solution that the Laxdwla author did the borrowing might suggest 
itself here as the more natural, and is in fact the assumption made by Heller. 
Because he entertains the preconception that Sturla Th6rdarson is the author 
of Laxdw!a, he is forced to find plausible arguments for a rather late date 
for the saga, 1255 (or even later), and to assume that Sturla had notes for his 
lslendinga saga that he could use before he started the writing of that saga 
as we have it. 3 a But without going further into his arguments, let us look 
at a couple of the more striking parallels in the two sagas. The passage 
regarding the events leading up to Snorri Sturluson's death are so reminiscent 
of the situation leading up to Kjartan's slaying that the words fairly leap 
out of the page: 
Ok er 6rrekju k6mu pessi or5, rei5 hann su5r i Saurbre, ok ri5u 
peir Sturla ba5ir nor5r til skips i Hrutafjor5 ok retlu5u pa5an 
til mots vi5 Kolbein .... Pa k6mu peim 6rrekju ok Smrlu or5 
sunnan fra Sau5afelli, at Snorri Sturluson var par kominn ok vildi 
finna 6rrekju. Ri5u peir pa su5r pannig, ok var Snorri inn ka-
tasti, ok tolu5u peir i litlustofu Snorri ok Orkrekja ok Sturla, 
en Tumi skenkti peim. Par var bj6rr heim kominn fra skipinu. 
Snorri sag5i foi skiptum peira sona Hallveigar. Hann haf5i par 
ok bref, er Oddr Sveinbjarnarson hafi'5i sent honum af .Alftanesi. 
Var par a stafkarlaletr, ok fengu peir eigi lesit, en sva p6tti 
peim sem vorun nokkur myndi a vera. Snorri kve5st illa trua 
Sunnlendingum, "en p6 mun ek su5r fara fyrst ok skipa til bu.a 
minna," sag<'ii hann, "ok fara pa vestr ok vera pa hd5um a 
H6lum, en stundum i Saurbre." Margt var par talat, ok ri5u peir 
allir samt inn i Hjar5arholt. 3 4 
(And when Oraekja heard this news, he rode south to Saurbae, 
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and he and Sturla both rode north to the ship at Hrutafjord and 
expected to meet Kolbein there .... Then word came from the 
south, from Saudafell, that Snorri Sturluson had come there and 
wanted to see 6raekja. So they rode south then, and Snorri was 
most gay. They talked together in a little room, Snorri, 6raekja, 
and Sturla, and Tumi served them with drink. Beer had been 
brought home from the ship. Snorri told about his dealings with 
the sons of Hallveig. He also had there a letter which had been 
sent him from Odd Sveinbjarnarson from Alftanes. There were 
runic letters on it, and they couldn't read it, but it seemed to them 
that some warnings were in it. Snorri said he did not trust the 
Sunnlendings [men from the Southern Quarter}, - "but nonethe-
less I'll ride south first and take care of my homesteads," he said, 
"and then go west and stay a while at H6lar and a while at 
Saurbre." A lot was talked about and they rode all together into 
Hjardarholt.) 
The merry-making immediately reminds one of the situation at H61 before 
Kjartan's ride into Svinadal, as does the use of inn katasti of several incidents 
in Laxdcela (when Kjartan goes to Laugar to Gudrun's and Bolli's party, for 
example). The circumstances are telling, both the phrase itself and the 
idea behind it - psychologically a dissimulation and cover-up for the 
worries that must have been Snorri's preoccupation, as the whole incident 
is meant to reveal - and rhetorically as a device which hints of its opposite: 
after gladness sorrow. The cryptic warnings, An's dream at H61 and a letter 
written in runes which no one could read but which were interpreted in any 
case as a warning, carry the parallels further.:{ 5 The two names H6lar and 
Saurbre remind one of where Kjartan went before the ambush took place. 
The quote ascribed here to Snorri almost gives verbatim the answer Kjartan 
gave to Th6rhalla Chatterbox before he set out (Lxd. xlvii, 147-148). Finally 
it is stated that all of them rode into Hjardarholt - a name immediately 
associated with Kjartan. Can this be coincidence? 
But in regard to borrowings, the similarities between the account of the 
attack on the sons of Thorvald (March 7, 1232) and the raid on Helgi's hut 
in Laxdcela provide another clue. First it must be stated that Helgi Hardbeins-
son is unknown from any historical sources or other sagas. We can safely say, 
on the basis of the aesthetic analysis, that this Helgi is a fiction created to 
complete the structure and continue the goadings and killings in triplicate. 
Again, at first impulse, one would be tempted to assume that the contemporary 
event was taken from the lslendinga saga and incorporated into Laxdwla. :rn 
But eye-witness to the event was Sturla Sighvatsson (Sturla Th6rdarson's 
cousin and Snorri's nephew), who led the attack. As is told in the lslendinga 
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saga, Hallbj6rn Kalason went home to Reykjaholt (Snorri's estate) after the 
killings and told Snorri the news. Snorri thus could have knowledge of the 
event and about the participants without recourse to a written source. Sturla 
Th6rdarson, too, probably had some firsthand information and recollection of 
the event (he would have been eighteen at the time). But curiously, in each 
of the accounts of this incident we find literary similarities: the dagveror 
for epic delay ( compare the band in the woods eating 'their meal before 
they attack Helgi's hut); the device of a bad omen to provide suspense before 
its fulfillment ("ok kvati Snorri [Porvaldsson] margt hafa fyrir borit um 
n6ttina" can be compared with Helgi's mention of his dream the night before 
he was attacked); the phrase i pessi svipan; the word kurteis/l 7 
The lslendinga saga relates that eight men were in the Thorvaldsson group; 
Laxdcela says there were ten in Thorgils' party. But two of these ten are 
otherwise unknown in saga literature, H 8 The Laxdcela author needed the 
number ten for his analogous patterns. If we assume that the lslendinga saga 
is more or less historical, then it is obvious that a literary work such as 
Laxdcela must be the inventor here. Typical of Laxdcela would be the fact 
that the roles of the attackers and the attacked are reversed. The thirteenth 
century is, after all, the reversed image of the eleventh. The descriptions 
of the men are not word for word in the two accounts. The clothes and 
weapons theme does not appear in Sturla's report. This is the preoccupation 
of the Laxdcela author. Reason for the gold and silver arm rings within this 
context has already been suggested and would seem hereby confirmed, namely 
that they serve a poetic function and not a realistic or historical one. :i H The 
distinctive characteristics in the Laxdcela passage point in the same direction 
- the content, stimulated by a contemporary event, the air of kurteisi, and the 
realistic descriptions derive from the thirteenth century. 
The literary function of the elements that these two accounts have in 
common places the greater plausibility on the historical work's having imitated 
some of the good style and techniques of a literary work where they are 
routine than that the literary work borrowed sparsely scattered devices from 
the historical work. Let us assume then for the argument that Sturla Th6r-
darson perused Laxdcela when looking about for material for the years 1200-
1242, for what is telling is that the incidents and phrases which seem to echo 
Laxdcela and which are convincing parallels practically cease after the year 
1241, that is after Snorri's death. The much discussed incident at the farm 
1 Muli in 1244 where Asbj6rn Gudmundarson allegedly dried his sword 
on the clothing of the wife of the man he has slain ( this account is not given 
in all MSS of the /J6roar saga kakala in Sturlunga saga) that reminds of the 
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deed Helgi Hardbeinsson committed against Gudrun (lv, 168) could well be 
coincidental; but also if it is ultimately proven that Sturla knew and borrowed 
from Laxdcela, the similarity could be attributed to Laxdcela's influence. A 
more definite dating of the sagas would be determinative here. The earliest date 
for Laxdmla is 1228, the death date of Thorvald Snorrason; the latest 
contemporary named in a genealogy, Ketil, abbot at Helgafell, is mentioned 
in the past tense; he died in 1220. Ordeals (Lxd., xviii, 42-43) were banned by 
Cardinal Vilhjalmr who crowned King Hakon in Norway in 1247. Obviously 
such ordeals were still being performed in Iceland when the saga was written. 
The law might not have reached Iceland or been implemented until 1248. The 
oldest fragmentary manuscript of Laxdcela, D 2 , has been dated ca. 1250. Thus 
the span for Laxdmla falls between 1228-1250. These are in the main the argu-
ments that Sveinsson also advances. Heller's latest arguments for a much later 
date seem forced in order to lend greater plausibility to his favored candidate, 
Sturla. Can we venture a closer pinpointing of the saga's date on the basis of 
internal evidence? If the saga is a roman a clef, it may well not only reveal who 
the author is but also when it was written. The formal elements can again be 
of help here. 
The preponderance of the number twelve, for which we found no explicit 
structural correspondence, but which was noted as a distinctive element in 
the saga, can be construed as a hidden reference to the thirteenth century. 
It must be reemphasized here that all the elements in the saga have internal 
function that is valid for the literary work as a closed unit, despite any 
function the words, terms, and expressions may have outside the saga. The 
saga, as an aesthetic whole, is an organic unit that is self-determinative. The 
number twelve, its meaning veiled by its use in situations that reflect the 
normal social and legal customs, represents the year 1200. The next number 
that comes to mind and which is important in the saga's structure is three: 
there are three main divisions, three main characters, three parties, three 
goadings, three killings, three drownings, three main sets of inimical brothers, 
etc. There are three layers of meaning in the saga and three time periods. 
The other number of striking importance in the structure is two, representing 
all the situations of balancing and pairs, correlatives, two choices, equalization 
and compensation. The number three, as in the triplets in the anlaysis, includes 
and contains the number two, so I believe that Laxdcela was written in 
1232. Two of the last mentioned facts in the saga, to be sure without exact 
daces, are the fall of Saint 6laf (A. D. 1030) and the death of Snorri Godi 
(A. D. 1031). Since the element ten also plays a part in the saga and even 
the phrase "tiu d'ia t6lf" 4 0 appears in one manuscript for a reading on the 
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drowning of Thorkel Eyj6lfsson, confirmation of the hypothesis that the 
saga intends a comparison between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries seems 
strengthened. 
If we look again at the relationship between Laxdrela and the !slendinga saga 
with this date in mind, then Sturla could not possibly be the author of the 
former. The similarities between the two texts must then be attributed 
to Sturla's having borrowed from Laxdrela. The caliber of Laxdrela's prose in 
contrast to Sturla's, the difference in the stamp of language, the qualities that 
cannot be computerized such as structure and style speak against Sturla as 
author, despite all lexical-statistical counting. In view of the remarkable 
similarity between the events before Kjartan's death and those before 
Snorri's, there must be some connection more than literary between Snorri 
Sturluson and Kjartan. I believe that one would find upon closer inspection 
that Kjartan has something also from the other time periods embodied in 
him - something of the Eddie Sigurd, something from Saint Olaf. He is an 
amalgam of the pagan, Christian, and the contemporary eras. Snorri Godi 
and Snorri Sturluson also have more in common than just their names. The 
answer to the dilemma must hinge on the fact that Sturla knew of the author-
relationship between Laxdrela and his uncle Snorri and that he also understood 
something of the method of composition. Sturla would then naturally have 
turned to Laxdrela to add color and style to the lives and times of the 
Sturlungs, since the saga had incorporated as camouflage some of the events 
and persons from Snorri's own life and times. The attack on Helgi Hard-
beinsson takes place in the last part of the saga and must be one of the last 
events from the contemporary scene that went into the work; that was March 7, 
1232. And soon thereafter the saga must have been finished, for its remarkable 
uniformity and consistency in carrying out the formal design would also 
suggest that it was written within a short period of time. Might we venture 
the guess between Yule 1231 and Easter 1232, the two most frequently 
mentioned times of year in the saga and pivotal points for much of the 
action? 
But what has Sturla done then when it comes to the passage on the 
events leading up to Snorri's death? He has, it would seem, mixed fact and 
fiction, allowing himself the superb poetic license of ascribing to Snorri 
Kjartan's words about his plans and whereabouts. If Snorri actually did go 
to H6lar and Saurb~, the similarities in the names H61 and H6lar and the 
identity of the place Saurb~ must have attracted Sturla to the Laxdrela 
passage. Kjartan's and Snorri's locale of operation coincided. What would 
be more ironic than Sturla's finding in that work of artistic irony by his uncle 
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Snorri exemplification of Snorri's life. For Snorri's life must have seemed in 
many ways ironic, as things turned out for him, falling prey as he did to the 
very type of subterfuges he had been party to and later warned against. 
As for the account of the Thorvaldsson attack, Sturla did again what he had 
done on Snorri's death: he combined what he knew with what he found in 
Laxdrela. As we have shown, Snorri needed no written source for his 
knowledge of the event and of the men. On the basis of internal evidence and 
on grounds of the brief examination of external evidence, the argument seems 
weighted toward Snorri Sturluson as author of Laxdrela. If this indeed proves 
to be the case after further investigation into the sources, then a new look 
must be taken at this man Snorri, at his Heimskringla, and at the reliablity of 
the lslendinga saga. This investigation I have begun in the article dedicated 
to Professor Hollander in his forthcoming Festschrift. The conclusions there 
are the same, based entirely on external rather than internal evidence. I, like 
Gudrun, stumbled upon a stone; it broke apart and its pieces fell automatically 
into place in the puzzle. The riddle of one saga seemed solved. 
The Laxdrela author, dare we now say Snorri Sturluson, was interested in 
using examples for his saga that were plausible, yet somehow typical. Is it 
any wonder that the typical and stereotyped can seem so real and natural, 
so individualized in the saga? The heroic age, the past idealized, met the 
individual present and combined with it. This characterizes the method of 
camouflage in general. The Eddie poetry in which Snorri was steeped gave 
him a sense for the heroic ideals; he must also have been well acquainted 
with the technique of patterns and archetypes. His keen observation of life, 
his understanding of the human psyche, his knowledge of history ( comprising 
a view of history representative of the Middle Ages which thought in terms 
of analogies) enabled him to see the past through the eyes of the present, i.e. 
anachronously and as a series of repetitive examples. His sharp awareness of 
the events that were drawing his nation into the clutches of a foreign power 
lent to the past an air of prophecy - all of these made up the genius of the 
man. 
One might at first be tempted to think that Snorri might have written 
the saga between 1239 and his death, the work being a kind of culmination of 
his life and thought and philosophy of history and time bringing the 
development toward disaster in the political sphere into clearer focus. But would 
Snorri have had the lightness of touch, the playfulness, the wonderful detach-
ment, the ability to depict the precarious balance which characterizes Laxdrela 
(and the balance is still there) if it had been written during the turbulence and 
embroilments of the later years? 
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Snorri had an extraordinary sens1t1v1ty to the spirit of the times. His saga 
shows the preparation, pointing out the perils of a social and ethical system 
that threatened to engulf his nation like a fateful destiny. Iceland stood at 
the crossroads - before two choices. The natural and accepted practice of the 
Icelanders to become handgengnar to the Norwegian king could at any 
moment turn into the unexpected and the disastrous, the negative reversal. 
The warning is already enunciated in Snorri's 6ldf s saga helga: "En f pessu 
vinattumarki, er konungr ger5i til lslands, bjuggu enn fleiri hlutir, peir er 
si5an ur!Su berir" (Hkr. II, 214: "But in this sign of friendship which the 
king showed toward Iceland there dwelt many aspects which became clear 
later"). Is it any wonder that so much attention is drawn in the saga to 
relationships between Norway and Iceland, to the voyages back and forth, 
one a mirror of the other, to the comparison through repeated phrases of the 
Christianization of Norway and that of Iceland? The Trondheimers, it is said, 
at first resisted conversion: "En hinir menn varu p6 miklu fleiri, er i m6ti 
varu" (xi, 118); in Iceland it was the same: "En p6 varu peir miklu fleiri, 
er i m6ti mreltu" (xii, 125). But the analogy goes much deeper. When the 
king asks Kjartan to go out to Iceland and convert his countrymen 
"annathvart me5 styrk el'ia ra5um" (xli, 124) and it so takes place "bre5i melS 
bli!Sum or5um ok h9r5um refsingum" (lxi, 125), one cannot help but think 
of the situation in Snorri's day. 
Snorri Sturluson was lawspeaker in Iceland from 1215 to 1218. He then had 
the opportunity to go abroad and was received at the court of King Hakon IV 
and by his regent, Earl Skuli. During his stay abroad, an event took place 
in Bergen in the year 1220 which was determinative for his whole life. The 
events leading up to this climax are briefly as follows: An argument had 
taken place in Iceland several years before (1216) at Eyrar between some 
Icelanders and Norwegian merchants over the circumstance of the death 
of Pal Sremundarson in Norway. Pal's father, Sremund Jonsson (of the Odda-
verjar) demanded of the Bergen merchants recompense for his son, and 
it ended by his taking by force great sums from them. During the next years 
the dealings between these countrymen worsened to the point where Orm 
(Sremund's brother) was killed. 41 Snorri learned of the killing after having 
arrived in Norway, the year 1218. By 1220 hostilities between the Norwegians 
and Icelanders had reached a high pitch. Ships and men stood ready to harry 
Iceland the summer of 1220 when Snorri, on the point of departure for 
home, used his influence and diplomacy to dissuade the undertaking. He 
said it was wiser to make friends of the best men in Iceland and so win them 
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over and that by his persuasion the Icelanders would come round to paying 
homage to Norway's king: 
Hann sagi'ii ok sva, at pa varu ai'irir eigi meiri menn a 1slandi 
en brrei'ir hans, er Sremund leii'i, en kallai'ii pa mundi mjok eftir 
sinum ori'ium vikja, pa er hann kremi til (He said also that there 
were no men in Iceland more influential than his brothers, with 
the exception of Sremund, and that they would comply with his 
wishes as soon as he got home).42 
It was then decided by the king not to send a military expedition to Iceland. 
While at the court Snorri had been honored with the lesser title of skutilsveinn 
(chamberlain), and now at parting received as reward for his action a ship 
and fifteen gifts and was given the title of lendr maor (baron). 4 g This 
aroused the suspicion of his countrymen, as they thought he might have 
been put up by the Norwegians to opposing the prosecution for the slaying 
of Orm. 
Now it had been the custom of Icelanders to keep the connection with 
the mother country ever since the days of Settlement. They found it an honor 
to come into the king's service, as lendr maor or handgenginn to the king. They, 
in any case, had always been proud of their noble ancestry, tracing their 
forefathers back to the chieftains of Norway, so they naturally would feel 
that they were somehow coming to their own rightful heritage. This practice 
began, however, to take on sinister and disastrous aspects in the thirteenth 
century.44 
Snorri did not keep his promise to the king, which could be construed 
as betrayal of his duty to his king as a lendr maor. His inaction and the 
fact that he made no attempt to bring Iceland into the king's power might look 
from the outside like duplicity or indecisiveness on his part. But something 
more is involved here, something which perhaps will put his character in 
better light. We have already seen a parallel to this situation in Kjartan's 
unwillingness to convert his countrymen to Christianity. In fact, Kjartan's 
words to King Olaf Tryggvason practically give in substance Snorri's argument 
to King Hakon: 
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Kjartan kaus heldr at vera mei'i konungi en fara til lslands ok boi'ia 
peim truna, kvazk eigi deila vilja ofrkappi vii'i frrendr sina; -
''er pat ok likara um fQi'iur minn ok ai'ira hQfi'iingja, pa semi 
frrendr minir eru nanir, at J:>eir se eigi at strangari i at gera pinn 
vilja, at ek sja i yi'iru valdi i g6i'ium kostum" (xli, 124: Kjartan 
chose rather to stay with the king than to go out to Iceland and 
present the new faith, saying he had no desire to use force against 
his kinsmen - "and as for my father and other chieftains closely 
related to me, it is more likely that they will not be any the more 
opposed to conforming to your will if I am in your power in 
honorable service."). 
The king's comment to this was that Kjartan had closen wisely and honorably. 
Both Kjarcan and Snorri avoid the use of force against their countrymen. 
Both argue for the effectiveness of persuasion as the alternative. But in the kings' 
persuasion, in the promises of friendship, in all the kind words, in the 
bestowing of titles there were ulterior motives. Just as in the eleventh century 
the king's promises of friendship in return for payment of church taxes and 
weregild involved a more tangible hold on Iceland - as it turned out the king 
requested Grimsey as token of "good faith" - so, too, in the thirteenth the 
praise and honor bestowed on Icelanders at the court, the gradual wooing of the 
chieftains into the king's service masked the crown's intentions of territorial an-
nexation. The speech of Einar Thverreing' (Eyj6lfsson) against forfeiting any 
piece of land to the king of Norway were to become household words in Iceland 
(Hkr. II, 216). Snorri saw through the subterfuge "then" as "now." And his saga 
in a way is an exoneration of his own duplicity. He acted under expediency and 
honorably to save his country from warfare and violence. His promise to the 
king was never meant to be kept. The second "subjugation" of Iceland by Nor-
way also, nominally at least, had a religious aspect as pretext to political 
domination. Thus Snorri could well draw the analogy between the Christianiza-
tion and the machinations of his own century as heading in the same direction. 
And part of himself he put into Kjartan. 
Snorri's nephew Sturla Sighvatsson played for real stakes, making a deal 
with the king that he would deliver Iceland into his hands on the stipulation 
that he, Sturla, be made chieftain over the whole of Jceland. But these 
Sturlungs, father and son (Sighvat and Sturla) were cut down by the intrigues 
of Gizur Thorva1dsson in the year 1238 at the battle of 0rlygsstadir (lslendinga 
saga, Chap. 138). Snorri's complicity and duplicity had incurred the displeasure 
of the king. Because of a falling out with his brother Sighvat and the 
enemies he had at home, Snorri fled to Norway in the year 1237, where he 
stayed until news of his brother's killing made it safe for him to return to 
Iceland in 1239. The king, however, had put an embargo on his leaving. Soon 
after his return he made fresh enemies by his refusal to pay out an inheritance 
claim to the sons of Hallveig. The king took advantage of the situation and 
enlisted Snorri's enemies in his own interest. To one of them, the powerful 
chieftain Gizur Thorvaldsson, he wrote a letter stating that he was to bring 
Snorri back co Norway or slay him. Snorri was not given the choice and was 
slain by Gizur and his men at Reykjaholt, Sept. 23, 1241. The king confiscated 
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all of Snorri's property and wealth and so got a foothold in Iceland. From then 
on the die was cast. Snorri's own involvements brought about what he had 
tried to prevent and what he had foreseen and warned against most eloquently 
in the parable of his saga. 
Why did Snorri select the Laxdalers and their farmsteads in the Breidafjord 
Dales as medium and setting for his camouflage? Snorri was born at Hvamm 
1178 or 1179; he was related to Snorri Godi both on his father's and his 
mother's side, all members of the Laxdrela clan. The Dales were his ancestral 
home. The actors had changed, but the types of events, the types of people 
that made up the drama of his own age - members of his own family in part 
- were moving on the same stage set. The scene remained constant; the 
pattern remained constant; only new content need be substituted into the old 
forms. Even the personal names repeated themselves through the generations 
- all of which suited Snorri's line of thought admirably. The natural mores, 
the law of the land played hand in hand with the creative process. He even 
saw in himself the counterpart to his namesake Snorri Godi, famous for 
diplomacy and shrewdness. 
No matter from what angle the problem has been tackled, the evidence 
accumulates with the same result: Snorri Sturluson. And Laxdrela is a key to the 
man and his works. It was the Sturlung family that gave its name to that 
turbulent and violent age; it was the Sturlung family that gave Iceland her 
greatest cultural heritage during the darkest hours. The writing of the major 
sagas and histories seems to have been very much a family affair - and 
a family secret. This would explain a lot of things - the anonymity, the 
sudden flowering, the rapid decline after them. Snorri Sturluson stands like 
a giant above them all. 
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Vogum ver og vogum ver 
me5 v_ora byr5i punga. 
Upp er komi5 sem a5r var 
i old Sturlunga, 
i old Sturlunga. 4 " 
NOTES 
INTRODUCTION 
The following afford a review of saga scholarship: Otto Springer, Die nordische 
Renaiuance in Skandinavien ("Ti.ibinger germanistische Arbeiten," XXII [Sonder-
reihe 3; Stuttgart-Berlin, 1936) ), a good introduction to the trends and influences 
of the early period; Halld6r Hermannsson, Icelandic Manuscripts and Old Icelandic 
Literature: A Bibliographical Essay ("lslandica," XIX, 1929; and XXII, 1933 ), 
two studies which review, respectively, the history of the Old Icelandic manuscripts 
from their production to their acquisition' by Denmark and other countries, and the 
history of their editing and publication; Rudolf von Raumer, Geschichte der ger-
manischen Philologie (Miinchen, 1870), an excellent summary replete with names, 
dates, and significant quotations on trends and theories in scholarship from the 
sixteenth century through the height of Romanticism in the nineteenth; Marco 
Scovazzi, La Saga di Hrafnkell e ii problema delle saghe islandesi (Arona, 1960), 
which, beginning with a review of the problems posed by Hrafnkels saga, revives 
the theory that the sagas are based on historical-cultural facts, surveys research on 
saga literature (especially the controversy between the Free- and Book-prosaists), 
and, although finding the whole argument rather pointless since the sagas are the 
collective creation of a nation, expounds again the extreme Free-prose view that 
Hrafnkels saga preserves facts of the Germanic pagan past untainted by Christianity 
or by the thirteenth century and that the process of transcription did not affect 
the original oral saga; Theodore Andersson, The Problems of Icelandic Saga Origins: 
A Historical Survey (New Haven and London, 1964), a helpful, middle-of-the-road 
survey of the controversy surrounding the origins of the Sagas of Icelanders. 
~ Important representative tides include: Rudolf Keyser·s Nordmamdenes videnskabe-
lighed og literatur i middelalderen, Vol. I of his Efterladte skrifter (Christiania, 
1866), whicli proposes a Norwegian origin for Icelandic literature; Konrad von 
Maurer's "Ober die norwegische Auffassung der nordischen Literaturgeschichte," 
Zeitschrift fur deutsche Philologie, I (1869), 25-88, a rebuttal; Alexander Bugge's 
"Den islandske sagas oprindelse og trovrerdighed," Nordisk tidskri/t for vetenskap, 
konst och industri (1909), 407-419, which proposes Irish origin and influence; 
Andreas Heusler's Die An/ange der islandischen Saga ("Abhandlungen der konig-
lich preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften" [Phil-hist. Classe, Nr. 9; Berlin, 
1914} ), which stresses oral origin, historical intent, and artistic excellence and assumes 
a gradual decline from best to worst in a chronology of saga development; and 
his Altgermanische Dichtung ("Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft" [2d ed.; Pots-
dam, 1941} ), which presents a slightly less extreme view, emphasizing "das Grad-
maBige"; Knut Liestpl's The Origin of the Icelandic Family Sagas, trans. A. G. Jayne 
(Oslo, 1930), which attempts to assess the historic content of the sagas and stresses 
oral traditions as sources, but which vitiates the folkloristic method by making 
exceptions for Iceland; Gabriel Turville-Petre's Origins of Icelandic Literature (Oxford, 
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1953), which throws light on literary acuv1ty in Iceland before the wntmg of the 
thirteenth century; Sigurciur Nordal's "Sagalitteraturen," Litteraturhistorie: Norge og 
Island ("Nordisk kultur," VIII: B [Kpbenhavn, 1953} ), pp. 180-273, which uses 
aesthetic criteria for establishing a relative chronology and postulates a development 
from worse to best; and his Hrafnkatla ("Studia Islandica: lslenzk foecii," VII 
[Reykjavik, 1940} ), which points out historical inaccuracies in Hrafnkels saga 
and the artistic powers of a written literature; Einar 6lafur Sveinsson's Dating the 
Icelandic Sagas ("Viking Society for Northern Research: Text Series," III [London, 
1958} ), a basic essay in methodology; and Walter Baetke's Ober die Entstehung 
der Isliindersagas ("Berichte iiber die Verhandlungen der sachsischen Akademie 
der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig" [Philol.-hist. Klasse, CII: 5; Berlin, l956} ), which 
comprises the best statement on aesthetic intent of the sagas, demands a literary-
aesthetic approach, and discusses Geistesgeschichte in relation to the Icelandic literary 
genre. 
3 Such Romantic postulates as the following found their way, implicitly or explicitly, 
into saga research: ( 1) the superiority of primitive poetry over sophisticated poetry; 
(2) the progressive development from naive "Naturpoesie" to a pretentious "Kunst-
poesie," including the related axiom of a declining gradient in the transition from 
an oral to a written tradition; (3) the presupposition of an oral substratum in 
smaller units such as songs or tales which were subsequently put together to form 
larger works; Lachmann's "Liedertheorie" had its counterpart in the p,;ettir theory 
of the origin and composition of the Sagas of Icelanders. Two other issues also played 
a part: ( 1) anonymity vs. the gifted redactor or· author; (2) the relationship of 
history to poetry, legend, or Sage; i. e., face vs. fiction. In the nineteenth century, 
research on the Nibelungenlied, the Poema del Cid, and the Homeric epics followed 
these premises with striking consistency. In connection with the Icelandic sagas, the 
Romantic position has prevailed longer and been more tenaciously asserted. 
4 T. Andersson, op. cit., p. 50. 
5 See above, n. 2. 
6 As early as 1904 with "Landnama og Egils saga" in Aarbpger for nordisk oldkyndg-
hed og historie, pp. 167-247, 6lsen had begun a series of articles correlating the 
sagas and Landndmab6k. In his Om Gunnlaugs saga ormstungu: En kritisk undersp-
gelse ("Dec kg!. danske videnskabsselskabs skrifter" [7. rrekke, Historisk og filoso-
fisk afd., II: I; Kpbenhavn, 1911}), 6lsen places the saga lace in a relative chronology 
because of its unified composition. Finnur Jonsson, in Den oldnorske og oldislandske 
litteraturs historie (1st ed., Kpbenhavn, 1894-1902) II, 422-425, considered the 
saga to be early for precisely the same reasons. A debate between the two scholars 
is found in Skirnir, LXXXIX (1915), 383-388; XC (1916), 83-84. For Nordal's 
introduction to Egils saga, see "lslenzk fornric", II (Reykjavik, 1933), pp. V-CV. For 
his Hrafnkatla, see above, n. 2; an English translation is available: Hrafnkels Saga 
Freysgot)a: A Study, trans. R. George Thomas (Cardiff, 1958). 
7 See Nordal, "Sagalitteraturen," pp. 235-239. 
8 T. Andersson, op. cit., pp. 50 and 119, n. 63, seems to feel that the divorce is 
complete; one need only mention Scovazzi, however, to realize that the more radical 
views are not completely dead. 
9 See Nordal, "Sagalitteraturen," p. 235; and E. 0. Sveinsson, The Age of the Sturlungs 
("lslandica," XXXVI, 1953), pp. 1-7, 117, 152-153. 
10 "Amnet ar i flertalec af dem [sagorna} sa val ordnadt och genomcankt, ate man med 
ratta kan tala om deras forfattare" (Baath, op. cit., p. iii). 
11 Ibid., pp. 57-58: "Den [Kap. 25} borjar liksom de ere narmast foregaende afdel-
ningarne med en upprepning och utfyllning af nagot forut framdraget" (emphasis 
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added). Baa.th, close to being on the right track, sees the whole method of the saga 
author illustrated in a scribal error: "Genom uttrycket: sem fyrr var ritat, tjanar 
dock detta misstag till att an ytterligare belysa forfattarens hela metod att medels 
upprepning markera en afdelnings borjan" (ibid., p. 55; emphasis added). In 
regard to the author's "mistakes" that illuminate his method, see below, Chap. I, 
n. 18, Chap. IV, n. 29; Literary Perspectives, n. 24. 
12 Johannes van Ham, Beschouwingen over de literaire Betekenis der Laxdcela Saga 
(Amsterdam, 1932). 
13 van Ham, op. cit., pp. 11, 17, and 34. 
14 Ibid., pp. 97-98, and p. 95 for discussion following the quote. 
15 Margrit Schildknecht-Burri, Die altertumlichen und jungern Merkmale der Laxdcela 
Saga (Luzern, 1945). Heusler's categories are: "(1) Verwirrung der Stammbaume und 
der Ortlichkeiten; (2) Hinweggleiten iiber die scharfen Tatsachen des Rechthandels; 
(3) -Obertreibungen in Waffentaten, leiblichen Vorgangen; das Gedunsene, Barocke, 
Ruhmredige; (4) Schwarz-WeiE-Zeichnung der Menschen. Wunschbilder an Stelle 
'gemischter' Kopfe; (5) Seelische Hochspannung im Sinne des drengskapr, der 
edeln GroBmut; anderseits Zunahme schalkhafter Spottlaune; (6) Neigung zu Fabelei, 
zu Marchenartigem, zu Zauberspuk (wobei zu sondern ist, zwischen ernsthaftem 
Volksaberglauben und wurzelloser Einbildung); (7) Ausmalung von Abenteurern in 
der Fremde; (8) Ritterlicher Aufputz, Wappenwesen, Hofzeremoniell; (9) Christ-
liche Ziige, die fiir die Saga-periode einen ZeitverstoB bedeuten; (10) Anteil am 
Geschlechtlichen, Anflug siidlicher Erotik; (11) Neuartiges in der Formgebung; 
(a) Ausgeglichene Breite, keine jahen Spriinge, (b) Das meiste der Saga gehort zur 
Sache, (c) Man erzahlt Dinge, die keine Zeugen hatten, (d) Vorliebe fiir Wechsel-
reden; Gesprachigkeit, (e) Glatte Fliissigkeit des Satzbaus; 'ausgeschriebene Feder,' 
(f) Zunahme der Lehnworter, besonders der ritterlichen und deutschen" (Heusler, 
Die Altgermanische Dichtung, pp. 217-218). From these characteristics, a negative 
example of what a saga should be, one can deduce the presuppositions for what 
Heusler called the "pure saga." The position of the Free-prosaists concerning the 
standard for the ideal saga, the original oral saga, ranges from the prerogative of 
simplicity and unity, as with Jonsson, to an appreciation of the disjointed and 
primitive, as with the "jahe Spriinge" of Heusler, for whom too polished a style 
and unified composition marked a decline. For Baa.th, too, amalgamated wholes 
indicated later reworkings. 
16 Schildknecht-Burri, op. cit., p. 100. 
17 Ibid., p. 121. Heusler called it "die buntscheckigste der Sagen," Die altgermanische 
Dichtung, p. 218. 
18 Schildknecht-Burri, op. cit., p. 109. 
19 Ibid., p. 122; emphasis added. 
20 In "Saga: Unrersuchungen zur nordischen Literatur- und Sprachgeschichte," Heft 3 
(Halle a. S., 1960). 
21 Ibid., p. 11. 
22 Cf. Heller, "Laxdrela saga und Stuilunga saga," Arkiv for nordisk filologi, LXXVI 
(1961), 112-133. 
23 Laxdrela saga und Konigssagas ("Saga," Heft 5, 1961). 
24 Ibid., pp. 8 and 59. 
25 "Laxdrela saga und Bischofssagas," Arkiv, LXXVII (1962), 90-95; "Laxdrela saga 
und Knytlinga saga," Arkiv, LXXX (1965), 95-122. 
26 Peter Hallberg, Snorri Sturluson och Egils saga Skallagrimssonar: ett forsok till 
spraklig for/attarbestamning ("Studia Islandica: 1slenzk fra:15i," XX [Reykjavik, 
1962)); Ola fr P6rt5arson hvitaskald, Knytlinga saga och Laxdt1Jla saga ("Studia 
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islandica," XXII [Reykjavik, 1963} ); "1slendinga saga och Egla, Laxdrela, Eyrbyggja, 
Njala, Grettla," Maal og Minne (1965), pp. 91 ff. 
27 Marina Mundt, Sturla P6rdarson und die Laxd,;ela saga ("Skrifter fra instituttene 
for nordisk sprak og litteratur ved universitetene i Bergen, Oslo, og Trondheim," 
Nr. 4, 1969). 
2s Ibid., pp. 93-94. 
29 In Arkiv, LXXV (1960), 113-167. 
30 The Laxdwla Saga (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1964), pp. xxxix-xlii. 
31 Heller, "Studien zu Aufbau," p. 165. 
32 Ibid., pp. 114 and 130. 
33 The same can be said of the analysis by A. C. Bouman in Patterns in Old English 
and Old Icelandic Literature (Leiden, 1962). Not only does his concept of patterns 
- in this instance some Eddie borrowings as models - go outside the saga, but 
so also does his misplaced criticism of the saga as a modern psychological novel -
an indication not of the saga author's inability but of Bouman's to understand the 
saga on its own terms. See my review in Modern Philology, LXII (1964-65), 155 
-158. 
34 Bolton, "The Heart of Hrafnkatla," Scandinavian Studies, XLIII (1971), p. 51. 
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CHAPTER I 
See Genealogical Table I. 
2 The 9ndvegi was the seat of honor in the family dwelling. Its posts were ornamented 
with figureheads, usually of Thor, and with carvings and were regarded with religious 
reverence. "Many of the settlers of Iceland are said to have taken the high-seat 
posts with them, and when near Iceland to have thrown them overboard to drift 
ashore, and where they found them, there they took up their abode" (Richard 
Cleasby, Gudbrand Vigfusson, aud William A. Craigie, An Icelandic-English 
Dictionary [2nd ed.; Oxford, 1957), p. 765). Cf. also Nils Lid, "Gudar og gude-
dyrking," Religionshistorie ("Nordisk kultur," XXVI (1943]), pp. 80-82; also 
Dag Stromback, "Att helga land,'" Festskrift tillagnad Axel Hagerstrom (Uppsala, 
1928), pp. 198 ff. 
:i In one instance in the saga fate appears to take its unalterable course without the 
concomitant predisposition of the characters' motives. Gudrun has heard Helgi's 
prophecy that the son in her womb will become avenger for his father Bolli. This 
son, Bo Iii Bollason, is thus premarked by fate for the deed of vengeance. Yet there 
is no plan or eagerness on the part of Gudrun or Bolli that he play this role. 
Following the slaying of Balli Thorleiksson, Snorri suggests to Gudrun both the 
object of her revenge, Helgi Hardbeinsson, and the one to lead the raid, Thorgils 
Holluson. That Snorri, instead of Gudrun, should name Helgi seems an awkward 
oversight, especially since she carefully noted the participants in the raid and 
witnessed Helgi's wiping his bloody sword on her scarf while making his prophecy. 
Yet the saga characters often make statements that have not been transmitted 
directly from character to character (Gudrun to Snorri in his case), and they also 
typically ignore prophecy. The reader, however, is always knowledgeable and the 
author omniscient, an aspect of the saga which we shall have further occasion to 
discuss. That Gudrun is not thinking of Bolli as avenger of his father is evidenced 
by the following statements. In Snorri's efforts for conciliation Gudrun shows little 
interest: "En Gutlrunu var litit um liat, at jata lwi fyrir h9nd Porleiks, at taka fe 
fyrir vig Bolla" (!vi, 169: "But Gudrun was litde minded to agree to accepting 
payment for Bolli's slaying for Thorleik's sake"). Later when she prevails upon Thorgils 
to become leader in a raid against Helgi, she remarks: " 'Sva liykki mer, sem 
/)orleiki virtlisk engi jafnvel ti! fallinn at vera fyrirma<'ir, ef l>at ska! nQkkut 
vinna, er ti! hartlrre<'ia sc' " (Ix, 180: " 'I imagine Thorleik will think no one 
equally well suited to be leader as you, especially if the task requires some courage'"), 
Just before the band attacks Helgi's hut, some women disguised as men ride off. 
Thorgils leaves to Thorleik the decision whether to ride after them: "l'orgils kva<'i 
/)orleik ra<'ia skyldu, !ivi at hann vissi, at Porleikr var manna skyggnastr" (!xiv, 191: 
"Thorgils said Thorleik should decide, for he knew that Thorleik was the most sharp-
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sighted of men"). After the successful venture, Thorgils recites this poem which 
contradicts the idea that he was leader: 
S6ttum heim at Helga; 
hrafn letum na svelga; 
ru5um fagrrQISuls eiki, 
pas fylg5um l>orleiki. etc. 
(!xv, 194) 
To Helgi's home a raid we led; 
With the corpse the ravens fed: 
Stained we all red oaken shield, 
Following Thorleik's tracks afield. etc. 
Sveinsson is of the opinion that the verse is neither old nor from Porgils saga 
H9llusonar, see "Islenzk fornrit," V, Formali, p. LV. This leaves the possibility that 
the author created it for the story. By making it seem as though Thorleik were 
taking the lead as elder son to avenge his father, the author was following normal 
social custom. Did he thereby wish to disguise the machinations of fate and not 
quite succeed? Previews of the result are present throughout the preparation for 
the deed. At a previous meeting with Snorri (!ix, 176) Gudrun appeared with 
Balli Bollason who was then twelve years old and carrying Footbiter. The reader, 
aware of the prophecy and the fateful role of this sword in the saga, immediately 
jumps to the right conclusion. The disturbing element in the whole episode is 
not so much the condensing of time to make Bolli twelve years old - a much 
discussed "defect" in the saga - but the failure of the author to amalgamate 
prophecy with the characters' will as with social convention. The working out of 
what was fated is here mechanical in comparison to the other examples in the saga. 
As for the other question, a literary work need not adhere to real time, and besides 
the number of years which passed between Balli Bollason's birth and the meeting 
with Snorri is left vague ( cf. !vii, 1 71: where it is stated that Thorleik stayed a long 
time [l9ngum] at Tunga and studied law). 
4 The author oftentimes suggests both a natural and a supernatural cause for a hap-
pening: cf., for example, where Asgaut and Th6r6lf are said to succeed in their under-
taking for rwo reasons: "Ok me5 pvl at menn varu hraustir, ok peim var5 lengra Hfs 
au5it, pa komask peir yfir ana" (xv, 34: "And since they were hardy men and since 
fate had destined them to live longer, they got across the river"). Also xvii, 40-41, 
where Thorstein Surt' s voyage is described as being made difficult by the weather 
and current, and the presence of the uncanny seal indicates that another force 
is also at work against him. Even when in the final fight with Balli Kjartan throws 
down his weapons, although fate had ordained the outcome, the author makes it 
more plausible by giving a natural reason: "Sloan kasta5i Kjartan vapnum ok vildi 
pa eigi verja sik, en p6 var hann lltt sarr, en akafliga vlgm65r" (xlix, 154: "Then 
Kjartan threw down his weapons and had no will to defend himself, little wounded 
though he was; but he was, after all, very battle-weary"). The implicit psychological 
reason is, of course, that he does not want to fight against Balli; the other reason, 
Fate. Heller, Laxdcela Saga und Konigssagas, p. 16, compares this passage with 
one in 6/afs saga helga (Chap. 228) in Heimskringla and one in Kn:f,tlinga saga, 
Chap. 58. 
5 For triplets of the type: er mestr er skaiJi at/ at per er 6falastr I um Kajrtan mun 
pykkja mest vert, see below, Chap. IV. 
6 For the parallels in means and motives of these two divorces, see below, pp. 68-69. 
7 See above, n. 3. 
8 See below, p. 27. 
u Many other examples of similar use of premonitions and of their fulfillment might 
be noted. Although not of central importance, they nonetheless illustrate the author's 
consistent practice of providing previews through insinuations and hunches and of 
cuing the reader by means of conventionalized phrases. A few instances are as 
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follows: King Hakon's prophecy of its being the last time Hoskuld will depart from 
Norway during his overlordship (xiii, 2 5: nter er pat minni tetlan) turns out to be 
true; 6Iaf Tryggvason's prediction of Kjartan's acceptance of Christianity (xi, 
120-121: er pat ok nter minu hugbot5i) is fulfilled when on Kjartan's sailing for 
home, the king admonishes him to keep his new faith well (xliii, 132) and when 
at home in Iceland Kjartan fasts and keeps the Holy Days "such as no man had 
ever done before him" (xiv, 138); after Kjartan's death, 6laf invites the kinsmen 
from Vididal to come and foresees that they will be eager for revenge, (I, 157: 
nter er pat minni tetlan) and such proves to be the case, for when the Vididalers 
arrive they want to seek vengeance immediately (ibid.); after Helgi Hardbeinsson 
has heard the descriptions of the raiders outside his hut, he makes the obvious guess 
that they are his enemies (!xiii, 189: nter er pat minni ,etlan); and Eid's misgivings 
when Thorkel Eyj6lfsson pursues the outlaw Grim (!vii, 172: ekki kemr mer pat 
a 6vart) are shown to be justified when Thorkel rues his actions and makes amends 
to Grim (!viii, 175). 
10 For examples of the expression upp kvet5it I nit5r koma, cf. xxii, 62; xxiii, 64; 
xliii, 128; !iv, 163. See below, pp. 126-127. 
11 See Genealogical Table II. 
12 In ancient Scandinavia a person was thought to have a spiritual double that 
accompanied him throughout life. This fylgja (fetch) sometimes became visible. 
Thorgils' fetch appears as an unusually large woman. The fact that she departs fore-
bodes death. 
13 In preparation, Thorgils' blue cloak .has already been mentioned twice; cf. Iii, 185 
and !xiii, 187. 
14 Purr literally means "dry"; the cloak is obviously not "dry" if it is wet. But this 
nonsense riddle contains in itself a double intention. Purr is used of those fasting 
without butter and meat products. Thus they are eating "dry" and are empty, 
not filled and, by transference, "not filled with knowledge." See Johann Fritzner, 
Ordbog over det gamle norske sprog (Kristiania, 1886), III, sv. 1054. Mention of this 
meaning is also found in Gosta Franzen's "Hangir hattkilan VQt a vegg," Arv, 
XVIII-XIX (1962-1963), 153-158. 
l:\ The reader should compare the two idioms used in connection with Thorkel's 
drowning: at drepa skeggi and at spenna um pQngulshQfut5. 
16 Compare the statement that Vigdis had been married more for the sake of Th6rd's 
money than for his support (xi, 21: "Vigdls var meir gefin til liar en brautar-
gengis") which prepares for the relatives' attempt to get half of Thord's money 
in the divorce settlement (xvi, 3 7: "Peir Hvammverjar letu fara orl'i um, at peir 
retludl'iu ser helming /jar pess, er P6rl'ir goddi hafl'ii at varl'iveita"); or the fact that 
Hoskuld did not go to see King Hakon - the opposite of what is generally expected 
when an Icelander lands in Norway - (xi, 22: "HQskuldr f6r ekki a fund Hakonar 
konungs") and the king's later chiding comment with a suggestion of displeasure 
that Hoskuld could have greeted him earlier (xii, 25: "'Tekit mundu ver hafa 
kvel'iju pinni, HQskuldr, p6ttu hefl'lir nQkkuru fyrr oss fagnat, ok sva ska! enn 
vera' "); or Hrapp's insisting on being buried standing beneath his doorsill so that 
he can keep an eye on his property (xvii, 39: " 'ok ska! mik nil'ir setja standanda 
par i durunum; ma ek pi enn vendiligar sja yfir hybyli min'") and Thorstein Surt's 
observance of a seal with human eyes keeping a watch out as he attempts to go to 
Hrapp's farm (xviii, 41: "sva syndisk peim Qllum, sem mannsaugu vreri i honum"); 
or Melkorka's foresight in teaching 61:if Irish and her hint that it will not matter 
where 6laf lands in Ireland (xx, 51: " 'Heiman hefi ek pik buit, sva sem ek kann 
bezt, ok kennt per frsku at mrela, sva at pik mun pat eigi skipta, hvar pik berr at 
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1rlandi' ") and how her remark is proven right when Olaf lands in a hostile region 
and his knowledge of Irish stands him in good stead (xxi, 57: "'Auc5srett er pat 
a Olafi !Jessum, ... at hann mrelir allra manna bezt irsku' "); or Olaf's statement 
that it mattered a great deal that his ship's crew appear more like warriors than 
traders (xxi, 52: "ok kvazk 1>6 pykkja miklu skipta, at pat Jill vreri Hkara her-
m9nnum en kaupm9nnum") and the result of this when the Irish see his ship and 
think it a man-of-war (xxi, 55: "ok !Jykkir peim nu aullvitat, at t>etta var her-
skip"). 
li For occurrences of kyrrt and kyrrt at kalla, cf. xi, 22; xvi, 37, 38; xxi, 51; xxiii, 65; 
xxv, 71 (ok var po same); xxx, 83; xxxiii, 92; xxxiv, 93; xxxv, 96; xxxvii, 108; 
xi, 118; xiv, 135; xlvi, 142, 143, 144; xlvii, 147 (2); Iii, 161; !iii, 162; !vi, 170. 
18 Compare the weight given to the word dtti (Hrut owned half) and how the contrast 
between allt (all) and hdlft (half) prepares for the quarrel between Hoskuld and 
Hrut over their maternal inheritance (viii, 16); note the hints given of the bond-
woman Melkorka's royal rank: she costs three marks of silver, or three times the 
price of an ordinary bondwoman (xii, 23: "'pvi at petta er !Higgja ver<'i' "); fine 
clothes suit her very well (xii, 24-25: "var pat allra manna ma!, at henni semc5i 
go/I klrelli"); people can see that she is high-bred and no simpleton, even though 
she does not talk (xiii, 27: "Qllum m9nnum var aul5srett st6rmennsku-m6t a 
henni ok sva pat, at hon var engi afglapi"); note Kjartan's statement that it is 
better for Hrefna to ozun the headdress than to display it, with the emphasis on the 
eigi (xlvi, 140: "'t>vi at meira liykki mer skipta, at Hrefna eigi ina mestu gersemi, 
heldr en bollsmenn hafi nu augnagaman af at sinni' ") and with the implication 
that she will no longer own it once she shows it, which is indeed what happens 
at Laugar; and also how the statement that Thorkel Eyj6lfsson always stayed with 
his kinsman Thorstein Kuggason whenever he was in Iceland (!vii, 171: "Hann var 
ok jafnan mell l>orsteini Kuggasyni, frrenda sinum, 11a er hann var ut her") prepares 
for his next visit when he leaves his timber with Thorstein (lxxv, 218). ]afnan 
frequently receives extra weight in the saga for the purpose of foreshadowing and 
lending inner necessity to the subsequent action. Other conspicuous, but by no 
means exhaustive examples include: the reference to J6runn"s proud-mindedness 
(ix, 18: "ok heldr skapst6r jafnan"), which with both heldr and jafnan prepares 
for her haughty reaction to the bondwoman Hoskuld brings home (xiii, 26, 28); 
the mention that Th6r6lf Rednose's kinsmen always go to him for help (xi, 21: 
"frrendr hans gengu l>angat ja/nan til trausts"), which makes Vigdis' elective of 
sending Hall's slayer to him binding rather than arbitrary (xv, 35: "haflli l>enna 
mann sent honum til halds og [sic} trausts"), where the repetition also connects the 
two statements (see below, Chap. II); the statement that Gest made a habit of 
staying overnight at H61 on his way to the Thing (xxxiii, 87: "ok haf15i jafnan 
gistingarstal5 a H61i"), which anticipates his next visit there (xxxv, 95: ")>etta sumar 
f6r Gestr ti! l>ings ok for a skipi ti! Saurbrejar, sem hann var vanr. Hann gisti a 
H6li i Saurbce. J>eir magar lel5u honum hesta, sem fyrr var vant''). The references 
to its being "his wont" (sem harm var vanr) and to the lending of horses to him as 
being "the usual custom" (Jem fyrr var vant) - although this aspect was not 
mentioned before, so that the sem fyrr is somewhat out of place here - relate the 
episode to the earlier statement. Note the fact that Bolli always goes to Laugar with 
Kjartan (xxxix, 112: "f6r Bolli ja/nan meo honum"), which subtly reveals his own 
interest in Gudrun and anticipates his visit to Laugar after his return from Norway 
(xiii, 127; see above); the statement that the parrying between Olaf's and Osvif's 
farms was habitual (xxxix, 112: "ok jafnan heimbol5"), which prepares for the 
subsequent parties back and forth even after friction develops (xiii, 134 and xlvi, 
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139); the reference to Bolli's habit of being silent and not answering when Kjartan 
was criticized (xlvii, 148: "Balli let sem hann heyrcli eigi, sem jafnan, er Kjartani 
var hallmrelt"), which prepares for this repeated motif and renders his actions 
predictable (see below, Chap. II); and Thorgils' summing up of his relationship with 
Snorri as being cool (!xiv, 195: "hafa mer paclan jafnan kQld rail komit") which 
exhibits the reversed function, for here jafnan is confirmative rather than prepara-
tory. 
rn Kristian Kalund prefers to assume that the passage is a face value statement and is 
forced into hypotheses that contradict the text (Ka.Jund, ed., Laxdwla Saga ["Alt-
nordische Sagabibliothek," IV; Halle a. S., 1896), p. 43, n. 12). Hjalmar Alving in 
his translation (Laxdalingarnas saga ["Islandska sagor," I; Stockholm, 193 5}, p. 
205, n. 1) finds all three sentences so "dunkla och sti:irande for sammanhanget" 
that he leaves them out of the body of the translation and puts them in a footnote. 
20 Examples would be Unn the Deep-minded, 6Iaf Peacock, Thorhalla Chatterbox, Thor-
bjorn Skrjup, and Viga-Hrapp and his namesake. For a discussion of the latter two, 
see below, respectively, pp. 43 and 73. 
21 The words ok v,:en have been added in MS M (Mi:iclruvallab6k), although Sveinsson 
does not select this reading for his text. Since this reading would confirm the 
kvenna vamst idea, it would seem to belong to the original text. The alliteration 
would speak for it, but then the bt:eoi would fit only the alliterative pair, which, 
however, is also stylistically possible within the saga, e.g. xxxvi, 101: bcedi mikilt 
ok vcenn ok reyndr at vigi, where three elements also appear. The only other place 
where Gudrun's beauty is referred to is when Hrefna insinuates that Gudrun had 
shown herself in the headdress (xlvii, 14 5) but the word vcen is not used there. 
'''' Although traditionally genealogies have constituted the strongest argument for the 
chronicle nature of the sagas, critics have repeatedly pointed out discrepancies and 
errors between the saga account and the authority of the Landndmabdk or of 
other sources for early Icelandic family history. It might be well at this point to 
reemphasize that historical material may always be used freely and even transformed 
for aesthetic purposes. To the modern reader long genealogies in the narrative may 
seem tedious and intrusive and the need for untangling family relationships in 
addition to the complication of events, burdensome. Familiarity with the saga 
world, however, makes these genealogies more palatable, for the sagas are often 
complementary; and characters who play major roles in one saga may appear as 
background or peripheral figures in others. 
2:i See Genealogical Table II. A separate study of the genealogies in the Sagas of 
Icelanders with special attention paid to the preannouncement of characters, the 
forward or backward movement of the various listings, and the purposefulness of 
their selectiveness for any individual saga would make a fine contribution to saga 
studies. 
24 The author's practice of introducing a character who is to appear later offers the 
strongest argument in favor of accepting the Y MSS reading for the passage on 
the theft of Kjartan's sword (xlvi, 140-141). In the Z MSS Beinir the Strong plays 
the role of scout instead of An the White, a reading which would leave An the 
White functionless in the saga. 
2r. For instances of van (vamna), cf. xiii, 26; xiv, 30 (2), 31; xv, 34; xvi, 38; xviii, 43; 
xix, 47, 48; xxi, 52, 56; xxii, 62; xxvi, 73; xxx, 82; xxxvii, 105; xlviii, 150; !iv, 163; 
Iv, 167 (not in all MSS); lvi, 169; lix, 177, 178; Ix, 179; !xiii, 190; !xx, 206. For 
the frequence of kunnigt, cf. ii, 4 (2), 5; vi, IO; xxi, 56, 59; xxii, 61; xxvi, 71; xxvii, 
75; xliii, 128; xlix, 152; !viii, 175; !xi, 181; !xviii, 200; lxxi, 209 (3). 
211 For instances of the phrases sem [ok] /yrr, sem dbr, sem fyrr var ritat [sagt], 
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cf. iii, 5; x, 19 (2); xvii, 39; xx, 49; xxi, 56; xxiv, 66; xxv, 71; xxxi, 83; xxxiv, 
94; xxxv, 95; xivi, 143; Iii, 160; Ix, 180; Ixxiii, 213; and Ixxviii, 228 (sem nu 
var fra sagt um hrH'i). 
27 Some of the most striking examples of expressions with minna d, ihuga, ekki 6r hug 
lioa, ekki or minni lioit include: xlix, 154; !iii, 162; lxi, 176-177; Ix, 179; lxi, 
182; lxv, 195. 
28 See below, Chap. V, pp. 125-28. 
29 See below, Chap. II, p. 52. 
30 Cf. also lix, 176: "l>orleikr var pa ymisst i l>ykkvask6gi ... stundum var hann 
f Tungu md'i l>orgfsii"'; !xviii, 201: "er hann [l>orkell] ymisst um sumarit f Tungu 
e<'ia vi<'> skip". In another instance ix, 16: "[H9skuldr] var jafnan sina vetr hvdrt 
me<'> Hakoni konungi eoa at bui sinu," the same idea is expressed but with 
hvdrt . .. eoa instead of ymisst. For hvdrt . . eoa as a formal element, see below, 
Chap. III, p. 94. 
31 The conventional nature of such phrases does not concern us here. Whether it is 
ultimately derived from oral technique or represents a commonplace of written 
style does not matter; it plays effectively into the hands of the Laxdwla author. 
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CHAPTER II 
1 See above, Chap. I, especially such examples as: ver framdr berim eigi gcefu ti! um 
var skipti Iver frcendr bcerim eigi giptu til sampykkis; ef hann nce6i rJ6ahag 
vifj mik I ef ek nai rdt5ahag vifj pik; mat Kjartan um/ram alla menn I metinn par 
um/ram hvern mann; fyrir engan mun pik lausan Uta I /Jta hann lausan, er pvi 
vceri at skip ta. 
2 Translators have consistently misinterpreted the second statement because they have 
not related it to the first and have read the peim and the vifj pd menn as referring 
to the same persons, whereas the peim is a possessive dative with 6r minni and 
pertains to Gudrun and her sons, not to the men who took part in the raid. 
3 Compare also the descriptions of Snorri's kindness and endeavor to do well by Bolli 
Bollason: first, when he and Thordis Snorrad6ttir are living at Tunga: "Snorri lag{ji 
ok mikla stund a at veita Bolla vel" (lxx, 20: "Snorri went to great pains to do 
well by Bolli"); and then on Bolli's return from abroad: "Snorri lag{ji eigi minni 
stund nu d at veita Bolla me{j allri blit5u en fyrr, er hann var mecl honum" lxxvii, 
225: "Snorri went to no less pains now to treat Bolli with the same kindness as 
before when he was living with him"). The reference is made explicit not only 
by the repeating of the idiom but also by the addition of nu and the comparative 
eigi minni en fyrr. For sem fyrr expressions and the like, see above, Chap. I, n. 26. 
4 Cf. also the following occurrences of repetition: the episode where Ingjald demands 
his money back, asserting that Th6rd has acted 6drengiliga (xv, 35: dishonorably) 
and Vigdis picks up the same word in her charge against Th6rd (xv, 36); the 
statement that Gudrun and her family rely on Snorri: "Attu pau Gul5run par mi-
kit traust" (xxxvi, 100: "Gudrun and her kinsmen had much support from Snorri") 
and her turning to Snorri for support after Bolli's death: "[Jvi at par p6ttusk 
pau Osvifr eiga allt traust" (!vi, 169); the statement that Halld6r 6Jafsson is 
foremost of his brothers: "Hann var mj9k fyrir peim brwl5rum" (Iii, 160) and 
Thorgerd's substantiation of it: "'pu pykkisk mest fyrir y/5r brw6rum'" (liii, 162). 
5 To make discrepancies and obscurities in a literary work more plausible, critics often 
seek refuge in real situations outside the work of art. For instance, to explain away 
the element of omniscience in Lxd. through recourse to "neighborhood gossip," a 
mode of transmission to be read in between the lines, destroys the closed unity of 
the saga. 
6 Cf. also the following instances of confirmation by omniscience: Olaf s reaction when 
he learns of Kjartan's decision to go abroad: "pa p6tti honum Kjartan pessu 
hafa skj6tt rdl5it" (xi, 114: "It seemed to him that Kjartan had decided this hastily") 
and Gudrun's identical comment: "'Skj6tt hefir pu [Jetta rdt5it, Kjartan'" (xi, 115); 
and Snorri's mention of what one of the advantages of Gudrun's match with 
Thorkel would be: " 'skortir hann ok eigi fe'" (!xviii, 200: " 'He doesn't lack for 
money either' ") and Thorkel's own boast to the same effect: "'mik skortir eigi /Qng' " 
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(!xviii, 201). No statement is left dangling; nothing is left to chance. As a result 
the narrative is tightened, the casual made necessary. 
7 Here again, consideration of the structure of the saga and the author"s working 
method might well help clarify a textual incongruity between the various MSS 
readings. Although a younger hand in MS M attributes the fastliga horfa to Hoskuld, 
the Z MSS recast the sentence and attribute it to Egil. So M: "Egill let litt yfir, 
segir allt, hversu farit haflli. H9skuldr kvaCJ fastliga horfa, - 'en fl6 flykki mer 
per vel fara.' Ekki var Ola.fr vil'i tal peira. Eptir flat gengr Egill a brott. Fretti 
Olafr nu, hvat Hc5i b6norclsmalum; H9skuldr kvaCJ seinliga horfa af hennar hendi" 
(xxiii, 64: "Egil did not have much good to say of it and told how the whole 
thing had fared. Hoskuld said the suit looked difficult - 'but anyhow I think 
you did the best you could.' Olafr was not present during their talk. After that Egil 
left and Olaf came and asked how the marriage suit was faring. Hoskuld said the 
suit was slowed down on Thorgerd's account"). Z MSS read: "Egill let Htt yfir, 
segir allt, hversu farit haflli ok potti fastliga horfa. H9skuldr sannr flat, en kvacl ... " 
("lslenzk fornrit," V, 64, n. 1). Since in similar situations characters usually pick 
up another"s words, it would seem more in keeping with the author's style to select 
the reading of the Z MSS, instead of having Hoskuld repeat his own words. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
1 Heller, Laxdwla Saga und KonigJSagas, pp. 54-55, traces this expression to Pit'Jranda 
pattr ok P6rhalts. 
i Other instances of similarities in connection with supernatural happenings might 
be cited: in the reburying of Hrapp in an effort to end his hauntings and in the 
reburying of the bones of a witch found under the floor of a church, both are 
said to have been carried "far away to a place where (livestock or) people were 
least likely to cross·· (xvii, 40: "fwra hann i brott, par er sizt va:ri fjargangr i nand 
ella mannaferbir,'" and lxxvi, 224: "fcerb langt i brott, sem sizt var manna vegr,'' 
respectively); or the case of Stigandi and his parents who are "stoned to death and 
and buried under a heap of stones" (xxxviii, 109: "Si/Ian berja peir Stiganda 
grj6ti i hel, ok par var hann dysjat5r'"; xxxvii, 106-107: "Varu pau par barit'J grj6ti 
i he!, ok var pat gQr at peim dys 6r grj6ti," respectively); or the fact that the 
brothers Hallbjorn Sleekstone-Eye and Stigandi both had skin bags drawn over 
their heads but nonetheless were able to do a last bit of evil before their deaths 
(xxxvii, 107 and xxxviii, 109, respectively). 
:: Although the phrase ska/tu nu vita seems co indicate some forgetfulness on the 
part of the author, since Vigdis has already indicated to Asgaut what the reward 
would be, it is typical of the saga to bring up and then fulfill a statement. Note, 
however, the skj6tliga, which perhaps indicates awareness by the author of his 
previously made statement. 
4 If one compares these two episodes where frelsi is first promised, then given, it is 
likely the reading of the text should follow zpap. MSS, which I have quoted here. 
Sveinsson's edition has kept the Mot5ruvaltab6k reading: "6lafr bau/1 at kaupa at 
henni, ef hon kcemi Stiganda i fceri viii pa." See "lslenzk fornrit,'' V, 109 and n. 1. 
" A certain group of repetitions points to the conscious or unconscious tendency on 
the part of the author to use similar patterns under similar conditions. No 
specific comparison (parallel or contrast) would seem intended. Except for the 
verbal echoes, which carry associations from one section of the saga to the next, 
always holding the audience within a limited linguistic sphere of "knowns," the 
instances are not causally connected. Bjorn, for example, wastes no time in expressing 
his opinion about fleeing Norway: "'Skj6tt mun ek birta minn vilja'" (ii, 4: 
"'I'll let my will be quickly known' "), and 6svif tells Gudrun in no uncertain (and 
in the same) terms how he feels about her marrying Bolli: (xliii, 129: "'Mun ek her 
um skj6tt birta minn vilja' "). Hoskuld's regret at his mother's departure: "kvazk 
pat mikit pykkja, er peir skulu skilja" (vii, 14: "said it was too bad if they had 
to part") is reechoed in Thorleik's expression of disappointment that Bolli wanted 
to travel on alone: (lxxiii, 213: "l>orleiki p6tti mikit, ef peir skulu skilja"). Hall, 
before he is felled, "suspects no danger to himself' (xiv, 30: "uggir ekki at ser''); 
and Helgi Hardbeinsson before the raid on his hut likewise feels safe and sound 
(Ix, 180: "uggir ekki at ser"). 6svif gives his sons permission to cause "whatever 
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harm you see fit to Kotkel and his family" (xxxvi, 102: "'slikt mein f>eim Kotkatli, 
sem ylJr likar' "), and Olaf similarly approves of whatever punishment his sons 
would mete out to the sons of Th6rhalla (xlix, 156: " 'p6tt per skapil5 f>eim 
slikt viti, sem ylJr likar' "). Twice in the saga characters are described as shedding 
tears. A verbal echo points up the fact that in each case the weeping is occasioned by 
the knowledge that a prophecy will inevitably be fulfilled. Gest divines that Bolli will 
be Kjartan's slayer: "En n9kkuru sil5ar ril5r l>6rc5r inn lagi, sonr hans, hja honum ok 
mrelti: 'Hvat berr nu f>ess vi15, fal5ir minn, er f>er hrynja tar?' " (xxxiii, 92: "A little 
later his son Th6rd the Short rode up alongside and said: 'What causes you to shed 
tears, father?' "). Thorstein with foreknowledge of his kinsman's impending death lies 
down to wait, and "the housemaid saw that tears tolled from his eyes down onto 
the pillow" (lxxvi, 222: "Gri<'ikonan sa, at tarin runnu ofan a hregendit 6r augum 
honum"). 
6 A brautgangs h9fulJsmatt is literally "a divorce neck opening." Nowhere in the 
Icelandic laws is it stated that the wearing of clothing improper to a man or 
woman is grounds for divorce. In the Gragas, where family rights from olden 
times have undergone influence from the Catholic Church, such habits of dress 
warranted lesser outlawry and court summons, cf. Gragas: lslamdernes lovbog i 
fristatens tid, ed. and trans. Vilhjalmur Finsen (Kaupmannahofn, 1852-1870, lb, 
203-204. It may well be that the sagas have preserved traces of the older customs, 
cf. Claudius Freiherr von Schwerin, "Die Ehescheidung im alteren islandischen 
Recht," Deutsche Islandsforschung (Breslau, 1930), I, 283-299. 
7 See above, pp. 15, 19. 
8 See above, pp. 21-22. 
9 The description of the band outside Helgi's hut has occasioned much discussion. 
Schildknecht-Burri, op. cit., p. 83, finds in it evidence of influence from Southern 
Romances. Sveinsson, "lslenzk fornrit," V, Formali, pp. XXXI-XXXII, weighs the 
possibility that the passage may have been cut on the pattern of some foreign model, 
but the only one that comes to mind is the translation of the PilJreks saga which 
contains a description of tents and shields which the author himself identifies, 
but nonetheless a man is sent out to reconnoitre who the men are that have arrived. 
The technique of identifying opponents in battle by their trappings and appearance 
goes all the way back to Homer. The author of Lxd. could have arrived at such 
a universal device independently, but it seems likely that it was transmitted to 
him via the new courtly literature. And one should not be led astray by the fact 
that the content is different, being related to an event in Iceland that took place 
in 1232 and described in the !slendinga saga. See below, Chap. V, p. 143 and Literary 
Perspectives, pp. 188-89. 
10 See below, p. 74. 
11 For the main divisions of the saga, see Chap. I, pp. 16-17. 
12 The author's practice of substituting antonyms in the verbal pattern in order to 
establish contrasting or parallel pairs has already been noted. Litilmenni / st6rmenni 
(and their variables Utilmannligr, st6rmannligr, st6rmennska, etc.) is an example 
of such a pair that runs through the saga, see below, Chap. V, n. 56, 
13 A child that is most loved is also a recurrent motif. See below, Chap. V, p. 125. 
14 A similar problem involving inheritance rights has already been described in the 
saga, as preparation, in the episode concerning Hrut Herj6lfsson's claiming his 
share of the maternal inheritance from his half brother Hoskuld (xix, 47). At 
that time J 6runn tells Hoskuld that Hrut is justified in not wanting to be treated 
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like a hornungr (literally, "one pushed into a corner, but probably to be interpreted 
as "bastard"), for legally Hrut has birthright to the inheritance. It should be noted 
also that both quarrels over inheritance take place between half brothers and involve 
a question of legitimacy. 
la In addition to Hrut and Hoskuld and Bard and Thorleik, lngjald and Hall represent 
a pair of "inimical brothers": "[lngjaldr} var aulligr ma/Sr ok mikill fyrir ser. 
Halle her br65ir hans; hann var mikill ma<>r ok efniligr. Hann var felitill ma<>r; 
engi var hann nytjungr kallallr af flestum mQnnum. Ekki varu f>eir brcel'lr sampykkir 
optast; p6tti lngjaldi Hallr litt vilja sik semja l si<> dugandi manna, en Halli 
li6tti lngjaldr litt vilja sitt ralS hefja ti! f>roska" (xiv, 28-29: "lngjald was a 
wealthy man, prominent and able. His brother's name was Hall. He was a big man 
and showed promise, but had little means and was considered rather useless by most 
people. These two brothers were almost always in disagreement. lngjald thought 
Hall showed little willingness to conform to the ways of accountable men, and Hall 
thought lngjald showed little willingness to help him improve his lot"). The 
contrasts in au5igr and felitill, in mikilt fyrir ser and engi nytjungr are obvious, 
but the parallel syntax in the last sentence even more strikingly emphasizes their 
parallelism and contrast. 
rn For a discussion of Kjarcan's and Bolli's likenesses and differences, see above, pp. 34-
35, 36. They are not only mj9k jafngamlir (nearly the same age); each is also mikill 
ma/Jr ok sterkr (although the break in the expression when applied to Bolli - var 
mikill maor ... sterkr var hann - seems to suggest a distinction); both are conscious 
of fine dress: Bolli Thorleiksson was kurteisligr and mikill skartsma5r (xxviii, 77), 
and Kjartan dressed in his finery bj6 sik vi5 skart (xliv, 134) and showed his 
kurteisi (xiv, 136). 
17 See above, Chap. I, pp. 34-38. 
lH Both Bolli's are characterized as skartsma5r and kurteisligr [kurteisi] (xxviii, 77, and 
lxxvii, 224-225, respectively). They both carry Footbiter, a natural transference from 
father to son (xxx, 83 and !ix, 176, respectively). 
1H See above, Chap. I, p. 18. 
:w See above, Chap. I, p. 36. 
~1 For reference to Balli Bollason's kurteisi, cf. !xvii, 224-225 . 
. ,., It is possible that both munir and vilja are to be understootl with each of the de-
pendent infinitives kvdngask and geta. If this is so, the irony of the situation is 
sharpened: K:'jartan will nor want to marry soon, but this time will want to get 
the woman he asks. 
:!:l Cf. Schildknecht-Burri, op. cit., p. 25. 
24 The chronological sequence within the saga has been much discussed, and particularly 
the apparent discrepancy in Bolli Bollason's age between the time of his father's 
death and the revenge taken for it when he is twelve. At the end of Chap. !vi, 
it is stated that Thorleik Bollason was four years old when his father Bolli was 
killed; Balli Bollason was born the next winter. Chap. !vii relates of Thorgils 
Holluson, and it is said that Thorleik stayed a long time at Tunga and learned 
law from Thorgils. So it may be assumed that Thorleik was no longer a four-year 
old. During this period Thorleik Eyj6lfsson was on trading voyages. One time, 
eitt sinn, when he was home, Eid's son Asi had been killed. In the spring following, 
Thorkel has his encounter with the outlaw Grim; thereafter, in summer, he goes 
abroad to spend the winter. In that same summer Gudrun meets with Snorri to 
discuss revenge for Bolli. Bolli Bollason is along and is twelve years old. Again, when 
the events of Chap. lxx take up, time has passed: Bolli is sixteen and Thorleik 
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twenty. No reader who is "in the story," participating 1n the illusion, would 
demand a year by year account. 
2r; See above, p. 71. 
26 See above, p. 27. 
27 Parallels between Melkorka and Vigdis can also be discerned, since both are described 
as giving an opponent a bloody nose (xiii, 28; xv, 36, respectively). Thurid and 
Aud each get even with their former husbands (xxx, 81 and xxxx, 98, respectively) 
and carry out their vengeful acts at night toward s6larupprds (sunrise). The marked 
similarities between Gudrun and Thorgerd will be discussed in the next chapter. 
28 See above, Chap. I, pp. 28, 30. 
29 Hoskuld and 6laf exhibit similarity in their reaction to the requests of Thorgerd 
Thorsteinsd6ttir (Hoskuld"s mother) and of Thorgerd Egilsd6ttir (6laf's wife), re-
,spectively: When Thorgerd Th, expresses her desire to go to Norway, Hoskuld regrets 
her decision: "kvazk eigi mundu petta gera at m6ti henni heldr en annat" (vii, 14: 
"said he would no more oppose her in this than in anything else"); and 6Iaf 
respects his wife Thorgerd's wishes regarding their daughter·s marriage to Geirmund, 
even though he finds it unwise (xxix, 80: " 'Eigi ska! petta gera i m6ti per, heldr 
en annat" "). 
30 These significant passages will be considered more fully in the discussion of recurrent 
motifs, See below, Chap, V, pp, 138-42, 
31 Cf. xiv, 136 and xxxii, 86, respectively; see also below, p, 143, 
32 For examples of in:)passes, cf, also xxi, 52; xxiii, 64; xi, 115; xiii, 128. 
33 For the occurrence of the ja/n-words, cf, iv, 7; ix, 18; xi, 21; xiii, 26; xiv, 30, 31; 
xv, 34; xvi, 38; xviii, 43; xix, 44 (4), 45, 46; xx, 50; xxi, 51, 55; xxiii, 63; xxiv, 
67, 68; xxvi, 72; xxviii, 75; xxix, 78; xxxiv, 93 (2); xxxvii, 103, 104; xxxix, 112; 
xi, 116, 117 (2), 121; xii, 125; xliv, 134; xiv, 137; xlvii, 148; xlix, 153, 154; !vii, 
170; !viii, 175; !ix, 176; !ix, 177 (2); Ix, 180; !xiii, 187; lxxi, 208, 209, 211; 
lxxvi, 221, 223; lxxviii, 228, 
34 See below, pp. 179-80, 
35 For examples of munr and its various compounds, cf. x, 19; xix, 46 (2); xxi, 56; 
xxxvii, 103; xlviii, 151; xlix, 152. 
36 Concerning half-interest in a ship etc., cf, vii, 14; xi, 114; !xx, 207; lxxii, 211. 
37 Cf. also Th6r6lf's telling Asgaut the two choices they have: " 'Vit munim eiga tvd 
kosti fyrir hgndum, Sa er kostr annarr, at bH'fa peira her vicl ana ok verjask . , . 
sd er annarr kostr, at racla ti! arinnar'" (xv, 34: "'Two choices stand before us, 
One is to wait for them here at the river and defend ourselves , , , the other to try 
for the river'"); or Gest's giving Hallstein Godi two alternatives as an ultimatum, 
discussed elsewhere in another regard: "ok gercli honum tvd kosti, at hann skyldi 
reka i brott pessa fjqlkunnigu menn, ella kvazk hann mundu drepa pa" (xxxvi, 
101); or Thorgils' pointing out of alternatives to Thorstein: "'Pu munt eiga tvd 
kosti fyrir hgndum, at raclask ti! ferclar ecla sreta afarkostum, pegar er peir megu 
vicl komask'" (!xi, 182: "'You have two choices before you: either you decide to 
go along or take the consequences as soon as they [Bolli's sons} get the chance'"); 
or Thorstein's forcing a hard choice upon Halld6r in the bargaining for the 
Hjardarholt lands: " 'at per eru tveir kostir hugclir , , , er sd kostr annarr, at pu 
ger petta ma! mecl vild ... en sd er annarr, , , . at pu rett naucligr fram h9ndina' " 
(lxxv, 220). 
38 See above, pp. 27, 30. 
39 For b.et'Ji phrases cf. vii, 13, 14; ix, 16, 18; xiii, 26; xiv, 29, 31;,_xvii, 40; xxi, 57, 
58 (2), 59; xxii, 60; xxxii, 86; xxxiii, 88; xxxvi, 101; xxxvii, 105; xxxix, 112; xi, 
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118, 118-119 (where curiously the beet'Ji is missing), 122; xii, 124; xiii, 127; xlvii, 
146; !xx, 206; lxxiv, 216 (2), 216-217. 
40 For hvdrki ... ne and the like cf. vii, 11; x, 20; xiii, 27; xix, 44; xxii, 60; xxiii, 
63; xxxii, 87; xxxvi, 102; xxxvii, 105; xiv, 136; xlvi, 140; xlviii, 150; Ix, 179, 




1 Other examples with kdtr are illuminating: When Hall comes rowing to shore with 
a good catch of fish, he and his men are kdtir. The term, like a veiled hint, heralds 
disaster, for Th6r6lf is standing at the pier with his halberd and strikes Hall his 
death blow (xiv, 30). When Kjartan returns from the north engaged to Hrefna, he 
is "miklu kdtari en dtJr"" (xiv, 138: "much gayer than before"), and at his wedding 
feast he was "svd kdtr . .. at hann skemmti par hverjum manni i tali sinu" (ibid.: 
"so gay that he entertained everyone with his talk"). In both instances Kjartan's 
external gaiety rings false and covers up his inner feelings. 
2 See below, pp. 135, 144. 
:I See above, pp. 59-60. 
~ When Gudrun is first introduced (xxx, 86), mention is made of her great fondness 
for finery. In the marriage agreement with Thorvald, this stipulation is made: 
"Hann skyldi ok kaupa gripi ti! handa henni, svd at engi jafnfjdtJ kona a!fti betri 
gripi'' (xxxiv, 93). See above, Chap. II, pp. 41-42. 
Another example where merrymaking forebodes its opposite follows at H61 
before Kjartan's fateful ride into Svinadal: "Var f>ar in mesta skemmtan ok gletJi" 
(xlviii, 149). 
n The elements hvat heitir beer sjd and hverr byr her appear again, like an echo 
of the earlier theme, in the recapitulation when Thorgils, feigning ignorance and 
innocence, stops at Helgi's farm to find out if he is at home: "'l>er mun ek f>ykkja 
6fr611liga spyrja, felagi, hvar em ek kominn i sveit, ella hvat heitir beer sjd, 
ella hverr byr her?'" (!xii, 185: "'You will think I am asking a foolish question, 
my friend, but where have I come to in the district, and what farm is this, and 
who lives here?'"). 
The passage quoted is taken from Gudbrand Vigfusson and F. York Powell, An 
Icelandic Prose Reader (Oxford, 1879), p. 32, II. 15-20. The version printed in 
this Reader is from manuscript C, cf. Laxdeela saga, ed. Kristian Kalund (Kpben-
havn, 1889-1891), p. 313. The version in MS M, used by Sveinsson in his edition, 
reads as follows: "l f1essi fer/I varu fieir 6Iafssynir fj6rir, inn fimmti var Bar/Ii, 
- f>essir varu 6Iafssynir: Halld6rr ok Steinl16rr, Helgi ok HQskuldr, en Bar/Ii 
var sonr Gullmundar, - sctti Lambi, sjaundi l>orsteinn, atti Helgi, magr hans, 
niundi An hrismagi. l>orgerllr rczk ok ti! ferllar mell f1eim" (!iv, 164: "On this 
raid were the four sons of 6laf, the fifth was Bardi, - these were the sons of 
6Iaf: Halld6r and Steinth6r, Hel.id and Hoskuld, and Bardi was the son of Gud-
mund, - the sixth Lambi, the seventh Thorstein, the eighth Helgi, his brother-in-
law, the ninth An Brushwood Belly. Thorgerd was set on going along with them"). 
The awkward backtracking in MS M points more to scribal forgetfulness than 
to structural intent, and so it seems logical to give preference to the C reading 
which follows the general pattern of the other two lists. See Sveinsson, "lslenzk 
fornrit," V, Formali, p. XXI. 
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8 The "useless warning" motif is common in folktales. Laxdcela saga contains many 
folklore motifs, evidence of the author's ability to assimilate material from native 
traditions. 
9 Keen-sightedness is also a common motif found elsewhere in heroic literature: for 
example, Sigurd in the Eddie Fafnismal (v. 5, I. 4) is described as "hinn franeygi 
sveinn" (a sharp-eyed boy); Velleius Paterculus, the long-time comrade in battle 
of Arminius, describes the latter as "keen-sighted" (cf. Otto Hofler, Siegfried, 
Arminius und die Symbolik [Heidelberg, 1961}, pp. 114-115, n. 303). Compare 
Gering-Sijmon"s Kommentar zu den Liedern der Edda, II (Halle a. S., 1931), 187. 
10 See "lslenzk fornrit," V, 152, n. 1: the hann should be taken in the accusative. 
11 For the phrase i pessi svipan: xlix, 153; Iv, 167; !xiv, 192. The phrase seems to 
originate from Oldfs saga Tryggvasonar by the monk Odd (MS AM 310). It is also 
found in the Heimskringla. Whatever its provenance, the Lxd. author has put it to 
work in accordance with his own design. 
12 For motif a (arm/ hand), see xlix, 154; Iv, 167 (the raids against Kjartan and 
Bolli, respectively). The motif of the unhealed arm/ hand is also found in the 
episode where Aud wounds Th6rd on the breast nipples and hand: "en su hQndin 
varlS honum hvergi betr ti! taks en al5r" (xxxv, 98: "And this hand was never as 
good in grasping as before") and might be considered as preparation for the motif 
in the battle scenes. 
13 For motif b (leg), see xlix, 153; !xiv, 193 (the raids against Kjarcan and Helgi, 
respectively); for motif c (viscera), see xlix, 153; Iv, 168 (the raids against 
Kjartan and Bolli, respectively). An's two dreams about his viscera which parallel 
one another but show opposite actions and effects are good examples of prophecy-
fulfillment as well as parallel with reversal. In the first dream a woman has come 
to him and removed his entrails and replaced them with brushwood (xlviii, 149). 
This dream foretells the circumstance that later takes place in the fight. In the 
second dream the same woman comes to him and removes the brushwood and 
replaces his bowels, and with this An gets well (xlix, 155). 
14 In the saga there are three swords described as having supernatural powers; in 
addition to Footbiter and Konungsnaut, which make up an opposing pair, there 
is Skofnung - another example of a theme being picked up like an echo in 
the third part of the saga or, stated otherwise, of the two-part structure of balance 
being acommodated to the tripartite form of the saga. For references to Skofnung, 
cf. !vii, 172; !viii, 173; lxxvi, 222; lxxviii, 229. 
1ii For the har1fl,dau6i expression, cf. Iii, 160; !vi, 169. Heller, Laxdwla saga und 
Konigssagas, pp. 11-12, attributes Kjartan's "casting away of the weapon" to a 
borrowing from Oldfs saga helga (Chap. 228) in the Heimskringla. 
lfl See above, pp. 76, 77. 
17 The version of the text quoted is from manuscript 226 (V). MS M reads: "Miki! 
verl5a herml5arverk, ek hefi spunnit coif a.Ina garn, en l)u hefir vegit Kjarcan" 
(Laxdcela saga, ed. Kalund, p. 192). Sveinsson has selected the zpap 226 version: 
"MisjQfn verlSa morginverkin ... " The word hermtJarverk is a hapax legomenon, 
interpreted by J. Fritzner (Ordbog over det gamle norske sprog [Kristiania, 1886}, 
I, sv., 801) as "an activity which is the fruit of dissatisfaction or embitterment"). The 
two MSS elucidate one another and help in interpretation of the passage. On 
the one hand, the morning's tasks are unequal (misjQ/n): spinning yarn and killing 
,a man are not comparable. On the other hand, both actions, having grown out of 
"dissatisfaction and embitterment" (hermoarverk), have produced great and grave 
( mikil) results. Gudrun, nurturing her discontent at losing Kjartan for a husband, 
has goaded Bolli into killing him. Balli, for his part, also undertook the deed 
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out of nagging embitterment against Kjartan. Out of her dissatisfaction and the 
strain of waiting for the outcome, Gudrun turns to activity - a frantic spinning, 
for undiubtedly twelve ells represents a lot of spinning for one morning. The 
work that Bolli has done is also "great." Thus, both of the morning's tasks are 
mikil. If one considers the author's preference for ja/n-expressions, the misjgfn 
reading sounds more like him, however. 
18 It is interesting to note that in both cases the author has used words which echo the 
poetic Edda. Indeed, throughout Lxd. there is considerable evidence of the influence 
of Eddie poetry, especially in the characters of the women, Melkorka, Thorgerd, and 
Gudrun. There are also many thematic parallels, in some cases even in the wording, 
between Brynhild and Sigurd from the Edda and Gudrun and Kjartan from the 
saga. But the saga Gudrun reflects the Edda Gudrun as well as Brynhild. Asso-
ciation with the former was probably occasioned by the coincidence of the names. 
This is no doubt the case in those instances where the saga Gudrun has attracted 
the author to the Gudrun in GutJmundar saga dyra (in Sturlunga saga), from 
which some themes in Lxd. may also have been assimilated (cf. Heller, "Laxdcela 
saga und Sturlunga saga," pp. 112-133). Some of the more striking passages for 
comparison with the Edda are: "Gullrunarkvi/Sa I" (vv. 9 and 10) and Lxd. xiii, 
where Melkorka has been forced to serve the master and mistress of the house 
(the shoes and stockings episode), and where Hoskuld's relationship to the servant 
woman improves, whereas J6runn thinks less of her; "Grispisspa" (v. 53) and 
Lxd. xxxiii, where Gudrun mentions that Gest could have given her fairer prophecies 
if the dreams had so warranted; "Gullrunarkvi/Sa II" (v. 30) and Lxd. xiii, where 
Bolli says that Gudrun may be sitting some years husbandless; "GulSrunarhvQt'' 
(v. 2) and Lxd. xlviii, where Gudrun goads her brothers into attacking Kjartan; 
"Sigur/Sarkvi/Sa in skamma" (v. 30) and Lxd. xlix, where Gudrun gloats over 
Hrefna's grief (quoted here); "Sigur/Sarkvilla in skamma" (vv. 31 and 32) and 
Lxd. xlix, where Bolli tells Gudrun she would have turned less pale at the news 
of his death; "Gullrunarkvi/Sa I" (v. 1 and the refrain lines in vv. 2, 5, and 11) 
and Lxd. 1, where it is stated that Hrefna died of a broken heart; "Broe af Sigurllar-
kvi/Su" (vv. 8 and 10) and Lxd. Iv, where Thorgerd praises Steinth6r for "the work 
of his hands" in killing Bolli (quoted here). 
19 The drownings of Geirmund (xxx, 83) and of Festargarm (Ii, 159) together form 
a separate pair outside the pattern. 
20 Sveinsson's text, MS M, gives only ten persons on board for this drowning. MS C, 
however, reads "ten or twelve." From the author's general working method and 
comparison with the two parallel patterns, where particularly in the one great 
care is taken to assure the number twelve, the "or twelve" would seem to be 
correct. 
21 See above, pp. 23-24. 
22 See above, Chap. II, pp. 4 7-5 I. 
2a Comparing of the parallel instances leaves no doubt that the author is using kvikfe 
(/e) and lausafe as synonyms. Since one lexical configuration governs the other ,i.nd 
throws light on the author's intent, recognition of the formal patterns in the 
saga aids in the proper selection of alternate manuscript readings, in the assigning 
of proper connotations co subtle passages, and in the proper translation and inter-
pretation of the text. 
24 See above, pp. 20-21. 
2" Cf. also the reversal in relations between Kjartan, Gudrun, and Bolli already 
discussed as a pair "ka:rt ger/Sisk me/I inum yngrum mQnnum / nQkkut vreri 
pustr a me/I inum yngrum mQnnum." The confirmation of that reversal is picked 
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up as reason for Th6rarin's desire to sell the Tungulands: "mj9k vaxa pustr milli 
manna" (xxxix, 112; xlvi, 139; xlvii, 146, respectively); also the formation of two 
negatives over against a positive in the triad: "Sjd mun hann !Jenna kr6k / Sja mun 
hann vist eigi I Ok ser hann ekki i lietta" (!ix, 178 [first two) and Ix, 181); see 
also above, pp. 70, 114 and 28, respectively, and p. 99. 
2U See above, Chap. I, n. 18 and Chap. II, p. 54. 
27 See above, p. 61. 
:18 Other illustrations may be found, as in references to someone's being panic-stricken: 
"skotit hefir lier !Ji skelk i bringu" (xvi, 3 7); "pa skytr peim skelk i bringu" 
(xxi, 65); "skaut pa b6ndum skelk i bringu" (xi, 119); to the hopelessness of a 
situation: "'pykki mer ok rekin van'" (xlviii, 150); "'en nu !Jykki mer rekin 
van'" (!ix, 177); "'en pess er borin vdn"" (!ix, 178). This latter, it will be recalled, 
is also one of the motifs in the goading pattern; it also functions as a negative 
counterpart to the sem van var idea that runs like a refrain in the saga affirming 
the notion of expectation and Foreknowledge; see Chapter I, n. 25. 
211 The sem fyrr var ritat can obviously only apply to the first part of the statement, 
not including the increment element i miklum soma, which appears, to be sure, 
again in the third reference to 6laf, and one could almost say that the sem fyrr 
var ritat fitted there more properly. This same type of nodding on the part of 
the author occurs in another example: "Osk het in fj6dla d6ttir l>orsteins raul'is; 
hon var m6clir l>orsteins surts ins spaka, er fann sumarauka" (vi, 10-11: "Thorstein 
the Red's fourth daughter was called Osk. She was the mother of Thorstein Surt 
the Wise, who introduced the summer eke"). The next reference states the 
following: "Br61'iir hennar her l'orsteinn surtr, er jJa bj6 i l>6rsnesi, sem /yrr 
var ritat" (x, 19: "Her brother was Thorstein Surt, who lived in Th6rsnes at the 
time, as was written before"). In the first citation, Thorstein Surt is mentioned 
for the first time in the saga. The second reference to him includes the increment 
element er pd bjo i />orsnesi, which was not stated before, hence the sem fyrr var 
ritat actually can apply only to the first clause and would have to be translated: 
Her brother was Thorstein Surt, whom we have mentioned before; he was living 
at that time at Th6rsnes. See also above, Chap. I, n. 18. 
~o The quadruplet appears as follows: "helt 6lafr sik at vdpnabuna6i ok kla,6um"' 
(xv, 38); "hann [6lafr] bj6 sik vel at vapnum ok k/a,/jum" (xx, 49); "hann 
[Ola.fr] var vel buinn at vapnum ok k/a,l'>um"' (xxii, 62); "betr bunir at kla,6um 
ok vdpnum"' (Bolli Bollason's men: lxxiii, 212). Threefold confirmation of the 
fame accruing to 6laf from his journey and the comparison of Bolli Bollason's fame 
with it by virtue of the lexical identities affords another illustration of preparation 
and echo: "ok er 6lafs /Qr allfr(JJg" (xxi, 59); "Ola.fr var() fr(JJgr a/ Jedi pessi" 
(xxii, 61); "en ◊la.fr er fr,egr af fer() sinni" (xxiii, 63); "Bolli varl'i fra1f?r a/ 
ferl'i pessi" (lxxvii, 225 ). For discussion of the at vdpnum ok kla11'ium motif, see 
below, Chap. V; for Olaf's acquiring fame from his journey, see above, Chap. 11, 
p. 58. 
:n See above, pp. 56, 68. 119. 
:i:i Other illustrations of quadruplets contammg various combinations of pairs and 
triplets might be cited: "Er nu /et betr nil'ir komit'" (xvi, 36); "lia se betr komit 
/et" (xvi, 3 7); "pat fe va:ri vel komit" (xvi, 38); "Sk9fnung vel nitir kominn" 
(!vii, 172). The first two refer to the tit-for-tat between Vigdis and Th6rd over his 
money (see above, Chap. III, p. 68). Th6rd's statement to Hoskuld (example two) 
is then itself confirmed by Th6rd Gellir (example three), namely that Thbrd's 
money has come into good hands now that Hoskuld has it in his keep. The pair 
develops thus into a triplet, and the fourth reference to Skofnung's having come 
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into good hands echoes the motif once again. Another quadruplet carries a motif 
that in each instance relates to Thorkel: " 'vii ek, at pu leysir hann vel a/ hendi' "' 
(lviii, 174); "'vii ek pik svd a/ hgndum /eysa, sem ek hafa aldri lrnngan hug 
a per haft""' (lviii, 175). This confirmative pair relating to Thorkel"s treatment of 
the outlaw Grim has been discussed earlier (see above, Chap. II, p. 55). The 
next time Thorkel has to deal with an outlaw, he anticipates what action will 
be taken: " 'at per mun ekki at getask, nema hann se swmiliga a/ hgndum leystr' " 
(lxix, 203), see above, Chap. III, p. 70. And the fourth time Thorkel needs no 
prompting on how he is to send Bolli off into the world: "l>orkell lezk pat retla 
fyrir ser, at leysa Bolla vel a/ hendi"" (lxx, 206). Thorkel, it would seem, has 
learned his lesson well. 
:i:i In this connection it should be noted that in addition to Thorleik, Bard, and 6Iaf 
Peacock, Hoskuld had another son, Helgi. The fact that the author chose to include 
only three in his story indicates that he has used his historical Stoff selectively, 
historical accuracy not being his aim. And not only did he subtract from history, 
but he also added to it, for there are numerous characters in the saga who are 
unknown from other sources. This may be coincidence, but more likely these 
actors have been invented specifically for the story: cf. the references in Sveinsson's 
edition: xi, 21, n. 1; xiv, 28, n. 2; xxii, 62, n. 1; xxiv, 66, n. 3; xxix, 77, n. 4; 
xxxvii, 102, n. 5; xxxviii, 109, n. 3; xlviii, 150-151, n. 4; !iv, 164, n. 1; !xvii, 
197, n. 1. 
;14 All these examples referring to twelve years of age can naturally be associated with 
legal and social mores and with the attainment of manhood and the privileges granted 
youths at that age. The legal aspect is obvious: revenge by killing could not be per-
formed until the youth was of age - in the Icelandic world, twelve. Death of a 
child at this age (i.e. Kari) would be especially hard to bear. The author"s choice 
of this point in life for some incidents heightens the tragedy, the glory, or the 




1 Heller, "Studien zu Aufbau und Stil der Laxdrela Saga," pp. 150-161, catalogues 
similar examples. 
2 The few examples of so-called unrelated pairs and triplets, to which attention was 
previously called (see above, Chap. III, n. 5 and Chap. IV, n. 28 and p. 118), belong 
in a sense to the background world of Recurrence. Since, as far as I have been 
able to detect, they apparently do not set up statement-confirmations or parallels 
and contrasts, their occurrence only twice or three times would seem to be mere 
happenstance. As far as tone and purpose are concerned, they might just as well 
appear any number of times, should the pertinent circumstance arise. Yet the 
situations they depict are somewhat more unique and do not properly belong to 
the round-of-life examples, for instance the skj6tt birta minn vilja; uggir ekki at 
ser; stikt mein, sem yf:Jr likar; mikit pykkja, ef peir skulu skilja; er ekki af sagt 
hans /01'1:J; er verr muni gegna; skj6ta skelk i bringu. To these could be added 
several others: Both Hrapp and Th6rd Goddi, for instance, are said to have bought 
the land they lived on when coming to Iceland (x, 19: "ok [Hrappr} keypti ser 
pa jQrf:J, er hann bj6 a"; and xi, 20: "keypta ha/tii hann [P6rl5r goddi} JQrd pa, er 
hann bj6 a"). Their proximity to one another as neighbors and the fact that Hrapp 
became involved with Th6rd, giving him much trouble, probably led the author to 
draw this parallel between them. Th6rd Goddi is otherwise unknown in saga 
literature and is not in Landnamab6k. Setting out after Christmas seems to be the 
usual practice: xiv, 135: "l'ann vetr eptir j6l bysk Kjartan heiman"; and lxxv, 218: 
"l>enna vetr eptir j6l bj6sk Porkell heiman"). The examples show that the author 
moves in a prescribed lexical domain, consciously or unconsciously, describing like 
situations in like words, and so holding the saga within its symbolic domain. What 
has happened once will happen again, what has been brought up once, will appear 
again - either as double, triple, quadruple, or a series of verbal repetitions 
according to his purpose. 
:i Although throughout the saga references to births and namegiving closely follow 
a verbal pattern, the references reflect an interesting distinction between pre-Christian 
and Christian practices. Before Christianization the phrases var vatni ausinn, ok nafn 
gefit [ok katla6rJ regularly appear: xxv, 71; xxviii, 75; xxxvi, 100.After Christian-
ization the vatni ansinn no longer appears and var nefndr (was named) becomes 
more usual: xlvii, 146; Iii, 159; !vi, 170; !xx, 204. 
4 For other examples of early promise with the expression snimma, cf. xxv, 71; Iii, 
159-160; !vi, 170; !xx, 204; lxxiv, 215. 
'' In the Saga of Icelanders twelve years is generally given as being the age at which 
a hero performs his first deed of bravery. This legal "coming of age," attested to 
also in the Gragas, no doubt can be traced to tribal ~ustoms and warrior cults of the 
early Germanic period. The motif here and those above with snimma echo this 
tradition, which shows up both in heroic literatu~e and in fairy tales as the 
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"remarkable youth" motif. 6Jafs early maturity, twice referred to, is in a similar 
vein, although the formulations are not stereotyped: "En Jla er sveinninn var tvrevetr, 
f>a var hann alma,ltr ok rann einn saman, sem fjQgurra verra g9mul bQrn"' (xiii, 27: 
"And when the boy was two years old, he ran about alone and could say everything 
just like children of four years"). As if to confirm this statement about 6lafs 
early development, King Harald commends the eighteen year old Olaf with these 
words: "'Miklir ag.etismenn eru slikt, sem Jlu err, fwi f>u ert enn licit af barns 
aldri'" (xxi, 53: "'Men such as you are indeed very exceptional, for you are as 
yet but little past the years of childhood'"). See also above, Chap. IV, n. 34. 
11 The motif is ,picked up again when Thorgerd refuses 61:if's marriage proposal and 
says to her father: Egil: "'Pat hefi ek flik heyrt mrela, at J1u ynni mik mest barna 
/1inna' " (xxiii, 63 ). No distinction is made between one's own .children, an il-
legitimate, half child, stepchild or foster child, for they are generally loved "no 
less than one's own" - a motif closely related to the one above and which also 
receives typical formulation: xvi, 38: "leggr viii hann mikla dst; xxvii, 75: "unni 
honum eigi 111im1a en sinum bgrnum"; xxx, 83: "unni honum eigi minna en 
brcetirum sinum; xxxviii, 111: "vera til hans eigi verr en ti! minna sona··; lxx, 204: 
"vel var l'orkatli ti! stjupbarna sinna"; !xx, 207: "var til hans hvar betr en ti! sinna 
bama''; lxxii, 212: "var Gul'irun ok alive! til hennar." The eigi verr motif, while 
exemplifying this recurrent pattern, also assumes special function under triple 
confirmation, as discussed earlier. The formulations with vel should be noted 
in view of the controlled meaning this expression has in other places in the saga. 
7 See above, Chap. IV, n. 29. 
H See above, p. 33. 
n For examples of the naming of the woman and the kostr beztr motif, cf. ix, 17: 
"Sa [J6runn] fi6tti f>a kostr beztr i Qllum VestfjQrl'ium"'; !viii, 174: "'l>eirar skal-
tu konu bil'ija, er beztr kostr er, en f1at er Guc"irun 6svifrsd6ttir' "; xliii, 128: 
" 'Ekki munn ek mer 6r sveit a brott bic"ija konu, mec"ian svd ndla:gir eru 
goliir raliakostir. Ek vii bic'ija Guc'irunar 6svifrsd6ttur'" (Bolli's action here again 
constitutes an exception to the normal pattern in the saga: he will not look outside 
the district when "there are such good matches nearby"); !xx, 205: "Bolli svarar: 
"'Kona heitir />,irdis, hon er d6ttir Snorra goc'ia; hon er sva kvenna, at mer er 
mest um at eiga' ·· (Bolli Bollason does not select the woman who is the "best 
match" but the one woman "he would most like to have.") This variation in the 
pattern helps draw the comparison between Bolli Bollason and Kjartan, as the 
latter did not get the woman he most wanted to have. See above, Chap. III, n. 22. 
1o For the favorable reply of the father and the t'el gipt motif, cf. ix, 17; xxiii, 63; 
xxix, 79; xiv, 137. Olaf gives a negative reply to Geirmund, who requests his 
daughter's hand, but her mother thinks the daughter "could not be better given 
in marriage" (xxix, 79: "'muni eigi beer verl'ia gefin' "), since Geirmund has 
won her over with bribes. 
11 For the father's presentation of the suit to his daughter, the urging of the match 
by him and others, and the daughter's passing the decision back to her father, 
cf. ix, 17; xxiii, 65; xxix, 79; xliii, 129; xiv, 137; !xviii, 200; lxx, 206. Gudrun, 
significantly, is overruled by her father even though as a widow she has the right 
to choose for herself, and accepts Bolli's proposal only reluctantly, xliii, 129. 
1:l Examples of the settlement of the betrothal and agreement regarding time and place 
of the wedding feast include: vii, 11; ix, 17; xx, 51; xxiii, 65; xxix, 80; xxxiv, 
93; xxxv, %; xiii, 129-130; xiv, 137-1.,8; !xviii, 201; !xx, 206-207. Although to 
have the wedding celebrated at the groom's farmstead is rnnsidered a special honor 
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in one example (xxiii, 65 ), the number of references to its so being held would 
indicate that the practice was fairly common. 
1:1 For examples of the groom·s awaiting the appointed time, cf. ix, 17; xxiii, 65; 
xliii, 130; !xviii, 201; !xx, 207. 
14 For descriptions of the wedding guests, their clothes and numbers, cf. vii, 11-12; 
ix, 17-18; xxiii, 65; xxix, 80; xxxv, 96; xliii, 130; !xix, 203; !xx, 207. 
la "Snorri gooi s6tti liessa veizlu meo l>orkatli, ok hQfou l>eir 11,er sex tigu man-
na, ok var liat liti mjQk z,afit, livi at flestir allir menn varu i litk/,e()um. Guorun 
haf/)i n,,er hundraf> fyirhol>smanna·· (!xviii, 20 I: "Snorri Godi came to this feast 
with Thorkel; they had nearly sixty in their company and it was a very select one, 
for most of the people were in brightly colored array. Gudrun had nearly a hundred 
and twenty guests there waiting to welcome them""). The number of guests at 
any given gathering is sometimes remarked upon and so its appearance here, imbedded 
with the other expected components of the pattern, seems normal, except that 
Gudrun, in outdoing Thorkel in every way, significantly has twice the number 
of Thorkel's party instead of the equal number that would show both sides honor. 
Hi For examples of the excellence of the feast and the honorable gifts, cf. vii, 13; 
ix, 18; xxiii, 65; xxix, 80; xiv, 138-139; !xix, 203; !xx, 207. 
17 For examples of the takask mef> J1eim gd()ar dstir motif, cf. xxiv, 66; xxxv, 96 
(variant: SamfQr tieira l1 6roar ok Guorunar var g65); xiv, 139; !xix, 203; lxx, 
207. 
18 For another example of the beginning of the cycle, cf. ix, 18. 
111 As liegemen at the Norwegian court, the Icelanders gradually forfeited much of 
their own freedom. As a result, Iceland came increasingly under the power of Norway 
and finally fell to the Norwegian crown in 1262; cf. E. 6. Sveinsson, The Age 
of the Sturlungs, Chap. II, pp. 8-23. 
211 For examples of fetching timber, cf. xi, 21; xiii, 25; xxix, 78; lxx, 204; lxxiv, 215. 
The last two references deal with Thorkel's fetching timber for a church; the 
first prepares for the second and the episode between Thorkel and the king 
concerning the minster in Trondheim. For the motif of fame and fortune, 
experience and knowledge, cf. above, Chap. III, p. 78. 
21 Sea crossings from Iceland to Norway, for whatever purpose, are all similarly 
formulated: cf. v, 8; vii, 14; xx, 51; xxi, 51; xxx, 83; xxxviii, lll;xl, 115; xiii, 
127; !viii, 175. 
22 Other arduous sea journeys are: xvi, 37; xxi, 53; lxxiv, 215. 
:!:l The theme of warm welcomes and good reception of Icelanders abroad is introduced 
already with Keri! Flatnose: "Ketil flatnefr ... fekk gci()ar vii'>tQkur af tignum mQn-
num, livi at hann var fra.:gr ma<'ir ok st6rretta5r, ok bui'>u honum /iann rdtiakost 
J1ar, sem hann vi/di ha/a" (iv, 6-7: "Ketil Flatnose ... was well recieved by noble 
men, for he himself was a famous man and high-born. They offered him whatever 
station in life he chose to have"). Thorgerd Thorsteinsd6ttir is well received by 
her noble relatives and also is offered any status and whatever she will share with 
them: "l>orger<'ir atti i N6regi mikit retterni ok marga gQfga frrendr; l>eir fQgnu5u 
henni vel ok bui'>u henni al/a kosti, /1d sem hon vi/di me/) J1eim piggja" (vii, 15: 
"Thorgerd had a great number of relatives in Norway and many noble kinsmen. 
They gave her a good welcome and offered her complete choice of whatever she would 
accept from them"'). References to receptions by kings include: xiii, 25; xxii, 60; 
xxix, 78 (Earl Hakon); !xx, 205; lxxiii, 213; lxxiv, 215. The fact that Hoskuld 
did not go to see King Hakon is a negative reversal of the normal pattern: 
"HQskuldr fdr ekki d fund Hakonar konungs'" (xi, 22), see also above, Chap. I, 
n. 16. 
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24 For references to the esteem in which the Icelander is held, cf. xix, 44 (mikla 
virfjing, miklar m,etur); xxi, 52 (mikil mteti); xxii, 60 (mikla virfjing); xi, 123 
(mat um/ram alla menn; metinn vel); !xx, 205 (virlii vel); lxxiii, 213 (vel sem 
fyrr; mat hann meira, J>6tti hann mikit afbrag5 annarra manna); lxxiv, 215 (mikils 
metinn). 
2:i See above, Chap. II, p. 62 (for Queen Gunnhild"s partiality); Chap. I, p. 36 
(for comparison of Kjartan and Bolli Thorleiksson); Chap. III, pp. 80-81 (for 
comparison of the pairs of brothers). 
26 For instances of the vitja ggfugra /rtenda motif, cf. xix, 44; xxii, 60; xliii, 130. 
When used in respect to Hrut, the formula shows significant increment: "Hrutr 
atti at vitja til Islands fjdrhlutar mikils ok ggfugra /rtenda" (xix, 44: "Hrut had 
noble kinsmen and a great deal of property out in Iceland, so he desired to go 
back and see about it"). The fjdrhlutar mikils sets the stage for the ensuing trouble 
over Hrut's claim. 
2i Cf. also lxxiii, 213: "'Mun ek veita J>er J>vflfka nafnbot, sem ek veitta l>orleiki, 
br65ur J>lnum.' " The equality of rank with his brother Thorleik is not enough 
to entice Bolli Bollason into staying with the king; he wants something far better. 
So here again Thorleik is subtly put in second place. 
28 See above, p. 39. 
29 For further examples of the visiting Icelander's excellence over his own countrymen 
or beyond the Norwegians' accomplishments, cf. the following formulations, which, 
although not stereotyped, indicate a constant theme that is carried through the 
generations of Icelanders: " 'Eigi ska! dvelja J>ik her me5 oss lengr en per likar, en 
1>6 pykkir oss vanfengit manns i rum J>itt .... At s6mamanni hefi ek J>ik reyndan' " 
(Hoskuld: xiii, 25: " 'I will not detain you here longer than you wish, but it will not 
be easy for us get a man in your place .... I have found you to be a man of honor'"); 
"Pau kQllu5u engan mann vrenligra hafa komit af lslandi a J>eira dQgum" (Hrut: xxi, 
53: "They recalled no man more promising ever having come from Iceland in their 
day"); "'Virl'Sisk mer 6lafr sva rnikill atg¢rvimal'Sr ok sk9rungr, at ver eigirn eigi 
sllkra manna her kost' " (xxi, 59: " 'I have found Olaf to be a man of such excellence 
and accomplishment that his equal is not to be found among us'"); "Engi utlendr ma5r 
haf5i sllkan vir5ing af J>eim fengit" (Olaf: xxii, 60: "No foreigner before him had 
ever received such honor from them"); "'Oss sreki eigi heim hversdagliga sllkir menn 
af lslandi'" (Olaf: xxix, 78: "'It's not every day we get such men from Iceland'"); 
"Var J>at allra manna ma!, at engi hef5i sllkt ma5r komit af lslandi sem Kjar-
tan" (xi, 123: "It was the talk of everyone that no man such as Kjartan had 
ever come from Iceland"); "Konungr kvacl sva vera skyldu, en segir ser torfengan 
slfkan mann 6tiginn, sem Kjarcan var" (xliii, 130: "The king said it should be 
so, but that it would be hard for him to find again among men not of princely 
rank anyone such as Kjartan"); "'Mer pykkir f>u, Bolli, hafa komit merkiligastr 
maclr af lslandi um mlna daga'" (lxxiii, 214: "'You, Bolli, are in my opinion 
the most noteworthy man ever to have come from Iceland in my day'"). 
ao For examples of gifts at skilnatii, cf. xix, 44 (Hrut: skip at skilnalii); xxix, 78 
(Olaf from Earl Hakon: at skilnalii oxi gullrekna); xliii, 131-132 (Kjartan: sverli 
at skilnatii); lxxiii, 214 (Bolli Bollason: goliar gjafar at skilnalii). Gifts at the 
time of parting but without the at skilnalii formula, include: xiii, 25 (Hoskuld: 
gullhring, sverli); xix, 44 (Hrut from Queen Gunnhild: gullhring); xxi, 59 (Olaf: 
spj6t gullrekit ok sverli buit ok mikit fe annat; see below); xxii, 60 (Olaf: skip; 
see below). Gifts received while at court: lxxiv, 216 (Thorkel: tiu tigu marka 
brennds silfrs); ibid. (Gellir: at j6lum skikkju [for the motif of scarlet clothes 
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being given at Yule, see below}); lxxviii, 227-228 (Gellir: t6lf aura gulls ok mikit 
fe annat). 
31 See below, pp. 139, 226, n. 46. 
32 Other passages that closely follow this pattern with the motifs of accompaniment 
to the ship, gift-giving, expression of thanks for the honor received, and parting 
in friendly affection include: xiii, 25-26; xix, 44; xxix, 78; xliii, 131-132; lxxiii, 
214. 
33 The formulaic nature of this phrase is attested by the consistency with which it 
appears in leave-taking situations: xxii, 61 (Olaf and King Harald [see above}: 
skiljask mef'j inum mesta ka1rleik); xxix, 78 (Olaf and Earl Hakon: ski/f'jusk 
mef'j inum mesta ka1rleik); xliii, 132 (Kjartan and King Olaf Tryggvason: skiljask 
mef'j miklum ka1rleik); lxxiii, 214 (Bolli Bollason and King Olaf Haraldsson: 
ski/f'jusk mef'j mikilli vindttu); lxxiv, 217 (Thorkel and King Olaf Haraldsson [here}). 
It not only occurs at partings with noble personages: when Olaf takes leave of his 
brother Thorleik it also appears; xxvii, 7 5: skiljask mef'j inum mesta k,erleik, and 
in alternate form, again when they finaJly part and go their separate ways: xxxviii, 
111: skilja mef5 mikilli blit5u. 
34 For other examples of the return crossing and good reception at home in Iceland, 
cf. xiii, 26; xxi, 59; xxix, 70; xlii, 127, 128; xliv, 132; !xx, 207; lxxiv, 217; lxxvii, 
225. 
35 For references to old age in these terms, cf. iii, 6; vi, 10; vii, 12, 13, 14; viii, 16; 
x, 20; xvii, 39; xix, 48; xx, 49; xxiv, 66; lxvi, 196; lxxviii, 229. 
36 For similarly formulated death bed scenes, cf.: "HQskuldr Dala-KoJlsson t6k s6tt 
f elli sinni; hann sendi eptir sonum sfnum ok Qclrum frrendum. Ok er J>eir k6mu, 
mrelti HQskuldr vicl pa brreclr Bard ok Porleik: 'Ek hefi tekit J>yngcl nQkkura; hefi 
ek verit 6s6ttnremr maclr; hygg ek, at pessi s6tt muni leicla mik til bana' " (xxvi, 
71: "Hoskuld Dala-Kollsson took sick in his old age; he sent for his sons and 
other kinsmen. And when they came, Hoskuld said to his sons Bard and Thorleik: 
"I have taken some sickness, and as I have never been prone to illness, I think it 
will mean the death of me"); "A peim sama vetri fekk s6tt Gestr Oddleifsson, ok 
er at honum leil5 s6ttin, pa kalla!Si hann til sin P6rl5 laga, son sinn, ok mrelti: 'Sva 
segir mer hugr um, at pessi s6tt muni skilja vara samvistu'" (lxvi, 196: "That 
same winter Gest Oddleifsson fell sick; and when the sickness came heavy upon 
him, he called for his son Th6rd the Short and said: 'I have a feeling that this 
illness will mean the parting of our ways' "'). Less complete, but reminiscent of 
one or two of the motifs are: vii, 11; lxxviii, 226. 
37 For the mourning of a death, cf. viii, 16; xiv, 30; xxvi, 72-73; xxxvii, 106; Iii, 160; 
lvi, 169; Ixxvi, 196, 223. The recurrent harmdauf5i, it will be recalled, was 
also specifically applied to the case of Kjartan and Bolli Thorleiksson, see above, 
Chap. IV. Fostering of children after the death of the father is also expressed in set 
form: After the drowning of Th6rd, Snorri offers to foster Gudrun's child as a 
consolation to her (xxxvi, 100: "baut5 Guclrunu barnfostr til hugganar vif'j hana") 
and Thorstein Kuggason, after Kjartan's slaying, offers to foster Hrefna's and 
Kjartan's son Asgeir (I, 158: "Porsteinn Kuggason bauf'j Asgeiri, syni Kjartans, til 
f6strs til hugganar vif'j Hrefnu"). 
38 For references to high station, cf. i, 3; iv, 6, 7, 8; vi, 10; vii, 13; viii, 15; ix, 16, 
18; x, 20; xiv, 28, 30; xix, 44; xxi, 53, 57, 59; xxiii, 63; xxiv, 66; xxxiii, 87, 92; 
xl, 122; xlv, 137; !xx, 204; lxxvi, 223. 
39 For examples of gatherings that are fj9lmennt or sk9rulig, cf.: v, 9; xii, 22; xiv, 29; 
xxi, 59; xxii, 62 (2); xxvii, 74 (3); xi, 118; xliv, 135; xiv, 136 (Var par aukit 
hundracl manna); I, 157 (2); lii, 161; lxi, 181; lxxiv, 217. 
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40 The following references are but a sampling to show the preponderance of these 
expressions in the saga: For fagnar expressions, cf. vi, 9; vii, 15; xxi, 52, 57; xxii, 61; 
xxiii, 64 (2); xi, 115, 116; xii, 124; xiii, 127; xliii, 129, 131; xliv, 132 (2); xiv, 
135; xlvii, 146; !vii, 171-172; !ix, 179; !xi, 184; !xviii, 201; !xx, 207; lxxi, 208. 
For t6k rel expressions, cf. xiv, 32; xv, 35; xxiii, 60; xxix, 78; xxxiii, 88; xii, 
125-126; !xvi, 196; !xviii, 200; !xx, 205, 206; lxxi, 209; lxxv, 218. For blil>u 
expressions, cf. xiii, 25; xxi, 52; xxii, 61 (3); xi, 114, 123; xii, 124; xiii, 127; 
xiv, 135-136; xiv, 136; !viii, 174; !xviii, 199; !xx, 206, 207. 
41 For expressions with eigi Jkortir, cf. vi, 10; ix, 18; xxiv, 68; xiv, 137; Iii, 159; 
!xviii, 200, 201. The last reference with its two statements forms a confirmation 
pair, see above, Chap. II, n. 6. For expressions with eigi sparat, cf. v, 9; xxiii, 65; 
xxxiii, 91. For risuligr expressions, cf. xxiv, 66, 68; xxix, 78; xiv, 136 (in vef!.-
ligstu); Iii, 159; !vi, 170; !xix, 203. 
4~ See xxix, 79; !xix, 203; !xx, 204, in particular. 
4:i References to these qualities include: vii, 11, 14, 15; ix, 16, 18 (2); x, 19, 20; 
xi, 21 (2); xii, 23; xiii, 27; xiv, 28; xvi, 38; xix, 49; xx, 49 (2); xxii, 61-62, 
62; xxiii, 65; xxv, 70, 71; xxviii, 76 (2), 76-77, 77; xxix, 77; xxxi, 83; xxxii, 
86 (2), 87 (2); xxxviii, 108, 109; xi, 113; xii, 126; xliv, 133; Iii, 159; !iv, 164; 
!vi, 170 (2), 171; !xiii, 189; !xvii, 197; lxx, 204, 206 (2); lxxviii, 226. 
H The similarity between the formulations here and the description of Kjartan (xxviii, 
77) is particularly striking, especially the clause containing the likening to relatives. 
The formula in the case of Kjartan reads: mikill mal>r ok Jterkr, eptir sem verit 
hafl>i Egill, m6l>urfal>ir ham, el>a P6r6lfr. See above, Chap. I, p. 35. 
4" Interesting for comparison is the description of Geirmund with its unique varia-
tions: "En hann var sva buinn jafnan, at hann haftli skarlatskyrtil rautlan ok 
grafeld yztan ok bjarnskinnshufu a h9ftli, svertl i hendi" (xxix, 79: "And he was 
always dressed in this way: a scarlet kirtle with a grey cloak over it, a bearskin 
cap on his head and a sword in his hand"). If one considers Geirmund"s role 
in the saga and compares it with the other hero patterns, this almost seems like 
a burlesquing; or is it merely realistic in contrast to the idealized pattern? 
4u The JkarlatJkltel>i were given to Kjartan after his decision to remain in Norway 
and not attempt to convert his countrymen to Christianity. 6laf received his clothes 
of scarlet "at Yule"" and Gellir receives a cloak "at Yule." The JkarlatJkl.el>i motif 
is nowhere in the saga causally connected with the at Jkilnal>i motif. But since 
parting gifts belong to the scheme of things, it is not surprising that the two 
formulae have become joined here, albeit erroneously. The fact that the units can 
be shifted from one pattern to another speaks for the formulaic nature of these 
motifs and their automatic iteration. Another instance of the author's nodding 
and use of a formula where it does not apply is Hrut's bryntroll gullrekit, er 
Haraldr konungr gaf honum. It is nowhere stated that Hrut received this weapon 
from the king. "At parting" King Harald gave him a ship (xix, 44). But again, 
since the kingly origin of such weapons is recurrently formulated in just such a 
subordinate clause, its appearance here suggests that the author slipped it in almost 
automatically. It seems but re-use of the same clause from the heroic description of 
6Iaf (xxiii, 64), since the full development of the hero pattern with this element 
and with embellishments (N. B. the gullrekit here also) does not take place until 
this later point in the saga. The sequence, together with the fact that the element 
is used wrongly in the case of Hrut, points to the author's having the total pattern 
in mind from the beginning, that is, at the center of the creative process, and 
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that he was working with preformed units, likely of his own making for the most 
part. 
47 Chap. xxix, 79 of Lxd. describes Geirmund's sword Footbiter as having a walrus 
tusk for a hilt: "pat var mikit vapn ok gott, tannhjglt at; ekki var par borit silfr a, en 
brandrinn var hvass, ok beio hvergi ryo a. Petta svero kallaoi hann F6tbit ok let 
pat aldregi hendi firr ganga" ("It was a large weapon and a good one, with a walrus 
tusk for a hilt; it was not chased with silver, but the blade was sharp and was 
never attacked by rust. This sword he called Footbiter and never let it very far 
out of reach"). Bolli Bollason returns from Miklagard with all his weapons chased 
in gold, Footbiter, of course, included. The transformation is thus made plausible: 
"hann var gyror F6tblt, ok varu at honum hjQlt gullbuin ok mel'Jalkaflinn gulli 
vafior"' (lxxvii, 225). The zpap MSS (C, 226) even add the word nu to show 
the intended difference: "lslenzk fornrit," V, Formali, p. XXI. Hint of this intention 
is given in calling specific attention to the fact that Footbiter had no chased work 
in silver. Mention of silver instead of gold is a substitution - and a distractor. 
The gold embellishment is reserved for later. 
The sword Footbiter in Lxd. forms, as we have seen, an antithetical pair with 
Kjartan"s sword konungsnautr. Geirmund the Noisy and his sword are both 
fictitious, having been created by the author to comply with his schematism of 
parallels and contrasts. Geirmund is nowhere historically attested and appears only 
in Lxd. ("lslensk fornrit," V, 77, n. 4.). The sword Footbiter may be fictitious but 
it is not fabricated totally out of the author's imagination. He has borrowed it from 
the Morkinskinna. In this compendium Magnus Barefoot (in the saga under his 
name, see edition of Finnur Jonsson [K¢benhavn, 1932), p. 335) carries a sword 
legbiti which is described as follows: "voro at tanhiollt. oc vafior gv lli medalkaflin 
oc var allra sver!Ja bitrast." Snorri Sturluson used this same description of the 
sword in his redaction of the Magnuss saga berfa?tts in the Heimskringla III ("ls-
lenzk fornrit," XXVIII, 235: "gyror sveroi, !Jvi er Leggbitr var kallat, tannhjaltat ok 
gulli vafior meoalkaflinn"). He also applies the same adjectives to King 61af 
Haraldsson's sword Hneitir in his 6/afs saga helga, Chap. 213 (Hkr. II, "1slenzk forn-
rit," XXVII, 367: "Hann var gyror sveroi !Jvl, er Hneitir var kallat, it bitrasta 
svero ok gulli vafi5r meoalkaflinn'""). Sveinsson points out this similarity between 
the descriptions of Bolli Bollason's sword Footbiter in Lxd., and of Magnus Barefoot's 
in the Morkinskinna and the Heimskringla ("lslenzk fornrit," V, p. XLI, n. 3). But 
neither he rwr Heller (Laxdwla saga und Konigssagas, p. 13, n. 2) has seen what the 
Lxd. author has done with the sword - and shield - descriptions (see below, n. 48). 
The description of Legbiti from the Mork. has been split up and used in two 
different places in Lxd.: the tannhjQlt used when Geirmund owned it, the mel'Jalka-
flinn gulli vafilir reserved for the time when the gold embellishments enter the 
saga. And furthermore, the Lxd. author has not merely borrowed adjectives (note 
also that the sharpness of the blade appears as hvass in the Lxd. description of 
Geirmund's sword, whereas King Olaf's sword in the 6/afs saga helga retains the 
word bitrast from the Mork.), he has simply taken over the whole sword, substituting 
Fat- (a synonym) for Leg-. There is closest correspondence between the form of 
the name in the Hkr. and in Lxd. in respect to the last element: Leggbitr and 
F6tbitr, for the Mork.'s -biti. But these swords legbiti (leggbfrr), Hneitir, and 
F6tbfrr belong, like the shields, to a larger thematic complex. The Lxd. author 
has not just borrowed the sword, he has worked with this whole pattern. 
48 Although shields with lions or crosses or knights are anachronisms as far as the 
time of action in the saga is concerned, the semblance of historical progression 
is accomplished and the semblance was all the author wanted. Heller, Laxdcela saga 
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und Konigssagas, pp. 12-14, cites the Mork. and King Magnus' shield as source for 
the Lxd. author's description of 6laf Peacock's shield with a lion; 6lafs saga helga 
in the Hkr. with its description of Saint 6!af's shield with a cross as model for 
Kjartan's shield; and the Knytlinga saga, Chap. 56, as source for the description of 
Bolli Bollason's shield with a knight on it. A look at the sources reveals at once 
that it is here a question of a pattern into which new content and embellishments 
may be substituted, as with so many of the Lxd. author's patterns. Both Snorri 
Sturluson and our anon. author worked with the heroic pattern in this way. The 
presence of the "scarlet clothes" in the Knftlinga version makes it look suspicious-
ly as if that author or compiler had taken a look at Lxd. It is also hard to believe that 
the compiler of the Mork. originated the schematic form, although that ·text may 
have been the immediate source for the Lxd. author and Snorri. The unadorned 
version as presented in the case of Hrut in Lxd. is a good indication and lead as to 
what the archetype might have been. See in this connection my article in the 
forthcoming Hollander Festschrift. It also seems likely now that the deviation from 
the pattern in the case of Geirmund functions as parody. 
The four passages from the sources discussed here read as follows: 
Mork. (Magmiss saga ber/a:tts): 
M. konvngr var aupkendr. hann hafpi hialm gylldan ahofpi ok sciolld fire 
ser. oc var scrifat aleo mep gvlli. sverp ihendi er callat var Legbiti. voro 
at tanhiollt. oc vafi5r gvlli medalkaflin oc var allra sverpa bitrast. Han 
hafpi dregit silkihivp rau pan vm vtan scyrtvna. oc var pat allra manna ma!. 
at eigi hefpi set vigligra man mep jafnmorgom vapnom e. tigvligra hof-
pingia. (p. 3 3 5) 
Hkr. (Magmiss saga berfa;tts): 
Haf5i Magnus konungr hjalm a hc;,f5i ok rau5an skjQld og lagt a me5 
gulli le6, gyr5r sver5i, pvi er Leggbitr var kallat, tannhjaltat ok gulli 
vafi5r me5alkaflinn, it bezta vapn. Hann haf5i kesju i hendi. Hann haf5i 
silkihjup rau5an yfir skyrtu ok skorit fyrir ok a bak leo me5 gulu silki. 
Ok var pat ma! manna, at eigi hef5i set skQruligra mann e5a vaskligra. 
(III, 235) 
Hkr. (6lafs saga helga): 
6lafr konungr var sva buinn, at hann haf5i hjalm gylltan a hQf5i, en hvi-
tan skjQld ok lagllr a me5 gulli kross inn helgi. 1 annarri hendi haf5i hann 
kesju. pa, er nu stendr i Kristskirkju vi5 altara. Hann var gyr5r sver5i 
pvi, er Hneitir var kallat, it bitrasta sver5 ok gulli vafi5r me5alkaflinn. 
Hann haf5i hringabrynju. (II, 367) 
Knytlinga saga: 
Benedikt var svo buinn, at hann var i rau5um skallatskyrtili, ok i brynju 
um utan, yzta haf5i hann silkitreyju ermalausa, gullro5inn hjalm, skjold 
rau5an ok dreginn a riddari me5 gulli, sver5 buit i hendi, ok var hann 
allra manna roskligastr. (Fornmanna sogur [Kaupmannahafn, 1828), Vol. 
XI, Chap. 56, p. 272) 
49 Sveinsson's reading for this passage follows MS E and reads: "finnsk peim !rum nu 
mikit um, hversu vigligir pessir menn eru." MS M grants only to 6laf the wonder-
ment and admiration of the Irish, not to all his men: "hversu vir5uligr pessi ma5r 
er ok vigligr." That some MSS readings would include the whole retinue should not 
be surprising in view of the fact that this form of the motif is found elsewhere in 
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the saga. There are arguments on both sides. If the MS M reading is correct, it 
must be interpreted in relationship to the occurrences of the theme later which 
show then a progression, an increase in magnificence as the generations continue: 
61af alone was admired, then Kjartan and his men, and finally Bolli Bollason and 
all his dazzling retinue. This increase would go along with the augmenting and 
embellishment of the clothing and accoutrements. Nonetheless, I would not 
rule out MS E as a possible reading. In that case the motif would function as 
preparation for the ones to come. But I would favor the MS M version for an 
edition. 
r,o See above, pp. 71-72. 
51 See above, Chap. III, n. 9. 
52 For the occurrence of the word kurteisi and its derivatives, cf. xiii, 28; xxvi, 73; 
xxviii, 77; xxxii, 86; xiv, 136; I, 158; !xiii, 187, 188 (3); lxxvii, 225. It perhaps 
also appeared in reference to Bolli Bollason's following: MS V reads: "allir varu 
]Jeir kurteisir [instead of listuligir] menn" (lxxvii, 225). 
53 This same process of assimilation is found in the Mork. (Magnuss berfcetts saga, 
p. 329): "En M. Noregs konvngr var af ]Jesom ollom miclo kvrteisastr oc vascligastr 
oc hermanligastr." 
54 For instances of afbragt5, cf.: iv, 7: "Ma af ]Jvi marka, at hon [Unnr] var mikit 
afbragt5 annarra kvenna"; xiii, 27: "6lafr var afbragt5 flestra barna"; xiii, 28: "Bratt 
ser pat a 6lafi, er hann 6x upp, at hann myndi verl'Sa mikit afbragt5 annarra manna 
fyrir vrenleiks sakar ok kurteisi"; xiv, 136: "Allie menn h9fl'Su a mali, hversu mikit 
a/bragt5 Kjartan var annarra manna"; lxxiii, 213: "Er konungr vel ti! [>orleiks sem 
fyrr, en ]J6 mat hann Bolla miklu meira, ]Jvi at konungr p6tti hann mikit af-
bragt5 annarra manna." Again here the assimilation process is evident: the old 
formula af bragt5 has a new equivalent kurteisi. 
For the mikill mat5r ok sterkr [g¢rviligr, efniligr, vaskligr, vtenn, kndligr, rammr 
at afli] formula, cf. vii, 11, 15; viii, 16, 18; x, 19; xi, 21 (2); xiv, 28; xvi, 38, xxii, 
61-62; xxviii, 76, 76-77, 77; xxxii, 86, 87; !iii, 162; !iv, 164; !vii, 170, 171; 
!xvii, 197. References to the other qualities are included in the list for n. 43, above. 
r,;; For examples of the star- combination and its derivatives, cf. ii, 4; v. 9 (2); vii, 12, 
13; xiii, 27; xxii, 61; xxiii, 65; xxix, 80 (2); xxx, 81; xiv, 136, 139; I, 156; !viii, 
174, 175; !xii, 185; !xix, 202; lxxiii, 213; lxxiv, 207. For variation with mikil-
note !xii, 185 and !xix, 204. For the litil- combinations, cf. v, 9; xi, 119. Negative 
reversals as equivalent substitutions are interesting in view of the author"s stylistic 
predilections: xxxvii, 102: ekki litilmenni; xxxviii, 108: ekki mikilmenni; xi, 119: 
ekki litilmannligt. The positive forms (1t6r- and mikil-) far outnumber the negative 
forms (litil-) and contribute to the general tone of greatness, abundance, generosity 
- bigness both literally and figuratively. 
Gu The positive forms with blit5a are listed above, n. 40. For the negative met5 engri 
blit5u, cf. xxxvii, 105 and xiv, 135. Also see above, Chap. IV, p. 98. 
57 For the positive forms of the byrjat5i phrase, see above, n. 21 and n. 34. For the 
negative form, see above, n. 22. 
r,8 For instance of t6k pvi vel and its forms, cf. vii, 11, 15; xvi, 37; xix, 48; xx111, 63; 
xxvii, 75; xxx, 88; xi, 122, 123; !iii, 163; lxxi, 208, 209; [ekki fjarri]. For t6k pvi 
ilta [fjarri], cf. xx, 50; xii, 124. 
r.11 For instances of let vel yfir, cf. ix, 17; xvi, 36; xxxi, 83; xxxiii, 91; xxxv, 98; xiii, 
127; xiv, 137; xlix, 154; Iii, 161; !xiii, 191. For the negative let ilia [litt] yfir, 
cf. xi, 118; !iv, 164; !xv, 193. 
60 For instances of likar vel, cf. v, 9; xx, 51; !xviii, 201. For likar [unnir] ilia, cf. 
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xlv, 30; xv, 36; xix, 45; xx, 50, xxi, 51; xxii, 62; xxiii, 64; xxv, 71 (2); xxx, 80; 
xxxv, 96; xxxvii, 108; xliv, 134; xlvii, 145; Ii, 158; !xv, 195, 196. 
61 Compare !vii, 171: "Hon t6k a pvl vel at eins ok litit af gllu" ("She [Gudrun} com-
mitted herself neither one way nor the other"); and !xvii, 197: "Snorri svarar vel at 
einu ok t6k lit inn af gllu." 
62 The frequent appearance of jafnan in the saga has double implication, one for the 
discursive level and applying to the immediate context, another for the formal level, 
stating in a nutshell the repetitive sameness found throughout the saga: cf. iv, 7; 
ix, 16, 18 (2); xxi, 53; xxiv, 66; xxxii, 86; xxxv, 96, 97; xxxvii, 103; xxxix, 111, 
112 (4); xl, 122; xlvi, 142; xlvii, 148 (2); xlix, 153; Iii, 160; !vii, 170, 171; 
!xv, 195; lxxi, 208 (2); lxxiii, 215; lxxiv, 217. ]a/nan also takes on special func-
tion, hinting and confirming, see above, Chap. I, n. 18. 
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LITERARY PERSPECTIVES 
1 Cf. Nordal, "Sagalitteramren," p. 250. 
2 The two references to Ari read as follows: "Sva segir Ari l>orgilsson inn fr6!'5i um 
liflat l>orsteins, at hann felli a Katanesi" (iv, 7) and "Sl!'lan anda!'lisk Snorri. Hann 
haf!'li pa sjau vetr ins sjaunda tigar. Pat var einum vetri eptir fall 61afs konungs 
ins helga; sva sag!'li Ari prestr inn fr6!'5i" (lxxviii, 226). In the extant version of 
Ari's lslendingab6k Snorri's death date is not mentioned, but the Lxd. author 
may well have had an earlier redaction. 
g. Theodore Andersson, in his article "The Textual Evidence for an Oral Family Saga" 
(Arkiv, LXXXI [1966], 1-23), categorizes the function of such phrases according 
to the individual contexts in which they appear. Out of the two hundred and 
thirty-one instances which he has collected from most of the lslendinga sogur, the 
majority prove to be empty convention, as suggested here and by Walter Baetke 
(Ober die Entstehung der lslandersagas, 29-31). One hundred instances are found 
alone in Reykdcela saga, where they are an obvious mannerism. Literary, stylistic 
functions include marking a transition to a new topic, where the phrases act as 
fillers; vouching authority for superlative formulae or other extravagant facts which 
might seem otherwise dubious to the audience. Some signal a dearth of informa-
tion, like the phrase "Nothing is said of his journey until he comes to ... " which 
effects the transition to get on with the story without telling about the journey. 
Andersson considers genuine such alternate traditions as given through the pattern 
"some say this ... others say that" (sumir . .. sumir), but which I would again see 
as a mannerism taken over from the Kings' Sagas. Snorri St\lrluson, in particular, 
likes to present his material in this way, as does the historian Theodricus when 
relating how ~any wounds Saint 61af received and by whom they were inflicted. 
Such variants obviously go back to hearsay. The historian either gives the varying 
versions for completeness or selects the one he considers most reliable. The lslendinga 
sogur, it would seem, adopted this practice and formulation in order, indeed, for 
the authors to appear as "artless reporters," as Andersson suggests but rejects on the 
grounds that it is too bald-faced a conceit. But skaldic verses, too, were no doubt 
interspersed in the lslendinga sogur for precisely the same purpose - to delude 
the audience that the tale was based on genuine tradition, whereas Snorri made 
use of authentic verse to substantiate what he was telling. As for the few instances 
where an author mentions legal or armed conflicts of which he has knowledge but 
does not develop in any detail, assuming the audience is already familiar with 
it, I would propose in contrast to Andersson, who sees in them underlying oral 
traditions, that they rest on knowledge from written accounts. The reference in Lxd., 
for example, to Hrut's marriage with Unn Mardard6ttir and her leaving him which 
caused the ill dealings between the Laxdalers and the Flj6tshHdings (Lxd., xix, 48), 
rather, I would think, should be traced to the lost Flj6tshlif>inga saga which probably 
contained this material and was also the source for the development of the theme 
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in Njals saga (see, E. 6. Sveinsson in his introduction to Njals saga, "lslenzk fornrit," 
XII [Reykjavik, 1954}, pp. XXIII and XLII. The fact that Sigmund Sighvatsson is 
not mentioned in any of the genealogies in Njals saga but plays a prominent role 
in the hypothetical Flj6tshlitJinga saga, should not be disturbing, as Sveinsson seems 
to feel, in evaluating the author's use of the latter, since it was not this aspect he 
wished to develop). In any case I see no reason to prefer oral traditions over 
against the more likely existence of a written source. References to persons about 
whom the author says there could be much more told of them or that they are 
known from other sagas( e.g. ucd., lxxviii, 229: "Gellir Porkelsson bj6 at 
Helgafelli til elli, ok er mart merkiligt fra honum sagt; hann kemr ok vi<S margar 
SQgur, p6tt hans se her litt getit") again point in the direction of fuller written 
sources rather than oral tales about them. Gellir is named in the Heimskringla, 
Lj6svetninga s. and Bandamanna s., in Ari's !slendingab6k and in the Annals and 
Sturlunga s. Evidence for the use of written sources in the composition of the 
!slendinga sogur and for their purely inventive and artistic nature continues to 
accrue to the disadvantage of the proponents of oral sources for the sagas. 
4 Snorri' s death one year after the fall of Saint Olaf, for instance, or Thorkel' s death 
four years before Saint Olaf's (lxxvi, 223). 
5 See xxviii, 77; xxxix, 112; Jxxiii, 214. 
6 See above, Chap. I, n. 3; Chap. III, n. 24. Sveinsson, Formali ("1slenzk fornrit," V), 
XLVIII-LX. 
7 Cf. Andre Jolles, Einfache Formen (zweite unveranderte Auflage; Darmstadt: Wis-
senschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1958), pp. 23-41; also Lives of the Saints (the 
Voyage of St. Brendan; Bede: Life of Cuthbert; Eddius Stephanus: Life of Wilfrid), 
trans. J. F. Webb (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1965), Introduction, p. 17; also my 
article "The Heroic Pattern: Old Germanic Helmets, Beowulf and Grettis saga," in 
Old Norse Mythology and Literature: A Symposium, ed. Edgar Polome (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1969), pp. 165-166. 
8 See above, Chap. IV, n. 18. 
9 Heimskringla: 6lafs saga helga ("1slenzk fornrit," XXVII), Ch. 224, p. 377, v. 147. 
10 The flash-backs usually are signaled by phrases such as "Nu er at segja fra Ingjaldi" 
(xv, 35); the introduction of a new character takes place without ceremony: "Hrappr 
het ma<Sr" (x, 19); and the exit from the story is just as abrupt: "Ok luku ver par 
SQgU fra Porleiki" (xxxviii,, 111). . 
11 ucd. xxi, 56. 
12 Anachronisms and the foreign words 1n the saga give evidence for its composition 
in the thirteenth century. 
13 See below, pp. 188-89. 
14 See above, Chap. IV, n. 18. 
15 The examples here are cited from the Morkinskinna according to the edition of 
Finnur Jonsson (Kizlbenhavn, 1932), hence the different orthography. 
l6 The Heimskringla is cited after the "1slenzk fornrit" edition, Vols. I-III, ed. by Bjarni 
A5albjarnarson (Reykjavik: Hi5 lslenzka fornritafelag,1941, 1945, 1951, respectively). 
17 My article in the forthcoming Hollander Festschrift Saga og sprak deals exclusively 
with tracing the origin of this pattern and its motifs. 
18 Heller compares these words of Kjartan to those of Earl Tostis in Chap. 117 of 
the Mork. (erroneously cited as Chap. 35 in his Laxdwla Saga und Konigssagas, p. 9). 
Kjartan's casting away of the weapon he compares with King Olaf Haraldsson's 
similar act in 6lafs saga helga, Chap. 228 (ibid., p. 11). 
19 Cf. Susanne Langer, Feeling and Form (New York: Charles Scribner & Sons, 1953), 
pp. 326-350. 
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2o H. W. Fowler, A Dictionary of Modern Engli1h U1age (Oxford, 1958), (w. Irony) 
pp. 295-296. 
21 See my article in the forthcoming Hollander Festschrift. 
22 The author's consciousness of the difference between conditions obtaining at the 
time of the saga's events and the time of writing comes to the fore in such passages as: 
"Ok ser par t6ptina, sem hann let gera hr6fit" (xiii, 26: "And one can see there 
traces of where he had the shed built"); or where he gives explanation for the 
men being able to conceal themselves in a woods where in his day there was no 
longer one: "Sk6gr pykkr var i dalnum i l>ann dl'i" (Iv, 165: "There was a thick 
woods in the valley at that time"); or in "par sem Kaupstal'irinn i BjQrgvin er 
sil'ian" (xi, 22). 
211 For the previous discussion of the passage in connection with the understatement 
about Thorkel's concern, see above, Chap. I, p. 40. For the help this passage gives 
in dating the saga, see below, p. 190. 
2~ What at first might seem like inadvertant slips or nodding on the part of the author 
may in fact be deliberate cues for his audience. In any case, it is in these places 
that we can best detect the trick: e. g. repetitions that appear too pat without a 
motivating circumstance; seemingly inappropriate uses of Jem f yrr; misplacement 
of expected elements in a pattern, like at 1kilnat'>i; and of course the anachronisms. 
2~ How far do other authors or other sagas go in verb-mixing? To answer this the 
following points will have to be considered first, abbreviations in the MSS and nor-
malizing of editions. Each saga will have to be studied for these aspects individually. 
211 See in this connection the articles by M. C. van den Toorn, "Zeit und Tempus in 
der Saga," Arkiv, LXXVI (1961), 134-152; and by Carl C. Rokkjrer, "Om tem-
pusblandningen i islandsk prosa indtil 1250," Arkiv, LXXVIII (1963), 197-216. 
:!7 See above, p. 90. 
28 Cf. Turville-Petre, Origim of Icelandic literature, pp. 247-248. W. P. Ker, Epic 
and Romance, p. 209. See also above, Chap. IV, n. 18 on the use of Eddie themes 
and wording; also Sveinsson, "lslenzk fornrit, V, Formali, pp. XLVI-XLVII. 
211 See Heller, "Laxdrela saga und Sturlunga saga," p. 117 (comparison of Gudrun 
with Yngvild Thorgilsd6ttir from the Sturlu Jaga) and p. 123 (comparison of the 
saga Gudrun with Gudrun Th6rdardottir from Gut'>mundar saga df,ra). 
:m Parallels between Sturlunga Jaga and Lxd. were noted by Kr. Kalund, Aarb¢ger for 
nordisk oldkyndighed og historie, 1901, p. 287; by Finnur ,Jonsson, Den oldnor1ke 
og oldislandske litteraturs hi1torie (2nd ed.; 1920-1924) II, 551; by Andreas Heusler, 
Deut1che LitTraturzeitung, 1932, col. 2469; by Sveinsson, "lslenzk fornrit," V, Forma-
li, pp. XXXII-XXXIV and in his Dating the Icelandic Sagas, p. 73; and most recently 
by Heller in "Laxdcda saga und Sturlunga saga," pp. 112-133. 
:n "Laxdrela saga und Sturlunga saga," p. 133. 
:12 See Sturlunga 1aga, ed. Jon Johannesson, Magnus Finnbogason, Kristjan Eldjarn 
Reykjavik: Sturlunguutgafan, 1946), Formali by Jon Johannesson, II, pp. xxvi, xxvii. 
Although the Sturlu 1aga is considered disjointed and P,oorly written, it comprises 
one of the best sources concerning the lives of persons living in Iceland in the 
twelfth century. The author has intimate knowledge of the persons, places, and 
events he is writing about. B. M. 6lsen ventured a guess that Snorri Sturluson 
might have written it, but most agree the style is too different to warrant 
that conclusion. Sturla Th6rdarson is assumed to be too far from the events in 
time to have the intimate and close knowledge which the saga contains. I would 
venture a guess that Sturla Thordarson's father, Thord Sturluson, had begun a 
history of the family and that his son carried on the family tradition, especially 
since the !slendinga saf!.a takes up where Sturlu Jaga leaves off (Sturlu saf!.a covers 
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the years 1148-1183; !slendinga saga takes up with the death of Hvamm-Sturla 
1183). If Th6rd Sturluson did write the Sturlu saga, this could explain the intimate 
details he would have known about his father Hvamm-Sturla (Sturla Th6rdarson, 
son of Th6rd Gillsson), the ineptness of style, the homely qualities. 
33 Heller, "Das Alter der Laxdcela saga," Zeitschrift fur deutschen Altertum und 
deutsche Literatur, XCVII (1968), 143-145. 
34 !slendinga saga, Chap. 150, pp. 452-453, in Sturlunga saga, op. cit. 
35 Interesting is a further parallel with Laxdcela where a ship arrives with drink on 
board and it was served and there was a lot of talk: "l>orkell haf6i ok mikinn drykk a 
ski pi sinu; var veitt allkappsamliga; varc'5 peim ok mart talat"' (!xviii, 199). And one 
of Thorkel's ships comes into Hrutafjord, just as does the one 6raekja and Sturla 
rode to meet. Interesting, too, is that Snorri Godi comes into this passage. Did 
Sturla Th6rdarson puruse Laxdada and use those places where he found Snorri Godi 
mentioned to fill in the account in the !slendinga saga about Snorri Sturluson? 
This is a hypothesis that would be worth testing out. Many questions about the 
!slendinga saga still need to be resolved. B. M. 61sen felt that the saga ended with 
the year 1242; there is a break of three years between chapters 190 and 191; and 
there is the question of interpolation from other sagas into the text by Sturla 
or by the compiler of the Sturlunga saga. 
36 There are varying opinions as to the direction of borrowing: 6lsen felt that Lxd. 
stood under the influence of the !slendinga saga: Um Sturlunga in "Safn ti! siigu 
1slarrds," III (Kpbenh.ivn, 1902), 427 ff. Sveinsson is more cautious: Lxd. could 
be the giver rather than the recipient: "1slenzk fornrit," V, Formali, p. XXXII. 
37 lslendinga saga, Chap. 84, pp. 348, 350; Chap. 85, pp. 353, 355. 
38 Sveinsson, "lslenzk fornrit," V, 184, n. 1. 
39 See above, p. 72. 
40 The "ten or twelve" (tiu et'Ja t6lf) reading from MS C for the number on board at 
the drowning of Thorkel Eyj6Ifsson (see above, Chap. IV, n. 20) might be the 
right choice after all. The numbers ten and twelve alternate in the saga in any case 
- ten in raiding parties, twelve riding out together (t6lf saman). If Snorri used 
the tiu et'Ja t6lf as a variation in his pattern of the drownings, then it must be a 
hint: the saga is the eleventh century and the thirteenth, it is both this and that. 
The expression appears to be a normal and frequent one used particularly about 
the number on board a vessel depending on its lading (see !slendinga saga, Chap. 
142, p. 443). Normal usage of such expressions in everyday speech veils their 
secondary meaning within the saga. This is part of Snorri's method of camouflage, 
as we have seen. There is another place in the saga where alternate readings might 
be considered in this connection: when Bolli rides to Laugar to sue for Gudrun's hand, 
he rides there t6lf saman (MS M). MS V has tiu saman, and zpap. MSS have tiu 
saman et'Ja t6lf. It looks as though the zpap. reading might be correct in view of 
the other instance of this sort and that the different scribes, not understanding why 
there should be any uncertainty about the number, selected the one or the other. 
41 Sturlunga saga, I, (lslendinga saga), Chap. 35, pp. 269-271. 
42 Ibid. Chap. 38, pp. 277-278. 
43 Ibid. 
44 See Jon J6hannesson, Sturlunga saga, II, ix. 
45 According to folk tradition, the poem was first recited in the graveyard at Sfclumuli 
(possibly at the burial lot of the Sturlungs) just at the beginning_ of the great 
plague, 1402-1404. This is the first recorded instance of the use of the term Age 
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of the Sturlungs: see Jon J6hannesson, Sturlunga saga, II, vii. The poem might 
be so rendered: 
Stagger we and stagger we 
with our heavy burden. 
Up has come the same as of yore, 
in the Sturlung age, 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Manuscripts of Laxdcela saga and Abbreviations 
Y-Class includes: 
M: Mo5ruvallabok, AM 132, fol. (Complete text on parchment; 1st half 
of 14th C.) 
D1 : AM 162 D1 , fol. (Fragment of 5 leaves; ca. 1300.) 
V: Vatnshyrna copy, 1B 225, 4to. (Original text on parchment, dated ca. 
1400 and based on D1 , burned in the fire of 1728. V is a reliable copy 
on paper done by Arni Magnusson's scribe, Asgeir Jonsson.) 
Z-Class includes: 
D2 : AM 162 D2 , fol. (Fragment of one parchment leaf, considered to be 
the oldest sample of the text, ca. 1250.) 
E: AM 162 E, fol. (Fragment of 5 parchment leaves, dated near close of 
13th C.) 
S: Stockholm (Fragment of two parchment leaves from close of 14th C., 
preserved in Stockholm.) 
C: AM 309, 4to. (Fragment, derived apparently from E; written 1498.) 
zpap: paper MSS of the Z-class. (The four best, complete MSS in the group 
bear the numbers 158, 226, 123, 124. Sveinsson's edition usually notes 
the variants from 226; when the whole class is referred to as zpap, the 
wording follows 158.) 
Other Abbreviations: 
Hkr., I, II, III: Heimskringla in 3 vols., corresponding to "lslenzk fornrit," 
XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII, ed. Bjarni A5dalbjarnarson, (Reykjavik, 1941, 
1945, 1951). 
Lxd.: Laxdcela saga, "1slenzk fornrit," V, ed. E. 6. Sveinsson, (Reykjavik, 
1934). 
Mork.: Morkinskinna, ed. Finnur Jonsson, (Ks>Jbenhavn, 1932). 
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INDEX OF TOPICS AND CONCEPTS 
Aesthetic method, 11, 12, 36, 88, 122, 147-48; need for, 1, 4, 5, 10; results of, 145, 
147-48, 154, 172, 183. See alrn Language, provenance of, irrelevant; Laxdcela Saf!.a. 
as aesthetic unit. 
Alternation. See Rhythm; Stylistic devices, contrastives 
Ambiguity, 30, 39, 144, 154, 167, 168. See also Camouflage, means of; Double treatment; 
Rhetorical devices 
in idioms: at drepa skeggi, 23-24, 167; hurtiir loknar, 34, 167; spenna um /)Qn,r.uls-
h9futi, 24, 49, 52, 167; snarisk i bra,r.ti, 27-28, 29, 167 
in words with double intent: fyrtiar, 29, 184; kyrrt, 32-33, 40, 98, 167; rdtiakostr, 39, 
131; samlendr, 28, 168, 172-7.,; purr, 30, 203 n. 14 (See also Laxdcela sa,r.a, coded 
words in) 
Anachronism: chivalric fashion (.r.latiel. sem tilt er i utl9ndum), I 55, 174; ordeals "then" 
and "now," 40-41; shield insignias (lion, cross, knight), 142, 227-28 n. 48. See 
also Author, time consciousness of; Time, discrepancies in 
Analogy. See also Simultaneity, of time; Superimpositions, of time 
between "before" and "now," 63, 181 
- between "before," "now," and "after," 178, 179 
- between Christianization of Norway and of Iceland, 68, 119, 120, 193, 195 
- between eleventh and thirteenth centuries, 174, 175-77, 179, 184, 234 n. 40; as 
coded message based on formal principles, 172, 177, 181, 182; as a parable, 182 
between generations, 79, 80, 85, 94, 119-20, 120, 125, 125-26; of saga times and 
author's time, 178, 184 
between gold and silver, 22 
between precarious balance and suspended time of saga and point of time in Iceland's 
history, 17 3, 175 
Anticipation: direct means of presenting (See Prophecy); indirect means of presenting 
(See Retrospective cues) 
Antonyms, 92, 169. See also Reversals 
Ari Thorgilsson, function of, 149, 178 
at skilnatii: as motif, 132, 138, 224-25 n. 30, 226 n. 46 
Author: 
analogous to fate, 16 l, 168 
- and his audience, 26, 169, 171, 1 72, 182, 184 (See also Omniscience, of author 
and audience) 
- creative process of, 71, 134, 171, 179, 226-27 n. 46 
identification of, 8-10, 183-85, 187, 190, 191, 192 
- intrusion of, 25, 40-41, 169, 173 
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- as man of his times, 152, 192 
- method of, general, 26, 31, 45, 62, 127, 155-56, 161, 168-73 
method of, in handling materials of language, 94, 154, 171, 186; in handling 
patterns, 148, 154, 164, 170-71, 192, 226-27 n. 46; in handling sources, 155, 157-58, 
186; in handling tenses, 176-77, 186 
- nodding of, 138, 167-68, 174, 199 n. 11, 201-2 n. 3, 204 n. 18, 209 n. 3, 218 
n. 29, 226 n. 46, 233 n. 24 
- preferences of, deliberate, 63, 94 
- talents of, 182-83, 184-85, 192 
- time consciousness of, 40-41, 155, 174-75, 233 n. 22 
Balance (equalization). See also Comparison, formal symbolism of; Recurrence, formal 
symbolism of; Repetition, formal symbolism of 
- attained through bargaining, 53, 88, 159 
- compensatory, 68-69, 88, 96, 115, 159 
- through grammatical-lexical pattern, 52, 53, 88, 90-91, 159, 161 
through legal-social mores, 88, 89-90, 158-59 
- numerically expressed, 92-94 
- between positives and negatives, 73, 124, 144, 159, 163 
- precariousness of, within the saga, 90, 96, 122, 124, 159, 177, 192 
- precariousness of, in thirteenth-century Iceland, 173, 177 
- between stereotypes and individuals, 164, 192 
- through structure, 44, 63, 82, 96, 115, 177 
Bargaining: examples of, 88-89; for Hjardarholt, 47-51 (text), 51-53 (discussion); 
negative aspect of, 89; significance of, 88-89, 159, 168 
Book-prosaists, 4, 11 
Camouflage, means of producing, 23, 30, 39, 76, 141, 144, 147-48, 167-71, 172, 
174, 176-77, 192, 234 n. 40 
Characters, 162-64 (See also Stereotypes vs. individuals); as composites of linguistic 
units, 73, 81, 95, 163; as composites from various sources and times, 157, 163, 
185-86; as counterparts, 77, 80, 82, 162, 163, 168, 191, 195, 196. (See also 
Comparison, examples of; Inimical brothers); negative vs. positive traits of, 73, 
162; similarity of, 72-73 (See also Generations); subordinate to formal concept, 
162, 163-64; traits of, confirmed, 41-42, 62 
Christianization, 56. See Analogy, between Christianization of Norway and of Iceland 
Cliches: effectiveness of, 135, 136, 143-44, 153-54; examples of, 135-36; origin of, 124, 
135, 151, 153-54. See also Superlatives 
Comparison: compensatory aspect of, 65, 88; examples of, 65-73, 7 4-82 (inimical 
brothers), 82-87; as foreground 124, 177; related to Foreknowledge, 95; formal 
symbolism of, 88, 123, 159; function of, 65, 94-95; grammatically expressed in 
jafn-words, 90; implied in titt phrases, 174; retrospective nature of, 65 
Cultural influences: chivalric, 142, 143, 151, 152, 155-56, 162, 163; Christian, 87, 
151, 162, 163; contemporary Icelandic, 130, 143, 156, 157 (See also Norwegian 
court, Iceland's relationship to); heroic, 151, 152, 162 (See also Edda, poetic or 
Sremundar) 
Cultural periods: analogy of, 181; merging of, 142, 151, 152, 155-56, 183; as source 
material, 155, 157-58, 185-86; 186-89 
Destiny, 44, 160, 160-61, 166. See also Fate 
Determinism. See Fate; Inevitability 
Dialogue. See Discourse 
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Discourse, 34, 38, 52, 60-61, 127, 148-49, 165 
Double treatment, 125, 144, 167, 168, 172. See also Ambiguity; Duplicity; Overlapping; 
Recurrence, qualified function of; Shift of focus 
Dramatic presentation, 166; as comedy, 166, 169; as imminent future or theatrical 
present, 165, 166, 175; as foreground, 124, 165, 175; material for, ready-made, 
160, 166; as tragedy, 166, 175, 178, 183 
Dreams: as ambiguous, 17, 26, 160, 167; examples of An's, 20, 181, 216 n. 13; of 
Gudrun's, 16, 21-22, 23, 42; of 6lafs about ox Harri, 16; of Thorkel Eyjolfsson's 
23; as foreshadowing device, 18, 160 
Drownings: of Geirmund and Festargarm, 217 n. 19; of Th6rd lngunnarson, 112; of 
Thorkel Eyj6lfsson, 113; of Thorstein Surt, 110-12; schematized pattern for, 113 
Duplicity: of Gudrun, 28-29, 85; of Hoskuld, 75, 78; of Lxd. author, 172, 176, 184; 
of Melkorka, 85; of Norwegian kings, 195; of Snorri Godi, 28-30, 168, 183-84; 
of Snorri Sturluson, 195 
Edda, poetic or Sremundar, 151, 155, 156, 185; themes of, in Lxd., 109-110, 151, 157, 
185-86, 217 n. 18 
Edda, prose or Snorri's, 151, 185 
Embellishment: double function of, as adornment and formal increment, 86, 140-41, 
169; as camouflage, 29. See also Increment; Recurrence, progressive enhancement of 
Epic: background, 16, 124, 134, 164-65, 175; devices, 165; magnification, 134, 135, 
143, 178; time (past time), 165, 175 
Ethical code: amalgamated with destiny, 17, 63, 160, 161, 164, 175, 193; significance 
of, 179; symbolically expressed, 12, 89, 122, 123-24, 159, 161, 163-64 
Evens and odds, 88, 90, 119 
Fate: as determinism, 17, 18; as foreshadowing device, 6, 15, 16, 17; implied in 
911dvegissulur, 15; as inheritance from pagan past, 153; and will of characters, 17, 
20, 160, 163, 201-2 n. 3 
Folklore: theories of, applied to sagas, 2, 3, 4, 198 n. 3; influences from, 67, 121-22, 
151, 152, 152-53, 216 n. 8, n. 9, 221-22 n. 5 
Foreknowledge: See also Prophecy; Retrospective cues 
- as an apparition of destiny, 15-18 
direct means <1f presenting, 18-26 
formal function of, 44; 
reinforced through controlled linguisti~ choises, 26, 63, 122; through repetition, 
20-21, 25, 28, 30, 53, 53-54, 54-55 
relationship of, to Comparison, 95; to Recurrence, 144-45; to Repetition, 47, 53 
structural features of: anticipation-recollection rhythm, 44, 45; point-counterpoint 
precision, 26, 31, 44, 45, 47, 53 
- veiled forms of (anticipation in retrospect), 26-45 
Free-prosaists, 3, 4 
Genealogies: as literary device, 41, 43, 155, 205 n. 22; historical function of, 43, 149, 
155, 219 n. 33; as evidence of time relationships, 44, 173, 185 
Generations: as analogous to one another, 79, 80, 85, 94, 119-20, 120, 125, 125-26, 
178, 184; progressive enhancement of, 82, 94, 135, 138, 142, 144, 177-78, 178; as 
related to Recurrence, 123, 224 n. 29 
Geographical setting, 164, 196 
Goadings, 100-104; archetypal pattern for, 104 
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Gold and silver, role of: in band at Helgi's hut, 72, 189; in Gudrun's dream, 22; 
in inheritance claim, 75; in regard to sword Footbiter, 227 n. 47 
Hagiography, influence of, 5, 150 
Heimskringla, as source for wed., 8, 9, 155, 156-57, 185 
Helgi's hut, attack at, 71-72, 14.'l, 156, 188, 210 n. 9; thirteenth-century origin of, 
143, 156, 189, 191 
Hero's accoutrements: 
descriptions of, 139-40 (◊laf Peacock), 140-41 (Kjarcan), 141-42 (Bolli Bollason) 
origin of, 142, 152, 171 
related motifs: aueJkenndr, 139, 141, 142; gift from a king (er ... konungr gaf 
honum), 86, 138, 140, 142, 226-27 n. 46; scarlet clothes, 86, 139, 140, 142; at 
vdpnum ok klteeJum, 120, 138, 138-39, 140, 141, 218 n. 30 
- sources for, 142-43, 156, 171, 227 n. 47, 227-28 n. 48 
Historical: background in thirteenth century, 129-30, 173, 177; illusion, 134-35, 148-50, 
177, 227-28 n. 48; reliability in sagas, 2, 3, 4; in wed., 7-8, 82, 148, 153, 155, 
158, 172, 189, 219 n. 33, 227 n. 47 
History: and art, 179, 185; author's view of, 178-79, 180; philohophy of, in Middle 
Ages, 178, 192 
Increment: as compositional method, 140; examples of, 54, 60, 104, 105, 114, 116, 
116-17, 117, 119, 120-21, 121, 125, 128, 129; as related to thirteenth-century 
analogy, 178. See also Embellishment, double function of; Rhetorical devices, 
general 
Inevitability (inflexibilicay, predcterminism), as concept underlying ethical, social, 
metaphysical spheres, 17, 63, 123, 144, 158-60, 160, 161, 175 
Inimical brothers, 74-82, 152, 181, 211 n. 15; as composites of verbal components, 
163; likenesses of, 74, 76, 77, 78, 79; opposition of, 74-75, 76, 77, 78; not wholly 
opposite, 76, 78, 211 n. 15; shift in character of, 79; significance of, for analogy, 
181; tripartite arrangement of, 73-74, 77, 79 
Irony: defined, 167; distinctive quality of saga, 144, 173, 182, result of implied 
discrepancies, 34, 40, 61, 144, 168, 173; of double audience and omniscience, 
160-61, 167, 168. See also Ambiguity; Omniscience; Wit 
lslendinga saga, relationship of, to wed., 9, 10, 156, 157, 186-90, 191. See also Thorvald, 
attack on sons of 
jafnan: as anticipatory device, 35, 54, 54-55, 59, 95, 204-5 n. 18; as confirmative, 29, 
31, 32, 59,205 n. 18; related co Foreknowledge and inevitability, 144,181,230 n. 62 
(See also Laxda,/a saga, coded words in) 
kdtr, as literary device to signal its opposite, 98, 154, 167, 188, 215 n. 1. See also 
Stylistic devices, contrastives 
Killings, three main: motifs in, 106-8; participants in, 105,215 n. 7; sources for 
pattern of, 156 
kunnigt: examples of, 205 n. 25; as related to Foreknowledge, 44, 63 (See also Laxda,la 
saga, coded words in) 
language. See also Ambiguity; Laxda,la saga, overall style of; Rhetorical devices 
formal dimension of: abstracted word-pattern (schemes), 12, 63, 96, 118, 122, 147, 
148, 161, 163-64, 170, 172; unity of form and content, 30, 45, 53, 55, 63, 70, 
122, 127, 147, 159, 169 
- potential of, beyond discursive content, 30, 32, 34; examples of, 19, 24, 34-35, 
37, 39, 45, 55, 126-27, 204-5 n. 18 
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- precision and necessity of, vs. arbitrariness, 15, 26, 31, 32, 34, 44, 51-52, 52, 54, 
63, 148, 161 
- provenance of, irrelevant, 12, 88, 92, 122, 124, 147-48, 164, 171, 190, 206 n. 31, 
216 n. 11 (See also Laxdwla saga, as aesthetic unit) 
Laxdwla saga: 
- as aesthetic unit, 13, 88, 92, 96, 122, 145, 147, 176, 183, 190 
- as analogy with thirteenth century, 174, 175-77, 179, 184, 190-91, 234 n. 40 
- as coded message, 148, 181-82 
- coded words in: bte5i ... ok, 92, 94, 147-48, 181; hvarki ... ne, 92, 94, 144, 147-48, 
181; hvarrtveggja, 92, 93-94, 144, 147-48; jafnan, 144, 147-48, 131, 230 n. 62; 
iafnskj6tt, 180; iafn-words, 90, 147-48; kunnigt, 44, 147-48; sem aCJr [fyrr], 44, 55, 
63, 99, 147-48, 173; tiu e()a t6lf, 190-91, 234 n. 40; t6lf (twelve), 190; tveir kostir, 
92-93, 147-48, 181; upp kve5it ... niCJr koma, 26, 127; van, 44, 147-48, 173; 
ymisst, 44-45, 147-48 
- comparison with Greek drama, 17, 163, 166, 167 
- cultural sources for, 143, 151, 155, 157-58, 185-86 
- dating of, 189-91, 232 n. 12 
- economy of, 26, 31, 63 
- oral sources for, 15 3 
- overall structu.re of, 63, 65, 88, 94; based on twos (balance, preparation-fulfillment, 
symmetry, comparison, equalization, juxtaposition), 43, 44, 47, 53, 63, 82, 88, 94, 
95-96, 115, 159; based on threes (triple repetitions, three parts), 97, 110; as 
merger of two-ness and three-ness, 115, 120, 122, 166, 182 (See also Tripartite 
form) 
- overall style of, 125, 144, 154, 167-73 (See also Ambiguity; Irony; Stylistic devices) 
- as a parable, 177, 182, 196 
- as parody, 172, 182 
- parts of, 16, 17, 95-96 
- plot structure of, 15-17, 175 
- studies on: Bail.th, 5-6; van Ham, 7-8; Heller, 7-8, 11-12; Hallberg, 8-9; Mundt, 
9-1 0; Schildknecht-Burri, 7 
- written sources for, 8, 10, 15 3, 154-5 8, 186-89 
misjQ/n verCJa morginverkin, 109, 157, 216-17 n. 17 
Models (modeling), 71, 73-74, 95, 164; distribution in parts of saga, 72, 73-74, 82, 
110, 113-14; examples of 71, 72, 74-82, 82-85, 85-86, 99, 100, 108, 119, 162; 
preparatory, not most complete, 95, l34; as prototypes, 95, 162-63; in sequence 
of generations, 85, 86, 95, 138; scrambled, 95. See also Patterns 
Moral code. See Ethical code 
Morkinskinna, as source for Lxd., 8, 155, 156, 227 n. 47, 227-28 n. 48 
MSS, 217 n. 23, 238; variant readings from, 205 n. 21, n. 24, 208 n. 7, 209 n. 4, 
215 n. 7, 216 n. 17, 217 n. 20, 228-29 n. 29, 234 n. 40 
Norwegian court, Iceland's relationship to, 129-30, 130-31 (offer of position at court), 
131 (wooing of favor), 185, 193, 194, 195 
Omniscience, 167-168; of author and audience, 25, 53, 56, 57, 161, 167, 168, 180, 
201 n. 3; as evidenced by double audience, 26, 34, 51, 52, 160-61, 167-68 (See 
also Ambiguity; Irony); as evidenced by untransmitted statements, 32, 38, 52-53, 
56, 56-57, 57, 57-58, 58, 60, 207 n. 5, 207-8 n. 6; related to objectivity, 168 
Oral tradition, 150-54; motifs of, 151, 152, 152-53, 154, 158 (See also Folklore); 
techniques of, 4-5, 149, 153-54, 231-32 n. 3; as substratum, 2-5, 153 
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Ordeals (heathen and Christian); as evidence of anachronism, 40-41; as evidence of 
author's intrusion, 41; as means for dating the saga, 190; as evidence of time 
comparison, 174 
Overlapping: of characters, 73, 78, 79, 81, 95, 157, 163, 185-86; of comic and tragic, 
166, 169; of epic and dramatic modes, 165, 166, 175; of ethical and metaphysical 
spheres, 17, 160, 164, 175; of functional categories, 78, 79, 95, 97, 120, 127, 
144-45, 172; of time periods, 143, 174, 175, 178, 179 
Parties: at H61, 20, 188, 215 n. 5; at Laugar and Hjardarholt, 97-99; as precondition 
for tragedy, 98, 169, 215 n. 5 (See also katr; Stylistic devices, contrastives) 
Patterns: archetypal nature of ( nucleus patterns), 99, 104, 106, 108, 110, 113, 13 7-143 
(hero's accoutrements), 171, 179; change in, significant, 76, 98, 126, 132, 138, 
1_44, 181; compelling force of, 132, 137, 138, 226-27 n. 46 (See also Author, 
nodding of); concealment of, 76, 164, 167, 169-71, 172, 174, 182; constancy of, 
despite variation, 79, 108, 115, 122, 134, 170, 179; cumulative effect of, 171, 178; 
formulaic (stereotyped) nature of, 138, 164, 171, 226 n. 46; means of varying, 
60, 70, 73, 79, 95, 104, 108, 112-13, 115, 126, 134, 141, 143, 154, 170-71; mutual 
elucidation of, 79, 81, 115, 211 n. 22, 217 n. 23; predictability of, related to 
Foreknowledge, 122, 144; significance of, for analogy, 177, 179; used to do the 
concealing, 39, 125, 129, 131, 144, 171-72, 223 n. 15, 234 n. 40 
Poems: as riddles, 29, 181-82, 184; to further historical illusion, 149 
Prophecy: as anticipatory device, 18, 43-44, 160; examples of direct type of, 18-26, 
202-3 n. 9; examples of indirect type of (anticipation in retrospect), 26-30, 30-43; 
fulfillment of, precise, 24, 25, 26, 31, 44; Part I of saga as, 95-96; prediction-
fulfillment structure of, 25, 26, 39, 40, 44, 45, 47; progression-regression rhythm 
of, 44, 45, 174; as representing supernatural power (fate, destiny), 15, 160; signalled 
by phrases of prediction, 26, 38, 51, 202-3 n. 9; subtlety of, 17, 30, 44, 160, 167; 
suspense not compromised by, 17, 18, 44, 160; whole saga as, 177 
Quadruplets: defined, 118; examples of, 118-20, 218 n. 30, n. 32; structurally related 
to Repetition and Comparison, 97, 120, 122 
Recurrence, 122-23, 123-24; 
- balance in, 124, 144, 159, 177 
- background for Repetition ·and Comparison, 124, 143-44, 175 
- cyclical nature of, 123-24, 134, 145, 177 
- as epic base, 164-65 
- as foreground in thirteenth-century analogy, 177, 178 
formal symbolism of, 12 3-2_4, 144, 159 
magnification of, 124, 134-35, 143, 178 
motifs of: abundance, 135; congeniality, 135; early maturity, 125, 151; favorite 
child, 79, 126-27, 152; numerical greatness, 134-35; scarlet clothes, 139, 140, 142; 
skart, 13 7; superlative designations, 13 5-36; weapons and clothes, 138, 139-42 
(hero's accoutrements) 
- progressive nature of: temporally expressed through forward movement of genera-
tions, 123; qualitatively expressed in increased enhancement (pageantry-like 
descriptions of hero), 82, 135, 138, 139-42 
qualified function of (overlap with Repetition and Comparison), 86-87, 124, 125, 
131, 137, 138, 141, 143, 171-72, 175 
- quality and quantity of, 124, 178 
- exemplified by round of life: 124-25, 129 (births), 125-28 (betrothals), 128-29 
(wedding), 129-33 (career abroad), 133 (old age and death);·- by round ot 
sameness, 144 
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- structurally related to Foreknowledge, Repetition, and Comparison, 144, 144-45 
- uncamouflaged (used to conceal), 39, 125, 129, 131, 144, 171-72 
Repetition. See also Omniscience 
- examples of, 53-54 ,54, 55-56, 59-60, 60, 61-62, 62 
- as foreground, 124, 175 
- formal symbolism of, 63, 96, 122, 123, 124 
- as leitmotif, 33-34, 59 
- as reinforcement for Foreknowledge, 25, 28, 30, 37-38, 53-54, 54-55 
as reinforcement in a flash-back, 45 
retrospective nature of, 5 3 
structural features of: forth-and-back rhythm occasioned by comparing antecedent 
and referent, 51, 52; precise parallelism of statement and confirmation, 47, 52, 
53, 56 
strucrurally related to Foreknowledge, 47, 53, 56, 58, 63, 161 
Retrospect, 26, 30, 53, 65; as general point of view in Lxd., 26, 174, 180-81; 
as substantiated in phrases of recalling, 44, 54 
Retrospective cues (veiled hints): 
- defined, 26, 43-44, 161 
- distinguishing features of, 30-31 
- examples of, in Snorri Godi's scheme, 26-30 
- function of, as camouflage, 170 
- ambiguities (double intent): fylgl'>i, 35; burl'>ir loknar, 34; kyrrt, 32, 33, 40; 
na:st Kiartani, 35; snarisk ; bragl'>, 27-28; rdl'>akostr, 39 (See also Ambiguity) 
- by-names, 41, 43 
euphemism, 41 (See also Rhetorical devices) 
future of probability, 23 
generalities for specifies (vague plurals, vague terms): af inum versti manni, 52; 
ngkkura, 33, 127; svivirl'>ingarorl'>, 33, 127 (See also Ambiguity) 
litotes, 27, 31, 40 (See also Rhetorical devices, litotes) 
- pre-introduced character traits, 27, 41-42, 42, 62, 161 
pre-introduction of characters (mainly in genealogies), 27, 43, 161 
- quantitative slights, 34-35, 36 
- repetitions (statement-confirmations), 27 /29, 28, 30, 31/32, 32, 33/34, 36/38, 39 
- weighted words: eigi ortJ t6m, 27; jafnan, 31, 32, 33, 54; meiri van, 27; vel, 36 
(See also jafnan; vel) 
Reversals (reversed images): in dialogue, 37, 60-61, 116, 117-18, 119; as contrast 
within a series, 98, 129, 130, 132, 133, 136, 138, 152, 162-63, 171, 203 n. 6, 223, 
n. 23; as negative counterpart, 60, 82, 90, 94, 129, 144, 218 n. 28; as negative 
or positive substitution within a pattern, 39, 43, 70, 70-71, 87, 92, 95, 115, 
116, 118, 119, 168-69, 210 n. 12, 216 n. 13, 217-18 n. 25; qualitatively of greater 
import, 98, 132, 138, 144; significance of, for thirteenth-cenrury analogy 171, 176, 
177, 181, 189, 193 
Reverse, images in (mirrored images): 
- like-reflections: betrothals, 128; divorces, 68; sea-crossings, 132-33, 181 
- opposite reflections: An's dream, 216 n. 13 
- significance of, for thirteenth-century analogy, 176, 177, 181, 193 
Rhetorical devices: general 30-31, 40, 44, 58, 63, 95, 97, 115, 118, 127, 143, 154, 
168-69; antistrophon, 34, 38, 55, 61-62, 173; balanced comparatives, 52, 90-91, 
169; balanced syntax, 91-92, 169; chiasmus, 81, 115, 168; correlatives, 56, 94, 
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169, 181; euphemism, 31, 41, 52; litotes, 6, 27, 31, 31-32, 40; weighted words, 
19, 24, 32, 39, 204-5 n. 18. See also Ambiguity; Increment; Reversals 
Rhythm, alternating (back and forth): expressed in form and content, 44-45, 174-75, 
181; expressed in the narrative form, 45, 51, 52, 180; as result of structure, 44, 
149, 159, 174-75, 177; significance of, for thirteenth-century analogy, 174-75, 177, 
180-81, 181; subtlety of, 149, 177 
Riddles, 71-72, 143. See also Poems 
Romantic School, 2, 198 n. 3 
Sagas of Icelanders: chronology of, 2, 4, 154, 157; composltlon of, 158; as thirteenth-
century literary works, 4, 150; sources for, 8, 11, 150 
Saint's life. See Hagiography 
Sales of land, 113-115; function of chiasmus in, 115. See also Bargaining, for Hjardarholt 
Scarlet clothes, motif of, 86, 132, 138, 139, 140, 222 n. 46 
Schemes: the author·s, 168, 172, 176, 181-182, 183-84; use of word brag<>, 27-28, 
29, 167; Snorri Godi's, 28-30, 168, 181, 183-84; of words, 172 (See also Language, 
formal dimension of) 
Sea crossings, 130-132; as mirrored images (like reflections), 181; as reversed image 
(opposite reflection), 181; rhythm of, 44, 175 
Shields, insignias on: as anachronisms, 142, 155, 227-28 n. 48; descriptions of, 139 
(Olaf Peacock's), 140 (Kjartan's), 141 (Bolli Bollason's); sources for, 227-28 n. 48 
Shift of focus: between foreground and background, 124, 143, 144, 172, 175, 177, 178; 
between the implicit and the explicit, 68, 73, 76, 109, 115, 144, 169, 177 
Simultaneity: of depiction, 165; of time, 89, 90 (iafnsnimma), 178-80, 179-80 (jafn-
skj6tt) 
Skaldic: devices, 154,185; poetry, 149, 151 
Snorri Sturluson, 149, 150, 151, 158, 185, 186, 187-88 (prelude to his death, account 
in Islendinga saga), 189, 191-92, 193-96 (life and times of) 
Social and Moral Order, 158-60; inevitability of, 144, 159; significance of, 175-76, 
178-79, 179; symbolically expressed, 123-24, 144, 159. See also Epic, background; 
Ethical code; Inevitability 
Statement-confirmation (anticipation-fulfillment), examples of, 18-25, 26-30, 31-39, 
40, 43, 51-63 
Statistical studies of Lxd., 8-10; evaluated, 9-10 
Stereotypes vs. individuals, 6, 7, 79, 95, 104, 136, 155, 162, 163, 164, 192. See also 
Characters, as composites of linguistic units, from various sources and times 
Sturla Th6rdarson, 9, 10, 158, 187, 189, 191, 192 
Sturlu saga, 186, 187, 233 n. 32 
Stylistic devices, 154; 
contrastives: between calm and storm, 32-33, 169 (See also Ambiguity, kyrrt); 
between gaiety and ensuing tragedy, 20, 98, 169, 215 n. 5 (See also kdtr); between 
hope and fear, 19-20, 20, 161, 169; between splendor and tragedy, 16, 158, 169 
narrative techniques, 154; flash-backs, 45, 79, 165, 173, I 75, 180-81 
Subterfuge. See Duplicity 
Superlatives, 6, 73, 81, 134, 136, 143. See also Cliches; Recurrence, magnification of 
Superimpositions: of epic and dramatic, 175; of present on the past, 174; of time-
periods, 178, 179; of sources, 185. See also Overlapping; Time, superimpositions of 
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Supernatural happenings, 66, 67, 111, 112, 113, 209 n. 2; amalgamated with natural 
causes, 20, 112-13, 138, 202 n. 4 
Suspense, 17, 18, 44, 160 
S1,erris saga, 150-51 
Swimming match, 32, 35-36 
Swords: Foorbiter, 15, 19, 23, 69, 161; Konungsnaut, 15, 19, 69, 161; as part of 
hero's accoutrements, 227 n. 47; Skofnung, 216 n. 14 
Ten (tiu), as coded word, 190; as increment, 105, 121; as numerically important in 
saga, 190, 234 n. 40 
Tenses, 176-77; camouflaged use of, 176-77; method of handling, 176-77, 186; in 
titt phrases, 194 
Thorvald, attack on sons of, in lslendinga saga, 156, 157, 188-89, 192, 210 n. 9. See also 
Helgi's hut, attack at; lslendinga saga, relationship of, to Lxd. 
Time: discrepancies in, 143, 149-50, 173-74, 202 n. 3, 211-12 n. 24,233 n. 22 (See also 
Anachronism; Ordeals, as evidence of anachronism); compacted, 185, 192; present 
("now") and past ("before") compared, 63, 173-7 4, 174 (titt phrases), 174-75, 
177-78, 180-81, 195; epic and dramatic, 165, 166, 174-75, 178; equivalent to 
three cultural periods, 155, 157-58, 185; as historical sequence, 142, 149-50, 177, 
227 n. 48; poetic, 150, 202 n. 3; relativity of, 149-50, 178; superimpositions of, 
174, 175, 178, 179, 180; suspended, 150, 166, 175, 178; synchronic, 90, 179-80. See 
also Overlapping, of time periods 
tiu et'>a toll, 190, 217 n. 20, 234, n. 40 
Tripartite form. See also Laxda;/a saga, parts of, overall structure of 
characterized by two within three, 77, 79, 115, 120, 216 n. 14; exemplified in 
comparisons of "before" and "now," (two time periods), 63, 174, 180-81; in 
comparisons of "before," "now," and "aftert (three time periods), 177, 178, 181, 
185; in distribution over parts of saga, 73-74, 76, 77, 181, 216 n. 14; in layers 
of meaning (two-levelled and three-levelled), 166, 167, 177, 182; in numerical 
preferences, 92-94, 120, 120-21; important for dating the saga, 190-91 
reflected in themes in triplicate, 97 (See also Drownings; Goadings; Killings; 
Parties; Sales of land) 
reflected in triple repetitions, 110 (See also Triplets) 
relationship of, to convention and folklon:, 120, 121-22 
Triplets: examples of, 99, 108-9, 115-118, 217-18 n. 25, 218 n. 28; formally related 
to Repetition and Comparison, 99, 122, 159; types of, 117 
Twelve (toll); numerical preference for, 121; significance of, for analogy, 190; social 
and legal mores associated with, 121-22, 151, 219 n. 34, 221-22 n. 5 
Understatement. See Rhetorical devices, litotes 
upp kvet'Jit ... nii'!r koma: in betrothals, 126-27; symbolic function of, 26, 127 
vdn: as coded word, 44, 147-48, 173; as signifiying Foreknowledge, 44, 63; examples 
of, 205 n. 25 
t•el, lesser value of, 36, 80, 81, 91-92, 129. See also Language, provenance of, irrelevant 
Weaponry, 152. See also Hero's accoutrements; Shic:lds; Swords 
Weapons and clothes (at vdpnum ok kla1i'!um). See Hero's accoutrements, related motifs 
Wit, 34, 40, 41, 42, 61-62, 78, 172, 172-73, 182, 226 n. 45, 228 n. 48 
J1a1ttir theory, 4, 5-6, 11, 198 n. :, 
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INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES 
Alf of the Dales (Dala-Alfr), 27 
An the Black (Brushwood-Belly) (An svarti, hrismagi), 20, 43, 93, 160, 188 
An the White (An inn hvlti), 43, 99 
Asgaut (slave) (Asgautr), 43, 67-68, 88 
Aud (of H61; first wife of Th6rd lngunnarson) (Aullr), 20, 68, 69, 93, 136, 161 
Audgisl (Aullgisl P6rarinsson), 29, 62, 63 
Audun Festargarm (Aullunn festargarmr), 25 
Bard Hoskuldsson (Bar/Ir H9skuldsson), 31; compared with brother Thorleik, 74, 76; 
with Kjartan, 76; with Thorleik Bollason, 79; favored by Hoskuld, 74, 77; reaction 
over inheritance claim, 7 5 
Bardi (Bar/Ii Gullmundarson), 102-3 
Beinir the Strong (Beinir inn sterki), 43, 51 passim 
Bjorn the Eastman (Bj9rn inn auscrceni Ketilsson), 15, 27; compared to brother 
Helgi, 74 
Bolli Bollason, 23, 125, 126, 128, 130, 137, 142; compared to Bard, 76, 76-77, 79; to 
Bolli Thorleiksson, 108; to brother Thorleik, 77, 78; to Kjartan, 77, 79, 80, 81, 
121; to Olaf Peacock, 121; counterpart for father, 81-82; foremost, 79, 80; in 
hero's accountrements, 141-42; marriage plans of, 81; ostentation of, 86, 13 7; shift 
in character of, 79; as stereotype, 164; superiority of, 80; at twelve years of age, 
121 
Bolli Thorleiksson (Bolli J>orleiksson), 15, 16, 17, 19, 22, 88, 89, 93, 99, 102, 105, 
106, 109, 120, 126; compared to Bard, 79; to Bolli Bollason, 79, 108; to Kjartan, 
76, 79, 108, 163; to Thorleik Bollason, 79, 81; as Eddie counterpart, 186; insinuation 
of, 3 7, 39, 58; negativeness of, 61, 79, 117; relationship to Gudrun, 35, 71, 129; 
resentment of Kjartan, 35-36, 36-37, 38, 61, 117; showiness of, 137; in hero's 
accoutrements, 138; silence of, 59, 79; subordinate position of, 34-35, '35-36, 80 
Egil Skalla-Grimsson (Egill Skalla-Grimsson), 57-58 
Eid (Eillr Skeggjason), 118 
Eldgdm (Eldgdmr), 31, 88, 91,117,118, 120-21 
Geirmund the Noisy (Geirmundr gnyr), 18, 19, 55, 69, 73, 129 
Gellir Thorkelsson (Gellir J>orkelsson), 121 
Gest (Gestr Oddleifsson), 15, 16, 19, 27, 41; dream interpretations of, 21-22, 72; 
prophecies of, 17, 24-25; threat against Kotkel, 66 
Gizur (Gizur hviti Teitsson), 120 
Grim (outlaw) (Gdmr), 23, 27, 55, 69-70, 118, 136 
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Gudrun 6svffsd6ttir (Guc5run 6svffrsd6ttir), 15, 16, 17, 20, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29, 37, 38, 
68, 89, 93, 94, 126, 128, 135; uses an antistrophon, 61-62, 173; character traits 
of, 41-42, 98, 137, 162; compared to Kjartan, 86-87; to Melkorka, 85; to Thorgerd, 
100-104, 109-10; to Thorgils, 83, 84; to Vigdls, 82, 116; as composite, 186; as 
contrast to Hrefna, 39; cruel remarks of, 58-59; divorce of, 68, 71; dreams of, 21, 
72; favoritism toward Eolli Bollason, 77, 125; introduced in genealogy, 43; goadings 
of, 100, 103; marriage with Bolli Thorleiksson, 129; nurtures hate, 60; observes 
men on raid, 54; as prototype, 95, 162-63; rebuffed by Kjartan, 60; spinning 
and washing of, 109 
Gunnar Thidrandabani (Gunarr l>ic5randabani), 42, 69-70, 82 
Gunnhild (queen) (Gunnhildr), 62, 89, 91, 13 I, 132 
Hakon the Earl (Hakon jar!), 55 
Hallbjorn Sleekstone-Eye (Hallbj9rn sllkisteinsauga Kotkelsson), 25, 67 
Hall (brother of Ingjald) Hallr, br615ir Ingjalds Saucleyjargooa), 91, 92, 115, 116 
Halld6r (Halld6rr 61afsson), 20, 51 passim, 54, 88, 114 
Harald (king) (Harald Gunnhildarson Noregskonungr), 55, 131 
Hardbein (Harc5beinn Helgason), 121 
Helgi Bj61an (Helgi bj61an Ketilsson), 74 
Helgi Hardbeinsson (Helgi Har5beinsson), 17, 23, 28, 71-72, 105,106,120 
Herj61f (Herj61fr Eyvindarson), 129, 136 
Hild (Hildr l>orarinsd6ttir), 120 
Hjalti (Skeggjason), 120 
Hoskuld Kollsson (Dala-Kollsson), 31, 33, 34, 40, 88, 90, 92, 93, 94, 120, 126, 129, 
130, 133, 134; compared to son 61af Peacock, 85, 119; favoritism toward Bard, 
75, 77, 79, 125; division of inheritance, 75; love for 6Iaf Peacock, 125; broaches 
marriage proposal to_ Egil, 5 7; counsels neighbors, 5 5 
Hrapp (V£ga-Hrappr, I; Sumarlitlason), 40, 55, 67, 72, 91 
Hrapp (Vlga-Hrappr, II), 73 
Hrefna (Asgeirsdottir cedikolls), 81, 94, 99; as composite, 186; as contrast to Gudrun, 
39, 162-63; Gudrun's jealousy of, 42; pre-introduced, 43; showiness of, 137 
Hrut (Hrutr Herj61fsson), 25, 31, 32, 40, 120, 121; cattle raid of, 92; character traits 
of, 73; early maturity of, in hero's accoutrements, 13 7; relationship of, to Eldgrfm, 
88, 91, 117, 118; to Gunnhild, 89,131; return of, to-Iceland, 133; superlative 
description of, 136 
lngibjorg (the king's sister) (lngibj9rg Tryggvad6ttir), 39, 70, 132 
Ingjaldr (Sau5eyjargooi), 88, 91, 120, 121 
J6runn (Hoskuld's wife) (Bjarnard6ttir), 40, 65-66, 93, 119, 129; opposition of, toward 
Hoskuld, 33-34, 90 
Kalf (Kalfr Asgeirsson), 92 
Kari Hrutsson, 66, 121 
Keri! Flatnose (Ketill flatnefr), 15, 92 
Kjartan 6lafsson, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 27, 92, 93, 94, 97, 109, 117, 120, 126, 
131, 142, 161; character traits of, 36-37, 163; compared to Bolli Bollason, 78, 80, 
81, 86, i21; to Bolli Thorleiksson, 34-35, 76; to Gudrun, 86-87; to 61af Peacock, 
85-86, 121, 140; to Olaf Tryggvason, 159; to Thorleik Bollason, 78; as composite, 
186, 191, 195; favor of, at court, 36, 38; foremost, 79, 80; in hero's accoutrements, 
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140; receives king's offer of rd/'jakostr, 39; has knowledge of Tunga sale, 56; 
marriage plans of, 81; as prototype, 163; reaction to Bolli's insinuation, 37, 58; 
relationship of, to Bolli Thorleiksson, 37, 58, 61, 75-76; to Gudrun, 41, 59-60, 98; 
to lngibjorg, 70; showiness of, 137; receives stud of horses, 71; superior position of, 
80; superior qualities of, 32; and his sword Konungsnaut, 61, 69, 98-99 
Kotkel (sorcerer) (Kotkell), 66, 71, 88 
Lambi (l>orbjarnarson skrjups), 43, 60, 91 
Melkorka (Myrkjartansd6ttir), 33, 34, 75, 88, 90, 93, 94, 120; compared to Gudrun, 
84-8 5; as a composite, 15 7 
Myrkjartan (king of the Irish), 69, 139 
6laf Feilan (6lafr feilan Porsteinsson raul\s), 27, 125, 126 
Olaf Peacock (61Hr pai H9skuldsson), 16, 17, 84, 88, 90-91, 91, 97, 114, 115, 117, 
120, 126-27, 131, 133; 142; as ambdttarsonr, 33-34; compared to Bolli Bollason, 121; 
to Hoskuld, 85, 119; to Kjartan, 86, 121; to Myrkjartan, 69; favoritism of, toward 
Kjartan, 79, 125; foremost, 79; inheritance quarrel of, 31-32, 75; in hero's 
accoutrements before Myrkjarran, 139; before Thorgerd, 140; has knowledge about 
Thorhalla's sons, 57; marriage of, into Myramenn, 54, 57; premonitions of, 18, 19, 
20; prestige abroad, 55-56; promises a reward, 68; relationship to Bard, 75; showiness 
in weapons and clothes, 138-39; threat against Kotkel, 66; at twelve years of 
age, 121 
6laf, the Saint (Haraldsson, king of Norway), 72 (deflates Kjartan) 
6laf Tryggvason (king) (6lafr Tryggvason), 118, 131; blesses Kjartan's sword, 19; 
deflates Thorkel, 72; method of Christianization, 56; makes a prophecy, 18 
Orn (helmsman) (Qrn), 55, 119 
Osvif (father of Gudrun) (6svifr Helgason), 25, 91, 97 
Snorri Godi (Snorri gol\i l>orgrimsson), 17, 23, 26, 28, 29, 30, 42, 70, 88, 89, 94, 
115-16, 126; advice of, to Thorkel Eyj6lfsson, 62; pre-introduced, 43; relationship 
of, to Thorgils, 27, 62; to Thorkel, 27; to Snorri Sturluson, 182, 183-84, 191, 196; 
scheming of, 28-30 
Stigandi (Kotkelsson), 68, 88, 136 
Thangbrand (l'angbrandr), 56 
Th6rarin (1>6rarinn, father of Audgisl), 62 
Th6rarin ( l>6risson), 20, 59, 88, 92; accompanies Halld6r to bargain for Hjardarholt, 
114 passim 
Thorbjorn Skrjup; compared to Thorgils HQlluson, 84-85; meaning of by-name, 43; 
pre-introduced, 43 
Th6rd Goddi (1>6rl'lr goddi), 34, 69, 88, 120, 121; bribed, 65; divorce of, 71; evens 
score with Vigdis, 68; pre-introduced, 43 
Th6rd lngunnarson (1'6rl'lr lngunnarson), 21, 41; divorce of, 68; drowning of, 112-13 
Thorgerd Egilsd6ttir (l>orgerl'lr Egilsd6ttir), 33; character traits, 73; compared to Gudrun, 
100-104, 109-10; goading of, 101-2; knowledge of Thorkel of Hafratindar's 
behaviour, 57; marriage to 61af Peacock, 53-54, 126-27, 127-28; reaction to Olaf's 
finery, 139-40; as stereotype, 164 
Thorgerd (wifr of Dala-Kolli) (l'orgcrl\r l>orsteinsd6ttir), 129; favorite son Hoskuld, 
125 
Thorgils Holluson (l>orgils HQlluson), 28, 29, 30, 77, 88, 91, 116, 120; character 
traits, 73; compared co Gudrun, 83; to Thorbjorn Skrjup, 84-85; relationship to 
Thorkel Eyj6lfsson, 27, 82-83, 83-84; to Snorri Godi, 27, 62 
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Thorhalla Chatterbox (l>orhalla malga), 59, 161, 188 
Thorkel Eyj6lfsson (l'orkell Eyj6lfsson), 24, 28, 30, 42, 72, 77, 94, 114, 118, 121, 
126, 128, 132, 135, 160; character trait, 42; compared to Gudrun, 69-70; dream 
of, 23; drowning of, 113; experience with outlaws, 55, 69-70, 218-19 n. 32; pre-
introduced, 43; relationship to Thorgils Holluson, 27, 82-83, 83-84 
Thorkel of Hafratindar, 18, 20, 56-57, 101, 106 
Thorkel Skalli of Thykkvaskog ( l'orkell skalli a l>ykkvaskogi), 67 
Thorkel Trefil (l>orkell trefill Raucla-Bjarnarsonar), 40-41, 92 
Thorleik Bollason (l>orleikr Bollason), 119, 130; compared to Bolli Bollason, 77, 78; 
to Balli Thorleiksson, 77, 79, 81; to Thorleik Hoskuldsson, 76-77, 77, 78, 79; 
subordinate position of, 80, 224 n. 27. 
Thorleik Hoskuldsson (l'orleikr H9skuldsson), 88, 91, 117; bribed, 65; character traits 
of, 73; compared to Bard, 74-75, 76; to Balli Thorleiksson, 76; reaction to 
inheritance claim, 75; relationship to Hrut, 25, 31; bargains for stud of horses, 71 
Th6r6lf (outlaw) ( J>6r6lfr), 54, 82, 88, 92 
Th6r6lf Red nose ( P6r6lfr rauclnefr), 54, 7 3, 116 
Thorstein the Black ( l>orsteinn svarti), 116 
Thorstein Kuggason (l>orsteinn l>orkelsson kugga), 24, 88, 114, 118, 120; admonishes 
Thorkel, 160; takes part in Hjardarholt bargaining, 51 passim 
Thorstein Surt (l>orsteinn surtr inn spaki Hallsteinsson), drowning of, 110-12 
Thorvald (Gudrun's first husband) ( l>orvaldr Halld6rsson), 21, 41-42 
Thudd Olafsd6ttir (l'udclr Olafsd6ttir), 18, 19, 39, 65-66, 87, 126, 129 
Unn the Deep-minded (Unnr in djupugl5a Ketilsd6ttir), 15, 16, 24, 27, 32, 92, 126; 
character trait, 62; favoritism toward Olaf Feilan, 125 
Vigdis (lngjaldsd6ttir), 34, 54; 88; evens score with husband Th6rd, 67-68; compared 
to Gudrun, 71, 82, 116; pre-introduced, 43 
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